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REUEVEYOUR
COMPUTER OVERI,OAD
WITHOUT OVERI,OADING
YOUR· BUDGET.
Large-scale
scientific and
engineering codes
can overload even the
most powerful general-purpose computer system. Applications such as
structural analysis and reservoir
simulation can cause a demand for
CPU resources that cannot be met
during peak hours. Scheduling those
jobs to run on a late shift causes
overnight job turnaround that reduces
. the productivity of your expensive
engineering talent. And yet, if you increase your computer resources by
upgrading with another generalpurpose computer, you may overload
your budget.
Floating Point Systems has the
solution.

Presenting - The FPS-164
Attached Processor from
Floating Point Systems.
The FPS-I64 is designed for highspeed cost-effective processing of
engineering and scientific calculations. Attach the FPS-I64 to your IBM
or VAXTM system, and you can offload
numerically-intensive computations
for faster, more cost-effective solutions, while freeing your host computer for other jobs.
With features that include parallel
pipelined architecture, and 64-bit

word length, the FPS-I64 gives your
system the speed and accuracy
needed to solve these jobs - up to
12-million floating-point calculations
per second, and 15 decimal digits of
precision. Problems requiring large
. memory can be solved because of the
FPS-I64's large, directly-addressable
memory - up to 14 Megabytes. A Disk
Subsystem provides up to 3,000
Megabytes of secondary storage.
With prices starting at $250,000
(U.S.), the FPS-I64 delivers this powerful capability for less than an additional computer system.

FORTRAN and SJE for
programming flexibility.
The hardware performance of the
FPS-164 is supported by complete
program development software. A
powerful ANSI 77 FORTRAN compiler
and an Overlaying Linker permits you
to create programs that exceed the
size of the large available memory. A
new operating system, the Single Job
Executive (SJE), lets you program and
run complete jobs as easily as using
your own familiar computer. A comprehensive Math Library containing
over 380 FORTRAN-callable subroutines is also available.

Built-in reliability and a
world of service.
Such features as errorcorrecting memory,

internal diagnostic system with
diagnostic microprocessor are engineered into the FPS-I64.
Product reliability is backed by
customer support that includes service facilities at key locations
throughout the world, remote diagnostics, comprehensive documentation, installation, training, and other
services .
For further information, write today
or call our nearest Sales Office ... or
our toll free number, (800) 547-1445.

The world leader in array processors.

FLOATING POINT
SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 23489
Portland. OR 97223
(503) 641-3151
TLX: 360470 FLOATPOIN BEAV
FPS Sales and Service Worldwide.
US: Albuquerque (NM). Dedham (MAl. Denver (CO).
Hartford (CT). Houston (TX). Laguna Hifls (CA). Los
Angeles (CA). New Orleans (LA). Orlando (FL). Palo
Alto (CA). Philadelphia (PA). Rockville (MD).
Schaumburg (lL). Seattle (WA).
INTERNATIONAL: Canada - Calgary. Montreal.
Ottawa; England. Bracknell. Berkshire; France. Rungis;
Japan. Tokyo; Netherlands. Gouda; West Germany.
Haar.
DISTRIBUTORS: Australia and New Zealand. Milsons
Point. N.S.W (Techway PlY.. LTD.); Finland. Helsinki (OY
Emmett AB); lndia. Bombay (Hinditron Computers
PVT.. LTD.); Israel. Tel Aviv (Eastronics. LTD.); Korea.
Seoul (Korea Computer Center. Inc.); Singapore
(Scientek Corporation); Southem Africa.
Johamesburg rAnker Data Systems); Sweden and
Norway. Vaxholm (Tre Konsulter AB); Taiwan and Hong
Kong. Taipei (Scientek Corporation).

© Copyright Floating Point Systems. Inc. 1982
VAX'" is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment
Corporation.
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Now you can have
fichewith
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Now virtually any computer-output
application you use can be put onto
microfiche ..
With 3M's Series 720 COM Systems.
Systems that will hook right up to
your computer-output. Providing an
easy-access data bank. One that's so
versatile, it allows you to create any
number of output formats. Including
electronic forms creation, multi-character fonts and sizes, and numerous
titling capabilities. As well as everything from production work to SYSOUT
Without the need for host computer
data handling and reformatting.
Fact is, 3M's Series 720 has the
highest degree of input and output
flexibility and versatility of any cut-fiche
COM system available today.
What's more, the Series 720 COM
speeds turnaround time with dry silver
cut and processed fiche. It even offers
the option of roll/scroll type processing
for high volume production applications.
So whether you need an on-line
COM, an off-line COM, or one thafs
switchable, the 3M Series 720 COM
Systems are the ones that will give you
your fiche. With everything on them.
For more information about the 3M
Series 720 COM Systems, call toll-free:
800-328-1684. (In Minnesota: 800792-1072.) Or send us this coupon.
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"BECAUSE OF SYSTEM 2000;
WE HAVE ELIMINATED HAVING
TO WRITE TENS OF THOUSANDS OF
LINES OF CODE TO BRING OUR
APPLICATIONS TO MARKET."
Mason Warner, vice-president,
Technical Services.
Pacific Management Systems. Inc.

Pacific Management Systems, Inc. of Burlingame,
California, uses Intel's SYSTEM 2000® Data Base
Management System to speed their own and their
customers'products to market.
PMS provides data .processing consulting services and
application products to ,a wide range of organizations,
incluping. state.' and county governments, hospitals,
sev~ral of the' nation's' largest banks and insurance com,
pimies,and IllanyFortune 500 companies.
'
"SYSTEM.2000. gives our users total on' line, rea.l,time
ad. hoc, query and reporting capability,'" says Warner.
;"It$ menu~driven screen facility (QueX) 'and conversa,
.~ioI1alreport\Vriter. (Genius) are the. most powerful
. . . • a.yailable'in th.e inclt1stry~
'·.x,:"In one Ofoufh.uman<resotl!cemaI1agement products,
•. ,f\TS/80,.whi~his·~.job··fPplicant.trflcking.system,·over.·
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ponents they desire. These users have every on,linetool
they'll ever need."
Intel can alleviate your application development bot,
tlenecks and decrease your time to market. Just com'
plete the coupon below and mail. to Intel, 3065 •Bowers
Avenue, Santa Clara, CA95051. Or, caIL(408)
734,8102 X598.

r------------------------------------------------------------------,
Return to Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95051 ATI: Literature Department
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INTRODUCING TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE WORLD'S FASTEST,
MOST POWERFUL SERIES OF COMPATIBLE MAINFRAMES.
Astounding as it may seem,
we've added two more winning
performers to our top-of-theline AS/9000 series of compatible mainframes: the AS/90S0
dual processor and the AS/9060
uniprocessor.
Without question, our .
AS/90S0 is the fastest, most
powerful computer available
to run your IBM software,
significantly beating the IBM
30S1K in both price and
performance.
As a 64-megabyte,
32-channeldualprocessor
complex, the AS/90S0 is
designed for the discriminating
user who wants more processing speed and_power than
anything else available, at a
price that can only sour the
competition.
The AS/9060, on the other
hand, offers you field- upgradeable uniprocessor flexibility at an even lower price.
With 32 megabytes and 24
channels, the AS/9060's full
potential can be utilized as
your needs grow, and then
upgraded to the capabilities
of the AS/90S0.
Of course, both models
are completely compatible with
IBM's 30SX series in the
S/370 mode and will also
support the new Extended
Architecture (XA) •.

As our premiere line of mainframes, the AS/9000 series'
outstanding performance is a
direct result of the advanced
technology used in their logic
and high-speed local storage
circuits. Technology that's
already field-proven in a broad
base of AS/9000 customer
installations throughout
the world.
,
From the entry-level
AS/9000N up to the unmatched
AS/90S0, our AS/9000 line
offers a growth path of up to
300% in performance_
capabilities.
You wouldn't expect anything less from the one company that gives you the
broadest line of compatible
mainframes, peripherals,
memory, and software - all
when you need them. And
backed by worldwide service
and support.
Dazzling performance is
yet another reward for selecting the Complete Computer
Company•.
For further information,
contact National Advanced
Systems, SOO East Middlefield
Road, Mountain View, CA
94043. (415) 962-6100.

~National

~ Advanced Systems
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Your high
data volume transfers
to IBM or CDC centrals is
quickly accomplished by the
COMBOARDTM 1231. The 1231
supports 56 Kilobaud data
transfer rates over leased
or private networks.
Fast transfers between systems means higher productivity in critical applications
such as computer aided
design. Job turnaround is
decreased .lnd system utilization is increased.
The COMBOARD1231 is the
high speed model in the
-rt-h
COMBOARD
~

series.

BOJ\.~

CO-'

COMBOARDs
are 16 bit CPU based
single board computers which
plug straight into your DEC
UNIBUS. YourCOMBOARDand
not the DEC host handles all the
real-time interrupts and
protocol processing associated
with data communications.

COMBOARD1231 is the
leader in low overhead and
high thruput IBM interconnects.
Contact your sales representative at 614 421-2094 or mail
the coupon today~

1229 West Third Avenue
Columbus, OH 43212-3090
Send me more information on
COMBOARD™

Name
Address

'Telephone
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THE TIME OF ORWELL
August 1962,' Foresight often pales in hindsight, but sometimes it glows. Witness DATAMATION editor Harold Bergstein's
tongue-in-cheek Orwellian proje9tions for
the Year of the Big Compiler, 1984:
All life and livelihood now depend
upon computers. There are 3,642,076 main
and minor frames, 16 million programmers, and no operators. In 1984, third generation technology is obsolete; thanks to
Burroughs's innovation, we've advanced to
the eighth generation of all-EsP machines.
So far, IBM hasn't come out with any compatible ESP machines, mostly because of
SHARE's heavy investment in seventh generation software.
However, life in this future world is
not a bowl of cherries for all computer folk.
The average programmer only earns about
$34,500 per year, and there have been rumors that Jimmy Hoffa's son intends to organize the SDC staff. Librascope, inventor
of the world's smallest' computer which
cannot be seen or touched, has mislaid its
prime peanut and is frantically searching for
it to recover the Library of Congress stored
there. On the standardization front,
X3.4.5.9.0 has stopped work on the forthcoming Glossary because the Arab bloc of
nations objected to many of the terms and
definitions therein.
The first truly closed loop operation
is finally perfected at the Hunt Foods Corp.
ketchup division. Here, a TRW computer
controls tomato growing and vinegar brewing. "The entire operation is on-line with a
newly completed Big Inch pipe lash-up between Tampa and Seattle through which
ketchup flows at the rate of 250 million
computer controlled bottles daily." But the
ketchup setup looks watery in comparison
with the military's continued "exploration
of the unknown in edp." At the United Nations, a worldwide command and control
network is on 24-hour duty as each alert
station asks the preceding station, "Who
are you?" Total appropriation for the network is unestimated.
Certainly, this look at 1984 would
not be complete without news of the university scene: "A demand is growing for an
increase in grants-in-aid, scholarship funds,
and other gratuities that manufacturers have
been forced to provide in order to secure the
acceptance of free hardware. MIT, Carne-

gie, and other top prestige schools hav~
been so successful in research on self-reproducing automata that the machines originally given to them by various manufacturers
have been returned in duplicate. Cornell is
no longer hiring instructors."

EVERYONE WANTS A MINI
August 1972,' The hot news from Creative
Strategies Inc. (CSI) concerned minicomputers and money." Shipments this year by
U.S. minicomputer manufacturers will
reach almost $300 million, up from $210
million last year. " CSI projected annual increases in dollar revenues of 20% to 35%
during the next three years, possibly reaching $800 million by 1975.
While the number of minis shipped
in recent years had grown at a 47% compounded annual rate, the dollar growth rate
was only about 34%. According to CSI vice
president Richard Matlack, the dollar
growth was slow due to the decreasing price
of minis. The company's study showed that
the average price of a 4K mini had fallen
from $l1K in 1970 to $7K in 1971, and
dropped still further to $4.8K in 1972.
Matlack cited industrial automation
as a major application for minis, responsible for about half of the 1971 to '72 mini
sales. Another research organization,
Quantum Science Corp., confirmed this,
adding that "factory automation leads all
industrial equipment sectors in growth potential, increasing 16% per year from $621
million in 1971 to $2.7 billion in 1981."
As the research firms were busy researching, a new company jumped onto the
mini bandwagon in the Boston area-Prime
Computer, Inc. opened shop in Natick,
Mass. The company's president, Robert
Baron, was formerly director of engineering and programming with Honeywell's
Computer Control Div. Joining Prime as
executive vice president was Bruce Elmblad, former head of marketing at Inforex.
Jesse Aweida, president of Storage Technology, and David Dunn, a partner of
Idanta Partners, the venture capital firm that
backed Prime, were both on the board of
directors.
Baron predicted Prime would climb
"to number two in revenues in the mini,computer business within three or four
years. "

-Deborah Sojka

ABETTERWORKSTATI,OI
FOR
IBM 340R38r

DECISION DATAS WORK STATION does
Data's reliable service organization in cities and
towns across the country
everything an IBM Display Station will do on a
THE DECISION TO MAKE RIGHT NOW.
System/34 or 38 ... and more. But it costs less.
MAKES WORK-STATION WORK EASIER. It
Find out more about Decision Data by sending
has more features than IBM Display Stations.
in this coupon. Or call us at 800-523-6529 (in PA:
Including automatic dimming. Expanded error215-674-3300). It could be the best decision you
message display Cursor-position display A tilting.
make all day
etched. glare-free screen. Plus a movable keyboard and a document holder. It's designed to
•
make work easier-which means that more work
Decision
gets d o n e . '
Data
Y0l:! might well find that your input capa•
Comput~r
•
bility is so greatly increased that you need to
I
Corporation
•
increase your output capability too. Which is
• Box 2508. 100 Witmer Road. Horsham. PA 19044
•
why we also make a full line of local/remote
• Please tell me more about
I
printers which can further increase the effec0 Work Stations 0 Printers
tiveness of IBM and other s y s t e m s . .
•
THE SAFE DECISION. Decision Data has
• Name
•
•
•
the most IBM-compatible terminals and printh
b ecause t housan d s
ers avai Iab Ie anyw here. Tat's
I Company
•
of people like you have searched high and low
• --:-Ad--;--d..-re-ss-------------- I
for the best features. performance. price. service
I City
State
ZiP.
and reliability And they've found us.
THE LOGICAL DECISION. Peripherals from
• Telephone
•
Decision Data let you domore work. faster. for
~ ___________ •
____ . .

'm

p ________________ _

I.
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first pl.ace. And all our ~quipment IS backed by DeCISIon
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YOUR PRODUCTION WORKLOAD.
DO YOU CONTROL IT OR DOES
IT CONTROL YOU?
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The Data Switch System
1000 dynamicallys\Nitches
anyllO control unit used,
with any IBMor IBM
compatible'CPU (even the
newly announced 3880 Disk
Storage Controller).,

.;.,
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• Nanosecond sWitching
'speeds"
','.'\,'
• "Data Streaming"Support
e Dual inter~activeremote:o
controls (up to 400').. •. .
'.'
DataSw,itchhas more large,
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LOOK AHEAD
CASH
AND CARRY

Management Assistance Inc. 's Sorbus computer service arm is on,the verge of entering the retail
service center business. Planned are Sorbus stations where business users of popular personal
computers will be able to drop off their machines
for fixing. First three sites are Cherry Hill,
N.J., Chicago, and Santa Ana, Calif. The new
operations will be in addition to some 15 Sorbus
maintenance depots that already offer carry-in
services for users unable to afford on-site repairs.
Says marketing vice president Marvin
Venable, "After the business community we may get
some consumer business.
It's the peripherals,
not the cpu, that usually need service. That's
where we can offer something different." The
company also plans tQ sell computer supplies at
its retail stores and will expand operations if
early results look promising.

STRAINED VOICES
AT EXXON

Singing the oil slump, in the dump, financial
blues, Exxon Enterprises is having particular
problems with two of its voice-oriented companies. The parent operation just told voice recognition equipment maker Verbex that plans for
an upgraded telephone-input product line would
have to be shelved. The company claims to have
come up with improved algorithms for handling
continuous speech and reducing noise interference. Meanwhile, Delphi Communications Corp., a
southern Cali£ornia maker of voice store-and-forward systems, is being closed down. Some 220
employees were laid off initially. Exxon is understood to have been looking for a buyer for
Delphi, but no deal came through.

WHAT PRICE
EFFICIENCY?

That must be the question Larry Stratten, formerly of Amdahl Corp., is asking. While at the Sunnyvale, Calif., mainframe maker, and presumable
in his spare time, Stratten developed software to
monitor mainframe performance and diagnose problems. Apparently Amdahl wasn't interested in the
package, known as Systems Utilization Monitor
(SUM), which supposedly works on any cpu. Stratten has left to form his own company in Boston,
Computer Efficiency Systems, to market the package
himself.

ASSAULT IN
THE FALL

Although it is apparently tardy in a full-fledged
assault on the office automation market, Sperry
Univac is nevertheless optimistic. H. Glen
Haney, vice president of strategic pla~ning and
development, says the company this fall will unveil a line of office workstations designed speAUGUST 1982 13

LOOK AHEAD
cifically for use with Univac 1100 series mainframes. ~ Haney suggests that the matched product
lines will give Univac a lead in offering integrat'ed office systems, from personal computers
through mainframes. Meanwhile, Univac claimed it
had been prompted by stiff Japanese' competition
to introduce its high-end 1100/90 mainframe line
in July rather than this fall as originally
planned. As it turned out, the Blue Bell, Pa.,
firm unveiled the machines just three weeks after
the news of the IBM-Japan sting broke.
COLOR COMING

Look for Apollo Computer, a Chelmsford, Mass.,
startup, to round out its virtual computer network line with a new color node featuring hardware graphics assist. The machine uses the same
processor as othe,r Apollo units, but has an added
bipolar processor with 2 megabytes of RAM to handle local color functions.
Backing up the new
hardware will be a distributed database manager
designed for scientific and engineering customers. The software is said to enable different network users to share files with little care
for where they are physically stored.

REDUCING PLAN

Hoping to take some business away from the local
working crowd, Micom Systems of Chatsworth,
Calif., is bringing out Instamux, a mUltiplexing
line driver. Operating over a pair of standard
twisted pairs, the device can handle up to eight
19.2K bps asynchronous, full-duplex bit streams.
Micom hopes the device will appeal to users inundated by cabling and who need the flexibility
of installed twisted-pair wires. Price, quantity
one, for the four channel version is $695; eight
channels is $1,050.

ALL-IN-ONE

A software package combining calculator functions, basic word processing, mailing list management, and personal files is to be marketed by
Business Solutions Inc. of Kings Park, N.Y.
Priced at under ,$100, the package will run on
Apple personal computers and will be available in
September.

RUMORS AND
RAW RANDOM DATA

Look for Honeywell to go after IBM in the personal computer market using the Victor 9000
machine.
Insiders say the two companies are
close to signing a big oem deal. For about six
months Victor has been marketing a l6-bit machine
designed by Chuck Peddle, who, designed Commodore's original Pet personal computer .... A book
by Morgan Stanley industry analyst Ulric Weil on
the present state of the computer industry is to
be published in a few months by Prentice-Hall.
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Lee Data'sl\il-In-One Display System
is~~hoice for your 3270 requirements.

You get economy with Lee Data's Coax EliminatorTM and unsurpassed character
clarity with our new high resolution AlI- In -One display. And you get the choice of
BSC or SNA communications in either remote or local cluster systems.
DISPLAY ADVANTAGES
o Four 3278 compatible screen sizes in

SYSTEM ADVANTAGES
o A full range of controllers emulate

a single All-In-One display: 24, 32 and
431ines by 80 columns and 27 by 132.
o Unsurpassed character clarity with no
flicker achieved with a screen refresh
rate of 60 times per second, twice that
of similar displays.
o Display cabinet tilts 25 degrees vertically and rotates 180 degrees horizontally
for convenient and comfortable viewing
angles.
o Special treatment achieves non-glare
and fingerprint-resistant screen, enhancing character readability.
o Detached and lightweight keyboard
with 9' extendable coil cable-available
in five standard and many special styles.
o Display is lightweight, only 311bs.
o Display is also compact, with a base
footprint of only 14" x 16~'

IBM 3274 loCal and remote systems using
either ESC or SNA communications.
o Multiple microprocessor design provides a system that easily meets the performance demands of a 32 station cluster.
o Select from a line of printers including
printers compatible with the IBM 3287.
. 0 Save coaxial cable costs with the Coax
Eliminator1M that supports up to eight
displays or printers on one coaxial cable
or twisted wire circuit
o Advanced system softWare offers· easy
system configuration· access to multiple
station addresses for individual stations
. system and station statistics collection
• dynamic on-screen communications
line trace.
o Experienced and responsive service
personnel in over 70 U.S. locations.

The Lee Data Interactive Display System
also includes: Model 310 Remote Controller, Model 320 Local Controller, Matrix'
Printer and the exclusive Coax Eliminator,'·
Models CIB, T11 and TlB.

L

CORPO
10206 Crosstown Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55344
612/932-0300

Call our system specialists toll free: 800-328-3998
CIRCLE 230N READER CARD

Emulex takes the inside track on
VAX-11/780*mass storage.
Bus interface
board

One, two or three
V-Master/780s

Bus translator
board

SC780 disk
controller
(4 drives)

SC780 disk
controller or
TC780tape
controller
(4 drives)

Self -contained
card cage

SBI bus terminator

Announcing V-Master/780.
A whole new packaging concept in
software transparent mass storage
adapters for VAX-11/780.

Simpler, less expensive, more
reliable.
Just what OEMs and system
integrators n'eed. Two V-Masters can
fit right into the internal RH780 spaces
for control of up to 16 drives. And a
third will replace the SBI terminator.
The result: Add more peripherals without adding an expansion cabinet.
Each V-Master chassi p has four
slots. Two boards interface with
SBI; the other two can contain fullyoverlapped SC780 disk and/or
TC780 tape controllers. Reliability
improves because of fewer components, boards and interconnects.

Increase performance, improve
flexibility.
The disk and tape controllers are
the same high performance boards,
we use for VAX-11/750. By using dual
disk controllers you boost multiple
drive performance significantly.
Or mix tape and disk controllers in
the same chassis for less cost,
more flexibility.
And you get all the other Emulex
benefits, too. Like the ability to mix
drive types and capacities. Unlimited
selectionof peripheral make and
model. SMD media compatibility.

Now available as complete
subsystems.
Choose from a wide selection
of peripherals up to 675MB. We test
each system nearly 100 hours and do

our own installation. Nationwide and
regional service organizations provide
timely maintenance.
Look into our unique rental/
purchase plans. You can even trade
in your old non-DEC controller.
Call Emulex now toll-free:
(800) 854-7112. In California
(714) 557-7580. Or write: Emulex
Corporation, 2001 E. Deere Ave.,
Santa Ana, CA 92705. TWX
910-595-2521.

=*

EMULEX

The genuine alternative.
'VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation,
The VAX-11/780 shown is manufactured and marketed
exclusively by DEC,
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CALENDAR
AUGUST

10th IMACS World Congress, August 8-13,
Montreal, Canada.

This year's theme is "Systems and Simulation and Scientific Computation." Contact Prof. S. Sankar, Concordia University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. W.,
Montreal, Quebec H3G IM8, Canada.

Second International Computer Engineering
Conference and Show, August 15-19, San Diego,
California.
The technical presentations will include graphics, CAD/CAM, robots,
database management, and human-machine interfacing. Contact
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, United Engineering Center, 345 E. 47th St., New York, NY 10017, (212) 644-7740.

SEPTEMBER

ICCC '82, September 7-10, London.

The Sixth International Conference on Computer Communication is
hosted by British Telecom and sponsored by the International Council
for Computer Communication. Contact ICCC' 82, P.o. Box 23, Northwood Hills, HA61TT Middlesex, England, 44-9274-27511.

Eurographics '82, September 8-10, Manchester,
England.
The University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology
hosts this year's conference on computer graphics. Contact Eurographics '82, c/o 170A Park Rd., Peterborough, England PEl 2UF.

Swissdata '82 and Ineltec, September 8-12,
Basel, Switzerland.
These two shows are blended into an industrial electronics and
computer sCiences trade fair by the Foreign Commercial Service at
the American Embassy in Bern. Contact Kurt Gross, American
Embassy,p.o. Box 1065,3001 Bern, Switzerland, 031-43-70-11.

COMPCON Fall '82, September 20-24,
Washington, D.C.
The fall meeting concentrates on computer networking, including
local area networks, value added networks, international systems,
and network management. Contact COMPCON Fall '82, P.o. Box
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301) 589-3386.

20th Annual TCA Conference, September 2124, San Diego.
The conference program will center on the developing needs of the
telecommunications professional. Contact the TCA Conference Office, 424 S. Peima Ave., W. Covina, CA 91790, (213) 919-2621.

Federal Computer Conference, September 2830, Washington, D.C.
Sponsored by Federal Education Programs, the conference functions primarily as a forum for information exchange by federal adp
users. Contact Federal Education Programs, P.o. Box 368, Wayland, MA 01778, (617) 358-5181.

OCTOBER

INFO '82, October 11-14, New York City.

For the first time, INFO will occupy all four floors at the Coliseum
and will feature a "Software Center." Information is available
from Clapp & Poliak, Inc., 708 Third Ave., New York, NY 10017,
(212) 661-8410

Federal Office Automation Conference, October
27-29, Washington, D.C.
This year's event is dedicated to present and future federal govcrnment planning and implementation of office automation. Contact
Federal Office Institute, P.O. Box E, Wayland, MA 01778, (617)
358-5119.

ACM '82, October 25-27, Dallas.
The annual conference will cover a broad range of topics from
artificial intelligence to software engineering. Contact ACM, 1133
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036. (212) 265-6300.

CAD/CAM Graphics Expo, October 26-29, Reno,
Nevada.
Sponsored by Computer Aided ManufacturiQg-International (CAMI), the expo will be held in conjunction with CAM-I's 11th annual
meeting. Contact CAM-I, Ryan Plaza Dr., Arlington, TX 76011,
(817) 265-5328.

WPOE '82, October 26-28, San Jose.
The Word Processing & Office Technology Trade Show & Conference will cover word/information processing systems, personal
computers, software suppliers, telecommunications, electronic
mail, etc. Contact Cartlidge & Associates, Inc., 4030 Moorpark
Ave., Suite 205, San Jose, CA 95117, (408) 554-6644.

NOVEMBER

Comdex / Europe, November 8-11, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
On its first trip abroad, Comdex will emphasize business, financial,
and marketing topics of interest to independent sales organizations
(lsos). Contact The Interface Group, 160 Speen St., P.O. Box 927,
Framingham, MA 01701, (617) 879-4502.

SICOB '82, September 22-0ctober 1, Paris.

Autofact 4, November 30-December 2,
Philadelphia.

This show, in conjunction with Convention Informatique (a European software exhibition), is one of Europe's largest dp, communications, and office automation events. Contact International Trade
Exhibition, France, 8 West 40 St., New York, NY 10018, (212)
869-1720.

The Computer and Automated Systems Association of the Society
of Manufacturing Engineers (CASAISME) sponsors this three-day
event, focused on CAD/CAM, computer integrated manufacturing
(CIM), and the automated, integrated factory. Contact CASAISME at
One SME Dr., P.O. Box930, Dearborn, MI 48128, (313) 271-1500.
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OUR LINE REEPS GROWING WIDER.

C. Itoh's high-performance family of low-profile printers has grown
bigger and better than ever. There's the
Series 8500 Pro/Writer, our featureloaded 8" compact with 120 cps print
speed and 80-column capadty. And
now there's Pro/Writer IT, the new 151j2"
wide-track that prints up to 230 columns at a fast 120 cps print speed.
Both feature heavy duty castings
and stepper motor, high reliability
print mechanism, and a synthetic ruby
print head that maintains a high
print quality throughout its entire 100.;
million plus character life. No wonder
Pro/Writers can deliver an estimated
15 months service (average use) without a single failure.
You get consistent, correspondence quality printing too. PIus a long
list of most-wanted features, including:
1. 'Iiue incremental printing
2. five unique alphabets,

eight character sizes (two proportionately spaced)
3. Mixed fonts during a single
line pass
4. Bidirectional, quick-cancel
printing for higher throughputs than
comparable printers spec'd at greater
print speeds
5. Graphics mode with better
resolution (144 x 160 dotS per square
inch) than many graphics plotters
6. Variable form length, sixchannel electronic vertical formatting
7. Automatic vertical and
horizontal tabbing
8. Bidirectional tractor and
roll feed
9. 1K Byte buffer (expandable
to 3K) for Series 8500 Pro/Writer.
, Pro/Writer IT comes with 3K Byte
buffer standard
10. Easy-load cartridge ribbon
11. Industry-standard paraIIeI

DESIGNED FOR 1HE OEM

or serial interfadng with popular
XlON, XlOFF protocols
Pro/Writers are designed for
easy maintenance throughout and feature "Microcomputer-on-a-board"
technology and convenient, operatorreplaceable print head. Result: Mean
TIme to Repair for a trained technidan
is just half an hour-worst case.
It all adds up to the dependability
and high performance OEM's have
been waiting for. C. Itoh's reliable Prof
Writer family of printers. It's growing
wider all the time.
For full details, contact C. Itoh
Electronics, Inc., 5301 Beethoven
Street, Los Angeles, CA. 90066.
(213) 306-6700

~C.ITOH

ELECTRONICS, INC.
One World of Quality
CIRCLE 25 ON READER CARD

·Access all 10 advantages
of terminal flexibility

with one system.
From Bell.

1
Manage a variety of applications-interactive, data entry and remote batch
-with one, advanced, 3270 .. compatible, data communications terminal system.
2
Choose from a family of modular components-CRTs, keyboards, printers
-including a cluster controller that interconnects as many as 32 devices (8 of which can be
printers). Displays can be located up to a mile away, printers up to 2,000 feet.
.
3
Operate at speeds from 2400 to 9600 bps, using BSC or SDLC line protocols.

4
Improve operator productivity with human.. engineered keyboards that can be
freestanding or console..mounted, available in five interchangeable arrangements.

5
Count on built.. in diagnostics to pinpoint troubles, from a single component in
a particular terminal to a problem with communication facilities. Depend on the Bell System
for fast service end to end.
.
6
Select from a range of printers: 300..line.. per..minute printers (80 or 132
characters) and a unique forms ..access printer that eliminates waste by providing easy access to
each form as it is completed.

7
Reduce operator fatigue and errors with display modules that have an adjustable
screen angle to eliminate glare and display crisp upper and lower case characters.

8
Tighten security with your choice of keyboard lock or magnetic stripe reader to
identify authorized users.

9
Save with anyone of three payment plans-month.. to ..month, 2..year, or 4 ..year
service-and count on continued advances in Bell System technology to protect your system
from obsolescence.
10
Call your Bell System Account Executive to discuss how our terminal system
can be fitted to your needs, step by step.

The knowledge business

@

Prime.
One line of compatible
systems. A whole spectrum
of powerful solutions.
Just a few years ago, ;dvanced technology
and system compatibility were mutually
exclusive. But when Prime began making
computers, technology and compatibility
became one.
Big. Better. Best. The Prime 50 Series
includes the Prime 250-II, 550-II, 750, and the
new Prime 850. The Series is so flexible,it can
handle virtually any application you have.
And so powerful, it can meet your most
demanding needs.
If you're in a start-up mode, the perfect way
to begin building your system is with the
Prime 250-II. If you need more power, you'll
find the solution in the Prime 550-11 or the
Prime 750. And if you're looking for maximum performance, the Prime 850 is the most
powerful mini available today.

You should know too that any 50 Series system can be networked with any other. They
can also communicate directly with mainframes. And all Prime systems support a
broad band of industry-standard languages.
The economy of compatibility. The
Prime 50 Series is designed around a single
operating system, which makes all systems
compatible with each other. So you can easily
and etonomically move up to a larger system, or expand to any number of small,
remote systems. And you'll have nothing new
to learn because the same software goes with
you.
A spectrum of solutions. The 50 Series
was designed to provide a broad spectrum of
solutions for just about any application you
might have, including manufacturing, financial, education, utilities, engineering, energy,
automated office, you name it.
Consider Prime first. Today, more than
ever before, you need the compatibility and
the spectrum of solutions that only Prime can
offer. For more information, write to us at
Prime Park, MS 15-60, Natick, Mass., 01760.

PRIME
Computer

Offices worldwide.
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LETTERS
MORE ON GRAPEFRUIT
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I hope this letter is as "right on" as my
mid-'60s letter· you published. That letter
said that small computers would outlive big
tirriesharing systems just as automobiles replaced the inflexible trolley cars of the past.
You can see I am still a small computer
advocate.
.
I like the McCracken. article
(' 'Maintaining a Grapefruit;" April)-I
know the name McCracken; .it was the
name Osborne that I didn't know a year
ago.
Overpriced, poorly designed, and
poorly serviced micros are not only a disgrace, they are unnecessary. Good, reliable, user-friendly small computers have
been around since the mid-'60s. It is a
shame when so many new manufacturers
reinvent the wheel and it comes out flat.
My favorite small computer of the
mid-'60s was Lincoln Lab/Wes Clark's
LINC (4K bytes of RAM, two 262K soft sector tapes). Its operating .system,. LAP-6,
written by Mary Ellen Wilkes Clark, conversed nicely with the single user. The rugged system could operate in such tough environments as hospital chemistry laboratories. Disappointingly, most micros on the
market are not up to that 17-year-old technology as seen by the user.
If Ford , Chrysler, and GM can have
staggering losses due to' competition offering inexpensive, reliable, and friendly capabilities, then so can our computer industry. Let us clean out our deadwood before
someone does it to us or for us.
I believe Osborne has as much chance
to thrive as does IBM. There will be many
micro organizations that will not survive the
next five years. Overpricing, unfriendly design, and poor workmanship will accelerate
their demise.
JOHN A. KEENAN
Systems Engineering Corp.
Bowie, Maryland
The grapefruit article was simply superb. I
can appreciate it for at least two reasons.
One is that I repair electronic equipment
L -________________________________

~

(chiefly televisions) as. a part-time venture
(no computer repairs, thank you), and the
other is that I have been using computers for
over 18 years. I learned programming on
the ORDVAC (the second generation computer after the grandfather ENIAC) here at the
Ballistic Research Laboratory. Over the
years we too acquired smaller systems, but
some of our experiences were better than
Mr. McCracken's. I would like to relate a
few facts about a minicomputer (not a home
computer per se, but close enough?) that we
have been using here for almost six years.
Spared Mr. McCracken's misfortunes, we have used a.Wang 2200-T (with
assorted peripherals such as hard-surface
disks, printers, plotters, card readers, and
tape reader) since 1976. Consulting a timer
connected to the main on-off power source,
I can advise that the cpu has been on (not
necessarily being run) for over 9,400 hours;
during this entire time, we have never had a
failure that prevented us from inputing,
computing, or outputing on the display
screen. The only service call related to the

cpu/screen/keyboard unit was for a failure
of an IC that allowed both upper- and lowercase to be used. Since the standard lowercase was still available and is the normal
mode, it was business as usual (and an upper-case programmable command was
available if needed). The problem was corrected on the first service call (under warranty). We have had numerous problems
with mechanical devices such as the printer,
card reader, plotter, etc., but the computer
itself has performed entirely dependably.
M.B. DANISH
Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

TOO MUCH INFO
Your Editor's Readout column in the December issue was certainly a good description of what all managers and most professionals are facing today-information overload.
.
The discovery of ABIIlnform, the
largest and oldest management and business information database worldwide, has

TODAY,
J.\). WITHEI\SrooN ...
TOMORROW,

THE WORLD~
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· If your
husband
had a
Heart Attack
in bed tonight,
would you
know what·
to do?
It may go on for a little while before you notice. He may say it's indigestion. Or nerves. He may have a feeling of uncomfortable pressure, fullness,
squeezing or pain in the center of his chest (that may spread to the shoulders,
neck or arms) which lasts for two minutes or more.
Dizziness, fainting, sweating, naus'ea or shortness of breath may also
occur, but these signals are not always present. Sharp, stabbing twinges
of pain are usually not signals of a heart attack.
Call your emergency medical service immediately. Or, if you can get
him to a hospital with emergency cardiac care faster in any other way, do
so.
He may refuse to accept the possibility that he is having a heart attack.
Many heart attack victims do just that. Don't .Iet him make you wait. Because
seconds count. Get help and get it fa~t.
Remember, if it isn't a heart attack, it doesn't matter. If it is, nothing
matters more.

been a real salvation for many people in the
situation you described so perfectly. By using this database on-line, containing ~b
stracts from more than 550 journals worldwide, you can iet the computer screen out
unnecessary information and pinpoint the
areas that are of specific interest to individuals.
A person can also search the database retrospectively for specific topics or
establish a personalized profile that selects
articles ,of specific interest as they are added
to the database each month.
No single person could possibly
read 550 journals. The use of a database
provides savings in time and a broader per, spective than is otherwise availab~e through
, normal reading.
JEANNENE S. MANNING

Data Courier, Inc.
Louisville, Kentucky

WRONG PEW
Your April issue had a rather informative
explanation of how virtual memory facilities operate. Under Software & Services
you listed the Data General Eclipse 32-bit
processor, with a large address space' 'consisting of 2KB pages (pages can be shred
[sic] between processes or held privately by
a single process)." Shouldn't such a device
be listed under Hardware (after page read.;.
ers)?
.
IRA J. FRIEDMAN

Brooklyn, New York

Yes-Ed.

MORE HELP IN LEARNING
I read "I'm Learning as Fast as I Can" .
(May) with great interest. You did a fine job
of pointing 'out the dilemma facing dp executives and managers at all levels: keeping
up with a .fast-changing technological and
managerial environment. While training is
expensive in both cost and time, the alterna-·
tive (technicallmanagment obsolescence) is
even more expensive.
I do, however, believe that the listing of suppliers of outside seminars is incomplete. Yourdon, Inc. is a leading provider of educational services on a worldwide basis. Our curriculum covers both
technical and management subjects. For example, our Project and Team Management
Workshop has recived fine acceptance in
the U.S., Europe, and Australia.
ALAN E. BRILL

Yourdon, Inc.
New York, New York

WAVING THE BATON
Was that a semiconductor on your April
cover?

The American Heart Association

0

WE'RE FIGHTING FORVOUR LIFE
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FRAN L. COCHRAN

Control Data Corp.
Sunnyvale, California

That was no semiconductor. That was
Leonard Bernstein-Ed.

WITH lYIODEL 204, YOU'LL NEVER BE IN
rHAT POSITION.
At Computer Corporation of America, we've always been
!onsiderably better at developing database management
3ystemsthan talking about them.
So if it sounds like we're saying our MODEL 204 DBMS has
more redeeming value that its competition - or that MODEL
204 can get a big system on-line with a minimum of manpower
and grief and still perform nimbly day· after day - we'd like to
clarify our position a b i t . ·
.
MODEL 204 isn't just better than other products in these
respects. It's the best DBMS you can buy.
Does our claim lack humility? Consider this. MODEL 204 is
the only commercial DBMS ever designed from scratch for an
on-line mM database environment. The only one. Every other
DBMS was designed for "batch" then adapted to on-line.
Our MODEL 204 is also the only DBMS with a high-level
application qevelopment language.built into the nucleus. A
langu~geso powerful it actually obsoletes COBOL and PUl.
MODEL 204 has less than linear degradation under
increasingly heavy loads. Which means you can jump from 5
million records, to 10 million - without doubling or tripling your

response time. And MODEL 204 can have 999 "threads" doing
simultaneous updates and handle up to 513,000,000,000 records.
"So how come I haven't heard more about Computer
Corporation of America?" you're probably saying. The answer
is, we've been so busy working on some of the largest data
bases in the world, at government sites and Fortune 500
companies, we've hardly had time to talk about it. But all that's
going to change.
We're ready to benchmark your new applications against any
other DBMS. Any time, any place. And we have a presentation
that has made
-----..:..-------believers out of even Make a believer out of me.
the crustiest
0 I'd like to see your presentation. 0 Send a brochure.
data proces.sing
0 Let's put in MODEL 204 and benchmark.
I need all the help I can get.
professionals.
Why don't you give Name
US a call? After all,
.",..Co-mp-an-y------------the right time to
be a believer is
~Add~res_s--~---~~.
State
Zip
before you buy
~-----of
,.
Telephone
. aDBMS.
Not afterward.
675 Mass. Ave. Cambridge, MA 02139 (617) 492-8860
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LETTERS
NO EQUIVOCATING
Re your editorial: which one of us has
missed the point? It seems to me that one of
two quite simple situations holds. Either the
Russians are out to bury us, as Khrushchev
said, or they aren't.
If they aren't, then we are clearly
wasting a lot of money and effort on defense, not to mention the high risk involved
in brinkmanship. If they are, then nothing
less than total commitment, including the
capacity for massive and aweful (no spelling mistake) retaliation will do.
lt is argued in some quarters that the

premise in the first paragraph is incorrect,
that there is a gray area between the two
situations described. I think not, Like the
existence of God and the possiblity of being
pregnant, in this case the bit is either on or
off.
MICHAEL L. RANDALL

New York, New York
Edith Myers's article "Behind the Scenes"
(In Focus, March) told me about a new
area-motion pictures-and provided me
with additional information on J?odeling

DATA BASE:
A BUILDER'S
GUIDE
A 4-DAY SEM INAR

* STARRING *

*

*

STARRING
ROBERT HOLLAND
AND
RICHARD COLE
WITH A CAST OF:

26 DAT A:I/iATION

• Data Base Design
Overview
• Data Requirements
Analysis
• Logical Data Modeling
• Physical Data Base
Design
• Technical Solutions
Meeting Business
Requirements
• Migration from Nonintegrated Application
Solution to Integrated
Data Base Environment
Data Base: A Manager's Guide ~\~ • Detailed Buildup
Boston
October 18-20 '0'
Techniques for Data
Los Angeles
November 15-17
Bases
And much, much more. A
Data Base: A Builder's Guide
more detailed seminar for
San Francisco
December 13-16
the highly skilled technician searching for a stable
and effective means to
CALL OR WRITE FOR
design more efficient data
FURTHER INFORMATION:
base structures which will
save time and personnel
(213) 394-8305
resources, and lower maintenance costs.

_.............•.....................•••••••••.••
Please send me information on:
o Data Base: A Manager's Guide

DA 8/82

0 Data Base: A Builder'S Guide

NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
==::-:-:-=-:-;::---_ _ _

·--·~~I!!~I~n!!!!I~I!!!!!Y

I • • I~~~~~I!!~~

!!!!,~~~,~~~~

11( "it
jJ: ~it "* if!; -itr
••..•...............•.•....•........•.......•..•
TELEPHONE

JAMES FARMER

Systems Research Inc.
Washington, D.C.

A HIT

DATABASE:
A MANAGER'S
GUIDE
A 3-DAY SEM INAR

• Defining and Managing
the Plan
• Establishing Business
.
Entities
• Developing the
Strategic Data Model
• Developing the Data
Base Plan • Selecting Subject Data
Bases
• Developing the Data
Architecture
• Implementing the Data
Dictionary
• Local Data Base Design
• Data Modeling
• Data Dictionary
Validation
Normalized Data Base
Design
• Automating the Design
Process
• Data Administration
• Data Base Management
• Future of Data Base
And much, much more. Dr.
Robert Holland, one of the
industry's leading authori·
ties in systems design
methodologies, will demonstrate the proper tools
necessary to manage your
data base.

animated three-dimension forms. Her brief
on video versus film was interesting since it
summarized activity in this field.
Many of us appreciate Ms. Myers's
special talent and effort. I thought it would
be appropriate to remind her how much we
look forward to reading her work.

741 lOth ST.; SANTA MONICA.CA9p402. (213)394-8305
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REINTERPRETING RIFKIN
Reader response to Merrill Cherlin's article, "Waste Not, Want Not" (In Focus,
February), was perhaps more interesting
than the article itself. Unfortunately, I feel
that the three readers whose letters were
published passed over the most significant
aspect of Jeremy Rifkin's argument. ! .
Rifkin has never argued against
progress, technology, or consumption. He
does, however, suggest that a more meaningful, intelligent, and equitable approach·
be taken toward managing these pursuits.
For as our technology becomes more 'powerful, its impact-positive or negative--{)n
the global standard of living extends much
.
further.
ROBERT D. KANTOR

Allied Stores Corp.
New York, New York

EVERYDAY UNIX
I was intrigued by the fact that you printed a
letter (Letters, May) from one of Bell Labs'
lawyers (John W. Fisher) claiming that
UNIX is a trademark (unregistered!). After
all, 1) the defining article on UNIX (Communications of the ACM, July '74) is copyrighted by ACM and contains no mention of a
trademark nor does it follow Fisher's "correct usage" and 2) the term UNIX has entered the everyday vocabulary of computer
professionals, who commonly use phrases
such as "the UNIX iife-style" and "UNIXlike" software. I would be interested in
hearing facts and/or opinions on this matter.
R.C. HOLT

Professor and Chairman
Computer Systems Research Group
University of Toronto
- Toronto, Canada
J. W. Fisher's letter complaining about your '
use of the name UNIX reminded me that
there are a number of similar operating systems on the market, with names like' 'Onnyxx" or "You Next':. As far as I know,
Bell Laboratories hasn't complained about
the sound-alike names.
Which suggests a way of sidestepping the problem. Instead of "UNIX (UNIX is
a trademark of Bell Laboratories)," describe it as "an operating system whose
name rhymes with eunuchs."
FRANCIS PARDO

Rational Data Systems, Inc.
New York, New York

The new look in
low-cost data entry.
It's the brand new HP 2622 block mode terminal from Hewlett-Packard.
With its high -resolution character cells,
forms firmware and full display enhancements,
the 2622 gives a dazzling screen performance for
jobs like data entry and retrieval.
But what makes this terminal look even
better is its price-just $2075.

Drawing the most from your system.
The HP 2622 display· station goes beyond
the standard low-cost block mode features. With
its format mode and optional line drawing sets,
you can design forms just like the ones your people
are 'used to working with. And there are two full

~:;~~::~~:e~~~ry to help make

(But the HP 2622 is more than just 'a. flashy,'
screen personality. It has a typewriter:-stylekey:board with separate numeric keypad for quick and
easy data entry; eight user-definable soft· keys;
. self-diagnostics for high reliability; everian
optional built-in thermal printer .for hard copy
at the touch of a key.
.
See how good your system can look with
the HP 2622. For an eye-opening demonstration"
call your local HP sales office listed in the White,
Pages. Or return the coupon to Hewlett-Packard,'
Attn: Tom Anderson, Dept. 0498, 974 East Arques
Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

/~~-~--=:-'. :~P'll

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Price

us. list,

------------------------,

Yes! I'd like more information on the HP 2622 display
terminal.
Please send literature on HP's family of compatible data
terminal products.
Name

o

Company
~==~----------------------~--

I
I
I

State/Zip
Phone:
Mail to: Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Tom Anderson, Dept.0498, :
974 East Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
I
------------------------~
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Your problem is to make the information processing equipment you have work togethe~ today.
And to build an internal data communications
foundation that will hold up under your growth,
and stand up well no matter which way the
technological winds blow.
, Our answer is an internal data communications system you can do whatever you want
with. Net/One T~ A truly general purpose system
that gives you everything you need, but doesn't
lock you into one medium, one standard, one
protocol. A system that makes as much sense for
systems integrators as it does for sophisticated
end users.
BROADBAND OR BASEBAND?
What you need is a system that keeps all your
doors open. You don't have to be closed into one
way or another. And right now, there is only one
local communications system that gives you the
option of either broadband or baseband or both
with architecture that will allow you to add other
media such as fiber optics in the future. Net/One,
from Ungermann-Bass.
WHAT ABOUT COMPATIBILITY WITH
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT?
Net/One supports the widest range of physical
interfaces and software protocols on die market:
RS-232 serial, IEEE-488, 8-16- and 32-bit parallel, RS-449, Y.3S, Async, Bisync, HOLC and DEC
DR-IIB/W And the list is expanding every
month. But if your equipment interface isn't in
that list, Net/One is the only local area network
that is fully programmable at every level, so you
can add whatever special interface protocols
you need.
That programmability means your future
equipment options are always open. You're free to
choose information processing equipment based
solely on capability, because witli Net/One, you
have the programming tools you need to assure
compatioility.
WHICH STANDARDS WILL END UP BEING
PREDOMINANT?
We're not sure, either. Nobody is. That's why we
TM
•

Net/One is a trademark of Ungermann-Bass, Inc. © 1982 Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
DEC and DR-llB/W are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

leave that option open, too. Net/One can be
adapted to any standard, at any time. Simply.
We're not in business to sell one communications
technology or another. What we do is provide ef:6.cient solutions to make your internal data network work, with the equipment you have nO"\\j
with the equipment you may want to add, with
public networks, with whatever you want.
With Net/One, you also have the option to
install it as a complete, "turnkey" system without writing a single line of software. It's delivered
with all the communications software needed for
general pprpose use, including complete diagnostic and adniinistrative services. But what you do
with it beyond that is ujJ to you. All the tools are
there, all the pieces and all the flexibility you
need to communicate however you want with
whatever you want. Special applications.
Custom interfaces. Broadband. Baseband.
Whatever.
THESE OPTIONS OPEN DOORS FOR
SYSTEMS INTEGRATORS
If you're enhancing or building local area communications systems for your clients, your Net/One
enhancements can run on either broadband or
baseband transmission. Or one now and the other
later:, when your client is ready to expand.
And because we've already written the interface protocols you're likely to need, your software people don't have to start from scratch.
With our new VLSI chip set, you can plan
future system augmentations for your clients at
decreasing costs. The chips are designed for general purpose use with any computer system, just
as our systems are designed for general purpose
applications. From chips to systems, you have the
building blocks you need to give your clients the
kinds of services they need.
Please call or write for detailed system
descriptions, and for our "How to Choose a Local
Area Network" brochure. Ungermann-Bass, Inc.,
2560 Mission College Boulevard, Santa Clara,
California 95050. Telephone (408 J496-0m.o

Net/One from Ungermann-Bass
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PERQ now comes
with FORTRAN, Unix
and IBM 3780 Compatibility.
The Processor per Person Machine. Now, more useful
than ever.
.
PERQ® has the processing power and storage capacity to
handle virtually any task. Without time sharing: And now
Three Rivers has made PERQ more versatile than ever.
Because now it accepts FORTRAN 77. And the latest
Unix operating systems. And it's even IBM 3780 compatible.
Which means even more processing power.
Add these new features to what PERQ already offers.
A 32 bit virtual address system. 512K-1MB memory. 24MB
of hard disk storage. RS-232 & IEEE-488 interfaces. With
a 10MBs Ethernet* local network option. And it's microprogrammable with our optional writable control store.
And even more power at the keyboard.
Along with the new capabilities, the compact, detachable,
dependable PERQ keyboard accesses a high performance software package. And it includes a user-friendly

operating system, a super pascal compiler system, a
what-you-see-is-what-you-get text editor and plenty more.
And even more power with our already very effective
display.
Crisp, proportionally spaced, black and white text in a
variety of fonts. 1"ogether with high resolution graphics.
Our display image is also super responsive, receiving
data at about 60 mega bits-per-second. And interacting
through a cursor positioning tablet that's standard
equipment.
All of which gives our customers the optimum in high
performance workstations.
In applications ranging from publishing to CAD/CAM
to research. And others we haven't even thought of. After
all, flexibility is one of the main advantages of a complete,
high performance single-user machine like this one.

PERQ. The ultimate in distributed computing.

Three Rivers Computer Corporation
720 Gross Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15224
412/621-6250
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John L. Kirkley, Editor

EDITOR'S
READOUT
USER
FRIENDLY
STANDARDS

Bring out the topic of standards and
you bring out the best and the worst in
people.
Some vendors become instantly
hostile, fearing the loss of a competitive edge. Technologists are often irascible, claiming that standards stifle innovation. Some standards enthusiasts
will talk about their pet protocol until
your eyes roll back in your head. Readers of articles relating to progress on
this standard or that often find themselves drifting off, rocked on a sea of
profound boredom.
Bored, that is, until the day
comes when the lack of standards in
our industry directly affects their operation. The day, for example, when
their corporate management asks them
to pull together the company's farflung divisions into one wondrous
communications network and they find
that none of the existing hardware and
software can talk to each other. Boredom turns to frustration and rage, followed by a gnashing of teeth, beating
-' of breast, and rending of garments.
~
When the turmoil subsides, another
a'] convert to the world of standards has
@ reluctantly been born.
ffi
Charlie Bachman, a vp at Cul~ linane and a leading authority on coma
a..
puter systems architecture, is one ofthe
in quiet apostles of the need for standards.
6
Receritly he brought this mes~ sage to a gathering of vendors attend~ ing a DATAMATION Institute seminar
:3 on the madcap world.ofminicomputers

and microcomputers.
He described the work that is
currently going on at ISO (the International Standards Organization) on open
systems interconnection, which is, as
he said, " ... of critical impo·rtance to
the manufacturers of mini, and micro,
and mainframe computers."
ISO has come up with a draft
international standard consisting of a
seven-layer architecture identifying
services and protocols that will let
widely varying computer gear communicate with each other. "When the
standards are complete" comments
Bachman, "a computer manufacturer
will be able to design its hardware and
software to the specifications with the
confidence that its computers will be
able to communicate with other computers regardless of their country of
origin, their manufacturer, or their
place of installation."
The standards are being developed within the context of a concept

known as CSA, an acronym for Cooperating Systems Architecture. CSA calls
for a lot of cooperation; not just from
computer systems but from people,
governments, and countries. It envisions placing the actual computer power at the places where the work is done
through integrated networks characterized by common architecture and sets
of standard protocols.
And key to making CSA work is
the slow and laborious development of
that ISO layered reference model.
At the top of the layers is the
seventh, the icing on the cake. This is .
the applications protocol, probably the
inost difficult of all to pull together.
But when complete, the total standard
will allow users anywhere in the world
to reliably exchange applications in formation. No wonder layer seven has
been referred to as "seventh heaven."
There's a catch. All of this may
sound wonderful but it ain't gonna happen overnight.
Standards are complex; they
take time to develop and the open systerns interconnection standard is no cxception.
In this country, much of the
work on the critical seventh layer is
being done through ANSI's X3TS 1 committee, headed by John Day, also of
Cullinane.
He can use some help. If you
agree that the development of this standard is vital to producing computer/
communications systems that are dedicated to solving problems rather than
creating them, we urge you to get involved. Volunteer your services by
calling Day at (617) 329-7700. You
can be a part ofthe effort that will bring
order to the present computer/communications chaos, and that has to be a
rewarding experience.

*

~ L-________________________----~-------------------------------'-----------------------------~
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OH,THOSE
DOUBTING
DENTISTS

Computerizing dentists isn't
quite like pulling teeth, but
it's not- exactly painless, either.
It's a Monday afternoon in Atlantic City,
day two of the New Jersey Dental Association's annual powwow, and the Exhibition
Hall at the Golden Nugget Hotel and Casino
(which is, indeed, "Replete in Lavish Degree," just as the brochures promise) isnot
exactly bustling. "Luck Be a Lady," implores Frank Sinatra from speakers set in
thc room's gaudy ceiling, and the red-jacketed fellow in the Cash and Carry Dental
booth taps a pencil on a tray of upper plates
in time with Nelson Riddle's orchestra. Sinatra competes with the cadence of a videocassette narrative on root canals, and the
combination seems to have a soporific effect on the fellow in the Chayes Virginia
booth, who dozes in the dental chair he
came to demonstrate.
Many conference visitors are in the
Cornwall Room listening to Dr. S. Randy

Sarantos explain his "Diversified Real Estate Investment Plan that Really Works for
the Prudent Dentist." Others have gone to
the seminar on "Anterior Aesthetic Restorations-Use and Abuse," and the rest are
perhaps downstairs feeding the slot machines or strolling the boardwalk.
This temporary dearth· of dentists
leaves Jim Greulich, a forty ish man sporting a· Pete Rose haircut, green checked
coat, and white tie with sapphire stickpin,
free to talk. "It is kind of quiet now," he
says, "but business has been very good."
Greulich's business, which he conducts in
New York, New Jersey, and eastern Pennsylvania for a Madison, Wisc.-based company called Sycom, consists of helping dentists manage their practices more efficiently. He's been at it, he says, for "many
years," and he's seen some changes. For
one thing, he's had to become a computer
salesman. Here at the show he's demonstrating Sycom's Micro-System Data Plan,
a Tandy-2 plus some software designed
with dentists in mind.
Sycom began life nearly 50 years
ago as Professional Budget Plan, a supplier
of business forms and consultant to the
health care professions. About 20 years ago
PBP came up with its first computerized offering, a batch processing service bureau
that 2,100 offices now use. Service Bureau
Data Plan, as it's called, handles things like
billing, accounts receivable/aging, and---:-
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most important-insurance forms processing. It also provides the dentist with a
"monthly activity analysis" and "quarterly practice profile" so he can evaluate the
way he's been spending his time.
In 1979 PBP changed its name to Sycom. The year after that, the company introduced its standalone system, which costs
about $16,000 with a floppy disk and
$22,00 with a hard one. Hardware is serviced by Tandy, software by Sycom, and
Greulich says that about 125 of the systems
have been sold. Besides billing, accounting, insurance forms, and activity analysis,
the micro system can be used for scheduling
and word processing. The wp package fcatures letters precomposed by Neil Brahe,
DDS, "the respected practice management
lecturer and clinician," and dentists can use
it to produce, at the touch of a button, a
125-word holiday missive that thanks customers for being "the nicest and best patients in the world" and mentions oral hygiene only in passing. The package also
features automatic dunning.
Why did a 50-year-old service company change its name and start selling computer systems? A stroll around the exhibition room provides the answer. Of the 73
companies exhibiting at this dental conference, eight are selling computers and one, a
consulting firm, is selling advice on how to
choose among the offerings. As computers
got smaller and cheaper, a good many

salesmen got to thinking about what a boon
they could be for the busy dentist. Sycom
couldn't affort to be left behind.
Dentists are not yet responding with
unabashed enthusiasm, but they're certainly listening. Like all small businessmen,
they feel pressured to work more productively in economically hard times. And in
recent years, paperwork logjams and stagnated cash flows have plagued the profession. Says Charles J. Felmeister, DMD,
MBA, a practice consultant, "The two biggest reasons for dentists to move to comput-

In a sense, the doctors have
begun to computerize in selfdefense.
ers are the tremendous growth of third-party
payments in the last 10 years and the need
for patient follow-up."
Those "third-party payments" are
the key. Dental insurance may send more
people to the dentist, but it also means that
dentists have to wait longer to get paid.
Worst of all, paraprofessionals who ought
to be cleaning teeth and earning the practice
some money are forced to spend many
hours filling out forms. It's a situation that
almost seems to demand computers, and
there's some irony in that fact since computers make it possible for the jnsurance
companies to administer all those policies
in the first place. In a sense, the doctors

have begun to computerize in self-defense.
But no matter how apparent it is to
vendors that the need is there,the dentists
themselves may need some convincing.
They tend to be methodical, careful men
who care first about practicing their art and
only secondarily about managing a business. Watching them kick tires and chat
with salesmen provides some interesting
lessons in how to sell to a vertical market.
"The patient's pain and anxiety
must be reduced to a comfortable level,"
says the narrator of the educational videocassette, and it's advice that John Amoroso
in the Diacon booth seems to have taken to
heart. It's Tuesday morning, and activity in
the exhibition room is picking up. Amoroso
is approached by two middle-aged dentists
from Philadelphia, one of whom is smoking
a cigar.
"Can I help you doctors?" inquires.
Amoroso.
"I hope so," says the cigar-smoker.
"Our girl spends all her time filling out
forms. "
"What's the size of your practice?"
"Three hundred fifty."
"Patients a month?"
"Thousand dollars a year. "
Am~roso gives the briefest of rundowns on the equipment they're looking
at-' 'Okay, just to start with, this is a minicomputer from Data General, one of the
biggest names in computing" -and then
AUGUST 198233
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proceeds to :draw the pair into a discussion·
of their practice. When he mentions that the
system is menu-driven they shrug, .but
when he provides the names of a couple of
Philadelphia dentists who are using the system they nod approvingly; referrals are crucial in this business. At this moment the
Golden Nugget's e~timable sound system
starts to blast "Luck Be a Lady" for the
second time that morning, making conversation difficult.
.
T~o-year-old . Diacon is in the
)
health-care systems business, marketing its·
l
microNova-based system to dentists and
physicians. The Columbus, Ohio, firm
started out selling a micro-based system
with a floppy disk but moved up to the
microNova last year. Like several other
systems in the room it uses the\cP/M operating system and handles billing, third-party
paytnents, correspondence, etc:, as well as
providing a "practice activities analysis."
It sells for about $25,000 with a single ter~
minal and printer, and Amoroso describes it
as "the Cadillac of the business." So far
Diacon has sold about 75 of these Cadi 1. lacs, plus· another 80 of the e~rlier, microbased systems. The company has 30 employees and expects to do about $2 million
in sales this year.
Amoroso's background is not in
computers but in health administratio~ and
marketing, so he's very .comfortable talking
. to d'entists about their practices. Several
companies seem to find it useful to· have
someone with· this kind o~ expertise on
hand. In fact, just around the comer from
the Diacon, display, Mitex of Englewood
Cliffs, N~J., has an actual dentist selling its
, systems'.
.
This is Arthur Strassberg, ,DDS, an
easygoing man who mu'st have had a pleas-

ant chairside manner back when he practiced dentistry. He did so for 25 years, and
then put in a couple more teaching the subject. Then·he met Ted Skripzac.
Skripzac and a partner founded Mitex six years ago, after casting about for an
entrepreneurial opportunity involving computers. Skripzac's background included
two and· a half years as a senior systems
analyst at ·RCA, He describes the situation
this way: "I sawall these people approachIng this large computer and not getting what
they wanted. The solutions always seemed
to cost another $5 million, and they still
wouldn't get what they wanted. I wanted to
be involved in something different."
Mitex is different. Skripzac spent a
year doing research and design and came up

Of the 73 companies
exhibiting at the dental
conference, eight were selling
computers and one,· a
consuHing firm, was selling
advice on how to choose
among the offerings.
with the system he's demonstrating today,
based bn a Pertec micro. Depending on the
number of terminals and type of disk de-'
sired, the system ranges in price from
$10,000 to $35,000. Mitex has sold some
55 of them and expects to do a $1 million
bu&iness this year.
Why did Skripzac choose dental
systems? "Hjust looked like the best entrepreneurial opportunity," he S(iyS. "You
know;" says Dr. Strassberg, "only about
1% or 2% of dentists have standalone com~
puter systems right now. And do you realize that only 20% of the people who need to
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go to the dentist actually go? There's a lot of
dentistry that needs doing out there."
"And," chimes in Skripzac, "we
figure there are 18,000 dentists in the New
York area alone." Skripzac says he has
about 50 competitors nationwide, with a
concentration of firms in California. But he
adds that most of the firms sell regionally,
not nationally, partly because referrals are
such an important part of the business.
How do dentists react to the idea of
spending $25,900 for something they probably don't understand? "Well, it is going to
be their largest capital expense," says
Strassberg. "The next largest would be the
X-ray machine, which would run ... " He
ducks around the comer to quickly price the
machine displayed there.
"Around
$13,000, according to that guy. But we
stress that it's something that's going to free
them to do their people work, which is what·
they ought to be doing. That's their profession; it's where they make their money."
Just a few paces past Dr. Strassberg's booth is a counter where some drills
with fiber-optic illumination attachments
are being demonstrated. Across the aisle,
J&R Novelties of Far Rockaway, N. Y., displays its line of plastic swans, smiling
teeth, sugarless candies, and other rewards
for children who've sat still under the drill.
A few booths further down, Dr. Dominick J. Di Frisco of the Bronx is attesting
to the merits of MPI's Practice Manager System. That he believes in the product is not
surprising; he participated in its design, and
wrote an article describing it for Dental
Management magazine. The MPI booth is
decorated with pictures of Dr. Di Frisco.
using the system.
Management Perceptions, Inc. is a
10-ycar-old Ncw York firm that sells computer scrviccs to small businesses. The
company introduccd its Data General microNova-based system nine months ago,
and has sold 10 of them at a base price of
$27,900.
In his Dellfal Managemellt article,
Di Frisco reported that he and his partner
had used the system to achieve a 10% increase in dentist productivity, as well as a
10% boost in cash flow. He said he expected the practice's investment to be recouped
in two or three· ycars.
If that's not enough to persuade a
doubting dentist, Robert Szego, MP(S president, is on hand with some other reasons.
"The dentist is a nice guy," he explains.
':He helps you out. Then it's the computer
that sends the bill." Szego also feels that a
computer can burnish a dentist's image. "It
makes him look professional," he says.
Across from the Teledyne WaterPik booth, which offers free samples of an
unusual kind of toothbrush that has a barrelshaped handle and only a few bristles, three
.men in business suits-none of whom is a
dentist--demonstrate Moore Business Systems' dental offering. MBS was started in
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A complete spectrllm
ofcomputer
graphic peripherals
from CalComp
In the dynamic world of computer
graphic peripherals, only CalComp
can offer a 'complete line of quality
products spanning the entire spectrum of input and output devices.
Whether you are an OEM systems
integrator, a multiple-product end
user, or simply trying to build the
best possible graphic workstation
for a particular application, Cal. Comp is the source.

Quality products and attractive
new pricing.
CalComp is now offering the
"Multi-product Sales Plan" to provide maximum discount leverage.
When you agree to buy a specified
quantity of plotters, digitizers or
displays from CalComp, the same
quantity discount applies to all
other' eligible CalComp products
over the life of the agreement.

This plan is a major price breakthrough for multiple-product end
users and OEMs.

Products for every application.
More and more industries are
discovering that computer aided
design is a competitive necessity, and the market is expected
to quadruple by 1986. Today's
graphic workstation environments
already include computer rooms,
offices, trucks, ships, drilling platforms and more. But unlike so
many new companies with single
product offerings, CalComp offers
more than 40 different productsdigitizers-displays-plottersto allow you to configure a system
to meet your needs.
• CalComp offers a wide assortment of digitizers-both tablets
and wide area tables-providing

exceptional accuracy and high
resolution. Solid and backlighted
surfaces are available.
• CalComp continues to dominate
the pen plotter field, with drum,
beltbed and flatbed models. All
have outstanding resolution, high
throughput, simplicity of operation and dependability.
• A growing force in Electrostatic
Plotter/Printers, CalComp offers a
full range of EPPs for high quality
"quick copies:' These are av.ailable
in floor models and a new rackmounted mobile unit.
• CalComp has online, offline and
combination controllers driving its
. plotters, induding those that can
run both pen and electrostatic
plotters.
• Providing a' new definition for
the term "interactive;' is the
new 4000 Series of Vistagraphic™

Displays:
Resolution - 640 x 512, 1024 x 768,
1024 x 1024
Models - Color or Monochrome
CPU - Dual Motorola MC68000
Digitizers:
Tablets -11" x 11" to 24" x 24"
Tables - 24" x 36" to 44" x 60"

Drum Plotters:
Widths - 11:' 36:' 54:' 72"
Speeds - 4.5, 10,30 Inches/Second

Displays, available in both
monochrome and color. Two
microprocessors are used, one
devoted to display processing and
the second for peripherals and
communications.

be solved quickly, we'll call in our
senior national technicians to get
you back on line without costly
delay. Our ability to maintain and
service our equipment throughout
the world underscores CalComp's
commitment to stand behind its
products and its customers!

Service protects your
investtnent.
With more than 15,000 graphics
systems installed worldwide, CalComp understands how vital
responsive service is. Backing CalComp's superior parts and labor
warranty are over 75 field service
offices. And with our Maintenance
Alert Program, if problems cannot

Flatbed Plotter:
Plotting Area - 48"x 82"
Speed - 30 Inches/Second

Single source simplicity.
For hardware, software, supplies,
service and advice, no one even
comes dose to CalComp as the
single source for all your computer graphic peripheral needs. A
can to your local California Computer Products sales office listed in

Beltbed Plotters:
Plotting Area - 34" x 59" - 52" x 80"
Speed-30Inches/Second
Electrostatic Plotter/Printers:
Widths - 11:' 22:' 36"
Resolution -100,200 Dots/Inch

the white pages will do the job. Or
write to CalComp, Product Marketing, Department MIS 52,2411 W La
Palma Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92801.
For a list of international sales
and service offices write:
International Division,
5425 East La Palma Avenue,
P.O. Box 3250, Anaheim, CA 92803.

CALCOMP
A Sanders Graphics Company

The Graphics People
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THE LONG AND SHORT Of IT.
The fact is, adding IMSL's
MATH/PROTRAN to your computer's
FORTRAN capabilities could mean as
much as a 95% reduction in the time it
currently takes the best of programmers
to write and debug a program.
Imagine a problem-solving system
which allows you to write just one line
for every ten lines of FORTRAN code,
yet develop programs that accurately
solve the most complex mathematical
problems. A system in which
programming errors are automaticaiiy
flagged with brief, easy-to-understand
diagnostic messages pinpointing the
exact location of the problem.
Now imagine a FORTRAN
programming approach so simple to

master you don't even have to be
a programmer to use it, yet so flexible
it gives the advanced programmer
a new range of creative options in
problem solving.
That's the long and short of it when
you add IMSL's MATH/PROTRAN to
your current FORTRAN software.
Developed from the algorithms of
the IMSL Library, MATH/PROTRAN
is a powerful system that enables
the user to describe a mathematical
problem with a few simple statements.
The system then generates all the
~
J

i' ,'\

I \ I'
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FORTRAN needed to solve the
problem, and organize the output into a
concise, readable format. What's more,
PROTRAN and FORTRAN can be
freely mixed for greater programming
speed, power and flexibility.
So get away from the long approach
to FORTRAN programming with IMSL's
MATH/PROTRAN. It could be the
best "short" term investment you ever
made in long term productivity.
For complete details, callIMSL.
In Texas, (7i3) 772-1927. In the
continental U.S. and Canada, except
Texas, call toll free 800 231-9842. Or
Telex, 79-1923 IMSL INC HOU. Or write,
7500 Bellaiie Blvd., NBC Bldg., Houston,
Tx. 77036-5085 USA

Problem-Solving Software Systems since 1970.
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1978 as a division of Moore Corp., formerly Moore Business Forms, a 100-year-old
supplier of business forms ~md expertise to
small businesses. .The Toronto-based
Moore Corp. did a $2 billion business last
year, so MBS is easily the largest vendor at
the show.
MBS'S dental system uses the Oasis
operating system and runs on an 8- or 16-bit
micro from Altos, in which parent Moore
Corp. has a sizable stake. In fact, Moore is
the national service organization for Altos
and has about 100 service depots around the
country. Thus, when John Shepard, resident New York sales manager for MBS,
talks about his $16,000 to $27,000 offering, he stresses service. "We guarantee a
four-hour turnaround time," he says.
MBS'S Dental Practice Manager is
two years old. Shepard says the company
has sold "close to 500" of them, and reports that the packages are currently moving at the rate of 50 to 75 a month.
MBS also offers a system for truckI

"The dentist is a nice guy. He
helps you out. Then it's the
computer that sends the bill."
crs. "In two weeks," 'says Shepard, "I'm
going to . Secaucus [N.J.] for the Motor
Freight Show."
Like the other vendors, Shepard reports that business at the/dental show has
been good. Right now, however, there
seems to be another lull. This is perhaps
owing to the fact that the Navy Capsule
Clinic is being offered at no charge in the
Oxford Room. Topics include "Comparison of Mandibular Anesthesia Techniques," with Lt. Co~dr. James E. Krochmal, D.C., and "Wpen? Why? How? TMI
Exam!" with Lt. Michael Morrel, D.C., of
the Naval Reserve.
.
The next day, consultant Charles
Fclmeister will conduct a program on "Selecting a Computer for the Dental Practice, " which will perhaps stir some interest.
But if a conversation with a fiftyish dentist
accosted on his way out of the Cornwall
Room is any indication, it may take a while
for widespread 'enthusiasm to develop. The
doctor has been listening to Maryann Szost~, MBA, discourse on "Improving Collections and Insurance Management."
"Are you in private practice, doctor?~' he's asked.
"Oh yes."
"Do you do much thinking about
productivity and practice management?"
"Oh yes."
.
"Have you talked to any of the people selling computers here?"
"Computers?' ,
"Yes, they're selling computer systerns, for practice management."
"Oh, computers. No. I'm not orientated that way."

-Kenneth Klee

Aplanfor .
.all seasons.
r"J'he Payroll Savings Plan

11:~ one of the easiest, safest ways to get

started on the saving habit. Even if saving has
always seemed too difficult in past seasons.
A little is automatically taken out of each
paycheck toward the purchase of U.S. Savings
Bonds. You'll never miss it, so you'll never spend it.
It just keeps growing for some coming spring,
or maybe a \varm vacation during a
s~~
cold winter.
It's a pl~ for all seasons.
~ ~~~
For all Amencans.
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The$149
Breakout;.
Box
We'll get right to the point. If you're involved with EDP
or datacomm hard ware, you need an RS232 breakout
box for signal monitoring, cable configuring, LED
status indication and troubleshooting. Our MT25 Breakout Box does all this, comes in a nice slim package and
costs much less than any other breakout box on the
market. We think the choice is obvious. You need an
MT25 ,EIA-RS232 Breakout Box.

MULTI-TECH SYSTEMS, INC.
Quality You Can Rely On
82 SECOND AVENUE S.E.' NEW BRIGHTON, MINNESOTA 55112' (612) 631·3550' TWX 910-563-3610
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Sources say IBM's System R
will move into center stage
next year while IMS will drop
back to bit player status.
IBM'S large database customers face an uncertain future following the failure of a major software project, sources claim. According to their accounts, IBM has abandoned its efforts to build these users a bigger and better version of the IMS (Integrated
Management System) software that sits at
the core of much of their operational data.
The project to build "IMS 2" has
continued for a number of years at IBM'S
Santa Teresa research center in California.
The idea was to sculpt a database that was
both hierarchical and relational-the two
conflicting approaches to DBMS design.
Workers on the project, who dubbed it
"Eagle," were attempting to do this by
building a bridge from IMS to IBM's other
DBMS and data communications subsystems, such as its DL 1 language and the new
relational query software, SQLlDS (usually
called "Sequel").
IBM'S plan, according to sources,
was that with IMS 2 these subsystems could
all share a common database which users
could interrogate in both structured and unstructured ways. Currently IBM'S customers
cannot query their IMS database in an ad hoc
or unpredictable manner, even though Sequel was introduced for just that purpose.
Sources claim that Eagle was just
one of several attempts to build bridges to
IMs-an earlier project was dubbed "Ampersand" -'-and all of them have been
dogged by problems.
According to sources, personnel assigned to the Eagle project were purged late
last year and IBM, "convinced that the task
was impossible, " instigated a new strategy.
Starting next year, the still mysterious parent of Sequel, IBM'S System R, will move
into center stage while IMS will drop to bit
player status, sources predict.
Although System R has spawned
several DBMS thrusts' outside IBM-including the popular Oracle offering from Relational Systems Inc., Menlo Park, Calif.-it
has been sidelined by IBM as still too experimental. This is despite the fact that it has
been running at IBM internal sites for several
years and has already given birth to Sequel,
sources point out.
Furthermore, IBM is believed to
have told its large database customers, such
as GM and its Chevrolet division, that it is

now "committed" to offering Sequel for
their MVS and VM operating systems.
Sources close to Santa Teresa say
that with the help of System R's development team, the IBM San Jose (Calif.) research center, Big Blue is working full tilt
to get Sequel MVS and VM ready for announcement in th~ first quarter of next year,
with the formal introduction to follow in the
fourth quarter-"though dates are very
flexible," they say. (IBM declined to comment on the claims.)
"IBM dares not throw its whole
weight behind Sequel/System R at this
point," says one insider, 'so it will have to
coexist with IMS for a while."
(Sequel was announced on the
4300s, even though those machines can't be
used with IMS, so that customers could get
the feel of the product.)
If IMS users are beginning to despair
and once again are resurrecting painful
memories of former DBMS conversions,
"they won't just have to rip IMS out and put
Sequel in," said one observer soothingly.
"They can begin by transferring personal

Sources claim that Eagle, or
IMS 2, was just one of several
attempts by IBM to build
bridges to IMS.
applications into Sequel databases and get
the feel of the product. But inevitab~y there
will be some pain and unpleasantness when
they begin to transfer large volumes of data
.
out of IMS in the mid-'80s."
But why bother at all? According to
one source, Santa Teresa will. continue to
enhance IMS and is even preparing to announce a powerful new data dictionary to
boost IMS'S lackluster record as ari applidltions generator. While IBM would not comment on this, the company did allude to it
indirectly by saying that IMS will change
and evolve as customer requirements
change. "Despite this evolution," said an
IBM spokesman, "the DL 1 applications interface will continue, but the IMS will now
have more powerful, easier to install and
easier to use functions."
The spokesman stressed that external interfaces to IMS will be supported and
expanded while internal implementation
changes. "The system WIll be expanded to
support multiple data models and many
ways of managing data." So why not keep
adding new releases and stripping out old
modules for replacement with better modules?
"The price you would pay in overhead and in complexity would be too
high," answers Arthur D. Little computer
expert Frederic G. Withington. "If you
keep on adding more IMS capability in bits,
your overhead grows. If you take this to
extremes, your software requires an infinite
operating time and gives you 'back little or
no output."
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The Boston-based consultant added
that trying to program the "general case"
into IMS would be just as treacherous. "You
have to cater to the unpredictable and sometimes irrational demands that managers
make on their databases these days. So all
IBM could' do would be to add yet more
code. You end up with a poorer structure
and, just as before, more overhead and less
perforinance.' ,
Withington senses that IBM is caught
in a frustrating bind. "IMS is okay for handling operational data on production databases, but it's simply not flexible enough
for qecision support, office automation,
and the other unstructured applications that
.
are emerging."
Such flexibility was to have been
Eagle's contribution to IMS. The question of
whether such a bridging venture would ever
be mounted again remains unanswered by
IBM, which refused to talk about Eagle.
So now the key question is whether
System R would fare any better? "It's an
elegant concept," says Robert Goldman,
senior vp at Cullinane Database Systems,
Westwood, Mass., "but it doesn't fit into
the reality of IBM'S user base. So far IBM'S
approach with IMS has been characterized
by its 'bittiness.' Pieces keep being added
which don't fit together-you've got IMS.
DL 1, CICS, GS, SQUDS, two TP monitors and
on, and on."

Goldman says the reverse has happened with System R. "Here you have one
big elegant piece which solves the database
problem in the abstract, in a pure way. And
that doesn't fit either."
Withington had some sympathy
with this view. "Offering its customers the
'full System R treatment is a bit like hitting

One insider claims the Santa '
Teresa team is preparing to
announce a powerful new data
dicjionary to boost IMS's
lackluster record as an
applications generator.
them with a 600-pound marshmallow that
suits all tastes and sizes." He continued,
"IBM apparently lacks the insight to be able
to find a proper set of modules and a foundation to build on-something integral that
flows and changes with the customer."
If this tailored approach is the ideal
from the customer's point of view, his reality is that he finds himself caught between
two warring sides. He seems to be trapped
between "bitti' extensions to his hierarchical IMS system and what sources predict
will be a proliferation of new System R
subsets. "And neither approach is really
tolerable from a user's perspective," ADL'S
Withington concludes.
Tolerable or not the "war" wiII

continue, observers point out. Until recently IBM had done nothing with System R
tJuring the eight-year life of the product.
That fact, coupled with the company's tendency to classify the project merely as ongoing "research," has provided much fuel
for its detractors. The feeling has spread
across the industry that "R" was doorq.ed
never to see the light of day, and that IBM
could not squeeze out the necessary performance from the relational software.
Following the successful implementation of the System R code on mediumscale machines by IBM's Endicott center,
that view has hastily been revised to read:
"R" will never see the light of day at large
IMS sites because of lack of performance.
An example offered by detractors is that the
recovery system on the SequeI/4300s does
not work well. "It requires tons of disk
space and offers only slow execution," said
one IBM database competitor.
According to sources close to the
System R development, the relational concept is now moving from an "outplan" to
an "inplan"-from a research project to a
production reality within IBM. "They are
beginning to throw the 'Mongolian hordes'
[an insider's term for 'programming
weight'] behind System R, and they are
busily rewriting the whole recovery system
for Sequel on MVS and VM," one insider
revealed.

~
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
In addition to IBM'S own efforts, other forces are at work in the marketplace to
move the relational database into ascendancy. Sources claim that Relational Systems
Inc. will offer its own version of Sequel on
MVS and VM by year-end, and that the company is talking to three large IBM pcms (plugcompatible manufacturers) about offering
the software on their mainframes.
Sources also claim that RSI's product will be at least twice as fast as the IBM
development and could force Big Blue to
delay its Sequel MVSNM introduction while
it benchmarks the challenger.
An added complication, sources reveal, could come from the fact that IBM'S

According to some sources,
Relational Systems Inc. will
offer its own version of Sequel
on MVS and VM by year-end.
Boca Raton, Fla., personal computers division is known to be interested in offering
RSI'S Oracle on its machines and has been
talking to the Menlo Park company.
RSI'S Larry Ellison confirmed that
his company would offer Oracle/Sequel to
MVS and VM users, the former this month
and the latter in September. He also divulged that big performance boosts had
been added through new indexing and optimization techniques, as well as a new data
clustering technique that would allow users
to access all related data on the same page.
"The user won't have to go through several
inpUt/output routines to retrieve related data
from different blocks as he does with System R," Ellison· explained.
Ellison said he isn't out to hammer
System R and convince IBM to use his product, but rather his intent is "to put the lie to
critics of relational systems who claim these
systems won't perform at large IBM user
sites." ,
For IBM's part, a total commitment
to System R does have its dangers. That is,
apart from the possible embarrassment of
having to offer its customers two competing
versions, namely System R Sequel and Oracle Sequel. Sources explain that when System R research at San Jose went into limbo
in 1980, the project had divided into three
"future" development streams: database
machines, distributed database and text
processing.
"They [System R's research team]
don't expect the majority oftheir ideal to be
implemented until the late 1980s," said one
insider. "For example,. distributed databases on workstations and minis currently
threaten to break up IBM'S big central database machine plans. So one project in this
area-known internally as R Star-won't
be implemented until at least 1985 or '86. "
The source said that distributed database projects from such firms as Tandem
Computers, as well as the growth of main
memory and storage on distributed work42 DATAMATION

stations, will "eventually force IBM'S
hand." The result, he said, would be a full
flowering of the total System R design.
For the present, at least, such distributed and personal database offerings are
taboo, and one back-end database machines
project within IBM has been smothered and
rekindled repeatedly because it falls into the
distributed domain, the sources point ouL
Of course such projections into the
future are of little comfort to the IBM DBMS
customer of today. His feeling is that IMS as
a "bit" does its job, but that it can't be
worked into his demands for decision support and office automation. On the other
hand, System RlSequel has the modem appeal of catering to his demands for unstructured applications, but is still part of a
sketchy "dream" that IBM intends to force
into his scheme of things.
"Such a move would certainly confound critics of System R who said it would
never see the light of day, " said one database consultant. "The trouble is that it
could also confound IBM'S own customers
too, who once again will face the painful
task of further conversions."
"In a sense," said one IBMer, "you
can't migrate database systems-at least
not without being bruised. At best," he
added, referring to the conversion; "you
are betting your company on a weekend. "

-Ralph Emmett

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

AMERICAN

BELL
DEBUTS

Its first offering, Net 1, is said
to be the "cornerstone" for
most future offerings.
AT &T' S entry into the computing services
market signals the beginning of the end for
the data communications business as it has
come to be known over the past few decades. The corporation has set its sights on
dominating this fast-growing market as
thoroughly as it has controlled the telephone business for the past 100 years.
The new American Bell subsidiary
threatens to pull the rug out from under any
number of smaller firms, despite AT&T
chairman Charlie Brown's humble assertion that the corporation, the world's largest, is only now on an "equal footing" with
competitors. Its late entry notwithstanding,
AT&T is playing a game it knows how to
win, just as it won almost every competitive
battle it fought in its first century.
How it will go about winning mar-

ket share from well-entrenched competitors
'is not entirely clear, but it is obvious that
AT&T intends to compete vigorously, attacking IBM and other computer vendors as
well as pure data communications firms. It
must develop a strong. market presence
quickly in order to fend off further inroads
from such vendors as GTE Telenet, Tymshare's Tymnet, and a host of hardware
suppliers that have grown by offering solutions to what is one of the stickiest problems
in computing-making different computers
communicate in an orderly fashion.
American Bell's first offering, said
to be the "cornerstone" for most future offerings, is Net 1, a public computing network designed to interconnect the vast majority of different terminals and computers
installed today. Based on IBM Series/ 1 minicomputers and Digital Equipment VAX machines; the network is designed to enable
hardware to be connected on both an intercompany and an intracompany basis. Indeed, ove~ the past few years of planning
for and designing Net 1, AT&T has developed a long lIst of intercompany services
that are bound to establish new ways of
doing business in America, according to
well-informed sources. The networked nation is not far away, many claim.
In 'a late breaking development,
AT&T proposed to the FCC that it shift $440
million of capital assets to American Bell
from other Bell System units to prepare for
the offering of hardware. AT&T said in its
proposal that it would like to infuse the subsidiary with an additional $4.3 billion
through 1985, giving it the resources needed to offer what it calls customer premise
equipment (CPE). American Bell's initial
capitalization was $678 million.
Most likely to come from American
Bell would be terminal equipment such as
that offered by the AT8a unit, Teletype
Corp. Also, industry observers say, the
firm is likely to eventually offer some kind
of computing hardware, perhaps microprocessor-based systems also developed by
Teletype or a v Ax-like machine understood
to be operational behind closed doors at
Bell Laboratories. In any case, the offering
of hardware by American Bell would put
AT&T squarely in competition with IBM,
fighting desk by desk for control·of corporate and small business computing sales.
"I want to stress that [further capitalization] is necessary if we are to remain
in the customer premises equipment and enhanced services business after next Jan. 1,"
said Charles Marshall, executive vice president of AT&T, in a prepared statement. He
added that the new venture, nicknamed
Baby Bell by industry observers, is expected to be profitable "very soon," but will
show some deficits "in the early years as it
starts up operations."
Net 1 will help reduce much of the
headaches and costs involved in running
private networks. Customers will contract
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The new TS 802 business computer.

'

In three short years, TeleVideo
became the number one independent
supplier of CRT terminals in a very
competitive marketplace.
We did it by designing and building terminals with more performance,
reliability; features and functions than
the competition.
But at a lower price.
Now TeleVideo has entered the
even more competitive microcomputer
marketplace. And we intend to
repeat that success with the same
basic philosophy:
By providing big system performance and features. And TeleSolutions
-a hardware/software package
that includes word processing and
financial planning software programs.
For a price lower than many of the
low performance personal computers.

TELEVIDEO'S TS 802
AND TS 802H.
THE COMPUTERS THAT
GIVE YOU MORE.
The TS 802 is TeleVideo's lowest
priced computer.
Yet it gives you many more of the
important features found only in
larger computers costing much more.
• Like modular design for easier
maintenance.
• High speed Z80A microprocessor
with 64K bytes of RAM main memory
- enough memory to handle most
business applications.
• The CP/M operating system,
which is included at no additional cost
to give you access to more microcomputer software programs than any
other operating system.
• An upward growth path through
a unique multiple processor, building
block architecture.
• Dual5~ inch double density
diskettes with a million bytes of
unformatted storage capacity.
• A high resolution, non-glare
video screen with detached keyboard -just two examples of our
innovative, ergonomic computer
design.
• Two R232C serial
ports for a printer
and modem.

• And a high speed port for plug-in
expansion to a larger multi-user, multitasking TeleVideo computer system.
• But suppose you need more storage. TeleVideo's next model up, the TS
802H, gives you all the same features
of the TS 802. But instead of two floppy
diskettes, it uses one floppy diskette
and a 5}4-inch Winchester hard disk to
give you 9.6 million bytes of unformatted storage capacity-nearly 10
times the storage for only twice the
price of the TS 802.

COMPUTERS THAT GROW
AS YOUR NEEDS GROW.
The TS 802 and TS·802H are more
than just single-user, stand alone computers ..
When it's time to expand, simply
plug them into TeleVideo's more powerful TS 806 or TS 816 multi-user,
multi-tasking systems. The TS 802s
then become intelligent, fast response
satellite stations.
And because each has its own
CPU, there's none of the degradation
of throughput and contention for a
single CPU that slows down the typical
shared system. Each user maintains
full processing capability in a shared
file environment.
With TeleVideo, there's no obsolescence. Because of the unique multiCPU architecture and TeleVideo's
multi-tasking software, the TS 802s do
not have to be replaced as your data
processing needs grow.

TELESOLUTIONS.
THE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
THAT GIVES YOU MORE.
Instead of offering you just a business
microcomputer, TeleVideo is offering a
computer and software package
called TeleSolutions. And instead of
offering you just any software, TeleSolutions TM
offers you the
most popular,
most versatile
software:
MicroPro's®
word processing WordS tar TM
and business
planning
CalcStar~

Whether you
own a small
business, manage a
department in a company;
or are your organization's DP manager,
the combination of TeleVideo com-

puters with WordStar and CalcStar
gives you the quality text editing and
financial planning help you'll need.
If you do require more software, our
CP/M operating system allows you
to choose from the widest variety of
microprocessor software.
When you buy either the TS 802
at $3,495* or TS 802H at $5,995~
Tele Video includes WordStar and
CalcStar for a special price of $500a savings of nearly $300.

WORLDWIDE SERVICE.
TeleVideo's small business computers
are serviced by TRW's nationwide
service network, and by distributors
around the world.

THE BETTER BUSINESS
SOLUTION?
PROVE IT TO YOURSELF.
Before you begin evaluating business
computers make a list of what you'd
like one to do for you. Then bring that
list to one of TeleVideo's computer
dealers throughout the world. Sit down
at a TeleVideo® computer. Study the
TeleSolutions Package. Even try another
computer. Compare the features, the
functions, and the performance.
And compare the price.
We don't think you'll find a better
business solution than TeleVideo and
TeleSolutions.
For details and the address of your
local distributor call toll free 800538 -1780. And in California call
415-745-7760.
.

•

®

6VTeleVldeo

r--:-----:-----,
TeleVideo Systems, Inc.

I Dept. #616B
I 1170 Morse Avenue
I Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Please send details on TeleVideo computers
I and TeleSolutions to:
I NAME _____________________
I TITLE _____________________
I COM~Ny ____________________
I ADDRESS ___________________
I CITy ___________________
I STATE_"__________ ZIP _ _ _ _ __
IL PHONE
#(
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --.J
Jf~~~s~~~2~~~ iC~I~S~~~~~~ ~:a~~~~i:fc~OoyK1;~~~;gc.
International Corporation.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.
*Prices are suggested retail excluding applicable state
and local taxes - Continental USA, Alaska and Hawaii.

Northeast Region 617/369-9370; Eastern Region 212/308-0705; Southeast Region 404/447-1231; Midwest Region 312/969-0112;
South Central Region 214/258-6776; Northwest Region 4081745-7760; Southwest Region 7141752-9488; European Sales (Holland) 31-075-28-7461
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Data 925% pure.
e:::> Nqw

digital data communication of guaranteed accuracy and
unprecedented reliability is available in more than 350 cities.
It is DATAPHONE® Digital Service, a major development of the
Bell network, the world's largest and most advanced information
management system.
With DATAPHONE Digital Service, your data system handles
more data, clean data, day in and day out. Bell guarantees better than 99.5%
error··.free seconds transmitting at 56,000 bps and even greater accuracy at
slower rates. Reliability is designed in. If needed, troubleshooting
and service are handled quickly by the Bell System from a central location.
You get more use from your system without adding costly hardware.
When your system is digital from end to end, there are no
losses of quality due to signal conversion or amplification. Re. .transmission
is virtually eliminated.
'You'll find that when your data system is more efficient,
accurate and reliable, you can respond faster, serve your customers and users
better, manage better.
<> Discuss with Bell how DATAPHONE Digital Service can serve
your needs. All you have to do is call now,
1800 821. .2121, toll free.
~
Put our knowledge to work for your business. C ) Bell System.

1 800 821 2121

The knowledge business

@
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I

for a package of network services which to
their eyes will appear as a private network
dedicated to their needs and wants. Gone
will be the hassles of figuring out whether
an XYZ modem is faulty or if the ABC leased
line is down. No longer will the corporation
have to hire costly networking specialists to
design, troubleshoot, and manage their operations. AT&T is selling solutions, bundled
packages of hardware , software, and expertise, that will satisfy a broad range of customer requirements.
If it all works, that is. The service
was originally introduced in 1978 as the
Advanced Communications System (ACS).
Filings were made with the Federal Communications Commission for tariffing, and
the industry was rife with speculation as to
ACS'S impact on business. It was all for
naught, however, since AT&T withdrew its
application, claiming that unforeseen software problems had arisen that would force a
delay in ACS'S actual debut. Several years
of regulatory battles, antitrust action, and

ACS development work followed until last
November. when a capitalization plan for a
deregulated AT&T s.ubsidiary was filed with
the FCC. Upon the plan's acceptance by the
FCC in mid-June, American Bell was christened and Net 1 unveiled. It is an upgraded
version of ACS, Bell officials say.'
Sal Barbera, the subsidiary's chief
executive, pointed out that Net l's usage

American Bell will encou.rage
independent software houses
to tailor their software
packages for operation on Net
1 nodes.
pricing and· flexibility in connecting differing terminals and computers will I11ake the'
system attractive to large and smail.data
processing shops. Large users won't have
to discard installed equipment or write complex software to intcrface di'sparate ma-'
'chines, and small users can gain benefits of
data communications. without much up-.

ALL THINGS. CONSIDERED
AT&Tisn't the only companybringing new
communications offerings to the corporate
data processing user. WesternUnion recently introduced a means by which hard~
copy.· ... ' documents can be transmitted
throughout its worldwide network Nation,.
al PublkRadio said it would enter the data
commun~cations business witha.system using local FM radio, And Vitalink;' a Silicon
VaIley·startup,·has begun marketing satellite~based.private data networks.
The Access' system . from Western
Union is essentially aconglomeration of the
firm'sVariou's'networking capabilities bun~
dIed into a single pricing structure so that a
business can choose between several priorities of delivery times. The user cim now
connect his own terminals,.-,-Telex, TWX, or
any small computerwithstore-and~forward
capabilitY-into. the Western Union network and move messages such a.s telegrams,cablegrams~Mailgrams, and electronicmaiLHe is biIIedon'aper,.message
basis. The system takes advantage o( com..;
puter,.basedswitchesatvarious locations in
theU.S.;that help convert information from
onc>protocol to another, Western Union
said.
.The firrti saict' a'tenninal connected
into Access·musthave five characteristics;'"
. off-line storage , asynchronous transmission
mode, even parity AscIIcode (I I Oto 1,200
bps), at.Jeast one of four transmission
speeds, and an acoustic coupler to modem.
compalible with Bell 103/113 or 212Aand
the. Racal·· Vadic. 3400.
ltiari<attempt to provide future funding·· for. its traditional' radio. programming,
National Public Radio is enteringint() a
joint venture with National Information
UtiIitiesCorp. The new company, INCTelecommunications, will provide a nlltionwide
capability to. transmit data and. software. to

government,. business, h01llesubscribers,
and'public institutions such as schools and
hospitals. A spokesman said the firmwilI
specialize itllastmile"distribution, that is,
connecting the termination points oflong-:haul lines to end ·users.
The transmissions. take place in unused frequencies oftheFMradioband (88 to
108' MHZ) .known "as subcarriers .. Local· NPR
stations will tie intonatiomil satellite networks and deliver mess,ages to subscribers'
within'a radius of about 50 miles. NPR cur,.
rently has 267 member stations, a.spokesman said. '.
"Studies comparing· transmission
between land lines .and FM subchanneIs .re;.
vealedsavingsof as much 50% for those
using FM subchannels,':· said J ackAult, Niu
president' 'And' current land line charges
are anticipated to increase substantially in
the near future.
.. In terms of .accuracy, tests prove
th~t our current FMlscAequipment transmits
fewer than one. error in' a million. bits of
information /'. Ault added. "Nluengineers
have . 'designed .• a·system .• which· .. will· use
transmission speeds· of 9,600 bps,'. and we
expect. to incorporate these speeds· into the
INC network. "
Primary markets foreseen by the
joint·. venture' include . . electronic mail' and.
messaging services for retail stores, manufacturers,and business; financial comrnuni~
cations. for' banks,·' brokerage houses ,and
other . . institutions;·.·· software ,distribution;
electronic. news·' delivery; and 'educati0 l1 al
services for schools, government; and busi-'
ness:
The first part ofthe systemis. sched.:.
uledto be operationalbynextyear~ Board
members. of National Information Utilities
Corp. in Virginia include Steven Wozniak;
cofounder of Apple Computer, and Kern-

front investment, he claimed. Moreover,'
the system will not require the usual investment in. trained communications specialists
needed to run complex private networks ..
. "We designed it to offer low· risk
and small capital investment for the small
guy," says Joe Cortese, district manager of
headquarters technical support at American
Bell. "We'll be offering standard application programs now and give the customers
the ability to tailor and modify those programs. "
The programs are written in COBOL
and run under the VMS operating system on
32-bit VAX computers, according to Bell.
Industry observers were mildly surprised
that the network's machines were not running the Unix operating system, a package
AT&T's Western Electric subsidiary has promulgated lately and which has been seen by
some as a possible de facto standard for
office systems. While Bell, officials
wouldn't comment; observers say it is very
likely Unix, along with a number of other
mons Wilson, •founder ofHolidaylnn~ .• '"
Vitalink Communications •. Corp;.in
MountainYiew ,Calif.,. is .hoping to find
success in seIling .sateIlite;.basedprivat~
data networks.THf fir~ has developed a
proprietary. ~arth station that cost-eff~cti\le~:
lytransmitsdataat ratesaslowas9,'(jOO.
bps, thusemlbIingits offerings to appealto'
users . with rel~tive.Iy small datatransrnissionrequirements.Vitalink .presi~ent41-.
bert Horley says .'. his firm's. schel)1~ ~ill
compete. well.with satellite offerings Jr()Dl
Satellite Business Systems (SBS) and ()tliers
whose systems require a much large~e~rth
station that is cost-effectiv~ 0lllyatra. . ...te.s. . .o. f. ·.:
56K bps and up.'· '.
.. .•. '. . . •. ' >
Vitalink .was formed in! 9~0.\Vith
venture capital.·.funding,. i llc1uding·. an $11
,millionirivestmenrby\yestern: Union'~l1d,
has just· begun its marketing efforts. Itre-:.
cen.tly.:signed acontract.forjust.·•.und~r .$~
million to supply.Tymnetwith 7.7 earth .sta;.
tions.
'
.'VitaIinkalso. has. signedan.i'(}ern .•.
agreement to. supply .Tand~rnqomputer~' .
with. 'earth stati0l1equiplllenttnat1'andeDl
will"· incorporate·. into •. a:. d~tallet~orking
. packagelt intends .toofferjtscustom~rs.,
InstaIlati()ns of the VitaIink·.equipment .are
under.way, Horley says; noting that several
contractshavebeensigned .with companies
he declines to identify;
.
' .. '. N()ting .•. . that the average annual.:
growth rate of high-speed dataeircuit~iwill;
.·.be.JQ% through1985,.VitaIink.seniorUlar,.
keting vice presigent Brig .. Gen·,l:I.j{' John-'
son, USAF (Ret.) says .the firm has targeted
its .services '. to customerscurrentlyusil1~
-AT&T leased lines;Vitalinkclaimsthatcus~
. tomers with even a small, four-s,tationnet:
work will spend lessthan.th7Y would~~illg
AT&T's 'Digital Data Service. (DDs).liIies.

. . .... · · · .·.······.-J.W.V.
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These financial
times demand the best
financial software.

In today's volatile world economy, strong financial software is far
. more than an accounting tooL It's a key competitive weapon, the guardian
of a corporation's inner financial health and security. The information
that enables top management to respond quickly and make the right
judgments.
When you install one of our systems, you realize three benefits at
once. First, your non-data processing personnel gain on-line access to the
.information. Second, you gain virtually unlimited reporting capabilities.
Third, your system operates with unparalleled flexibility and user~
frien~j/jness. Backed by such complete, fieldand training support that
you can permanently re-assign programmers out of the accounting area.
In these demanding financial times, demand is at an all-time high
for McCormack & Dodge; We serve ove'rl,500 companies in 21 countries, including more than 150 of the Fortune 500. With packages for
accounts payable, capital projects analysis, fixed assets, general ledger,
personnel/payroll or purchase order management. And when business
people sit down and talk to us, they usually do more than just talk. They
become customers. We'd like tc? show you why.

McCormack & Dodge
(800) 343-0325*

-In Mass. (800) 322-1098

The best financial software.The best financial people.
W•• McCormack & Dodge, Inc., 560 Hillside Avenue, Needham Heights, MA 02194. North American offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Huntsville,

Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Washington D.C., Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. International support in Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Colombia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Portugal,
Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, United Kingdom and Venezuela.
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programming languages, will be offered on
Net 1 in the future.
Barbera said at the Net 1 unveiling
that while AT&T its~lf doesn't warit to get
into the business of writing software directly, it will be encouraging independent software houses to tailor their' packages for operation on Net 1 nodes. Thus, AT8a takes
on the role of a softWare distributor, matching up customers to software developers; it
isa business many say will be one of the
most profitable in years to come.
There is the possibility that Net 1
could become a' nationwide distribution
channel for software, delivering it wherever
and whenever it is needed, to 'whatever ma-:chine requires it. As such, AT&T would essentially be a distributor,:, perhaps even
"stocking" others' software packages In its

Net 1's ~sage pricing and
fJexibility in connecting
differing terminals' and
computers. sho~ld make it
attractive' to both large and
small dp shops.
"
machin~s, jus~

as a book distributor now
stocks books from a number of publishers.
Ken Bosomworth,' head of International Resource Development in Nonyalk,
Conn., sees the Net 1 off~ring as particularly' damaging to companies' such
Paradyne,' Codex, NCR Comten, and Computer
COqlmunications Inc., which have made
mon~y selling private networking hardware.
"The IBM computer user has had a
lot of headaches running networks over the
years," says Bosomworth."There were
software hassles, inefficient access methods, large machine overheads on, IBM front
ends, and most of all, the need for a large
number of specially trained people to maintain the network. The large data communi,cations user has been paying too much for
what he's been gettlng.
'
"Many of the competing firms have
~een quite successful," he adds. ",:-T&T is
now, however, attacking' the 'same problems with a service solution. The customer
won't have to worry about much except his
own equipment."
'
Bosomworth sees the motivation
behind Net 1 as being the attractive high
growth expected in value-~dded data com~
rriupications services. "the pitch from
TeleIiet and Tymnet has been to sell a packet-switching service to replace leased lines,
but AT&T can't do that. It would be taking
money from one pocket and putting it in
another. "
Instead, Bosomworth explains,
AT&T is striving to take money away'from
IBM, whose customers with SNNCICS net~orks based on mainfram:es are the primary
users pfdata communications. AT&T'S Net
1 service can replace not only costly leased
lines but also the mainframes. In a typical

as
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order entry system, for instance, Net 1 can
interconnect as many 3270 and ASCII terminals as required; process transactions, and
deliver the end results to ,whatever site
needs it. Not only IBM but all other computer makers' would seem to be threatened by
the new service if it does what its creators
claim it can.
Sources say a' hefty marketing research budget at AT&T'has produced ideas
for a wide range of intercompany services
that would essentially create an electronic
marketplace by which companies could
p~ace orders and determine availability of
producf '
,
For instance, industrial electronics
distributors could make th~ir inventory information available in a common Net 1 database. Customers looking for64K RAMS,
say, 'could browse thioughthe database
fro'm their own Net 'I ~con~ecte(i terini~a]
and find th~ best source fortne' parts. AT&T,
of course, would collect on every transac~ion perfo~ed.
.
Cash management is another area
where the Net 1 service seems likely to have
impact. Companies such as National Data
in Atlant~ have made a large business qut of
helping widely dis'persed corporations keep
track of cash at the end of each working
day" Banking, brokerage services, and
electronIcs are some of the industry areas ~t
which American Bell's marketing staff has
looked closely.
'
The firm is particularly anxious to
provide value-added services Qeyondplain
vaniila data communications links. In doing
so, it will become a major force for all vendors to contend with.
'
Most immediately threatened by
American Bell's entry into the v~ue-a~ded

IBM and other computer
makers 'would seem to, be
threatened by· the. new service
if .it does what' it creators'
claim· it cali.
.,
network services business are Telenet and
Tymnet, two 'operations' that have had the
publi~ network busiiles~ to themselves for
the past several' years. Neither has done
spectacularly well, particularly since neither has reached that critical mass of customers to ensure profitability. Industry' observers say Tymnet' is growing at close to
60% a year, but reliability probl~ms have
kept it from being asinuch of asuccess as it
could be.
Telenet, through spokesman, said
it expects Net 1 to stimulate the market, just
as IBM'S entry into new' businesses often
stimulates growth for those firms already
there. Telenet, started in 1975 and now
owned by GTE, is not yet profitable but provides links to' 250 cities and 40 countries for
more than 800 customers, the spokesman
claimed.

a

-John W. Verity
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UnIted States:
",
ArIzona
Phoenix
CalifornIa
Northern
Mountain View
San Francisco
Walnut Creek
Southern
Century City
Fullerton
Irvirie
Los'Angeles
San Diego
Torrance
Van Nuys
Colorado
Denver
Englewood
Connecticut
'Hartford
Stratford
DIstrIct of Columbia
,

I
1

1
I,
I
1
1
1
'
I
I
,

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
'"

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
I

,

'

602/279-1010
415/969-4910
415/434-2410
415/945-1910
213/203-8111

714/871-6500
714/833-1730

213/688-0041
714/231-1900
213/540-7500
213/781-4800

303/571-4450
303/773-3700
203/522-6590
203/375-7240
202/466-5890

404/588-9350
Atlanta, Downtown
404/953-0200
Atlanta, North
404/325-8370
Atlanta, Northeast
illinoIs
Chicago
312/782-0857
312/441-5200
Northfield
312/986-0422
OakBrook
312/392-0244
Rolling Meadows
IndIana
Indianapolis
317/631-2900
Kansas
913/888-8885
Overland Park
Kentucky'
Louisville
502/581-9900
LouisIana
504/561-6000
New Orleans
Maryland
301/727-4050
Baltimore
301/258-8800
Rockville
301/321-7014
Towson
Massachusetts
617/482-7613
Boston
617/273-5160
Burlington
617/237-3120
Wellesley
MIchIgan
313/259-7607
Detroit
313/352-6520
Southfield
'Troy
313/362-0Q70
Minnesota
612/332-6460
Minneapolis, Downtown
612/544-3600
Minneapolis, West
612/227-6100
St. Paul
MIssouri
314/862-3800
Clayton
816/474-3393
Kansas City
314/231-4880
St.Louis
New HampshIre
603/880-4047
Nashua
New Jersey
Cherry Hill '
609/482-2600
201/494-2800
Edison
201/267 -3222
Morristown
201/845-3900
Paramus
609/452-7217
Princeton
New.York
212/557-8611
New York City, Grand Central
212/736-7445
New York City, Penn Station
212/962-8000
New York City, Wall Street
716/263-2670
Rochester'
516/364-0900
Syosset, LI,
914/683-9300
White Plains
7i0:'-'-hl=o'---,_ _ _ _ _ _ _--=""'~...........
Akron
216/535-1150
Cincinnati
513/769-5080
Cleveland
216/771-2070
Columbus
614/224-0660
Dayton
513/461-4660

=

~~~~~:~ho~m~a~-------~91~8~/5~9~9-~7~70~0
O~~re~g~o~n-------_=='-=n~=
Portland
PennsylvanIa
King of Prussia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Wilkins Township
Texas
Dallas, Central
Dallas, North
Fort Worth
Houston, Downtown
Houston, N, Loop West
Houston, Sw. Freeway
San Antonio
VIrgInIa
McLean
Washington
Bellevue
WisconsIn
Milwaukee

503/223-6160

215/265-7250
215/665-1717
412/261-6540

412/247-4400
214/749-1900
214/387-1600
817/338-9300
713/751--0100
713/957-8555
713/626-8705
512/342-9898

703/790-5610
206/454-6400
414/277 -0345

Canada:
Ontario
Don Mills
Mississauga
Toronto
Qu6bec
Montreal

416/425-5730
416/272-3333
416/865-1125
514/849-7043

How Do Computer Salaries Stack Up in
Different Cities Across North America1

II

Our New Free
Have you ever wondered
how your salary compares
with your peers in your own
local area? Or whether
computer professionals are
making substantially more
or less money elsewhere?
Our new report, the most
complete Local Survey
Iwe've ever published, can
show you exactly what
others are earning inmost
major cities throughout the
United States 'and in
Canada.

We Surveyed 48 Specific
Position Categories in
45 Markets.
In addition to reviewing
national medians, the Local
(SOOO)

$40
$38

$34
$32

For example, if you're a Data
Communications Programmer with
over four years of experience, here's
how your salary· stacks up in just
five of forty-five markets surveyed.

Survey breaks out salary
d?ta by market. Forty-eight
specific positions are reviewed in each city.
Included are position
categories in programming,
software, systems design,
data communications,
mini/micro systems, data
base, EDP auditing, computer marketing, management and others-at
various levels of experience
and at different size
com puter system sites.
That means, for example,
a Minicomputer Programmer with two-to-four
years of experience will be
able to determine what
his/her peers make in cities
ranging from Albuquerque
to Vancouver or Akron to
San Diego.

It's a Most Valuable Tool
for Mapping Out Sound
Career Plans.
The new, Local Metropolitan
Computer Salary Survey is'
compiled and published by
Source Edp, the Nation's
oldest and largest recruiting

you and request a copy. As
you'll discover, the Survey
can be an extremely
valuable asset in helping
you make important career
decisions.
,~

j
This handy, fold-out Survey breaks
out salary information by market and
by position category. 2,160 separate
figures are reported, which makes
this Survey the most extensive one
ever undertaken by Source Edp.
firm devoted exclusively to
the computer profession.
If you're wondering
whether your salary is
keeping pace-or where
your career might head in
the future-our report is
must reading. Especially in
today's competitive environment where smart
planning is key to longterm success.

Call for Your Free
Copy Today.
The Survey is available free
to computer professionals
without charge. Call the
Source Edp office nearest

~~<JctP

Client organizations assume our charges.

p ••• • Call
• Today for
Your

I FREE
• Copy.
•

II
I

Simply phone the
Source Edp office
nearest you that is listed
on the left-hand page.
If unable to call; write:
Source Edp, Dept. D-5
Two Northfield Plaza
Suite 227
Northfield, Illinois 60093
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TRADE SECRETS

THE FBI
STINGS
HITACHI
Undercover' operations reveal
that employees 'of the IJapa'nese firm purchased "stolen"
IBM secrets. '
It's all happened before, but IBM once again
finds itself the victim of a scheme to steal
design secrets, and again the culprits have
been caught in the act. The current allegations against two Japanese corporations are
similar to the charges leveled against Telex
Corp. in the 1960s. In that case, the respected maker of plug-compatible peripherals
was discredited when it was publicized that
Telex had acquired IBM design secrets
through illegal means.
Now, the prestigious Japanese firm
Hitachi Ltd., whose large-scale M-Series
mainframes are sold in the U.S. and abroad
by National Advanc~d Systems as IBM software-compatible processors, has been in-

dieted by a federal grand jury in California.
The charge: conspiring to transport to Japan
stolen merchandise belonging to IBM.
Twelve Hitachi employees, two former employees of NAS, the Japanese-American
head of a trading company; an Iranian, and
a Haitian national were also indicted. The
top Hitachi executive named is the general
manager of the Kanagawa Works, where
mainframes are built.
Four employees of Mitsubishi Electric Corp. were implicated ,on similar
charges in an earlier Indictment. Mitsubishi
is scheduled to announce in late 1983 the
first processor in a family of new IBM software-compatible mainframes, which are
expected to span the IBM line from the 4300
to the 3081 and above. This company's experience, however, has been with small and
medium-scale hardware. It is thought to be
the market leader in small business systems
in Japan, with a 15% to 18% market share.
The charge against the Japanese is
conspiracy to transport stolen goods in interstate arid foreign comm~rce, a crime that
carries' a maximum sentence of a $10,000
fine and five years in prison. The defen-'
dants allegedly were caught up in an FBI
sting operation said to have been initiated
shortly after IBM discovered that a senior
engineer at the Hitachi mainframe works
possessed several volumes of the Adirondack Hardware Design Workbook. The

;

A Switch Box can add to the
versatility of your equipmentpermanent connections avoid
the need to change cables
manually to and from terminals,
modems, CRT's, for example.
A way to make CPU's or
peripherals do extra duty. More
than a dozen different kinds of
ABC and ABCDE switch boxes,
and Transfer Boxes in stock.
Just for instance:
RS·232 ABC box ......... $99.50
RS·232 ABCDE box ..... $198.00
(Female connectors standard;
male available on special order.)

Call or write for information and new catalog

The Company with' a lot of Connections

CC Data Sflt Cablfl Company, Inc.

East
722 Danbury Road
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877
(203) 438-9684 TWX-71 0-467-0668

VVest
3001 Contract Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
(702) 382-6777
'
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52 DATAMATION

The' stolen workbooks would
represent a thorough record of
the thinking that went on during the design stage" as well
as alternative designs that
were rejected. '
,.
cle, including items needed for patent protection. This would represent a thorough
record of the thinking that went on during
the design phase, as well as documentation
on, alternative designs that were rejected.
(In his book The Mythical Man-Month,
Prof; Fred Brooks describes the workbook
he devised when he headed the os 360 design team at IBM, and shows how possession of such workbooks could save a pcm
actual man-months in design and develop-

.

, .

dS

workbook contains highly confidential and
proprietary' internal documents belonging
to IBM. Joseph P. Russoniello, the U.S. attorney for the Northern District of California, said that this discovery by IBM in August 1981 was followed by its own internal
investigation before the matter was turned
over to the FBI in October.
The FBI described the workbooks as
containing' 'some of the design information
for the IBM 3081. " They presumably contain notes of the systems architects and designers as they went through the design cy-

Insure signal
integrity·
Interface cables'are a critical link to your system's reliability.
Quality control is the key. We guarantee that every product
you receive from us has been engineered and inspected to
provide unsurpassed interface integrity. If your specifications
are IBM,EIA, IEEE or custom applications, we'll get you on
line, in spec, in a hurry.
Send for catalogs.
National Electric Cable Make connections with us.
1730 Elmhurst Rd"Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 (312) 593-8100
16566 S,I/'!, 72nd Ave .. Portland, OR 97223 (503) 620-9400 (800) 323-6604
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NEC's NEW
ADVANCED
PERSONAL
COMPUTER
GIVES CHARLIE
THE BLUES.

If you're a businessman shopping
for a personal computer, take a
look at NEC. Our APCTM Advanced
Personal Computer has better
price/performance than any personal computer on the market.
It's a totally solutions-oriented
system, supporting both CP/M-86™
and MS-DOS:Mdeveloped to solve
business problems in the simplest,
most cost-effective way possible.
Our business software has been
optimized to take advantage of
the APC's unique hardware features. That makes system operation faster and easier.
Our software includes a full
set of general accounting packages, word processing, mailing
list management, business planning, database management,
q.nd communications. And we're
readying many more.
We back our software with a
unique unconditional guarantee. It
will work or you get your money
back.
Our APC comes with more
information storage capacity than
any system in its price range.
Our high-resolution color graphics run circles, arcs and lines
around everybody else. The APC's
screen images-lines, characters,
pictures-are unprecedented in
their clarity.
See for yourself how much better we are. The solutions-oriented
Advanced Personal Computer
from NEC. Return the coupon to
NEC Information Systems, Inc.,
5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA
02173.
CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft, Inc.
APC is a trademark of Nippon Electric Co .. Ltd.

-,
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I
I
NIEe
I Send me more information
NEe Information Systems, Inc.
I on the Advanced Personal Computer
5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173
I
Address
I Name
City, State, Zip
I Title
IL ______________________
Company
Telephone
DN882

The Benchmark in World Class Computers
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OnlyEDPAC has
DYNAMoNITOIlII:

a computer

that controls
computer-room
cooling.·

--a

CONTROL POWER ON

SYSTEM ON

"

HUMIDIFICATION

•

DEHUMIDIFICATION

COMP

1

"

2

CaMP

~
HEAT

--

ECONOMY COOLING

START(-, START
ALARM
SILENCE

r

LAMP

J TEST

REl ( '
HUMID'

REl

~I HUMID

LJ An audible alarm signals
faults as they occur.
LJ A flashing visual display
indicates both the sources of
the faults and their order of
DYNAMONITOR II* is a computer
occurrence. For your protecthat controls, monitors, and
tion, this visual warning
maximizes the savings of
mechanism cannot be disabled
EDPAC process cooling
until
faults are corrected.
equipment. As part of the
[] Even if fault conditions
complete EDPAC system, it
correct themselves, the DYNAprovides the ultimate
MONITOR'S computer retains
computer-room environmental
the original fault warnings in
protection available.
memory, in their order of
Maximizes energy savings
occurrence. Reconstructing
and analyzing the sequence of
"Free cooling" eliminates
events for troubleshooting
compressor operation during
and
preventive maintenance
cool weather. DYNAMONITOR II
is
easy,
even if the faults
automatically controls
occurred
during periods of
EDPAC's ECX economyunattended operation.
cooling system to provide
[J Temperature is continmaximum utilization of "free
uously
displayed (humidity
cooling" for 20% to 40%
displayed on demand).
greater energy savings than
other systems.
Provides printed records
DYNAMONITOR II memory
continuously resets the setlJ Temperature, humidity,
point for "free-cooling" takeand system operating condiover, automatically adjusting it
tions are displayed by the
to the highest acceptable temDYNAMONITOR II and recorded
perature. Since as little as a
by the DataLogger printer.
2° F differential in the setpoint
The expense of auxiliary
sensing and recording equipcan save thousands of kilowatt
hours in a year's operation,
ment is eliminated.
DYNAMONITOR II quickly pays [] The DataLogger printer
provides hard-copy records of
for itself.
all fault alarms and the times
Monitors and remembers
at which they occurred. It
records those alarms-plus
~, . ] The DYNAMONITOR'S 16hours of energy-savings and
fault monitoring system, dual
system-performance datawarning system, and memory
for up to 10 EDPAC/
capability provide a degree of
DYNAMONITOR II systems.
control and confidence that no
other system offers.
Here's what the most
advanced computer-room
cooling system available
does for you:

[J An RS 232-C jack lets you
tie the DataLogger into your
computer system, if desired.
You can program your system
to display all fault alarms-and
even corrective actions - on
any terminals you choose.
[J The DataLogger may be
installed in the computer room
or at a remote location.
See for yourself
Let us demonstrate DYNAMONITOR II's unique difference
in computer-room environmental protection and
economy. Use the reader
service card, or call.
AC Manufacturing Company,
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034.
Phone (609) 428-9800.
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*Patent applied for.

Computer
environmental protection
from the experts.
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Easy
to use.
From the start, the IBM 3101
display terminal was designed to
be easy to use. All 128 ASCII
characters are crisp and clear.
The high-resolution screen swivels and tilts so you don't have to.
The keyboard-with 87 keys and
8 program function keys-has
the comfortable, sturdy feel of
the IBM Selectric:M And there's
a separate 12-key numeric pad
available.
The IBM 3101 is also easy to
order, through our new authorized distributor network. Pick
from three models with field

protect/unprotect, high-intensity, blink and non-display editing/formating capabilities. All
six models display 1,920 characters in 24 lines, with a 25th line
operator-information area~
The IBM 3101 is fully compatible with many IBM and nonIBM computer systems and
most remote computing and
time-sharing services.
What could be easier? Call
one of our distributors right now
and place your order. And at the
same time, ask about the IBM
3232 printer.

rhe IBM 3101 ASCII is easy
order at over 100 IBMluthorized locations across
!:he country. Contact any of
':he distributors below.
:0

I

,~merican

Computer
,3roup, Inc.
)17-437-1100
I

I~rrow

Electronics, Inc.
Gall your local
r!\.rrow office
':arterfone
::ommunications Corp.
H4-630-9700
I
,:omputer and
rerminal Exchange
~00-87 4-97 48
)04-434-1022
Florida
,
:Javid Jamison Carlyle Corp.
~00-526-2823

~00-421-3112
,

3eneral Electric
:ommunications Leasing
~00-528-6050 Ext. 407
'
518-385-7536 New York
I
'
~all-Mark Electronics Corp.
300-527 -3272
~14-343-5079 Texas
I
'Hamilton Avnet Electronics
Call your local Hamilton
lA.vnet stocking location. Or
~~all Hamilton Avnet
YIicrosystems 213-615-3950
kierulff Electronics, Inc.
Call your local
Kierulff division
I

Pacific Mountain States Corp.
300-423-2853
300-272-3222 California
I

,Schweber Electronics Corp.
300-645-3040
516-334-7474 New York
I

Wyle Distribution Group
213-322-8100
408-727 -2500

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
FROM JAPAN'S' PERSPECTWE

murderers is unusualto say the least, and
the situationis highly unpleasantin the Jap~
aneseeye.
. . . . •. .•. . •. . . . ."< . . .•. '. .......> . . . .•. '. . .
Thereare,ofcourse,muf~ forJapanes,?corporations· and' corporate workers. to
reflect about on the .occasion of the latest
INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE
inCident. In order to survive the stiff com.:
A/strong'shock:wav~is'n()w<ruIlIlillg petition, Japanese corporations have . long
thi()ughoutjapanfr()mnews •. . that empl()y~ Qeenengrossed in. improving their efficienees of Hitachi , Ltd. and Mitsubishi Electriccyevenby a single iotain all th~4" sect()rs ?f
Corp ..• haye beenariestedJIlthelJnited ~ct!vit)"rtlnllingfr?m ,.ptt>ciuctiofI.tos<lles
St~t~s . . oncharges. of steaIiIlgc()rporat,?se71l11.d •. to. res'?arch . and . dev,?10pment.Strong1y
crets from IntemationalBusiness Machines id~D,:tifyipgthelllseJv~s\\Tith~~ep?rpora
Cl)rp.·(m~).••·The final'. ()utc0tne()fth~.·.illci- ti0Ilstheywor~.for.~}apalle~~ofte,n,s~()\V
dent isawaite~\Vitl1 great c?nceJ1l~ere as it extraordinary 10yalt)'toth~Il1~Itisnot rare
involves.· o~e . of the most.'. UnpoItant . ~gh for}aplll1ese employees to go beyond what
te,chnology . illdustries·. ataHIIlewhen>the isproper.infeverish.s~arch·.forthe.benefits

This editorial, which appeared in the June
29, 1982 issue of The Japan Economic
Journal, published' in Tokyo, .is reprinted
with permission of the editor and general
manager, SusumuOhara.

tfs'lo:Ci:rJ:';;!;i:d~0.8Ild~ . ofthe]'6h):a!io"iJ~~~~i;tthat·iri

.' \ T h e iIlci~entoc9IJrred. ag(li~st '.• ". t~e,.

bafkgroundofthe~e~n'Y0rld\\Tid~.(l~te,n-·
tion glued on IBM' sne'Y pr()ducts.Jap~lles~

--....-- ---~
--- . --- ---=~=~=®

-- --- -
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electronic •. •. compu~r •. • . manufacturers\Vere .Ther~ is Il() c.1ellyiIlg~e fa<:t'rn()r,eparticularlyiIlterestedin. knowing.\Vhatthe .·.()ver;th.attheJap~n~sec?rporate.c?Il1J1luIli.,
gilll1tlJ~S.. c()rnputer corporationW()Hld, ... tytendsitohelieye .' that money. is alIt~at,
come.<up,'Yith··n~]{t.]BM is\Videlybelieyec.1
c?t1nts;J~~an's.postwarec?nomicgrowth . .•
to. h.avC!.been .coIlll11itted. to theidea ofunri7 has . •. . beell . ·.· overwhelmingly.' supported •.•. . by
va1ed 'supremacy in •the n~ld .·of' e,Iectr?Ilif~ris](introdt1ctiollo(ac;l~llI1c~ci tec~fIologies
cOO1Pt1ters;alwa)'s1<.eepin~it~el(fat"(lb():v~
fr?01f()rt!ign\c?ulltrie~,·Japlll1es~ . c?rpo~7
i~s .• ·.competi~o~~j?~~y>~~~ntri:~ • . ?ft~~.tl()lls •. p~ic.1 .•. ~ar.·.greater,·eIl1phasis.t()outrigh~
.. ,world. . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . •. . •. . . . .•. . ..............>< . . . . .•. . . . . •. . . : ; . •.•. purch~~esof~~vanced foreigllt~chnologie~
Along With airc~and space indus- ~~at1 •. ~?·develoPJllentoftl,leir0wntec~?b
fries,the{j.S ~takes' great pride in this field ogies''fIle latestiIl(!identsouIld~like,a
•. akifI t().Il~ti()nCllprestige.I~.is.highlyIi¥~ly s~01l¥}'Y~iIl9to •.·su<:h • .·. an.~~itu~~•. ()f. t~~
tha~ ~}\.f7anc.1.~~.lJ~~ .• its~lf, •. f()r,thatlllat~\J~~at1~~ec()r:t>9ratt?soc~ety •. .• . •.• . . . . • • •. . .•. . ::;, . . •. <
ter; . . . •·•.•. h(lsbeenhe.ad():verh~l~ .•. ill~~fen,<lillg . :.• .•. . ·.•· •· ·.•·•·•· •.·.,·.,1he.illc~dC!ntis ··.'ttply .···ar~grettaplC!.·.
itliC()r:t>0~te· sefre,t~frornl?r,(!ign,compe~~ ()fI~.~()t11f?r;!(lPat1 . at1c;l.th~ ·V·~~.·I,t.~a~.<:()IIl~
tor;s,especialIyt~¢J~plll1ese;as.·.·Jap~n~se
out,.()ft~t?e,p?n()tnic.·•. (tictionsllet\Ve.el1t~e
·comIluterIIlakers~r(lpi~Iycat~h!llg11P . ~()C?UIltri~sand(!(lrieyenbe.c()nsttpe~~
withthetJ~S•.. coJ1l1'aJ1Y· . •. . .•.•. .•. . . •. . •. . . .'.• •. . •. . .•. . . . . . •'.•.•. . . . . .····.i' a ne\VfotpIof ec()n()mic friction .. ]3 ut t?very
BylCiftl,le.m()stinlp0rtantthing . t() effort should be exerted on both sides of the
Qe dOfIe to put lll1 endJo~e Iat~st incident is. · Padfic.to.preventth,?inddelltfroIl1PCllto bring ~ll~efacts~b()utth~inci~elltjllto loollinginto atruemon,ster.t() .• .• rn(lt't~e
the ?pe,n .• l\1anyJaplll1es(!obseryerssay~hat· frlendlyrelationships . ·. •. betweenJapanaIld
th.eysitnplycanl1?tfath0rn, t~e.~~ricafIs; '.•. •. t~~tJn,ited St(ltes,'l\1at1),J~pan~seo~~e1"Ver~
tI}lC!illtenti?n·inh~yifIgJap~nese·llatioIl(lls . clll1ll()~.~ut.··harbol'asenseof~eingsI~ghtly
<Ute~ttxi.~y going ~?f(lt'as.to.~W.Illo)'t'sting che~~eciby~heiIl<:id~Ilt~~itiscleCif t~a(t~7
operations. ~!Th~reisnodenyi?~that·.··th~' LJ.~S;at1th0tities.arC!iIl.(l.•. complete, faJ1de tn
wh()l~.a~tion .has . •.• the, .•·.··.lo()k •. ()fs()w.e~ing . \Vi thIB jfIllD:cov~ringjt;Thisjs ". all .•· the
done.f()r . de~onstrati()ne(ff!Cts;.··PubF~ationm(}rC!·rt?~on·.~xery.(aqtcollcefllillgt~t?.ifISi~
oftJ:Ie •~hot?~ •. pict~ri?g ~h~d0l"Ilc~t'}cuh d~llt~~~)U!~beb,rolJ~htifItotheope,fIatthe
. . . prits~'withtheir bands tied, behin~Jike~I~e,~~po~~!b!~ ~(lt~.:
.
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Or call IBM at 800-431-1833
[800-942-1872 New York)
for more information.

the )}\'9r1.c.1.()f '. Ilusiness ..infrifIg~J1lents ()Il

\". ',,-

ment time by avoiding any dead-end paths
that an IBM designer had trod earlier.)
According to one version, Hitachi
was allegedly drawn into the scam when it
asked one of its u.s. consultants, Palyn
Associates of San Jose, about acquiring additional volumes of the workbook. Maxwell O. Paley, Palyn's president and a former IBM executive, was aware of the proprietary nature of these volumes and became
alarmed that some copies were already in
Japanese hands. He allegedly notified IBM
about the request, and the FBI sting was subsequently devised.
A phony consulting firm called

Glenmar Associates was established in Santa Clara by the FBI, and was supplied by IBM
with merchandise for bait. According to FBI
affidavits, this storefront establishment was
visited by a number of Japanese allegedly
intent on purchasing trade secrets they
thought had been stolen from IBM. Hitachi
purchases were alleged to have exceeded
$600,000, and Mitsubishi purchases were
said to be more than $25,000.
"The conspiracy charge does not
require that the material itself be stolen,"
Russoniello explains. "In other words, persons can conspire if the expectation in their
own minds is that what they are dealing
AUGUST 1982 57

You don't need a big operation anymore to
justify a VAXTM computer.
Because now Digital introduces the smallest
in a growing line of VAX systems. The VAX-11/730.
It's just the right size for small departments.
And just the right price.
For less than $60,000* you can have a
VAX-11/730 packaged system, with 1 MB of 64K
chip memory, 131 MB of disk storage (including
Winchester drive), and capacity for 8 on-line
users. All in a single cabinet just 42" tall. You also
get a console printer. And, of course, the ability
to increase memory, add disks, and bring on
more users.
For an even smaller department you can
choose a smaller version for less than $50,000:
with 20 MB of disk and a starting capacity of
four users.

Either way, you get 'a computer that's every
inch a VAX. With VMSTM Version ill software.
The availability of commercial and technical languages. VAX Information Architecture for distributed data access. Digital's office automation
software for electronic mail, calendar keeping,
and word processing. And third-party software
written for the VAX family, from CAD/CAM to
econometrics.
So whatever you're doing, you can do it
with a VAX-11/730.
You'll be fully supported by Digital's customer
service organization, available around the world.
Naturally, you can use Digital's DECnetTM
networking software, and protocols like X.25 and
5NA/5DLC for communications with other computer architectures. So your small departments can
stay in close touch with the rest of your company.

•

And when small departments get bigger,
they can move up to a larger VAX without rewriting their software. Because the VAX-11/730 is
totally compatible with the rest of the VAX family.
You don't have to be big to have big computer power.
Now there's a VAX for everyone.
To learn more about the VAX-11/730, call our
toll-free number: BOO-DIGITAL, extension 200.
Or send the coupon to:
Digital Equipment Corporation, 129 Parker
Street, PK3-2/M94, Maynard, MA 01754.
Attn: Media Response Manager.
Digital Equipment Corporation International,
12 Av. des Morgines, CH-1213 Petit-Laney/Geneva.
In Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.

,----------------I'm interested in a little VAX.
D-8-2
Name:______________________________

Title_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Organization________________________
Address,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

City_____________ State_______
·.Zip_ __

o Have a sales representative call me. 0 Please send me literature.

*Prices apply in the U.S. only.

-----.-

-_ ... _--- .... _---_._._---_.

..............

_

__._- - - -

------------

_...-.._------_._.

__..._-_._ ..-

. _ - - - - - _ . - - .__._. .- .......- --_ ..--
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with is property which is stolen." The
charge thus applies even though IBM provided the FBI with the material.
The Japanese have denied knowing
the material was "stolen," and insist that
they never asked the people at Glenmar to
steal anything from IBM. But sprinkled
throughout the FBI affidavits are references
to occasions when an undercover FBI agent
explains to a Hitachi employee that the merchandise requested would have to be stolen
from IBM and that someone could "get in
serious trouble" if caught. The Japanese
subsequently have said they thought this
was a ploy to get them to pay more than
.
their original offering price.
"How CQuld anyone pay that much
and not know the stuff was stolen?" exclaims a cons~ltant who asks not to be
named. But others think the Japanese in
some instances paid too much and in others
paid unnecessarily. ~n late January 1982,
for example, someone froin Hitachi allegedly paid $10,000 for a disk from an IBM
3380 drive and an additional $10,000 for ~
head and arm assembly. And yet during that
same month a few companies in. the U. S.
that are in business to compete with IBM had
acquired a 3380 drive through legal channels. A rnonth and a half before this, however, an engineer from Hitachi allegedly
was being escorted into a Pratt & Whitney
facility in Connecticut, merely to photograph a 3380 from a distance. The price
paid 'for this privilege: $7,000.
" While one' might be able to understand the purchase of a 3380 head and arm
assembly, one could be skeptical about the
$10,000 valuation for a disk. But an expert
in the field explains that one cannot study
the aerodynamics of a head withut the disk.
"There's a lot of spook art with the disk,"
he explains. The head designer must examine things like the amount of lubricant on
the disk .surface , the degree to which. it is
burnished, and the coating. The head and
the disk, he adds, must match.
"It would appear to me that all they
[Hitachi] were trying to buy was time,"
says one observer. He explains that Hitachi's approach to compatibility has been to
take IBM's logic design and implement it in
its own chip technology. This requires a
detailed knowledge of the processor' being
copied, and the earlier this knowledge can
be acquired, the earlier the vendor can bring
its product to the marketplace. "They were
simply trying to jump the gun, " he says, by
allegedly purchasing some information not
yet released by IBM.
Among the items Hitachi allegedly
purchased from the FBI were those relating
to the IBM 3033 EF [Extended Features]
mainframe, which was announced in June
1980 and shipped initially to customers in
November '81. In January '82, it was al':'
leged, a Hitachi employee got 'iource microcode for the 3033 EF for $12,000. In
March of '82 ~t is alleged to have paid an

additional $5,000 for the source microcode
for the channel director, and during April
and May they got test and maintenance programs for $10,000.
By February '82, according to an

ture," for which a price of $20,000 was
offered; "product design information relating to 3081 extended architecture
[$30,000], microcode· for 3081 with extended architecture .. .identification of other
documents at IBM or 'iIi the field' relating to
the 3081; actuator assembly for 3380 HDA
[head and disk assembly]; logic diagrams
and microcode flowchart for 3380 and 3880
[controller]; production drawings for 3380
HDA and actuator. assembly; source code
and instructions for ~1V~/SP Version 2,"
which is the extended architecture (XA) version of the MVS operating system. First cus-

"H would appear to me all
they [the Japanese] were trying to buy was time."
FBI affidavit,' Hitachi came up with a shopping list that included· the remainder of the
3033 EF microcodes, three volumes of 3081
workbooks "relating· to channel architec-

Since your organization uses computers ....
.shouldn't you list~n to the man the
c~mputer e~~erts I~sten t~?

: It is ~ritical that manag'ementdevelop a strategyfor the integration ~'ndmanag~
ment of the latest data processing and computer technology and begin
construction of the "computerized c9rporation~' , , ' .
. . ' .' .
. Here's the seminar' which describes these new technologies and the vital roles
end-users and senior managel')lentwill play }n implementing the new infor~ation
resource revolution.
,
.
.
An integrated corporate infrastructure needs to be designed. JAMES MARTIN WILL
GUIDE SENIOR MANAGERS through the current dp!computer revolution so that
current and future corporate str~tegies can be developed and cost-effectively
implemented.
.
/

Recognize~ as the leading expert in the c~mputer i~dustry

Call or write for further inform~~on (213) 39+83~5

.••••••••........................ .•..••.•.•...•.. .........•.....
~

~

Please send me'more information on the James Martin Executive

Dr S~minar

,

'

. DAB-B2

NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
=-=:-:-::-c=-c-:::-------

TELEPHONE

Iiiiiii·~I!!I-I~I!!JI.I!!JI!!!Y
••
.--.'~=.'~'-I",~, '
I.=~~~~~~

741 10th ~T.. SANTA MONICA. CA 90402. (213)394-8305
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Introducing BBN Computer's New C/60. It's right
in the middle, for those who don't need a $100,000
mini but need more than a $20,000 micro. What a .
story it is. At under $50,000, the new C/60 is the·
price/performance leader in the UNIX* marketplace.
, The C/60 is a mid-priced, mid-sized machine but
it's a giant in systems programming capability. The'
C/60 is the newest member ofBBN Computer's
growing family of C Machines, the first machines
optimized to execute the C programming language
and the UNIX operating system. BBN has been a .
pioneer in the computer field since 1961, and the
new C/60 incorporates the best of our advanced
technologies.
.
C/6Q standard configuration supports 8 users,
with Winchester technology discs, IBM compatible
back-up tape, a 1,4 Mbyte of main
memory andBBN-UNIX software. And the system is
readily expandable to 32
users, with 600 Mbytes
mass storage and 2 Mbytes
of main memory.
The C/60 fully supports
UNIX, the growth operating systemofthe 80's. W'
UNIX and the C language, the
highest software productivity and
portability is achieved. BBN
. .
Computer's full line of UNIX soft~are·
includes UNIX V7, Fortran 77, our
innovative screen editor-PEN, text.
processing software·, and electronic
mail. And of course, our system can be
enhanced with networking capability,
BBN-Net, our unique heritage...
BBN Computer offers incomparable
customer service, a full range pr9duct
line, and the rare advantage of nation- .
wide single vendor sales a~d suppprt.
If you want to finish.first, begin in the
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PBN COmpli
BBN Computer Corporation
' .
33 Moulton Street Cambridge, MA 02238 .
Phone: (617) 497-2800fTelex No. 92-1470·· i:.
A Sub~idiary of Bolt Beranek. and N~wmah, Inc.'
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tomer shipment of MVS/SP Version 2 is
scht;:duled for the first quarter of next year.
It 'is alleged that Hitachi claimed to
have had some of the source code for MVS/
SP Version 2 and was seeking more. The FBI
affidavit relates how '~three of the four
moduleS" of MVS/SP Version 2 source code
~ere copied by' a Hitachi employee in
March '82 and the fourth module in April.
Subsequent reference to "additional·modules," however, would indicate that what
Hi'tachi received was not the c~mplete operating system~ which. has y~t to reach the
s~age of 'customer shipment.' The price for
what the Japanese allegedly got, however,
was apparently $15,000.
'
The FBI affidavit also outlines preparations to close the sting operation, following the delivery on June ir of design documents 'for the 3081 XA ($300,000), a thermal coriducti9n module board ($25,000),
source code for the MVS/SP Version 2
($150,000), and. sOJlrce microcodes for the
3380 disk drive and 3880 controller
($50,000). The arrests were made June. 22.
Hitachi is also alleged to have expressed interest in hiring a retued IBM executive as
consultant for at least two
years,if one could be found. His services ,.it
was said, would be required for 25 to 30
days a year at pay of $30,000 to $40,000.
Employees of Mitsubishi, tpo, are
alleged to have drawn up a shopping list,
unaware that Glenmar was also dealing
with folks from Hitachi. The list is ~aid to

a

Sprinkled throughout the FBI
affidavits are references to 'OC·
caslonswhen
undercover
agent explains to a Hitachi
employee that the, merchan·
dise would ·have to be stolen.

an'

have included a "detailed description of
IBM 3880 architecture and microcode,"
source microcode for the 3880, and source
code for 'IBM 370 diagnostic programs. The
FBI affidavit; however, describes only some
diagnostic programs being handed over and
the payment of almost $26,000. This transaction, too, was consummated on June 21.
The question arises whether the
sting open~~ion had anything to do with current trade discussions between the U. S. and
Japan. This is denied by the Justice Department's Russoniello, who said other departments of tpe government were not informed
of the operation until shortly before'the arrests were made.
But he added that the FBI has made a
commitment to ensure that U. S. technology
is protected. "The fact that there have been
arrests, the fact that the Justice Department
is pursuing these cases, should provide
some signal to others who may be similarly
disposed that we are out there looking for
those persons who may be engaged in this
kind of nefarious activit~."

In at least some quarters in Japan,
however, the attitude seems to be that
Americans, by calling'in the FBI, are overreacting, and that the offenses the Japanese
are charged with committing do not justify
the use of undercover operations. Becoming ever more defensive after being accused

The sting is just one more
abuse, say so~e· Japanese.
of engaging in unfair trade tactics, of having ereCted nontarriff barriers in their own
country, the Japanese seem convinced that

this sting operation is but one more abuse
being heaped upon them. But many Ameri-:cans, even ttIose sympathetic with the defensive posture being assumed by the Japanese, say they are concerned that foreigners
may not understand the severity of industrial espionage,. and that Americans', while
perhaps cavalier about one American stealing from another, 'can become livid when a
technology-strong foreign company is accused of stealing technology froman American company. At that point, they say, the
technology becomes a national resource.

-Edward K. Yasaki

F,ourth Ge~~~atlon Methqdol~es
, A little' over two years ago, ~ young man attended the James Martin Seminar in
Boston.· He sat two or three rows back to the left of the scitg'e and listened to
James Martin sp~ak on Productivity, Fourth Generation Metho,dologies, and
near-future technologies. One particular idea caught his imagination. He tren
went home and created and developed a hand-held terminal which is now the
talk of the industry. Th~ Man: Bob Doyle
His Product: The IX~ Telecomputer
• Application Development
without Programmers

Attendees are returning
to their organizations and
applying the techniques
developed and taught by
James Martin

• Information Engineering
• Class IV Data Bases
• Future Technology

• Distributed Systems
• New Types of Networks
• Office-of-the-Future
• Management Strategy
for Productivity

Fourth Generation MethQdologles:
Th~ ~oductlvlty Se~ar

It's not just an idle phrase '... it's'happening. DP departmehts throughout the
world are applying· Martin's techniques.
.

CALL OR WRITE FO~ FURTHER INFORMATION (213) 394-8305

........••......••.. ................................••..........
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please send me more information on the James Martin Seminar
NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
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GOVERNMENT

GSA
GALLSAN
INDUSTRY

A new procurement policy
proposed by the General
Services Administration has
the entire industry up in arms.
There is a growing feeling in the computer
industry that Louis XIV is alive, well, and
reincarnated in the form of the General Services Administration.
You remember Louis. He was the
perspicacious gent who informed France
"l' etat, c' est moi." A few years later his
listeners handed him his head. Now comes
GSA figuratively telling vendors "procurement, it's us." Some think the agency has
already lost its head, to be followed shortly
by its wallet.
Cause of the conflagration is GSA'S
"Policy Statement on Multiple Award
Schedule. " The rhetoric therein is hardly as
flowing or familiar as the Declaration of
Independence, but the computer and communication industries hold GSA administrator Gerald' Carmen's message in the same
esteem that King George III held Thomas
Jefferson's.
The Multiple Award Schedule
(MAS) program governs small-scale GSA
purchasing below $300,000. When GSA
provides supplies through the program, it
acts as the contracting agent for all govern-

H is GSA's job to .hem and
haw and haggle. over the best
possible discount from'
commercial price lists.
ment organizations, authorized to use the
contracts. Customer agencies theoretically should be able to buy MAS items at
prices that are better than those they could
obtain from any other source under similar
circumstances. It is GSA'S job to hem arid
haw and haggle over the best possible discount from commercial piice lists. The
agency's carrot has long been the government's purchase of mass quantities.
The latest stick? Give us all you've
got, then toss in a little something extra
because we are who we are.
"The government's goal when negotiating MAS contract pricing arrangements is to obtain a discount frem a firm's
established catalog or commercial price list
which· is equal to or greater than the discount given to that firm's most favored customer," GSA said. "The most favored cusMAS
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tomer [MFC] discount is equal to the best
actual discount given by a firm to any entity
with which that firm conducts business, including original equipment manufacturers
[oems], dealers, distributors, and others.
"GSA will not award an MAS contract to a firm that does not give the government a price eqllal to the best price given to
its large volume end-user customers with
comparable terms and conditions except
where the government's overall volume of
purchases does not warrant the best price
given to end-user customers."
If the agency 'proceeds to promulgate this philosophy, a decision it was to
have made by July 30, its contracting officers will expire from terminal boredom ..
"They're implying 'we are the government, we are entitled,' "contends Dave
Burke, procurement policy advisor for
Digital Equipment Corp. 's Government
Development Office~ DEC, the other 38
members of the Computer and Business
Equipment Manufacturers Association
(CBEMA), the American Electronics Association, the Coalition for Common Sense in
Government Procurement, the Computer
and Communications Industry Association
(CCIA), the National Micrographics Association, and the Scientific Apparatus Makers
Association sent a joint letter to Carmen
telling him the agency's statement "provides insufficient background discussion
about the basic premises from which the
document's guidelines are derived." The
writers also postulated four assumptions
about the MAS program.
• The (MAS) is a procurement method for
relatively small quantities of commercial
items pm:chased separately at many different locations;
• .' Government users of the MAS program
function as a class of customers referred to
as "end users";
• The government is entitled to terms and
conditions within the customer class in
which it actually functions;
• The MAS does not obviate the need for free
and open competition for large quantity acquisitions. The existence of an MOL (Maximum Order Limitation) is fundamental to
this process.
All comments addressed to Carmen
by the June 24 deadline echoed CBEMA'S
"We cannot support the 'Policy Statement
on Multiple Award Schedule' as presently
written. " A source within GSA said CBEMA' S
comments would "not be welcomed" and
that Carmen' 'was not happy',' with many of
the responses.
"If this goes through, the impact
would be any discount that a vendor offers
to any customer would be fair game for
GSA," Burke says. "That would level out
any difference between the oems and onetwo customers. ~egotiationswould be
stalemated unless you wanted to blow your
priCe schedule. and take the government's
offer. It's an absolutely intolerable posi-

tion. I'm not saying we'd tell GSA to stick it,
but it's an option we would entertain."
"If they want to negotiate, we will
t60," promises Bill Schinick, HewlettPackard's government relations administrator. "But if they're going to make hard and
fast rules and not bend them, we'll. walk
away.
"What they're doing is not at all in
agreement with commercial policy or practice. They want to change the terms and
conditions, then get more than's available
anywhere else. GSA looks upon itself as being your biggest customer, when all they
really do is negotiate contracts. And those
are only a license to compete. Government
business is 10.4% of our total sales. We're
not about to do something special for that
market. They have no right asking for special treatment."
. Perhaps not. But GSA clearly fe~ls it
has a duty to request the red carpet, if for no
other reason than to disarm its congressional critics. In these times that try the government's pocketbook, Capitol Hill harpies in
both houses of Congress never miss an op-

"If this goes through, the
i,Q1pact would be any discount
that ~ vendor offers to any .
customer' [including an' oem]
would be fair game for GS~."
portunity to zing' their favorite whipping
boy. So what's a poor agency to do?
For one, industry members insist,
GSA could ~isplay 'a modicum of comprehension about what goes on in the real
world: Oems and dealers/distributors provide services and support beyond the ken of
GSA. The former adds value to its equipment purchase by using it as a component to
a 'larger product, increasing its performance
parameters, or enhancing its worth to pro"spective buyers. The l~tter provides, training, storage, service, repair, and a host of
other benefits that don't always appear in
the balance sheet. In return for services rendered, the' oem or dealer/distributor receives a significant price reduction.
The problem, industry members
say, is that GSA wants' equal time without
equal work., The agency would apply its
MFC theory across the three procurement
~chedules: TSP' (Teleprocessing Services
Program),' FSS (Federal Supply Schedule);
and ADP. In FY '81, sales under the MAS
program were about $3 billion. More than 4
million items were offered through 8,000
contracts. ADP schedule sales totaled $940
million. Total sales volume, however, accounted for only 2% of the government's
$134 billion procurement. Most participating contractors receive 1% to 5% of their
revenue from. MAS contracts.
The typical MAS 'discount is from
5% to 10%. Pursuant to the MAS policy
statement; if a vendor offered a customer
25%, GSA would seek 26%. If the vendor

DO YOU KNOW
THE AMPEX D-81 HAS
A SELECTRIC-STYLE
KEYBOARD?'

NO, BUT IF YOU
HUM A FEW BARS
I'LL FAKE IT.

The AmpexD8t.

It does ~verythlng but hOlD,
Here's abuffered editing terminal that's
right in tune with today's operator needs:
Detached, familiar Selectric-style keyboard. Conversational or block mode
operation. Non .. glare 12" diagonal screen
with amber, green or white phosphors.
Two or'four pages of displayable
memo~y. Twenty programmabiefunction
keys. Complete range of visual attributes.
And complete editing, formatting and
protected field capability. 'AII packaged in
a distinctively elegant design that

harmonizes with any work station ·decor.
And at a price that's music to your ears.
Today, find out more about the 081.
And about the full line of Ampex terminals
including: the 080 - similar to the 081
but with a detached, conventional' keyboard; and'the 030 ~ 'the interactive
terminal whose economy and ease of
operation make it ideal for basic data
communications.
Call your nearest Ampex distri9utor:

Ampe~,~~!~"~~
The DeSigners Cho~ce.

Allied Electronics, all locations 0 A.C.S., INC., PA (215)947-5590 0 ALGORAM (EAKINS) COMPUTER PRODUCTS, CA (415)969-4533
BASIC ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS, CA (213)673-4300 0 CALIFORNIA DIGITAL, CA (213)679-9001 0 DATA SYSTEMS OF BATON ROUGE, LA (504)923-0888
FLEX-COMM INTERNATIONAL, INC., GA (404)237-9242 0 INSTRUMENT REPAIR LABS, CO (303)449-2721 0 JED GROUP, LTO., IL
KENT COMPUTER, TX (713)478-0077 0 MICRO COMPUTERS OF NEW ORLEANS, INC., LA (504)885-5883 0 MIDTEC ASSOCIATES, KS (913)441-6565
NORTH WEST COMPUTER, PA (412)981-2913 0 R ASSOCIATES, TX (713)870-1500 0 RAINBOW ASSOCIATES, CT (203)488-1797
TEK-AIDS INDUSTRIES, IL (312)870-7400 0 WASHINGTON ELECTRIC CO" NY (212)226-2121 0 WESTERN MICROTECHNOLOGY INC., CA (408)725-1660
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"Exactly how compatible will .
Lanier systems be with my systems?"

Lanier connect
IBM: mainframe?" .

\~~I:I(),,,does
<':I'Y'IIlY

'tW~th·'br1dges.'··lnexpenslve

Interfaces connect Lanier .'.
temelements, such as term .. ,.. ...··""··,
and printers, to each other~:>'
.These Interfaces lead to a .' .
-bridge.' The Lanier brldgecCln
talk to an SNA system." .
. '
"But Isn't SNA compatlblll.y
'dlfflcult and tlme·c~nsumlng
Implement?'"
.
"Not for Lant~r. We use a layered
architecture that we developed
for distributed proC:esslng.Wlth
this layered arch~te~~!-Ir~, the .
© 1982 Lanier Business Products. Inc.

As compatible as equivalent
IBM systems." .

Marvin Gaines, /)irector, Data Communications,
Electronic Office Systems Division

·IE.:·
.

.Well change your mlnc?- about the future • • •
Rlght here and now ..~.
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knows. Getti~g on the MAS lineup makes it
easier to bid on a potential sale, but vendors
still have to hustle to consummate the deal
just as they would in the commercial marketplace.
~
Once the deal goes down, service
and repair, as well as training, alltomatically follow. It is these elements that the industry believes places GSA in a different league
than oems and dealers/distr~butors.
"What they're asking for is an extension of the most favored nation concept," says Jack Biddle, executiv,e director
of CCIA. "They're doing nothing :to justify
getting the vendors' best price. iYoU can't
give the government your best price when it
can't commit to quantity and cart':t tell you
where to install the equipment. :rhere's too
much of a gun held to the vendor's head. A
lot of them won't deal on this basis."
They may not have to. Th~ hue and
cry has been so loud and anguished that GSA
may not proceed with implementation of
the statement. CBEMA is using its'considerable influence on the Hill to convince legislators of the error of GSA'S ways. The group
is also developing a pamphlet on why the,
GSA"prescription is bad for business., And
rarely, according to sources, has (he i'ndustry been so united on any issue.
"They never had a statement before, and they wanted to develop one that
dictates how the program should be run,"
says CBEMA vice president Bob Coyer. His
last job was assistant commissioner of
GSA'S Automated Data and TelecommuniGSA explains that "the most
cations Service (ADTS), so he knows whereof he speaks.
favored customer [MFC]
, 'It was going to be a general guidediscount is equal to the best
line for government and industrY," he exactual· discount' given by a
plains. "But this will only pr910ng the
firm" to any customer,
process over what and what not:.to reveal.
including' oems, dealers,
We all thought, in a naive way, this would
be a total solution. Now we see it won't be.
distributors,
and
oth~",
•. ,','
__ .
-.Joi
Our industry is exorcised."
)
justify the 35% gap. That's,llke by line,
"GSA'S biggest flaw is thinking of
item by item, penny by penn'Y. The pricing
the government as a single buyer," Govdata piece of the "Discount Schedule &
ernmen~ Consulting's Miller says. "That's
Marketing Data" submission that must acabsolute hogwash. There's no e"idence. to
company the offer would confound a phasUPP,ort what GSA is doing. But they're say~
lanx of MIT doctoral candidates.
ing, 'We are the government. We can ask
,. Scheduling is the sinkhole of profor anything. If you don't like it; don't do
curement," says Terry Miller, pre~ident of business with us:' That's driving' 90% of
the vendors into a box.
'
'
Government Services Inc., a leading Wash~
ington consulting firm. •'GSA is asked to
,
"This means GSA is goi~g to look
defend the indefensible. At least in this
harder at large volume and' oem· deals. It
statement they have price reductf~n clauses will force vendors to justify in inorevolufor all three classes, rather than separate minous ways than ever. I think r. 'any comones for each class. But-they have an absopanies will be very tough, especially if they
lutely unrealistic point of view. They have a don't have that much gQvernmentlbusiness.
terrible fear of Congress, which is all they Vendors just won't be able to afford it anythink about. They don't take into account more. I.think 35% of those with a' schedule
anybody's commercial selling practices."
this year won't have one next )ryar. "I'm
. Well, they do, but it's not on the
not optimistic at all. They should all tell
schedule. The government does purchase GSA to go to hell and blow the whole pro, "
mass quantities', for which it is rewarded gram."
with a significant discount. But schedule
That's what the peasants 'eventually
p'urchases are for minute quantities, destitold Louis XIV.
nation of which not even the gove~ent
-Willie Schatz

refused, GSA would settle for 25% or know
the reason why. Rather than justify receiving MFC treatment other than by being what
it is, GSA places the burden of proof on the
vendor. Those who would sell to the agency
must demonstrate to GSA'S satisfaction why
they are not giving the agency equality with
the private' sector. And in making that detefrnination, no page shall be left unturned.
"Information will be obtained from
a prospective MAS contractor concerning
any pricing or discount arrangement that the
prospective contractor has with' any oem
and dealer/distributor, regardless of whether these entities will participate under the
schedule contract," GSA writes. "This' information is to be used in the price analysis
leading to the establishment of the negotiation objectives.
'''When a firm's MFC pricing arrangement is given to dealers/distributors,
consideration may be given "to factors that
the offeror claims makes the government
different from these· entities. Offerors will
be asked to provide information supporting
their chiim."
The GSA isn't asking for much. Just
the life history of the sale. Among items
cited as supporting information are inventory and warehousing, selling expenses, warran ties, prompt payment discounts, advertising allowances, installation, free service,
and free training. A vendor offering a dealer a 40% discount and the government a
measly 5% off the list price is required to

",.~
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS

GRAPHICS

MOVE INTO

BUSINESS

CompUter graphics vendors
are striving to make their
technology easy for the.
executive to use. '

The world of computer graphics, long alien
and hostile to alfbut the most dedicated data
processing professionals, is on the verge of
establishing a fast friendship with the world
of business, thanks to the vigorous efforts
of several graphics firms. These hardware
and software vendors are concentrating increasingly on making their technology easy
to use and accessible to the businessman.
One incentive is that business accounts for an increasing slice of the graphics pie-up to 36% of the total graphics
market in 1981, or a $515 million business,
according to International Data Corp.
Moreover, the New York graphics consulting firm Machover and Associates reports
that the field is growing at more than a 40%
annual clip. Many of these vendors believe
that graphics for the executive suitewhere financial, manufacturing, sales, and
other information can be converted into color slides or hardcopy on demand-is poised
for an explosive boom.
Machover sets computer graphics
sales volume at more than $2.6 billion this
year, excluding tv games and other relatively simple consumer products. Another New
York-based research firm, Frost & Sullivan, projects a graphics sales volume of
$14.5 billion by 1990. Several vendors
have designed their newest products to establish a niche in the business side of this
market.
Among these vendors is InfoGraphics Inc., a new firm that produces computer
generated graphs on a service bureau basis.
The Newport Beach, Calif., 'company offers 24 different color and design combinations developed by a graphics artist.
The InfoGraphics user can choose
among hardcopy, transparencies, 35mm
slides, or a combination thereof. At that
point the user steps aside and the Design
Intelligence software package finishes the
task. The software analyzes the input data
and selects from 120 decisions the most effective way to present the information needed. Among the factors considered by the
system in deciding among bar, line, pie, or
other graphs are some concerning aesthetics. By leaving all, these decisions to the
software package, the business, user can

FREE software seminars with MSA

learn how MSA
has alreadysolved some of yotJr
·toughest·software problems .
.

. (One day is all it takes )
At MSA, we specialize in readyto-install solutions for financial, cash
management, manufacturing,. and
human resource applications.
And we'd like an opportunity to
show how those systems can solve
your real-world data processing
problems ..
That's why' MSA has prepared a
series of in-depth seminars that can
help keep you up to date in a number of important areas, including:
- Guidelines on software evaluation, acquisition, and implementation.
- Latest information on cash management, financial reporting, human
resource, and manufacturing
,
systems.
- Ways to upgrade your present
system and improve overall
productivi ty:
There's no pressure or obligation
to buy. And you'll also get a chance
to share information and compare
notes with other software users.

HelpJ
MSA is proud to announce our new online
realtime "help" facility. With HELP, you get
instant access to processing procedures and .
diagnostics. If you make a mistake, "help"
will tell you where and how to correct it,
p-lus what to. do next. You can even define
your own internal accounting and control
procedures without programmer ~ssistance.
Available only from MSA, the "help"
facility will be a part of all our systems.
Learn more about HELP at any of our
seminars.

Talk to the experts
MSA offers the most comprehensive
list of application systems available
from.one SOl~rce. And this year
alone, we'll spend more than $20
million to enhance and improve our
complete line of business' software an investment exceeding the total
revenues of rriost of our competitors.
So whatever your software questions,

we're the people to ask.
There's no cost for an MSA seminar, and one day is all it takes to get
the latest information on all the following systems:
.

MSA ready.. to ..install
mainframe software
l. Accounts Payable and Purchase Order
Control 2. Accounts Receivable 3. Currency
Management 4. Forecasting & Modeling
5. Fixed Assets Accounting 6. General
Ledger 7. Payroll 8. Personnel Management
& Reporting 9. Inventory & PurchaSing
10. ALLTAXTM Taxing System II. ALLTAXTM
Reporter -PLUS- 12. Manufac;turing control
Systems (MRP /I)

St.

.

Louis, MO

San Jose, CA

September 15

October 5

S,,1t Lake City, UT

Santa Monica, CA

September 23

September 28

San Diego, CA

Seattle, WA

September 15

October 12

San Francisco, CA

October 7

Secaucus,

NJ

October 28

.

Tulsa, OK

October 7

Write or call
for information

Just clip the 'coupon , and we'll be
glad to send you more information on
1-----------------1 the MSA Software Seminar in your
1982 Fall
area, as well as literature on MSA .
Seminar Schedule
systems. Or call Robert Carpenter,
(404) 239-2000.
Albuquerque, NM
Houston, TX
October 19

September 30

Amherst, NY

Indianapolis: IN

September 2

September 9

Andover, MA

Jacksonville, FL

October 13

September 28

Arlington, VA

Kansas City, MO

October 7

October 26

Atlanta,' GA

Miami, FL

October 5

October 19

Baltimore, MD

Milwaukee, WI

September 21

September 23

Beachwood, OH

Minneapolis, MN

r--------~-:---l
Management Science America, Inc.
3445 Peachtree Rd., N.E., Atlanta, CA 30326
DM8A2(08/82)

MSA Mainframe Seminar Choice:
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please send me more information about these
MSA systems: (Write numbers from product
list at left) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

September 30

September 28

ComputerType/Model _ _ _ _ _ __

CinCinnati, OH

Nashville, TN

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

September 16

Sepiember 23

Columbus, OH

New Orleans, LA

October 13

September 16

Costa Mesa, CA

New York, NY

September 30

September 29

Dallas, TX

Oak Brook, IL

October 21
Dearborn, MI

October 21
Denver, CO

September

22

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ..J
L ____________

October 7
Philadelphia, PA

September 16
October 21

October 27

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Omaha, NE

October 20

Honolulu, HI

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ ___

Phoenix, AZ

September 14

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

September 24
October 29

Grand Rapids, MI
Greensboro, NC

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Pittsburgh, PA \

October 12
Richmo~d, VA
October 14

-_
.....
iii- l-------------.~

~--

---~--
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have computer graphics capabilities without mastering another complex system.
"If a customer insists on a certain
kind of graph, we'll do it, but we won't put
our name on it, nor will we guarantee accuracy," says Dr. Stephen Slingsby, the
founder and president of InfoGraphics.
"We prefer to formulate a graph from
ground zero."
Slingsby founded InfoGraphics in
October 1981, following 18 months of research intq the company's initial offering.
He plans to set up a network of franchise
service bureaus throughout the U.S. and
Canada and to market the firm's graphics
software in integrated turnkey systems
through a network of independent sales organizations.
The system is built around a DEC

The business graphics field is
growing at more thana 40%
annual clip.
LSI-11123 miCrocomputer using either a
Terak or Chromatics color g~aphics crt and
a Xerox 6500 color laser printer. It can support up to 40 megabytes of hard disk as well
as standard BASIC and Pascal compilers.
Integrated Software Systems Corp.
is also striving for what it terms "device
intelligence" and "layout intelligence."
COn;lputer graphics users, says Anders Vin-

berg, vice president of development for
ISSCO, "may be expert in a variety of fields,
but typically they are not artists. Yet the
more these users work with graphics and
gain sophistication, the more they will demand high artistic quality from their graphics devices. If the industry is to meet user
demands, the software that drives these devices will not only have to adapt intelligently to the technical idiosyncracies of each
device but also to the qualities of the final
viewing medium-pen plot, slide, printer
output, transparency-and how it will be
used. "
Vinberg defines device intelligence
as "the ability of the graphics software not
only to interface with but to adapt to and
take advantage of the technical characteristics of the output device. This goes hand in
hand with layout intelligence, which means
that the software is also sensitive to the aesthetic qualities of the final output medium
of the plot, even if it is being previewed on
a different device."
ISSCO'S products in the business
graphics arena are designed to meet these
demands for software' 'intelligence." The
firm feels it has made progress in this area
with Cuechart, introduced at the National
Computer Conference. Cuechart is used
with ISSCO'S Tell-a-Graf software package
and consists of a library of generic charts
and graphs that can easily be customized to

a company's specific needs and added to or
modified at any time; a processor coupled
to Tell-a-Graf that acts as a prompter for the
untrained user of the Cuechart library and
as a Tell-a-Graf development tool for creating prompting for new Cuechart graphics;

"The software that drives
these [graphics] devices will
have to adapt to the qualities
of the final viewing medium'
and how it will be used." '
ap,d user notebooks that picture a company's own Cuechaits and their assigned
numbers. These capabilities, says ISSCO
president Peter Preuss, should make ,Cuechart user friendly.
But James Warner, president of Precision Visuals in Boulder, Colo., does not
believe that any systems, including his
own, are user friendly yet.
Precision Visuals' latest offering,
introduced at the National Computer
Graphics Association (NCGA) confere'nce in
Anaheim in June,is a "time independent"
picture preview system that accepts English-like commands ·for picture previewing, selective hardcopy, and picture composition. Warner hopes to achieve a true
user friendly state with another business
graphics software package currently in the
works.

DESCRIPTION

LA34 DECwriter IV Forms Ctrl. . ..
LA100 Letter Printer RO '" ••. "
LA120 DECWriter III KSR ••••...
LA120 DECWrlter III RO ••..•...
LA12A Portable DECWriter .....•
VT100 CRT DECscope .........
VTl0l CRT DECscope .•....•..
VT125 CRT Graphics ••..• , .••.
VT131 CRT DECscope ....•...•
VT132 CRT DECscope •....... ;
VT18XAC Personal Computer Option
TI745 Portable Terminal ..••...
TI765 Bubble Memory Terminal .
TI940 CRT ......•...........
Tl785 Portable KSR, 120 CPS ...
TI787 Portable KSR, 120 CPS ...
TI810 RO Printer .............
TI820 KSR Printer ....•.....•.
ADM3A CRT Terminal .........
ADM5 CRT Terminal ..•.......
ADM32 CRT Terminal .........
EXCEL 12 CRT Terminal .......
EXCEL 42 Smart Buflered CRT ..
COLORSCAN 10 Color CRT •. ~ ..
910 CRT Terminal, ........ , . ,
925 CRT Terminal, .... , ......
950 CRT Terminal', ...........
Letter Quality, 7715 RO ....... ,
Letter Quality, 7725 KSR .......
2030 KSR Printer 30 CPS ......
2120 KSR Printer 120 CPS .....

For information send to: NATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
20370 Town Center Ln .• 245 • Cupertino, CA 9.5014 (408) 257-7700
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Name
Company
Address
CPU

PURCHASE
• PRICE

PER MONTH
12 MOS. Z4 MOS. 31 MOS.

$1,095 $105
1,995 . 190
220
'2,295
200
2,095
2,950
280
1,695
162
115
1,195
315
3,295
167
1,745
1,995
190
230
2,395
153
1,595
249
2.595
173
1,795
2,395
230
2,845
273
162
1,695
2,195
211
57
595
62
645
1,165
112

$ 58
106
122
112
155
90
67
185
93
106
128
85
138
96
128
152
90
117
34
36
65

$40
72
83
75
106
61
43
119
63
72
86
58
93
65
86
102
61
80
22
24
42

153
96
307
62
82
103
278
316
115
211

85
54
171
36
46
'57
154
175
67
117
42
48

58
36
116
24
31
39
104
119
43
80
27
32
55
74

1,595
995
3,195
650
850
1,075
2,895
3,295
1,195
2,195
745
895

I'

I

'
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Your report can
get across the ~oun
faster than It•can
gettoyourm --~ox.
.

.

,'.

~

.

The IBM 6670 Information Distributor can get your report across the country, or across the street, in a matter of
seconds.
Because it can send and receive
information from many computers, text
processors and other IBM 6670s.
And it doesn't print that information
on computer paper. .'
It gives you two choices:
Legal or letter size paper.
And that 'information is actually
printed by a laser printer.
Which means that every copy is a
The mM 6670 Infonnation Distributor printed original.
Call1Hll IJired

gOO-6:H-;);)g~

Ext.

a~.

For special ~mphasis, it can reformat
your reports. And offer up to 4 type
styles per page.
Now with an optional feature, it can
even print logos and signatures.
So if you need to get your finished
reports from one place to another quickly,
send them with the IBM 6670 Information
Distributor. .
.
You'll save time.
Not to mention stamps.

--...- ------ ------'- --==-=':'=®
~~-::.=-

In Ilawaii/Alaska gO()-;)~6-24g4 Ext.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
"What we are doing is laying the
Data-Type Inc. has approached the for engineering graphics, but concedes that
other, cheaper packages can do the same
groundwork for the future culture of sophiselusive goal of user friendliness by adding
ticated, entertainment technologies," said
things just as well.
the AutoGraph Touchperi to its line of lowNewest in Megatek's Whizzard line
Whitney. What he and longtime partner
cost expansion equipment providing mediGary Demose are working toward is creatum resolution' graphics capabilities for of ,graphics systems, first introduced in
1979, is the 7600, which sells for $55,000
ing a computer-based system that will proteleY,idco alphanumeric terminals. The
and includes an Intel8086-based local intelduce scripts, scenes, people, and most inTouchpen was developed by Sun-Flex Co.
ligent front-end processor, a 3-D surface
triguing of all, behavior. Demose is the
Inc., Novato, Calif.
"Because the Touchpcn uses no processor; Megatek's proprietary 32-bit "main mind on the technical side and vi'ce
electronics in the stylus, it's very accurate microprocessor graphics engine capabilipresident of Digital Productions. He and
Whitney both foresee the day when a direcand simple to operate," says Avery Blake,' ties, and more than 512K bytes of usable
tor'will sit down at a terminal, punch in the
president,of Data-Type. "The user can inRAM in addition to 192K bytes of display
memory. Prices can go above $100,000
latest ingredients for producing a first-run
teract directly with the host processor, rather than with' a 'slower keyboard. The cursor when the 7609 is equipped with dual workhit, connect a port to a cable channel, pop
the "go" button, and boom! Acontiriuous
appears on the screen at the point of contact, stations, 16-color raster graphics capabili~
running movie begins, complete with a
with the stylus, so the user doesn't have to ty, remote longline driver, data tablet. or
",crew" of writers and actors that don't take
waste time searching, for or positioning' the digitizer, and additional hardware to support dual operations. .
. .
holidays, go on strike, get bored, or get
cursor. "
Sun-Flex's Touchpen system inCalComp's ,newest offering is a burned out.
cludes a transparent polymer mesh that $78,000 color graphics workstation for its
While all that sounds like an H. G .
stretches to fit over the surface of the termi- ITS 400 and 500 computer aided design sysWells fantasy, Whitney and Demose take
their work seriously. They've even coined a
nal display tube. The mesh conducts a low tems. It permits use of 16 colors at one
voltage energy field,across the tube surface.
new phrase for it: "digital scene simulatime, selected from a 4,096-color palette.
The Touchpenpointing stylus has a soft, Resolution is 832 by 624 pixels on a 19tion." The less informed still referto it as
computer animation.' But there's more thari
. conductive tip that a'llows a user to "draw" .' inch diagonal screen with an image refresh
oil the surface of the display through the 'rate of 60Hz, noninterlaced .. Operator just movies in the long-term plan at Digital.
mcsh.
The two believe their special graphics algoprompts and menu lists are displayed on a
rithms can also be applied to the business
Veteran, graphics make~ Tektronix second, alphanumeric screen.
Inc. is also marketing a new business
MCS, which bills itself as "CAD/CAM
world in such fields as oil exploration or
engineering design and simulatiQn.
graphics system des~gned to be user friend- supplier to the world," introduced an interFor instance, Digital Productions is
ly. The Beaverton, Ore., firm is incorporat- active drafting system called Anvil-3000D
currently working with Ramtek, its' major
ing graphics software directly into its com- at the NCGA show, saying it is the fastest,
investor, to develop a special graphics softpatible hardware. Speeds of the enhanced most comprehensive 2-D drafting system in
versions of Tek's 4052 and 4054 desktop the world. "It can propel the user into the
ware 'package that will run the VAX. Doing
complex graphics on a mid-size computer is
computers that incorporate this change have world of CAD in a few days," boasts Dr.
frustrating to many users because of slow
increased tenfold, the company claims.
Patrick Hanratty, president of MCS. Offered
response time. The- RamteklDEc/Digital
And
Hewlett-Packard,
which as a turnkey system with a Hewlett-Packard
Productions system attacks the time limitaspreads its graphics capabilities over sever1000 and two display workstations, the
tion by sharing the computing task-some
al divisions from Boise to Cupertino to San Anvil-3000D goes for $lOS,OOO.
Diego, .is aiming its latest offering at the
-Edith Myers of the processing is done on the Ramtek
business graphics' market. Priced at $9,950,
terminal and·some is done on the VAX.
, Another potential business area is
the HP 2647F is a multifunction intelligen~
APPLICATIONS
capturing Digital Productions; graphics 'exgraphics terminal capable of being used as
pertise in software packages. The company
an on-line intelligent terminal, an off-line
has been doing work' in the area of hidden
graphics workstation, or both.
surface and rendering algorithms'. "This al.,
.
But ,not everyone is banking on
gorithm, which has been designed to perbusiness graphics. For now, the biggest
form well with Cray-1 's vectorarchitecforce in computer graphiCS is still CAD/CAM.
ture, will be supported by artificial intelliAccording to International Data Corp.,
gence structures developeq in the LISP lanCAD/CAM accounted for 64% of the computguage," according.to a Cray Research puber graphics market in 1981, with $920 millication. The goal is to create an algorithm
lion in sales.
capable of producing moving scenes comAnd that is the target at which complete with full lighting transparency and sopanies such as Megatek Corp., California Digital Productions is w~rking
lids simulation.
Computer Products (CaIComp), and Manuon what it calls "the. future '
Cray explains it like this: "Solids
facturing and Consulting Services,' Inc.
cuH,-re of sophisticated '
transparency and surface transparency will
(MCS) are aiming their big guns.
entertainment technologies."
both be models, leading into refraction
'~We'll leave business'graphics to
modeling. Thus a ray of light einitting from
companies with cheaper display devi~es Cable tv is to the entertainment world what
a transparent medium will follow the laws
thari ours," says Hiram T. French, vice a black hole is to the universe-an insatia.,
of physics appropriate to' the index of represident of marketing for, Megatek, based ble realm. Think about it: 64 channels at the
fraction, as well as the opacity , translu, in San Diego. He ranks CAD/CAM as Mega~ viewer's beck and call, 24 hours a day. It's
cency, 'specularity, and internal structures
tek's prime market, followed by simulation
thought that gives cable company managof a transparent medium. In 'addition, reand training, data display and analysis at ers nervous cramps. Where are'theygoing
flection, texture, coinplex model coloruniversities, and in research and develop- to find enough talent to fill all that airspace?
ation, shadows with penumbras, and full
, ment environments, and process control.
"Computers," suggests John Whitlighting will be developed."
He notes that Megatek's software arm, ney Jr., president and cofounder of a unique
But that's for the long term. For the
Template, has a software package that is Los Angeles-based filmmaking company,
near future, automating Hollywood is the
useful for business applications as well as Digital Productions Inc.

FROM
FORTRAN
TO FILM

a
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The new DMS·86 makes any
terminal a i6·bit computer
network station.
Slimmer than a telephone book, the
hot new DMS-86 turns any terminal
into a HiNet Local Area Network
station. So now, a HiNet network can
,run 8 and 16-bit software simultaneously. Pay only for the power you
.,' need-exactly where you need it.
HiNet is a complete hardware/
software local area network-flexible,
inexp-ensive, fast-· and from a single source.
The DMS-86 is perfect for financial modeling, MRP, scientific analysis, or word processing-any processor-intensive
applicatiop.~ Itslarge internal memory acts like a "pseudo-disk:'
providing"up to 1MB ;,RAM and super-fast access; tofrequently use.d data in '~working memory:'
The CP/M®-based DMS-86 combines an 8086 processor
(and optional 8087 co-processor) with lKByte network
buffer and from 256K to 1MB RAM, three RS-232C serial
ports, an 8-bit bidirectional
parallel poq." af1~ the HiNet
networking port~
(fJJ ,
"
Bring 16-bit response to
~tfm$
,~®
your favorite terminal.
Check out HiNet and the small
but mighty DMS-86.
.
™
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Digital Microsystems LYJJ)j;

Because man was not meant to wo,k alone.

1840 Embarcadero, Oakland, CA 94606 (415) 532-3686, TWX 910-366-7310 Extel House, East Harding St., London EC4P-4HB 01-353-1080 Telex 23721
CP/M® is a registered trademark of Digital Research', Inc.
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The NCR Y-8500 II
com~uter series for
even better price/
performance.
Expanded memory - For most of
the enhanced systems in the new
series, potential memory is
increased from 50 to 100 percent.
Maximum memory now ranges
from one megabyte for the
V-8535-11 to eight megabytes for the
dyadic V-8595-11.

More systems, larger
memories than ever ~
for faster transaction
processing.
The new V-8500-11 Series now offers
an even wider range of systems.
Seven models, including a new,
smaller, entry-level system and two
new, larger computers, all provide
virtual operation, increased memory
and expanded performance.

Sharply increased
price/performance - This new
series now offers more power per
dollar invested. More than 40 percent better than NCR's already
highly competitive
price/performance levels.
Lower entry level - The new
V-8535-11 is a 32-bit processor with
cycle time of 112 nanoseconds and
a memory of one megabyte. It
employs NCR's powerful Virtual
Resource Executive (VRX) operating
software.

New dyadic systems - The NCR
V-8500-11 Series now includes, three .
dyadic systems. Systems that combinesymmetrical, tightly-coupled
dual processors in a single cabinet.
Both processors share all system
resources equally with continuous
dynamic load leveling.
Migration Path Engineering - As
always, NCR provides easy transition from one system to the next
without difficult conversion of
software.
For more information, just call toll
free (800) 543-8130 (in Ohio,
800-762-~517). Or write to EDP
Systems, NCR Corporation, Box
606, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

C][3m
98 Years Experience
in Business Systems
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prime target. It's been a dream of the duo
since the mid-'70s. The roots of that dream
go'back even farther. Whitney, whose father, John Sr., is credited by many as the
father of comp~ter generated art, began
making films using computers when he was
15. "I wouldn't be interested in making
films any other way," he claims. Demose,
who was something of a child prodigygraduating from the California Institute of
Te'chnology at age 20:-was influenced by
John Sr., who taught humanities at Cal
Tech. "That's how I first got to know Gary,
as a student of my father's," recalls the
you~ger Whitney.

The company leased a eray
computer, an investment it
thinks will put Digital
Productions way ahead of its
'~~earest' creative competitor.
The two first joined forces in late
1973 in an ill-fated business deal with the
s~ge old graphics firm of Evans and Sutherland: ..The deal was turned down but, recounts~Whitney, "We found in each other
great support and a mutual belief that the
time had come to use advanced high-performance computer engines to create graphics
for scenes in feature films. " From there the
duo said they went to Information International Inc. (Triple I), where they formed a
d~vision called the motion picture project.
. . Their handiwork is everywhere:
• A computer-generated human-like character, Adam Powers, who juggles a cone, a
sphere, and a cube during a lO-minuteexperi mental film (DATAMATION, March,
p.36).
.• A computer generated picture of an Ie
chip on the cover of the August 1979 IEEE
magazine. "To this day no one has generated an object as complex as that chip,"
claims Whitney.
• The movie Westworld, where they simulated the world as seen through the eyes of a
robot gunfighter.
• The movie Futureworld, in which they
created a lifelike picture of an actor's face
for the movie.
• ,The movie Looker, where they digitized a
hu'man body.
,
• The new movie Tron, considered by
Whitney to be the "most important" piece
of computer simulation in feature films to
date with one half to one third of the movie
generat~d by computer. While at Triple I,
the two worked with the director of Tron on
'script development during the two years
prior to the property being sold to· Walt Disney Productions. '
According to sources close to Triple
I, a "radical disagreement" about computing power needed to produce Tron, in addition to other points of friction, launched
Demose and Whitney out on their own.
No'w, with the financiaJ backing of Ramtek,
Digital Productio~s has leased a Cray-l

~-

worth $6.5 million-the first Cray delivIN MEMORIUM
ered in the Los Angeles area and the first to r---"'--------- ----- ....-.. '---"O','"' ,-._-_.--" ..---. -..._-_.
be dedicated to graphics.
HAMILTON S. STYRON
An unassuming industrial building
where they occupy 17,000 squarc feet vacated by Lyon Van & Storage last December is presently home for the year-old company. The Lyon sign still hangs on the outside of the building and visitors are greeted
by a mural of lions in the otherwise nearempty waiting room. The only area fixed up
to their specs is the computer room, which
houses the Cray and four V AX machines. In
addition to remodeling and carpeting, plans
include increasing the staff of 40 to between
200 and 300 over the next five years. By
1987 they hope to be successful enough to
build their own building.
His competitors called him the Silver Fox,
"What we're doing is going to bebut to his multitudes of friends, both in and
come the driving force in how pictures are
out of the computer industry, Hamilton S.
made," predicts an optimistic, certainly enStyron was simply Ham. Styron, who died
thusiastic Whitney. So much braggadocio?
last month in Pasadena, Calif., at the age of
Sure, but there's also a kernel of truth.
Digital Producti'ons is not populated with 71, is remembered for his sense of humor,
his infectious laugh, and his intimate
neophytes. It comes with a track record and
knowledge of the industry he served as
Demose, who is on his third round of writwestern sales manag~r for DATAMATION uning his own brand of algorithms. "Every
til his retirement in 1976.
time we leave a company we have to reinTall, southern-bred Styron and DAvent everything," moaned Demose. This
TAMATION grew up with this industry. In
time around he's writing for the' Cray, an
1958, when the one-time New York Sun
investment that Demose figures will put
rcporter left an East Coast direct mail housc
Digital Productions way ahead of its nearest
to join DATAMATION in Los Angeles, the
creative competitor. "The real problem in
magazine was a skinny, 48-pagc bimonthly
the industry is volume, which is a function
with a circulation of 24,000.
of computing power," explained Demose.
Thc fledgling computer industry
"More computing power means higher volwas short of advertising managers and ad
ume and better quality. "
Even using a Cray-l, the ratio of budgets. Styron becamc a marketing concomputing time to realistic images on sultant, helping companies get the moncy
screen is about 40 minutes to produce one thcy needcd to get thcir opcrations going
and, not incidentally, to advertise. Growth
second of film. Demose figures Digital Productions can produce about four minutes of for many of these firms came fast, but they
did not forget his help.
film each month, or 48 minutes per year.
Ham was born in Maine but grew up
"That's about half a feature, which is about
in New Bern, N.C. His first job, in 1930,
the same rate Disney produces features,"
was with thc SUIl. Next was a lO-year stint
he added. Quality is what bogs the computer down, especially something like a human with a real estate management company.
He joined the army in 1942, 'was taken pris"Digital scene simulation" is
oner during fighting ncar the Rhine, and
what Demose and Whitney call spent eight months in a Gennan prison
camp until he was frecd in spring 1944.
their work.
Following his discharge, he joined
the direct mail house, W. P. Woodall Co. A
face. "Human beings are very difficult to
partner there was Gardner S. Landon, who
simulate partly because people are so critical of how well you do that part," said latcr became thc publisher of DATAMATION
and the executive vp of Technical PublishDemose.
But image simulation is only a part ing Co. Landon was responsible for bringing Ham into the computer industry.
of the picture, so to speak. Demose has
Ham never lost touch with his old
grander plans and more complex algorithms
he is working on, such as teaching a com- friends in thc industry nor with his' 'proteputer how to tell a story. The main source of ges" -younger salesmen whom he trained
information about what people like to see in a profession he always proudly called
"space peddling."
comes from research done at the film
He defined the qualifications for the
schools, said Demose. For advice and guidance on how to tell a story and develop profession: "Get along with people. Know
character, Digital is working with the "top your product and keep in touch with develpeople" in the industry. That's all Demose opments in the industry. Read the trade papers and learn how to read bctween the
would divulge on that deal.
-Jan Johnson lines." He did, he was, and he did_
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With Megatek's compliments,
a way to improve Tektronix, Ramtek,
or anvother graphics system.
Template: Megatek's device-independent software.
Whatever your system or
application, Megatek's Template provides the kind of
graphics functionality you
need. Whether it's scientific analysis or financial
reporting, process control or engineering design.
Whether you run batch or
interactive, in 20 or full 3D.
Template gives you what
you need from a graphics
software system:
A basic graphics capability (following SIGGRAPH CORE and
ANSI) extended to include those capabilities needed to support the most advanced
interactive graphics devices.
A wide range of graphics
devices. Template supports
hardcopy devices and CRTs.
From dumb terminals to
sophisticated graphics workstations. And all of the interactive input devices that go
with them.
Device-independence.
Using Template, an application program can be moved
from one graphics device to
another without changing a
line of code. When a device
doesn't support a function,
Template simulates it.
Computer-independence.
Template is easily portable between 32-bit and larger
computers. .
The result is open-ended flexibility and increased
programmer productivity-all of the benefits you want
from a device-independent software system.
But with a difference. The Megatek difference.
Template provides more of the advanced features your
application needs. It has routines for creating such
geometric figures as arcs, conic sections, circles, rectangles and polygons, and over 20 different character

fonts. It can display data
as a bar chart, histogram,
pie chart, or scatter
diagram -with a single
FORTRAN call. It
is a true 3D system:
objects can be defined,
scaled, rotated, and translated on the basis of any
combination of rectangular, polar, cylindrical or spherical
coordinates. It has
sophisticated routines
for displaying 3D surfaces and contours. It
supports display list segments
and subroutines for advanced
interactive graphics programming. The list goes on
and on.
But most important,
Template reflects Megatek's
. total commitment to support. Every Template user is
supported by an on-going
program of software maintenance and updates, on-site
installation and training,
telephone consulting, and
drivers for new graphics
devices and systems as they
become available.
So no matter what computer graphics devices you
have, you owe it to yourself to investigate Template.
For more information about what Template can do for
you, call Template Sales Dept. MEGATEK CORPORATION, 3985 Sorrent<,) Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA
92121. Tele: 714/455-5590. TWX: 910/337-1270. European Headquarters: MEGATEK, S.A., Avenue du
Tr'ibunal Federal 34, CH-1000L, Lausanne, Switzerland. Tele: 41/21/207055. TWX: 25037 MEGA CH.
• • • MEGATEK
• • • CORPORATION
• • • UNITED TELECOM COMPUTER GROUP

®
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The IBM Modem:
It• shows where to
twhatswro
Let the IBM Modem warn you before you have a problem with a temperamental phone line. Working with software available for many IBM host systems., the IBM Modem provides early alert and line-quality analysis.
There"s more. With this software., you get a continuous analysis of
your entire communications network - without disrupting your data processing. It shows you where to right what"s wrong.
The IBM Modem family includes the 3863., 3864 and 3865., with a
line-speed range of 2400-9600 bps. They work on standard unconditioned
lines., including switched lines. In point-to-point and multi-point configurations.
With fast turnaround at all speeds.
In many IBMhosfenvironments., it"s all part of a total system solution.
With IBM reliability and service to support your critical network requirements.
Try a set of IDM modems for up to four weeks.
To get your copy of a free brochure., or to arrange
, to have an IBM representative contact you., please
telephone us toll free at 800-631-5582 Ext. 82
in Hawaii or Alaska., 800-526-2484 Ext. 82 .
. Or call your local IBM representative.
r-----1
Or return the coupon.
=..
ruM Corporation

== : . . : - =
==
==
:-:. =
===
===": =®

Direct Response Marketing,
Dept.7AG Parsons Pond Drive
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417

o Please have a representative call me. '
o Please start me on the four-week trial.
o Please send me more information on IBM Modems.
Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _~Title _ _

wm~y-----------------------------------

Address"--_________________________

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ Zip,_ _
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L _______________ ~8-8~_J
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
BENCHMARKS

1WILIGHT:

The Systeml3, IBM'S small
mainframe and perhaps the most popular
machine the fInn ever produced (before the
personal computer), is being withdrawn
from the market. The company gave notice
in late June that the last two models - the
12 and 15 - would no longer be marketed
after Oct. 15 this year. Machines will be
available on a limited basis until then, along
with spare p~s, special features, and model changes. Industry sources estimate some
50,000 Systeml3 machines were sold
worldwide since 1969, surprising many
who had originally seen the system as an
oddity with its nonstandard punch cards.
IBM also said it is withdrawing from the
market the relatively successful Systeml32,
which was introduced in 1975 as an entrylevel machine. The Systeml34 and 38 replaced that system in subsequent years, as
did the company's variety of microprocessor-based systems. Nevertheless, observers
expect many installed Systeml3s and 32s to
continue operating for years to come.

A DOWNER: ProfIts at Data General, the
beleaguered minicomputer maker, plunged
64% to $3.5 million for the third quarter,
ending June 5. Revenues for the quarter
were up 8.5% to $189 million. The fIrm
also said it would close its U. S. manufacturing facilities for nine days in July, idling
about 4,000 of the total 14,945 employees.
Employees who want to be paid for the
planned shutdown reportedly had to take
the time as vacation. The shutdown was
prompted by an order slowdown that resulted in excess inventory. The fIrm's 32-bit
computer products have not been as slow
moving as the older 16-bit lines. Ever optimistic, Edson D. deCastro, president, said
the company is encouraged about "longterm prospects" because of early shipments
of the microEclipse, a new line of systems
unveiled earlier this year. In the comparable
third quarter last year, Data General reported a profIt of $9.7 million on revenues of
$174.2 million.

BAnLE LOOMING: IBM has thrown its
hat into the U. S. videotex ring with a system based on its Series/l minicomputer and
designed to provide private information
networks with videotex services. More significant than the fIrm's entering the market
is its choice of a protocol incompatible with
the one AT&T has chosen for public and private systems. While it's not clear which
fInn will evenutally win out - some say
there is room for incompatibility since the
overall market is so large - AT&T would
seem to have the upper hand so far since it's
had a few years' head start in testing its
. system in conjunction with the Knight-Ridder newspaper publishing fIrm. For its part,
IBM made a point of stating it is not supporting only one videotex standard but said it
80 DATAMATION

wanted to see one international standard
that "best meets the needs of our customers. " Essentially, the new IBM product is a
software package that runs on the Series/l
and transmits pages of information to IBM
personal computers or standard television
monitors with adapters. Available in Europe since October, the IBM package is similar to British Telecom's Prestel system.

LET'S MAKE A DEAL:

Sperry Corp.
and Mitsubishi Electric Corp. of Japan have
signed an agreement to work more closely
together in the future. A generally worded
statement is seen by observers to open the
way to future agreements that would have
the companies help each other in designing
and marketing computers and peripherals.
Sperry Univac is understood to be particularly interested in the Japanese fIrm's LSI
semiconductor technology and certain peripherals, while Mitsubishi is eager for Univac's mainframe expertise. As part of the
initial agreement Mitsubishi has upped its
interest in Nippon Univac Kaisha, Ltd., a
local sales company. Industry sources indicated that Univac is interested in selling in
the U.S. Nippon-Univac's Series 80-65
computer, which is built by Mitsubishi. The
deal may also be the fIrst step towards Univac's getting into the IBM-compatible computer market, since Mitsubishi is known to
be working on such machines.

CASE DISMISSED:

A U.S. court of
appeals ordered Judge David Edelstein to
stop bothering IBM and the Justice Dept.
with his inquiries into the 13-year IBM antitrust case that was dropped in January. The
decision came after IBM went to the appeals
court and asked that the judge be barred
from any post-trial proceedings. Edelstein
had been pursuing charges that Justice
Dept. antitrust chief William F. Baxter had
been negligent in not revealing work he had
done in support of IBM previous to his current post and the issue of whether or not the
Tunney Act for public scrutiny of antitrust
settlements applied to the IBM suit's dismissal. Meanwhile, the Justice Dept. concluded in its own investigation that Baxter
could have been more open about his previous dealings with IBM, but sought no punitive action.

IN AND OUT: Savin Corp., a strong contender in th6 low-end copier market, is
aborting its efforts to enter the small computer market. The fIrm last year had set up
Savin Associates, funded to the tune of
about $10 million, which was to have sold
machines built by Convergent Technologies. Savin says it's trying to sell the computer arm but will fold it if no buyer is
found. No impact on Savin's earnings is
expected because the venture never got very
far, offIcials said. "Several hundred" systems were shipped by the 50-employee Savin Information Systems Division, which

was set up last year to broaden the fIrm's
product line into electronics. Savin Associates was disbanded as a tax-sheltered limited partnership when a controlling interest
was bought by Canadian Development
Corp. Meanwhile, Convergent does not expect too much impact from the possible loss
of Savin business. Sales to Savin were said
to represent 12% of 1981 revenues and 16%
of revenues for the fIrst quarter of 1982.

THE DATING GAME: Storage Technology and Control Data each disclosed initial
and volume shipment dates for its copies of
IBM's big 3380 disk drive. CDC came out
slightly ahead, claiming it would make fIrst
shipments of its 33800 drive in the fIrst
quarter of. next year and volume shipments
the following quarter. Storage Tech said it
would ship its 8380 product for the fIrst
time in the fIrst quarter of 1983, followed
by production shipments early in the third
quarter. The schedules coincided with a disclosure by IBM to fInancial analysts that by
late June it had shipped approximately
1,500 of the 3380 drives since deliveries
began in late 1981. First shipments from
IBM were delayed about nine months due to
unspecifIed production problems. Meanwhile, Memorex, now a subsidiary of Burroughs, said only that it will ship its 3380type product for fIeld testing in early 1983.
And startup Ibis Systems Inc., of Duarte,
Calif., says it hopes to begin production of
its bigger-than-3380 drive also in early
1983. In what may be a related development, IBM said it would offer volume discounts on the older 3350 disk drive for orders of 50 units or more. Those leasing or
ren!ing the drives have until December to
convert to purchase and take advantage of
the discounts.

BRIEF RELIEF:

Charges against Computer Sciences of mail and wire fraud and
fIling false claims, dismissed last year,
have been reinstated by a Washington appeals court as part of a case fIled in late
1980. Computer Sciences won some relief
from the court, which upheld a lower
court's ruling that charges of racketeering
and bribery be dismissed. As a result of that
dismissal, the government won't be able to
seek a forfeiture by Computer Sciences of
its Infonet timesharing division, which was
originally indicted on 57 counts of illegally
gaining a $100 million General Services
Administration contract and then inflating
costs. While no esth.:1ate of a trial date was
available, Computer Sciences and three related individuals will face charges that were
dropped by a lower court early last year.
The EI Segundo, Calif., company can still
appeal the matter and continues to state the
charges are without any factual basis. Industry sources say the government was defrauded of about $3 million during the years
1972 through 1977 due to illegal actions by
Computer Sciences.
~

These Media Management devices from Graham Magnetics
keep your computer tapes performing better, longer_
Graham Magnetics'"leadership,J>oSition
in computer tape technology has led to the
development of three remarkable devices.
each designed to do a specific job to reduce
drop-outs. tape damage. stoppages and
resulting system downtime:
The Inspector IV* MPC- This
microprocessor-controlled tape evaluator!
cleaner locates and isolates error-prone
and damaged tape in your library. It can
clean and evaluate a 2400' tape in just
3.6 minutes.
The Detector 11* - Also
microprocessor-controlled. this tape cleaner
uses proprietary vacuum-grid cleaning tech-:--:=-...;.-..
<RegIstered trademarks of Graham MagnetIcs Incorporated

nology to remove most error-causing conAct NowJ~to improve your data
taminants. It can clean. retension and
center's productivity:
rewind a 2400' reel in 3.3 minutes.
~ - - The Protector* - This patented cleaner I ~arketing Services. Graham Magnetics
employs vacuum technology to remove
Incorpo~ated. 662? Industrial Park Blvd ..
error-causing debris. including micron-sized
North Richland Hills. Texas 76118
particles. from the inside of self-loading car- I please send me information on the follOWing
tridges. It automatically adjusts to clean
Graham Magnetics products:
most cartridges in two minutes or less.
D Complete Media Management Program
Graham Magnetics' position is simple: Put I D Inspector IV 0 Detector II 0 Protector
Epoch 480* computer tape in your library.
D Epoch 480 "Permanent" Computer '!ape
then utilize our Media Management ProI Name:
Title:
gram© to keep it in top shape. With Graham
Company/Organization: - - - - - - - - "Super Stars" in place. your media will last
Address: - - - - - - - Phone: - - - longer and run Virtually error-free.
I Cit y:
State: Zip: - - -
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GRAHAM MAGNETICS etmm
Toll Free. 1·800-4337632.43] 763] In Texas (817) 281 9450
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At Northern Telecom, we believe that you
shouldn't have to wait for· tomorrow to get the
technology you need today. So we're not only
offering you on-line systems with SNNSDLC
(PU-2Ievel) compatibilitY, we're offering them
to you today. You can have them working for
you within 45 days. No long wait for delivery.
The bottom line's good, too.
r important fact about ourSNA on-line
is at it does for your bottom line. Our Model
2 6C remote· system and 294C "large cluster"
are both economical, in fact, they're priced
substantially below IBM. A low price to pay for
such sophisticated technology.
And if you're moving from bisync to
SNNSDLC, you'll appreciate.this feature:

t!

at the flick of a switch you can switch protocols.
Both models feature a special dual adapter,
so you can use either protocol without extra
hardware.
The human factor.
To top it all off, these systems are designed
for the people who use them. Both are humanengineered with features like a special non-glare
display, with an adjustable stand and a keyboard
where you can feel the difference.
To find out more about these efficient and
economical SNA on-line systems, call your local
Northern Telecom representative, or Gary
Johnson at 800-328-6760 (in Minnesota,
612-932-8459), or send in the coupon.
We won't keep you waiting.
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Before you buy any
the features of
Drawing Solutions on Screen
The 950's powerful graphics capability can
express complex data as
clear charts, diagrams, graphs,
line drawings or other visuals to facilitate
communication.

Mean Time to Rep-air

Our simple design, quality
components and modular construction
make service easy and quick.
Our average MTTR is a mere 15
minutes.
Status and User Lines

TeleVideo's 950 checks on its own
operational status. What is the edit mode? Baud rate?
Intensity mode? The 950 reports
its condition while functioning without interfering
with ongoing work.

Programmable Function Keys
The 950 is equipped with twenty-two
user-definable function keys. The operator
can short-cut to desired programs and
save a lot of time.

Editing
TeleVideo's
sophisticated editing features
let you insert or delete characters or lines
with a wraparound feature for
maintaining data as long as
you need it on screen.

Ergonomic Keyboard
The 950's detachable keyboard is
. made for operator comfort. Work close to the
screen, or place it on your lap.
You deCide what is more comfortable
and productive.

And then check the priCe;
releVideo's950 offers the features you'd expect
in terminals costing much more than ours. And
most of these features are also offered in our 925,
ateven a lower price. Both terminals are built
\VithTeleVideo reliability, both engineered for high
performance.
WhichEweryou choose, you can be assured
,.

r

',i_"., ';"',' .',

.J, .;"., ,",_~_

'i..... .:_'

"/""""

:

of the same high quality and
reliability, as well as nationwide service
by GenerallElectricis Instrumentation and
Communication EqUipment Centers.
And TeleVideo builds to sales projections,
and does not keep you waiting for delivery That
means if you order 200 TeleVideoterminals

,

C~lif6rru~SantaAna714~557.6095; Sunnyvale 408-745-7760; Georgia! Atlanta 404-255~9338i Texas/Qallas 214-980-9978; Illinois/ChicagoArea312·35 1-9350

smart terminal, check
TeleVideo's 950.

Just touch aknob to make the screen
tilt toward the viewer. There's no need for neckcraning here. The tilting screen is designed
for easy use.

today; we can ship them tomorrow.
To learn more about the 950, the 925 and the
other terminals that have made TeleVideo the
industry leader, complete this coupon, or call:
800-538-8725 (In California, 408-745-7760).

NAME ____________~__--~--~----~~--~.
COM~NY ________~____~
ADDRESS _ _ _--'-_----,_--:-__--:-_ _--,_ _--,-_

"'®

C~)releVideo Systems, Inc.
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Slowly but surely,
a third-world nation
is computerizing"and, ,learning that small
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Micros can well serve the needs of Pakistani
banks, manufacturers, professional offices,
educational institutions, and some retailers.
by David Kline
KARACHI-Just a few miles south o! the
steaming slums of Pakistan's, largest metropolis, giant oceangoing vessels lie beached on
a broad expanse of sand. Hundreds of groaning and sweating laborers dressed in pajamalike Kalwar Shamis cut and haul and then cut
away again at rows of rusting tanker hulks
weighing thousands of tons.
From a distance, one is reminded of a
dig at the site of the beached remains of some
giant species of prehistoric whale. But these
men are not paleontologists; they are "shipbreakers" employed by a firm that sells scrap
steel from cut-up old ships. And this is not
science; it's the sweat of the third world, the
underdeveloped world, where nothing is
wasted, least of all labor power, in the race
against famine.
Anywhere along the coast of underde~
veloped Asia this shipbreaking operation
would be a typical, if still fascinating, sight.
But there's more than meets the eye here. For
one thing, the business is run by one Salma
Ahmed, possibly the most beautiful and definitely the most powerful woman in Pakistan.
But rare as it is for a woman to hold such an
important commercial position in an Islamic
country, even rarer is the fact that Ms. Ahmed uses a computer to evaluate scrap metal
prices and manage inventories.
Yes, indeed, computers are coming to
the third world, slowly at first but inexorably.
Underdeveloped nations have begun to realize the potential of computer technology to
their struggle for modernization, and beyond
that, have begun to develop their own unique
applications of computing equipment.
Pakistan, a poor nation with per capita income of barely several hundred dollars
annually for its 84 million inhabitants, is a
case in point. A market survey compiled by
the American consulate in Karachi one year
ago indicated that there were approximately
50 computers of various sizes in use in the
country. Imports of such technology for military, commercial, and scientific uses averaged a mere $5 million annually for the previous three years, noted the report, which
went on to project an increase in sales of
some $7 million to $10 million annually
through fiscal year 1983.
That was the thinking just a year ago.
Now, however, the consulate's commercial
officer, David Brantley, thinks the outlook is
even brighter. "} believe we've really underestimated the growth potential for computer
applications here," he says. "The market is
getting ready to take off."
Up to now, that market has been
heavily mainframe oriented, and American
equipment, especially IBM equipment, has
accounted for nearly 70% of all computers
sold. Mostusers, furthermore, have been ei88 DATAMATION

ther government and military agencies or the
very largest, often multinational companies.
But watch out, IBM, for the microcomputer has come to Pakistan. Just last September the government lifted its ban on the
import of micros. (Why were they banned?
Nobody seems to know for certain, but the
government may have regarded them as luxury items that would add to the country's foreign exchange problems.) Already Apple,
Radio Shack, and Commodore have made
cautious but firm entries into the market,
signing up those few local firms trained in
micro systems to represent them and offering
extensive training and support at their American or European facilities. Without a doubt,
this new species of micro dealer regards the
plush Karachi headquarters of IBM as a citadel
ready for storming.
Leading the charge are the
five Rashid brothers, who
have just added a new
company, Alrashid Microcomputers, Ltd., to their diversified group of
businesses. Housed on the third floor of a
dusty, nondescript old building barely two
blocks from IBM'S offices-just past the camel hitch and the sidewalk barber chairs on
Altaf Hussain Road, to be precise-Alrashid
is the exclusive Pakistani dealer for Commodore's full line of microcomputers. Since deliveries began in mid-February, it's sold
some 15 units to local businesses.
Shahzad Ali Rashid, marketing manager, is the brains behind the firm's aggressive push into the market-Dr rather, the
firm's aggressive expansion and tapping of
that latent market. A well-educated man in
his late twenties, Rashid looks like a smaller,
bespectacled, and slightly scruffier version of
Omar Shariff. As an old-fashioned ceiling
fan whirls slowly overhead in its futile chal-

JUST PAST
THE CAMEL
HITCH

lenge to Karachi's oppressive heat, he sits in
his small office and, accompanied by software manager Fareed Husain, describes the
firm's approach to marketing computers in
Pakistan.
"} don't believe that selling computers in an underdeveloped country like ours
means simply doing what you do in the West,
only on a smaller scale," explains Rashid,
thrusting his hand in the air for emphasis.
"You have to recognize that while computers
and what they can do are generally similar all
over the world, our country has special
needs, special problems, and its own unique
application possibilities."
He notes, for example, that the market for home or personal business use is at the
moment practically nonexistent in Pakistan,
at least in the sense that it exists in the U.S.
Further, consumer understanding of the technology is far below what it is in the West. But
micros, he insists, can well serve the needs of
that section of commerce and industry that in
America might be considered small business
but in Pakistan represents the medium-sized,
nonmultinational commercial community.
"These businesses-Pakistani banks,
manufacturers, professional offices, educational institutions, and in some cases retailers-these are our targets," Rashid explains.
"But while Commodore's hardware is usable
as is," he adds, eyebrows narrowing, "the
software is often not."
Software Manager Fareed Hosain
then gives some examples: "We sold a CBM
8032 to Kay's Poultry Farm here recently on
the strength, really, of our custom-modified
inventory control software," recalls the
mild-mannered Hosain, who received his
master's in electrical engineering at Ohio
State University.
The poultry farm, it seems, needed a
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INQUIRE."
Len Shainheit
Group Leader, Engineering

"
ts a real life situation when one of our
engineers will walk into the information
center and say, "I'm leaving on an airplane
for Singapore this afternoon. I need some
drawings and correspondence I think were
done three years ago on such and such a
project." He will board the airplane with his
drawings and memos, thanks to INQUIRE.
As the engineering division for a major oil
company, we. have over 50,000 valuable
documents on microfilm. The contents of
those documents and other infor""ation is
kept on INQUIRE. We can do searching by
keywords to find all documents pertinent to a
given subject. Such access to past information
saves us many man-years oflabor and allows
us to build on our past experience.

I

For producing computerized prototype systems,
we generally turn to·
INQUIRE. The system
permits computer professionals to rapidly build a database, write
required reports, and through its macro
language, make "the system transparent to a
user department. In the end, anyone can
operate INQUIRE. Our personnel department
uses an INQUIRE system heavily. In another
database we keep track of all contracf
engineers and their skills. I have built a
"business card and casual conversation
database" for my boss, who travels a great
deal and likes to collect business cards of
people he meets around the world. When he
plans a trip, he takes a printout of all past
acquaintances in that part of the world. That
database was a spare-time project.
INQUIRE allows us to bypass the "study"
phase of a system. Working directly with the

user, showing him results immediately, we
achieve our finished system faster,Moreover,
since the user has been involved at the outset,
the situation of being presented with something completely unknown just disappears.
I'm personally very glad to have INQUIRE
around.
If you run MVS, VS-I or VM, productive
software from Infodata can help solve
your information problems. Call us today to
find out exactly how.

Infodata
Infodata Systems Inc.
5205 Leesburg Pike

Falls Church, Virginia 22041
800-336-4939

In Virginia, call 703-578-3430
Offices in:
Dallas, Los Angeles, New York
Rochester, NY, St. Louis, Washington, DC
CIRCLE 69 ON R~J'DER CARD

®INQlDRE is the registered trademark of Infodata Systems Inc.

©1981 Infodata Systems Inc.

A bank's main office may have an IBM System/34,
but' its branches 'must mess~nger ~~gs full
of numberS
to the', central office
for processing.
.
.....
-.
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computerized system for determining inventory reorder levels and amounts, much like
any inventory control program sold over the
counter in'the U.S. The program also had to
determine the ways in which 15 separate
feeds could be combined to meetthe nutritional requirements of a healthy ducker.
Complicating the whole business,
however, was the fact that in Pakistan, unlike
the U. S., prices and supplies are rarely stable. In fact, they fluctuate wildly from we'ek
to week. Ingredients 1 and 7 and 10, for example, may be all that's available of the 15
separate feeds one week-at prices, incidentally, 30% higher or lower than they might
have beeri when last available-whereas the
next week these three might be the oply ingredients not fou~d on the market.
Thus, the problem was to control inventories for a 20th century million-dollar
business in a system where prices are determined by the 2,000-year-old bazaar practice
of haggling between buyer and seller. As for
supplies, well, let's just say that the most
common word in Pakistani speech is
"Insh'allah"-meaning "If God wills."
Deliveries carry none of the fast-paced,
Rock-of-Gibraltar assurances we in the West
are used to; indeed, the only things that are
"absolutely, positively" guaranteed in Pakistan are headaches and ulcers f?r inventory
managers.
Sums up software manager Hosain:
"Basically, we're talking about a very dynamic rather than static inventory control
program. " No kidding.
Hosain cites another example of the type of modifications needed on standarp software in Pakistan.
It seems that a Mr. A. Kavasji, harried plant
manager for a medium-sized electrical equipment manufacturer ~ came to Hosain and his
four software assistants with a problem similar to that faced by the poultry farm, though
with a slight twist. Unlike the chicken and
egg merchants, Kavasji's raw material supplies are always available and at steady price~
to boot. However, as these supplies are generally imported from' the West~and therefore must pass through Pakistan's unbeliev. ably bureaucratic government customs and
import' procedures-a dynamic inventory
control program also had to be developed.
But whereas in the chicken and egg business
the question is one of supply, price and nutritional components, here the challenge was to
keep abreast of weekly and monthly changes
in the bureaucracy that can have a radical
effect upon the cost and level of producttonand from all this, to determine inventory levels and reorder amounts.
Since introducing the Commodore
computer with its custom-designed software,

lWlST O,N
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Mr. Kavasji has seen his inventory levels reduced by one third, while production has increased. He also has reduced his personal
.
inventory of antacids.
These examples only point up the fact
that most of what in the West is considered
standard software has to be customized to
some extent. Ge~eral ledger and accounting
packages, for inst~nce, must be redesigned to
take into account the various and complicated
taxes and surcharges imposed by the government upon every transaction. Even word processing, when it IS eventually introduced in
the national language of Urdu, will be far
more complicated than Western text-editing
systems, requiring hardware as well as software customization. The 32 characters in the
Arabic alphabet, for, instance, can change
form dramatically when written or printed,
depending on how they are used in a sen':
tence.
To be sure, we have been speaking
only of commercial or other public uses, and
quite a large share of this country's computer
market lies in the fast-growing military field
(half of Washington's new $3.2 billion aid
package to Pakistan is earmarked for the
modernization of the armed forces). Since
Pakistan, however, is currently ruled by a
martial law government with rather strong
views on such issues as secrecy and censorship-and since this reporter had no wish to
spend a few weeks in a Karachi 'hoosegow
receiving a demonstration of the fundamentals of electrical current theory-this account
of the local computer market is limited to the
commercial arena.
Speaking commercially, then, Alrashid, Ltd. believes strongly that, because of
the relative backwardness of Pakistan's economic and communications infrastructure,
the microcoffi.puter is far more suitable for the
business community at large than are larger
computer systems.
"Take the average bank," urges
Shahzad Ali. "ltmay have one central office
with an IBM System!34 or even a larger machine. But for its 50 or 100 local branches,
there may be only some rudimentary calculating systems. These branches lTlust dispatch
twice weekly by messenger a bag full of numbers to the central office for processing.
"Why is that?" he continues. "It's
because our telephone and communication
systems are simply so rudimentary that communications terminals cannot be linked to
that mainframe with any guarantee that they
will work from one day to the next. Even
local phone calls are full of 'static and are
liable' to be disconnected at any moment."
This lack of computerization in branch bank
offices means that rarely do account holders
receive statements of their' balance and account activi~y, even those with commercial or
pri vate deposits of several million dollars; If

you want to know what you have in the bank
iIi this part of the world, you call them up
(providing the line is dear enough) and ask.
"So you see, microcomputers using
floppies are the most economical way until
our communications system is more aQvanced," Rashid declares. "Since hardly
any bank can afford a mainframe or mini in
every branch, why not pqt in a Commodore
and, if the phones' don't work, rush a floppy
over to cel1tral headquarters."

COMPUTERS Typically, computers are

assessed' duties ~md taxes
averaging 50%. to 60% of
50%~60%
the original price. Thus
Alrashid, Ltd. must sell its Commodore 8096
(96K memory) for 44,300 rupees (about
$4,430)~ If yqu want the model 8050 minifloppy disk drives with storage capacity of 1
Mbyte, figure on spending another $3,900 or
so. The 8024, the 132-column dot-matrix
printer, will take another $4,000 out of your
bank account. Add it up, and this top-of-theline system will cost $11,330 in Pakistan, at
least twice what it would be in the States.
Even the basic 5K VIC 20 sells for $770 here
as opposed to about $300 in the U. S.
That kind of markup applies equally
to mainframes, making them very expensive
indeed. Because Pakistani businessmen have
a lot less money to spend on computers than
their Western counteiparts, price is another
strong argument for the introduction of micros r~ther than larger units.
If all this seems to argue well for a
micro stampede in Pakistan, IBM executives
are not about to leap from their executive
office windows in desperation. Although the
IBM Personal Computer is not yet sold outside
the U.S., they welcome the introduction of
computers of any size to Pakistan. They regard the key issue as one of developing and
expanding the total market for high technology equipment, rather than one of battling for
market share at this point. And, let's face it,
with close to 70% of the current mainframe
and mini market already in its hands and every likelihood of maintaining that share as the
market expands, IBM does not have a whole
lot to worry about.
Siraj H. Syed, director of staff services at IBM World Trade Corporation in Karachi, has been with the firm since it started
here in May 1953. A portly man in his fifties,
Syed agrees that the most rapid growth locally is in their smaller systems, especially the
System!34 and, more recently, the System!
23. But whether one is dealing with mainframes or micros or a combination of the two,
the problems that must be overcome in advancing computer availability in Pakistan ¥e
the same, insists Syed.
Price, of course, is one problem. The
severe lack of highly trained people is anoth-

TAXED

SCIENCE/SCOPE
A new infrared radiation source has been developed at Hughes using a standard
polysilicon gate MOS process. The thermal IR source is intended for-use inside
a dewar without optical windows for testing monolithic focal plane arrays at
temperatures as low as 4°K. It illuminates at wavelengths from 4 to 6 millimeters with pulse rise and fall times of 1 microsecond. The source is a tiny,
heavily-doped silicon resistor isolated from a thermally sunk silicon substrate
by 400 nanometers of silicon dioxide. The resistor can be heated electrically
to 50 0 K with about 100 milliwatts 'of power. A sapphire filter absorbs wavelengths longer than 6 micrometers; the source is not hot enough to produce many
photons with wavelengths shorter than 4 micrometers.
Colleges and universities receive over $8 million a year in support from Hughes
through various programs. Most stems from support through the Hughes Fellowship
Program, 100% tuition reimbursement for employees enrolled in job-related
courses o~ degree-di~ected studies, student co-op programs, and engineering
classes held via interactive TV. Under a gift-matching program, Hughes matches
employee contributions to schools of their choice.
Computer-aided manufacturing is improving productivity in the electronics
business, sometimes by as much as a factor of 10 or more. Computers help do
production planning efficiently by retrieving proven techniques and testing new
situations through simulation. By controlling fabrication, process, and assembly operations, computers assure that each operation will be done right the
first time. Such control also permits small runs to be handled with efficiency
approaching that of a single-setup run. Hughes is spending $240 million over
five years on computer-aided manufacturing. This capital investment is part of
a $1.5 billion program for expansion and modernization to improve productivity.
Testing of the first portion of North America's new air defense system has begun
at Tyndall Air Force Base in Florida. The system, called the Joint Surveillance
System (JSS), spans the continent from Alaska and Canada to the southern borders
of the U.S. It will operate from seven regional control centers, each keeping
command over an area of about 2,000 'nautical miles square. In the event of an
air attack, each center will use data from civilian and military radars to provide surveillance, identification, and interceptor control functions •. JSS also
can relay data to E-3A AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System) aircraft.
The Hughes-developed JSS is due to be fully operational in 1983 •
"Diversification" characterizes Hughes Industrial Electronics Group, located in
the Southern California communities of Carlsbad, Irvine, Newport Beach, Sylmar,
and Torrance. Our facilities are like small companies with 500 to 2,000 employees, but each offers the resources and benefits of a $2 billion company. Our
diverse technologies include silicon and GaAs semiconductor technologies, fiber
9Ptics, microwave and millimeter-wave communications, microprocessors, lasers,
and solar cells. Send resume to B.E. Price, Hughes Industrial Electronics
Group, Dept. SE, P.O. Box 2999, Torrance, CA 90509. Equal opportunity employer.

Creating a new world with electronics
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The low cost of labor is perhaps the key source
of resistance to computerizat~on within the
busine~ commu~ity.
'
er, compounded by the steady emigration of
those people who are trained to other countries where salary levels are many times higher than in Pakistan. Furthermore, up to now
no educational institution in Pakistan has offered degrees or advanced training in systems
analysis or programming-<mly the general
field of computer science is taught. However,
IBM and Alrashid, Ltd. are currently negotiating with several colleges and training institutes to begin courses in dp as well as interactive computing, BASIC, and a variety of other
languages and skills.
Even with these problems,
interest in computers
seems already to have exINTEREST
ploded. Alrashid, Ltd.
sponsored a computer exhibition in midMarch that was attended by over 300 people-a phenomenal att~ndance record here.
Interestingly, however, reducing labor costs
is not the objective of managers considering
computerization. With the average salary of a
bank teller or clerk something like $1,000 a
year, the attractiveness of a computer lies
solely in its ability to raise productivity in an
operation and reduce the gargantuan paper
load. Indeed, the low cost of labor is perhaps
the key source of resistance within the business community to computerization.
Although the future 'appears bright for
a rapid expansion of computer use in third
world countries like Pakis'tan, there are likely

EXPLOSION

OF

to be certain political controversies surrounding such growth. Indeed, the fact that the
computer industry is poised to become one of
the world's, largest economic sectors may
ironically even widen' the gulf between the
rich nations and the poor, at least temporarily.
According to South magazine, some
leaders of third world countries are deeply
concerned about several trends:
• About 85% of the world supply of computers and computer data is in the hands of 10
Western companies, and IBM provides half of
that amount.
.' The direct use of computers by the third
world is not growing as fast as the trend of a
few supplying companies first gathering data
in the third world, processing the!TI in the
West, and then reselling them to the country
or origin.
• Vast amounts of crucial information on
third world nations is already being stored in
the United States. This is seen as a threat to
the national sovereignty of these countries.
As a result of these trends, there are
increasing demands in the third world to contain the flow of computer-handled' information across frontiers, information that is now
largely in the hands of multinational companies that, to say the least, are not fully trusted. But if some of these concerns can be
eased-if equitable guarantees regarding information access and transmission between
the rich and poor nations can be arrived at-

the computer boom is likely to dwarf all previous advances of science and technology in
the third world.
Arthur C. Clarke, writing in the November 1981 issue of South, speaks of the
potential of underdeveloped countries like
Pakistan to "leapfrog" some of the stages of
development and modernization that the
West had to pass through over the course of
some 150 years. He suggests that computerrelated equipment and associated technologies may not simply have to wait for a modem industrial, scientific and commercial base
to arise, but may in fact rapidly speed up the
creation of this type of modem infrastructure.
,
Says Clarke: "To many developing
countries, satellites [for example] are essential; they will make it unnecessary to build the
elaborate and expensive [telephone] ground
systems required in the past."
No one agrees more with Clarke than
Sarij Syed of IBM, who in his nearly 30 years
with the company has already witnessed vast
changes. The first computer ever introduced
in Pakistan, he recalls, was placed with the
Atomic Energy Commission in 1962 in the
city of Dacca (now part of Bangladesh). The
first commercial use of a computer-an IBM
140 I-was at the headquarters of Pakistan
International Airlines, also in 1962.
Just to show how far things have already come, Syed tells how he recently
stopped at a small shop in the local baza~ to
buy some poultry: "The shop owner was literally wearing rags, and I can tell you I wondered if the chicken was too dirty to eat. But
when I asked the price, this man-completely illiterate, mind you-pulled out a calculator and figured it up. There he was using the
multiplication button without even knowing
what multiplication was. That's how deeply
this sort of technology has integrated itself
even into Pakistan."
One doesn't have to be a science
prophet like Arthur C. Clarke to see that the
computer revolution will be to the underdeveloped world of the 1980s and 1990s what
the green revolution was in the 1960s and
early 1970s, (before it was discovered that
more rice didn't do much good if all the rice
was still owned by feudal landlords). This
revolution won't necessarily mean that camels, ox-driven labor, and human sweat will be
things of the past. But it could very well mean
that in the not-too-distant future the thirdworld farmer may count his wealth in sons,
oxen, and-believe it or not-computers. ~ z
----------------------~

"Do you know of any recent advances in mud technology?"
©DATAMATION
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David Kline i,s director of Impact Features, a Chicago-based agency for
free-lance journalists. His articles have
appeared in the New York Times Magazine, the Christian Science Monitor,
Rolling Stone, and other major publications.
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Test drive the Victordesldop
r:omputerdesigned for systems.
Ire ahigh performance automobile,

I~ Victor desktop business computer
leds to be put to the test to be really
Ipreciated. Here's why:

I
Ie computer dilemma.
Istems houses today face a basic"emma when it comes to selecting a
I

mputer.

I

Ie so-called "personal" computers
the market are like "economy" cars.
Iley're relatively inexpensive but
'tve limited power and capacity.
I.

!1d the larger mini computers offer

'ore power and speed, like a luxury
II, but are, of course, more expensive.

~or has a solution to that dilemma.

~e Victor 9000 Business Computer is
tail priced under $5,000. Jfyou sell
,mputer systems, quantity purchase
rreements will let you be very
rgressive.

The Victor gives your systems the kind
ofmemory and storage capacity
advanced applications demand.
Much more than comparably priced
machines.
And the Victor display screen has double the resolution and capacity of its
competitors. You can display a full
132-column report and still be perfectly readable. Is that important to
your system? Ask any programmer.

Experience where it counts.
But those are only the technical
advantages of the Victor 9000.
Equally important is Victor's 65 years
of experience in solving business problems. And Victor's 50 branch offices
throughout the country providing fast
service and total support.

Software tools to keep you
growing.

for Basic, Cobol, Fortran and Pascal is
no extra cost. The Victor 9000 has the
tools you need to do the job right.
The Victor 9000. It's a desktop system
computer designed to be a "cut
above" the rest. Whether you sell complete systems,or are just looking for
the best computer to support your
software, call your Victor OEM specialist today.Orgetin touch with
Victor at (800) 621-5559. In Illinois
(800) 972-5858. We're open 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week.

Serving American business ~or 65 years.

VlCTOR$ BUSINESS PRODUCTS
Subsldoary 01 KIdde. Inc

KIDDE

Victor supplies CP/M-86 and MS DOS
with ev~ry machine. Runtime support

I

I
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'JOx400 pixels - graph80x25 characters
'oft-loaded) green phoslor - anti-glare - bit
apped.
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Fuelfor thought CP/M-86 - MS-DOS CBASIC - Basic 86-MSPascal-CIS-COBOL MSFortran - MS-COBOL Multiplan - VictorWriter

'esign for comfort
'. display screen tilts
and swivels ±42°
) suit the operator.

r-11°

CompacteHiciency
- 302 square inch foot
print - all components
separate - organize it
yourself

I

Itower under the
'ood - 8088 - 5Mhz-2
'S232 ports - 2 parallel
brts - CODEC4 bus
rots.

I

'~aseofhandling

Excellent mileage The Victor Business
Computer takes your
system further for less
money. Test drive it and
compare.

- up

J 103 keys - capacity
'witches - sculptured 'oft-loaded - 6 foot cord
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SIEMENS

The unique ink-jet printing method
developed by Siemens works on a
low-pressure principle that provides
maintenance-free operation. Because there
are no moving mechanical parts in the ink-jet
head, no routine maintenance is required.
Any .character from any typestyle can be formed
out of individual droplets of ink ejected from twelve
nozzles in response to electrical pulses.
Silently but surely, our silent ink-jet printer
is making conventional printers obsolete, while
making color printing an economical reality.

The printer's ink supply is held in easily replaceable plastic
cartridges which can be sealed for transport and storage~
Each cartridge is equipped with a special seal for quick
replacement in the printer. Siemens' specially formulated ink
is black, lightfast, indelible, waterproof and instant-drying,
and applicable to plain paper.
Replacing ink is fast and simple.

As text communication becomes increasingly more important
in today's business office, terminals are becoming an integral part of
individual workstations. Because of its practically inaudible operation,
no other printing system is better suited for this purpose than ink-jet printing.
Its economy, reliability, and exceptional print quality make it superior to
any other conventional system.
To receive more information about ink jet mechanisms and printers please contact:
Siemens Corporation
OEM Data Products Division
240 East Palais Road, Anaheim,
; California 92805 (714) 991-9700
Telex 685691

SiemensAG
Communication Terminals OEM Departement TE V 4
Postfach 700072
0-8000 MOnchen 70
CIRCLE 76 ON READER CARD
Telex 5288351
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Users don't care how data are stored or sorted.
They just want to choose a flavor.

DATABASE
SYSTEMS FOR
LOCAL NETS
by Eugene Lowenthal
A variety of forces have moved distributed
data processing (ddp) from wishful thinking
to reality. Among these are advances in the
communication and human factors technologies coupled with rapid decreases in the cost
of computing power and storage. The latent
territorial instincts of the consumers of information, who want to own data and control
what happens to it, have served as catalysts.
Consumers have come to require a measure
of independence from a central data processing(cdp) facility.
But ddp is not the nimble mammal to
cdp's lumbering dinosaur, as some early visionaries proclaimed. The market for large
mainframes is growing. Increasingly, ddp
and cdp are viewed as solutions to somewhat
different problems, and in most large enterprises there is an alliance of the two.
If it is true that ddp and cdp facilities
play different roles or that they are optimized
for different applications, then it is likely that
their constituent building blocks will evolve
differently. For instance, we would expect to
see different directions taken with respect to
editing languages, the styles of operator interfaces, and the attention to aesthetics in mechanical design.
Database
management
systems
(DBMS) will also have to be different from
traditional dp-oriented products if they are to
be responsive to the special requirements of
the distributed environment. This will be
most evident in the context of the distribution
vehicle known as the local area network
(LAN). Important changes are needed both in
the service provided by a DBMS in a LAN and
its implementation, i.e., the way the service
is packaged and delivered.
For purposes of this discussion it is
sufficient to define a LAN as an interconnection medium characterized by:
• maximum node distances measured in me-

ters rather than in kilometers or centimeters.
• bandwidths on the order of I to 20 megabits
a second, and
• global addressability such that one node
can potentially communicate with any other
node at any time.
A well-known example of the LAN approach is the Ethernet, originated by Xerox
and developed further in collaboration with
Intel and DEC. The Ethernet envisions a federation of microcomputer- or minicomputerdriven elements communicating with one another through a coaxial cable. No node is in
control of the network and there is no notion
of master or slave implicit in the network
architecture itself. Systems built on LANS,
however, (including those that are Ethernetbased) will tend to be dominated by two general classes of nodes: workstations, which are
operated by people and from which requests
for access to global resources originated, and
servers, which directly control the various
global resources on behalf of all the network
users. The servers field the requests and satisfy them.
In most instances a workstation is designed around a terminal (human interface)
with a display and keyboard stylized for a
particular application such as word processing. In the spirit of distributed processing, the
workstation has some processing capabili.ty-say, for screen formatting and editingand may have some complement of small
peripherals including a floppy disk or character printer.
The central feature of a server is that it
is a system resource that cannot be dedicated
to a single workstation. The reason for sharing the resource may be simply economic.
For instance, given the price and performance characteristics of a large laser printer,
it makes sense to attach it to the network
rather than make it the private property of a
workstation. The big printer would be managed by a print server that has sufficient intelAUGUST 198297

Because it is a DBMS in a box, the database
server is likely to be confused with other types of
database machines.
ligence to schedule the device among contending users.
Another reason for sharing a resource
may be the need to make common information accessible from multiple workstations.
Thus a file server serves the twofold purpose
of sharing a relatively large, expensive disk
and also the inform:ation that is stored on the
disk. Small, private files might be maintained
on a workstation's flexible disk, but large or
public files would be owned by the file server. A file server must at least coordinate concurrent access to a given file from multiple
requestors; a sophisticated facility would
support such additional services as file sorting, catalog management, archiving, and index searching.
A database server is a file server that
has gone to college. It handles not only files
but databases (i.e., collections of interrelated
files). It is a network node that contains a
multi-user DBMS. As such, the database serv-

er represents a substantial investment in complex software and hardware. But once in
place, its services and the databases themselves may be shared by all of the workstations and possibly other servers. For in.stance, large print files might be spooled to a
database server and requested by the print
server when it is ready for the job.
The special requirements
of database servers clearly
differentiate them from
other classes of DBMS
products. Later on we'll focus on the contrast
with conventional database systems, but
some differences are worth emphasizing at
the outset. In the typical DBMS environment,
a single software package running on a single
computer comprises the complete facility,
with the end user or programmer interfacing
at the top and the storage interfacing at the
bottom. In the LAN environment, however,

SPECIAL
NEEDS OF
SERVERS

"Sorry, folks! While you were at the movies we seized your house and
changed the locks. See you in court!"
Cl
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such functions as language processing and
output formatting are the domain of the workstations, and they may differ greatly depending upon the application. A word processing
terminal, data entry terminal, and BASIC terminal all need access to files, but each receives requests and formats output in a
unique way. The objective of the database
server is to provide as much of the DBMS
function as possible without including the human interface or limiting what that interface
can be. It must be a general purpose DBMS
engine that deals with the semantics of database management but leaves the syntax to
workstations. And, unlike a software DBMS,
the database server must also handle conventional files and access methods so that there is
no need to have both a file server and a database server (with their own sets of expensive
disks) on the same network.
Because it is a DBMS in a box, the
database server is likely to be confused with
other types of database machines that have
received a lot of attention in the past few
years. But the database server is very different from the large, architecturally radical machines that have been proposed. Both rely on
distributed intelligence, based on the separation of the human interface from the DBMS
engine. But the design of the large database
machine is motivated almost entirely by considerations of price and performance relative
to mainframe software DBMS. The result may
be a back end that offloads the mainframe,
providing the same database bandwidth at
lower cost. Or perhaps the product employs
set-associative hardware to achieve transaction rates that even the largest mainframe cannot approach. Accordingly, these products are
viewed as major subsystems in a slave-tomaster relationship with a small number of
similar large hosts to which they are connected
through high-speed parallel channels.
With respect to a database server in a
LAN, cost is definitely a constraining factor,
performance requirements are modest, and
hardware efficiency is not a burning issue.
The emphasis in design is on achieving low
cost for function rather than accelerating
transaction rates. Furthermore, the database
server is a somewhat autonomous node in a
nonhomogeneous network rather than a peripheral attached to a host's 110 channel. As
such, the interface to the user processes requires a complex communications protocol
(instead of a specialized channel or bus protocol) to accommodate more flexible node-tonode relationships, assure reliable delivery of
packets,allocate a single serial line among
multiple conversations, and so on.
The overhead associated with this
loose coupling, together with the relatively
low bandwidth of the network medium itself
(compared to an 110 channel), mandates that
the interface to the database server be as con-
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Hewlett-Packard
. on Data Processing ROI
I

You're paying~ur EDPpeople 179
to make diem 500% more productive.

tllore this year. But there's a WclY
That 17% isn't just an estimate. It comes
from a survey of EDP departments across
the country, taken by Computerworld in
December, 1981.
There's nothing blue-sky about the seco~d figure, either. That 500% gain in productivity was reported by Dick Hamilton,
an independent contractor who develops
programs for Weyerhaeuser Company.
He's been able to write new applications
5 to 20 times faster, because the programmer productivity tools we've designed for our HP 3000 computer system
are so efficient. '

Programmers save time.
The 500% increase we mentioned is just
one example. We've seen our tools deliver
results like these time and time again. In
every area of EDP activity. From outlining
new projects in much less time, to eliminating countless numbers of programming steps, to cutting software maintenance costs in half.
But whether you spend 10 months or
10 days developing a new application, it's
a valuable asset to your company. And
clearly, the best way we can increase your
ROI is to help you protect that software
investment. That's why we design every
new HP 3000 to be software compatible
with all our earlier models. Which means
you can upgrade to a newer, more powerful HP 3000, or add more systems to

build a network. Without changing a
single line of code.

The whole
company saves money.
Of course it's important to save money
in your EDP department. But it's even
more important to make the best possible
use of your programmers so they can
spend more of their valuable time developing special applications that save money
across your entire company. And we have
a long list of software tools which help
them do just that.
To begin with, your programmers won't
have to spend a minute designing applications for word processing, electronic
mail, management reporting, or business
graphics. We've got off-the-shelf software
for all these functions.
Better yet, these user-friendly products
make it easy for pe'ople with no computer experience to generate management
reports all by themselves. They can even
produce full-color charts, graphs, and
overhead transparenCies. Without asking
the EDP department for help.
To reduce the backlog even more, we
have a number of sophisticated software
solutions for accounting, materials management, production management and
distribution/inventory control.' Plus an
aggressive third-party program that brings
you over 260 applications designed by
experts from a broad range of industries.

A new level of uptime.

all the time. In fact, ours are so reliable
that in 1980 we introduced our Guaranteed Uptime Service. Which states, in
a nutshell, that if your HP3000 system is
up less than 99% ohhe time over a threemonth period, your next month's service
contract on'aU covered items is absolutely
free. So far, this guarantee hasn't cost us
one penny.
To give you this new level of uptime,
we give you a total commitment to service. We're sure that's a large part of the
reason why HP was ranked **1 for support satisfaction in a recent Datapro surveyof 2309 EDP departments. And why
our list of 9000 satisfied customers keeps
getting longer every day.

We've pulled it all together.
When you take the long view, we're talking
about a lot more than EDP budgets, applications, development, hardware reliability,
or customer service. What we're offering
is a broad approach that uses the power
and flexibility of our HP 3000 to run your
data processing, office automation, and
application development programs. And
ties them all together into one efficient,
information management network.
We've put together a brochure that can
tell you a lot more. It's called Information
Management Systems. Just ask your local
HP sales office for a copy. Or write to John
Celii at Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 04141,
19447 Pn~neridge Avenue, Cupertino,
CA 95014.

You can't sustain an increase in productivity unless your systems are up almost
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The integration of word processing and data
processing, is, like salvation, an objective many wish
to attain without quite k~owing how to get there.
cise and at as high a level as possible in order
to minimize network traffic. This principle
was clearly understood by the designers of
the Datacomputer, a large experimental database server built for a large geographically
distributed network-the·ARPANET.The need
for a high-level database interface is also obvious in the LAN environment, and militates
strongly in favor of using set-oriented data
manipulation languages instead of the more
primitive navigational (record-at-a-time) languages. In particular, the language proposed
by the COOASYL Database task group would
be inappropriate as a database server interface, because it would result in more intense
interaction between the server and the workstations than is necessary given alternative
higher-level approaches.
.

USE OF
MULTIPLE
SERVERS

Does it make sense to attach more than one database server to a single
LAN? If the objective is
simply to add capacity or increase reliability,
this might be accomplished by putting two or
more database servers close together so that
the same. disks can be shared or switched
among them.
But is it ever advantageous to have
truly independent database servers on the
same LAN? The need is not clear unless it is to
take provincialism to the bitter end: I have my
database server and you have yours. In contrast to a long distance network there is no
cost or response:-tirrte advantage, since within
a LAN it costs just as much and takes just as
long to a~cess one node as any other. If the
requirement for multiple servers is not obvious, then it is even less clear that these servers have to communicate with each other to
implement a distributed database. As far as
intra-LAN distributed databases are concerned, the only clear signal from the marketplace is that itis desirable to support transport
of file or database subsets between the database servers and the floppies on the workstations. For instance, a page of a document can
be edited at the workstation to ri1inimize network delays and traffic.
The situation gets more interesting
when the LAN includes a gateway. The gateway is a special communications server·that
allows nodes in the LAN to communicate with
computers or terminals that are external to the
.LAN. For instance, the gateway may provide
a link to one or more mainframes or even to
the gateways of other LANS. The responsibility of the gateway is to manage these external
links and translate messages between the LAN
protocol and the protocols native to the remote hosts or networks.
One can envision a large central processing complex with connections to several
local area networks in various departments or
buildings. Th~ cdp faci~ity would be the resi102 DATAMATION
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dence of the corporate dat~base, perhaps as it
evolved well before the intrusion of ddp. At
least two features will have to be provided in
the next few years: the ability of a LAN workstation to access central files,' and the ability
of a database server to request subsets of central files for local retrieval, updating, and finally remerging. Similarly, we can anticipate
a need to stage database subsets among communicating LANS, although today there is less
market data to support this prediction.
Database subset staging is an aspect
of distributed database management that is no
longer technologically interesting. Most of
the research today focuses on what are sometimes called transparently distributed databases, whereby a user at a workstation issues
a query and the system is capable of going to
any' node that has data relevant to satisfying
the query and formulating an answer for the
user as if all the data were always at his node.
The technical problems associated. with implementing such a system are very complex,
particularly when updating is taken into account. Moreover, the preponderance of users
view transparency as' blue-sky technology
that will be nice' to have when it works and
when it's cheap. The practical requirements
for the near t~rm will be satisfied by simpler
approaches. For this reason, a widely accepted commercial solution for transparently distributed databases shouldn't be expected any
time soon.
All of the commercially successful
database systems developed in the '60s and
'70s were designed to satisfy the needs of the
cdp function. The' question arises as to
whether new products for small machines
should be' clones of these earlier products.
The natural respons~ seems to be that only a
subset is required. In fact the opposite is true:
the OBMS for a'- small system must provide
more. services than the current generation of
mainframe DBMS.
A more profound step forward is taken wh~ri the server is programmed to do
something more than simple storage and retrieval for riondatabase files. For example,
consider it feature whereby a file can be described to the database server as containing' a
document in· s'ome standard representation.
Suppose further' that the s.erver is endowed
with the ability t~ search document files in
response to commands such as AND ALL
PARAGRAPI:!S IN DOCUMENT X THAT CONTAIN
THE PHRASE ATOMIC ENERGY.
A database server that can also manipulat~ text b~'~omes a far more effective
building block for integrated office systems.
Such a departure from strict database management is appropriate since information in
the office is much richer and less structured
than it is in the dp environment. For most of
their history; computers h~lVe been required
to deal with user data almost exclusively as

formatted records, starting with punched
cards and ending ~ith databases. Certainly
much of the information in the office can be
represented as structured records, but even
more can only 'be expressed as streams of
text,. digitized images, graphics, voice encodings, and other unbounded forms.
The' integration of word
processing and data processing is, like salvation,
ap. objective many wish to
attain without quite knowing how to get
there. The only clear-cut commandment at
this point is that the same physical devices
should be used for both kinds of jobs. Thus,
the wastefulness of having a word processing
terminal next to a BASIC terminal, for example, would be eliminated with new products
capable of supp0I11ng both functions as need- .
ed. Likewise, the development of a database
server that is able to handle both words (or
pictures) and data is desirable for the same
reason-minimum hardware redundancy.
The design objective of the Intel
Database Processor (iDBP) was to achieve
something considerably more ambitious than
jus~ getting double duty from the same tool.
A .key feature. is the ability of the user to
establish retationships between streamoriented files 'and record-oriented files. Both
kinds of information can coexist in the same
database. ;In o~her words, the notion of database has been enlarged to accommodate new
classes of data and new ways of combining
data.
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The ipBP is a computer that provides
file and database management services to
other machines (hosts) that are connected to
it. The prQduct can be configured as a back
end or as a database server. In neither case is
ita standalone facility; it can communicate
with machines but not people.
The iDBP is positioned as a high-level
building block to be incorporated as a subsystem within a complete system. It is marketed
on an oem basis, primarily to manufacturers,
system integrators, and software houses. It is .
intended for use in small multi-user systems
and networks rather than in large mainframe
or personal computer environments. Within
these limits, any machine capable of commu-:
nicating with iOBP is potentially a host. The
host hardware, firmware, arid software that
implement the bridge between the. end user
and the iOBP is the customer's responsibility.
The human interface thus can be tailored to
the needs of the application.
The heart of the iOBP is an 8MHz 8086
microprocessor associated with up to 1 megabyte of Ecc-protected random access memory. The system will accommodate up to four
'disk controllers, each containing its own
8089 microprocessor, and each capable of
controlling up to four hard disks for a system
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A strong dose of human engineering must b~
applied to database systems ~n order to make them
safe for ddp.
tems in order to make them safe for ddp.
.er that a database server is expected to manNonetheless, this conclusion is mis- age ordinary files as well as structured dataleading in that it ignores a more important bases. Thus the server can handle nondatarequirement: in order to make database sys- base objects such as program libraries,
tems safe for ddp, they must disappear-at spooled printer output, message store-andleast as far as the end user is concerned. Pro- forward queues, and BASIC work files. The
fessional programmers in the ddp environ- server need not be sensitive to the content of
ment will remain comfortable with the con- such files; its responsibility ends with providcept of database, and they are satisfied if the ing logical file storage and retrieval services.
vendors provide good tools and solid incre- File management, then, does not necessarily
mental advances in the state of the art.· But represent a technical achievement so much as
datapase management must be invisible to a simple recognition that a database server
end users. They will interact with their work- has more to worry about than databases.
stations to do word processing, data entry, maximum of 16 spindles. An optional tape
electronic mail, or electronic filing. The drive controller is also available. Rounding
DBMS that supports these functions will be out the electronics is an 8086-based commuabsolutely vital, but hidden from view. The nications controller capable of driving up to
ultimate consumers of information will take 16 serial lines. Several packaging alternaadvantage of database systems without being tives are available, ranging from a kit of
printed circuit boards to a completely assemaware of them.
The requisite division of labor in a bled subsystem in a desk-high cabinet suitLAN now becomes clear. The objective for able for the office environment.
The host to iDBP communications proIn what ways must the nonprogrammer workstation 'design i~ to proBEYOND
DBMS' for 'a small system vide the most user-friendly command lan- tocol is sufficiently rich to accommodate:
THE'
go beyond conventional guage and the most palatable presentation of • The use of a single physical line for indeDBMS
DBMS? It's frequently not- information. The objective for database serv- pendent conversations between iDBP and
ed that the user interfaces for today' s systems er design is to provide a functionally rich multiple applications in the host.
require the expertise of data processing pro- DBMS engine. But it also must be versatile • The use of multiple lines when iDBP backfessionals. Even the use of query languages enough to successfully support the. diverse ends niultiple hosts.
requires considerable technical skill. 'Such information storage aJ1d retrieval needs of a • The deployment of iDBP as a database servdemands upon the user become unattractive variety of workstations. It' is in this respect er in a remote network or an Ethernet-like
in the ddp environment, and totally unaccept- that a database server must surpass the capa- local network.
able in the office. A strong dose of human bilities of a traditional dp,-oriented DBMS.
• Extensive error detection and correction so
engineering must be applied to database sysFor instance,' it was pointed out earli- that, for example, a telephone line can be the
communications· medium.
The messages that a host sends to an
mBP are actually encoded sequences of commands for defining, manipulating, and administering data. At this level, the iDBP can
be regarded as a functionally comprehensive
relational DBMS, supporting the definition of
relations, through 'an active integrated' data
dictionary, manipulation through extremely
powerful set-oriented operators,' arid their
control through a variety of integrity, security,
and recovery mechanisms. The use of highlevel set operators is essential to minimizing
the communication between a host and an
iDBP. Traffic is further reduced through the
use ora macro facility that permits any frequently used sequences of commands to be
cataloged as a unit within the' iDBP .
While lacking·a human interface, the
iDBP 4atabase facility otherwise compares favorably with commercial DBMS software
products designed for mainframes and large
minis. This .characterization applies to internal sophistication as well. For example, database,sharing by multiple on-line users is provided through a multitasking executive that
interleaves command execution, a file system
that coordinates concurrent access to stored
data, and a recovery system that guarantees
"Hansen! Get me out of here."
the application of interdependent sequences
© DATAMATION
of updates on an all-or-nothing basis.
The argument for equality has become something of a litany for computing in
the '80s. The cost of hardware has plummeted to the extent that today's 'small systems
already have more computational power,
central memory, and auxiliary storage than
the mainframes that originally executed today's operating systems, languages, DBMS,
etc. As a consequence of Parkinson's Law,
us'ers are demanding commensurately more
utility from their small systems, and are developing larger, more complex applications
and databases. At the same time, the cost of
application development contiriues to go up,
particularly as a proportion of total dp costs.
Therefore, programmer productivity is vital
concern that sparks the demand for ever more
powerful ,tools and prepackaged building
blocks. Personal computers aside, there really is no justification for des~gnirig'only hal~ of
a D~MS.
'
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INFO 82 Is the One Show
That's Like Your Job:
A Balance of Advanced
Technology and Business

Make Sure
Top Management
Thinks of You
As User-Friendly.

There's only one thing changing faster than the state of the
art in technology. And that's the needs of your most important
users. Fortunately.there's a show that helps you keep up
with both. And that's INFO 82.
With more than 300 vendors, INFO 82 is
the world's biggest business ,systems show.
It's also the world's biggest business
applications show. You'll see four floors
of the latest hardware, software and
systems.
Everi more important, you'll discover
what top management and other key users
really expect from an information system.
And what they expect from you. How to get
them to accept the system. And how to get them
to think of you as user-friendly.

Come to INFO 82.
The INFO 82 Conference
Will Help Reduce Response TlDle
.. . Between You and Your Users

You'll See

The INFO 82 Conference is geared to helping you do more
than merely respond to the needs of users. It's designed to help you understand and anticipate top
management's thinking. The four-day Conference offers more than 60 sessions of equal
interest to you and your userS.

All The Latest Business

Applications for:
Computers • Data Communications· Databases/
Information Banks • Software & Services· Peripherals &Accessories • Office
Automation Equipment • Microfilm Equipment·
Computer-Support Furniture· Information & Education

•

Everything they want to know about the
management of information resources - including Local Networks, Financial Modelling,
Decision Support, Strategic
Planning, Data Base Controls
and other topics - is exactly
what you must know to put
new ideas to work in your
company.
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New DBMS products for local area networks will be very
different from their predecessors.

Where iDBP departs noticeably from convention. al DBMS is in its ability to
handle files of· arbitrary
structure, including streams of text, voice/
image encodings, etc. Complementing this
extension to the data model are a very flexible pattern-search facility and a means for
relating such files within databases. Specifically, we have coined a new relational operator cailed Connect. Like the relational
Join function, Connect defines an associative link between two files. But where
Join relates records of one file to records of
another file, Connect relates records to
substrings within a stream-oriented file.
The substrings can be retrieved and manipulated as if they were arbitrarily long fields
in the formatted record.
The ability to relate records to text (or
other stream-oriented data) greatly simplifies
the design of a wide variety of applications.
Consider, for example:
• The use of records to represent the modular
structure of a manuscript in a word processing system, such that paragraphs (and even
figures) are related, sequenced, and updated
through the database facility.

CONNECT
AND
JOIN

• The unified management of both key word lion and the way they are applied. They will
indexes and text in a document retrieval sys- play a key role in unifying data processing
and office functions by providing a holistic
tem.
• The ability to merge graphics information approach to managing and sharing all classes
with records to facilitate CAD/CAM applica- of information .. '
As integrated office systems become
tions.
• The merging of text and database. data to more sophisticated, the need for powerful underlying database tools will become increasproduce reports and form letters.
• The opportunities for enhancing electronic ingly obvious. But. while database technolmail when individual messages .(i~cluding ogy as such is approaching maturity, there is
voice or facsimile segments) are· integrated little understanding today of how it must
adapt to the emerging office environment. As
into an organized database ..
Elaborating on the last example, iDBP we learn the role of database servers and back
practically forces the system designer to think ends as building blocks for the electronic of~
about elec~ronic mail in new ways, because fice, that should change.
the solution is perceived in database terms.
For .example, it is easy to see how the end In 1970 Eugene Lowenthal joined MRI
product could allow the user to search for past Systems' Corp., where he was chief armemos written by a particular author and per- chitect of the System 2000 DBMS and
taining to a certain subject. Providing a way ultimately became vice president 'of
for the user to add marginal notations also advanced development. After Intel
becomes evident. Issues such as security, in- Corp. acquired MRI in 1979, he initiattegrity, and recovery, which are just as im- ed the database processor program,
portant in the office as they are in the data which he continues to direct. He has
processing shop, are already taken care of. . a bachelor's degree from the UniversiNew DBMS products for local area net- ty of Chicago and a doctorate in comworks will be very different from their prede- puter. science from the University of
cessors, both in the manner of implementa- Texas.

Loweosl
Dalaco.... Tesling.
Why spend thousands of dollars on overly complicated
test equipment when our MTS 2 can solve most of your
datacomm problems?
• Start and stop bits for
testing character-oriented
modems and multiplexers.
• Test Racal-Vadic 3400
series full duplex 1200 bps
modems.
• Test Bell compatible 212
series modems.
• Test asynchronous
statistical and time division
multiplexers ..
• Test asynchronous modems
from 300 to 9600 bps.
• Test externally -timed
synchronous modems from
600 to 19.2K bps.
• Test internally-timed
synchronous modems up to
76.8K bps ..
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• Trap and count pulse
transitions.
• Automatic receiver
synchronization.
• Continuous monitoring of
9 interface signals.
• Two uncommitted
indicators.
• Crystal-controlled clock.
• Self-test capability.
• Transmits five different
patterns.
• Sturdy case with aluminum
extrusions steel hinge and
. positive latch.
I
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Elcct.odata, Inc.
23020 Miles Road
Bedford Heights, Ohio 44128
(216) 663·3333
TWX: (810) 427·2280

The Datapoint
business cOfllputer
you install today ...
Get DATASHARE@, the total business data processing system. It's
easy to install with multi-user applications available in weeks, not
months. And you get transaction
processing, interactive inquiry and
data entry at headquarters or field
locations.

Buy only what
you need, and build
Start with a small system like our
1550. You can expand without
reprogramming. As your needs
increase, simply add more workstations, more storage and printers.
If you've already got a central
computer, a communications link
lets your DATASHARE system
talk to it in the same building or
across the country. DATASHARE
allows you to build as large a system
as you need because all Datapoint@
software is upwardly compatible.
And because of Datapoint's
ARC™ local network architecture,
you can add workstations, increase
processing power and extend your
database virtually without limit.
The DATASHARE system you
start with can even grow into our
comprehensive information system,

.. . is the start of the
integrated electronic office
you'll need tOfllorrow

the Datapoint Integrated Electronic
Office™, which handles word processing, electronic messages and
telecommunications as well as data.

Enter a word and
find your information fast
Datapoin t' s Associative' Index
Method™ is the most significant
advance in file access since ISAM.
With AIMTM you can find what
you're looking for by entering any
element that occurs in that file, no
matter what field it's in. To find a
personnel record, for example, enter the name; the date of hire, the
Social Security number, anything.
The system will identify every record where that element occurs and
display the record on the screen.
AIM could save you thousands of
hours.
AIM also conserves disk space
and makes updating easier because
it uses only one index for all keys.

Proven performance
and simplicity
Businesses have been using DATASHARE for almost a decade. Now
there are close to 30,000 installations worldwide.

We provide a catalog of application software written by users. And
when you upgrade your DATASHARE system, you can start using
COBOL, BASIC, RPGPLUS, FORTRAN, and other languages.

Service and support
Datapoint's worldwide sales and
service organization will help you
plan, install and maintain your
DATASHARE system.
Datapoint produces information
systems that work together now and
in the future. We're committed to
continually improving existing
products and developing new compatible products to meet the needs
of business and industry.
If you'd like to know more about
the DATASHARE system or about
Datapoint, call (512) 699-7059 for
the name and number of the Datapoint representative nearest you.
Or write to: Datapoint Corporation, Corporate Communications
T-41DM, 9725 Datapoint Drive,
San Antonio, Texas 78284.

D
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SYSTEMS THAT WORK TOGETHER NOW
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The word travels fast
when it's WorkSaver
In departments and offices everywhere, people are
"passing the word." NCR's WorkSaver is the one
information processor that gives you functions for
both secretaries and professionals. Until now, no
single product could do it all well enough to justify
the compromises required in either area.
But WorkSaver's superior design makes it possible
for user-friendly application software to be
operated by non-data processing professionals
and secretaries alike.
Comprehensive and easy-to-use, the system gives
you powerful word processing, as well as personal
computing capabilities that can share a common
data base. For example, WorkSaver now offers
MULTIPLAN™, anelectronicspreadsheetthat
replaces endless hours of estimating and planning,
and easily integrates these spread sheets into word

processing documents and reports. And that's not
all, WorkSaver offers flexible and extensive
communications capabilities.
Along with other WorkSaver models, the new
5.3-megabyte WS-140 workstation can be used as
a standalone system, as a master station supporting several cluster stations, or as a cluster station
with local mass storage.
You can get all of WorkSaver's benefits at an
excellent price/performance ratio. Take advantage
of what WorkSaver and the support network of one
of the world's leading computer companies can
offer - call toll-free 800-543-8130 (in Ohio,
800-762-6517) for a free
brochure today.
Office Systems Division
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How modern software development techniques combined
with sound management practices to yield ...

PRODUCTIVITY IN
A DATABASE
ENVIRONMENT
by Howard Fosdick
How does one manage for high programmer
and staff productivity? More specifically,
how can dp managers create a work situation
where high programmer productivity occurs?
Generally, there are two approaches to this
problem. The fIrst stresses modem software
development techniques as the key to success. Top-down design methodologies,
structured programming, high-level and nonprocedural languages, and software aids are
but a few of these developmental tools.
The second approach to promoting
productivity emphasizes the principles of
management. The theory here is that programmers of equal background or experience
will display productivity rates that vary by a
signifIcant factor. These variances are attributed to that intangible human factor called
attitude or motivation.
Unfortunately, few studies relate the
above techniques specifIcally to programmer
productivity in database environments. Database packages have been offered for more
than a decade, and we all seem to agree on
their benefIts. Certainly, it's time to explore
the relationship between project management
and programmer productivity in this area.
The productivity-enhancing methodologies discussed here are based on experiences and statistics gathered in a database
project of unusually high productivity. Factors relating to both the value of software aids
and managerial philosophy are analyzed, as
are considerations peculiar to database programming.
First, a little background on the project. The applications system developed was
oriented toward online use and included interactive data entry and update. The system
was small to medium in size, consisting of
some 54 programs; 85K source lines were
produced, resulting in 34K lines of executable pUI statements and unexpanded assembly macros for control blocks generation. *
* These figures exclude database generations and JCL. They include
unexpanded Program Specification Blocks generations, Message
Format Services screen utility generations, and a small amount of
reused code.

This required 44 man-months of effort for a
project duration of 13 months. The database
system software was IMSIDB-DC.
In this project, all the aids of a typical
large-system MVS environment were available, including TSO, SPF, Panvalet Online,
Script, the pUI optimizing and checkout
compilers, and other MVS facilities. The
availability of a good text editor was particu. larly important because all programmers
were responsible for extensive documentation of their programs. In our case, SPF offered full-screen editing, menu-driven utilities, automatic dataset recovery, and full support for power typing.
All project participan~s agreed that pU
1 was a major productivity-enhancing tool.
Most installations would have used COBOL for
such an application, but pUI 's block structure, its economy of code, and its systems
programming capabilities made it a good
choice. The language also offers strong string
manipUlation abilities. For example, the
string functions conveniently handled data
entered to the on-line programs by terminal
users. This was useful, even though control
blocks in the teleprocessing monitor provided
input editing support.
Data dictionary software is also important to database productivity. For us; the
Lexicon Data Dictionary provided various database control blocks and segment (or record)
masks. Unfortunately, it lacked the ability to
update control blocks interactively, which
would have enhanced productivity further.
Finally, the value of interactive debugging was considerable. Database support
software should allow program testing with
programmer-specifIed "trapping" of database and TP monitor message calls. Call parameters should be available for programmer
inspection. The Batch Terminal Simulator
(BTSII) performs these functions for users of
IMSIDB-DC.

Extensive documentation of the system was another important factor in achieving high productivity. Documentation facilitated project management and control. For
example, program design specifIcations written by the applications programmer included

pseudocode logic. The project leader and
management reviewed this document prior to
the codiIig phase to ensure comprehension of
the programming task. The user's guide produced with the program contributed to its intelligibility, and full internal program documentation was another plus. Name, function,
inputs, outputs, notes, and processing logic
were required for each routine encoded .
Documentation was a major force for
continuity in the project as well. Personnel
came and went, as with any project, but extensive documentation blunted the otherwise
severe effects of staff turnover.
Documentation's most vital contribution however, was at the system design level,
where it helped preserve the conceptual integrity of the original design. The fact that the
project team was small also helped. One
large loose-leaf volume contained copies of
all documents from the analysis and design
phase of the project. Newer team members
could refer to this book for project history and
database design questions. Other volumes
contained up-to-date copies of the database
generations, subschema control-block listings, screen control-block generations, and
segment masks. Requiring that all such documentation be kept up-to-date and in a central
location solved control change problems
while ensuring that all project members had
enough current system information.
With database systems, the data dictionary provides a central repository for data
documentation. The availability of an on-line
interrogation facility to retrieve this information can maximize the data dictionary'S role.
Staff quality and motivation are as critical to a project's success as they are
MORE
immeasurable. To achieve
the highest productivity, small staff size is
crucial. The common formula for expressing the increase in communications complexity as a function of staff size is
(n (n - 1) / 2, where "n" is the number of
people involved. This means that high productivity in absolute terms is not possible on
the largest projects. The statistics used as a
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Staff quality and motivation are as critical to a
project's success as they are immeasurable.

basis here indicate an astounding 770 executFIG. 1
able statements delivered per man-month.
This could only be believable when one
ON-LINE ENVIRONMENT RESTRICTS PROGRAM SIZE
knows that only nine people were ever involved in the project. In view of the fact that
the installation involved had two large 37020r-------------------~------------------~
class computers, the implication is that small
independent projects are the optimal form of
dp organization, even at larger sites.
en
Within the small developmental
~
«
group, however, there should be a proper dia:
vision of labor. Our project had one individ:CD
o
ual, designated a Local Database Administraa:
tor (LDBA), who was responsible for. the fullDu..
time performance of DBA duties such as
o
backup and recovery. This ensured that these
a:
problems were handled by a specialist. Obviw
CD
ously, few persons could qualify in this re~
spect if they were divided between program::J
Z
mer/analyst and DBA duties. Secondly, it
meant that project programmers were totally
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free of the distractions DBA duties would nor1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
4501
mally represent. When an IMS system-related
bug surfaced, for example, programmers did
NUMBER OF SOURCE LINES
not have to break stride in current aevelopment to rehash their earlier efforts. The LDBA
handled such problems.
lose another day or two while the DBA makes blocks used by other modules. Program to
Finally, the local DBA served as the necessary changes. ,As the philosophy of program message switching and other such
sole interface to the larger installation, as- PERT charting shows, interdependencies ap- mechanisms should be avoided.
suming responsibility for communications ply a multiplier effect to schedule slippage.
Statistics from the project upon which
with installation personnel concerning varThe rationale for this common divi- this paper is based show. that the very nature
ious systems considerations. This minimized sion of duties is that security and project con- of on-line database programming tends to
communications complexity because the trol are at stake. But what really happens in promote modularity. In IMS, the concept of
function was delegated to a centrally posi- most shops is that the programmer tells the transaction carries strict connotations contioned, identifiable individual.
cerning the processing time and number of
DBA what sort of subschema access is reAnother aspect of the project's labor quired to develop his program anyway. As database calls of the on-line program. Fig. 1
division was that applications were consid- for the suggestion that such PSB generations illustrates the impact of these constraints on
ered in a broader sense than just the develop- are too complicated for the applications pro- program size and complexity. The smaller
ment of an individual program. One part of grammer, any individual who can handle da- programs shown were the menu programs
applications development was the design, de- tabase programming can certainly create a and simple inquiries .. The crest of the curve
velopment, and testing of an individual pro- control block requiring the knowledge of four represents the more substantial inquiries. The
largest on-line programs (or in IMS terminolgram. An associated aspect was the writing different macro instructions.
ogy, Message Processing Programs) are loof relevant program documentation. This included both the internal program documenta- EFFECTS
The effects of various sys- cated on the initial downturn of the curve.
tion mentioned earlier and the program detem design methodologies These were the interactive database update
OF
on programmer productiv- modules. Finally, the few largest programs of
sign specification and user's guide. A third
ity are overlooked too of- the system were either the batch-type propart of the applications development per- DESIGN
formed by the programmer is the generation ten. Modular design should be used to limit grams (BMP) or the database load program.
of control blocks associated with the pro- the size and complexity of programs in the Thus, IMS system software clearly reinforces
gram. In the IMSIVS environment, this refers system, and program interfaces should be modularization through the processing conto the Program Specification Block (PSB) and kept to a minimum. As with interstaff com- straints inherent in its on-line message proMessage Format Services (MFS) generations. munications, excessive communication be- cessing environment. Other database systems
Other database systems have corresponding tween applications programs can only lead to offer similar performance incentives. System
subschema views and screen formatting utili- increased interdependencies. A necessary designers should note that programmer proties. The point here is that all activities rel- modification in one program could otherwise ductivity and system performance considerevant to the completion of the individual ap- reverberate in undesirable ways through any ations are complementary in this respectplication program were handled by one per- interfaced programs.
both are enhanced by modularity.
son, avoiding communications time lags and
Within the same context, modularity
In the database environment, these
multiplied interdependencies.
principles can be applied by designing pro- can be carried over to the assignment of proContrast this to the standard proce- . grams as individual modules selectable from grams among memb«?rs of the programming
dures and organization of most large database menus presented to the user. The modules team. A programmer might be given responinstallations, where a programmer may wait themselves should not be interrelated unless sibility for the group of programs that process
several days for a harried DBA to generate the absolutely necessary. Ideally, each program particular databases or database portions. By
subschema for his program. And if a modifi- should correspond to a small set of screen focusing the programmer's attention on procation is later required, the programmer may formats and should not utilize screen control grams that process particular database rec110 DATAMATION
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Crashes Wipe-Outs .. . .' oss pisplay Fade-Outs
Scrambled Programs"~'(ostly Shut-Downs
"Don't p~t up with such monsters!"
Says Emil Rechsteiner, President,
, ISOREG Corporation.
Voltage 'Spikes and Glitches are the culprits
that can "crash" a computer, burn out circuits and
cause costly interruptions and repairs. '
Power Sags and Surges often syramble computations, ~ipe out data, alter progral'!ls.
uBrown Outs" can shut down your Computer
when you need it most, perhaps paralyze your
business. .
'
FIGHT BACK!
'
You can put an end t6 nqisy, unstabie, ppwer by
electrically isolating computer equipment from raw
utility power and by regulating sl,Jpply voltages so
they will be correct even under brown-out
conditions.
,
"
ISORE(3@= 'ISOLATION + REGULATION
ISOREG Computer Power Modules filter out
voltage spikes and keep equipr:nent voltages
within tightlimits even when supplyvoltages'are
permanently 25% below or 15% aboye normal.
Don't settle for half protection: Isolation transformers don't regulate, and many types of voltage
regulators don't isolate. Result: Computer is not
protected either against brown-out type voltage
dips or aoainst sharp voltage spikes1hat can wipe
out data and even destroy circuits.
Get FULL protection through isolation AND
regulation ... from ISOREG.

/-

ISOREG = CLEAN, .STABLE POWER
FOR YOUR COMPUTER

WHY ISOLATE?

~~

Don't/et any more computer problems sneak in through your power
line.

~IIIIL

Line-to-Ioad isolation shields
computer from sharp,
,destructive voltage spikes.

Without isolation computer
is exposed to spikes even
when power is supplied
by voltage regulator.

WHY REGULATE?

Write or call, or use the reader
service card to obtain our comprehensive free brochure on ISO REG
Computer Power Modules rated
from 125VA single phase to 75kVA
3-phase.
ISO REG is a Registered Trade Mark

'\fV\N\!\NVV
Output
Voltage regulation ~nsures
stable voltage during
. brown-outs or
voltage surges.

Without regulation. voltages
sag and surge even when
power is supplied by
isolation transformer.

Emil Rechsteiner, President
ISOREG Corporation
410 Great R.oad, Littleton, MA 01460 USA
Tol/-free number: 1-800-225-5078
In Massachusetts call: 617-486-9483
TWX 710-347-6974IS0REG LTTN
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Modular design should be used to limit the size
and complexity of programs 'in the system.

ords, he or she then has the advantage of
familiarity with those records.
Similarly, programmers' learning
curves can be foreshortened when they concentrate on programs of logically similar natures. For example, one programmer might
be assigned all the on-line cross-reference
displ~y programs in a system. The high-level
logical infrastructure of all these programs
might be the same. As another example , Qn
our project programmers were assigned pairs
of programs for "data entry" and "data
change/delete" in the on-line maintenance
subsystem. The project statistics indicate that
raw productivity doubled for many of the

data change/delete programs. Not surprisingly, these programs were written after the corresponding data entry programs. It was obvious that in writing the latter programs, the
programmers knew the kinds of data validation required and were familiar with the data
and database structures involved.
Logic and code reuse are closely associated with the above principle. Literature on
this topic states that reusing code from existing production systems may retard productivity. But, dividing new program assignments
in such a way as to facilitate code reuse
among newly written programs can greatly
increase programmer productivity. One

"Easy does it. We don't want to nick a corporate
vice preSident, do we?"
©
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should keep in mind that logic and code reuse
are two different aspects of the same principle. Even when a program's requirements
prevent direct reuse of code from another
module, employing the processing logic from
that other module might still result in significant time savings. Various nonprocedural development systems, such as IBM's Application Development Facility, seek to capitalize
on this principle by reducing coding requirements for those logical functions common to
most programs.
Many readers will notice
that
extensive
walkthroughs and program reviews are not advocated.
Several studies have shown that in large developmental projects 10% to 20% of staff
time may be spent in various design and code
reviews. This is undoubtedly desirable in the
development of large or. real-time critical
software systems. In such situations, program and code reviews are considered essential to ensure module compatibility. Applications projects of the type described here,
however, permit a trade~off between structured management and the productivity methodologies presented here.
Finally, the element of flexibility
should be mentioned. There are all too many
installations where excessive regulations are
the unhappy fruits of ovemianagement. In
such situations, truly productive people become too frustrated and discouraged to maintain high performance levels. Good standards
have the opposite effect---~they increase programmer productivity. They are oilly initiated as the result of calculated judgments concerning their impacts on efficiency. Since the
frustration level in computer programming is
naturally high, managers must strive to limit
bureaucratiza~ion . of their programmers'
work situations. Standards should be implemented only in so far as they have identifiable
purposes and justified rationale.'
.
Clearly; not all of the above techniques will apply to every database project.
Certain of them, in fact, may only be relevant
to small project teams working on database
projects similar to the 'one discussed' here.
But by consciously c.o~sidering these conceptsin their relationship to database programming, managers can positively influence productivity in database environments.
--------------------------------~
Howard Fosdick is an independent
~
consultant based in Glen Ellyn, ilL,
~
who has authored many technical pa- 11:
z
pers as well as two books. His most ~
recent book is Structured PLl1 Pro>co
gramming for Text Processing. Mr.
z
o
Fosdick received masters' degrees
from the University of Illinois and
~
«
Northern Illinois University.
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Establish an economical point to
point electronic
mail network
among major micros.

Microcom products
are menu driveJ,l for
easy use and quick
implementation.

Send and receive
complex so'ftware
programs.

Although 'personal .computers help off-load your
DDP network, they also ,pose the problem 'of
control.
How do you interfac~ a variety of standalone
micros with your corporate network without creating a nightmare for you and your programmers?
With Microcom software. Easy-to-use, easy-toinstall packages that allow Apple II,TM Apple III;M
IBM® and other types 'of microcomputers to interface with yo~r DDP system as well as commercial
data bases.
Many of America's largest .companies have been
using l\~icrocom software to mqpitor huge retail
inventories; keep up with stocks and bonds, up-date
railroad schedules and transfer critical laboratory
data. Instantly, accurately, ~nd economically.
MICRO/Terminar is the link to your DDP
network. Commercial services, too.
MICROlTerminal allows microcomputers to access
any main or remote 'database in your DDP system.
Which saves your data prpcessing department
all the time and resources it takes to fill constant
requests for customer software and special reports.
In addition, MICROlTerniinallets you take advantage of more than 1,000 commercial services, including ADP~ Dow Jones ™ and many others. So
you can also provide your company with the ability
tokeep abreast of important business information.
From UPI news to stock and commodity listings.
And MICROlTerminal is easy to use. It has a
built-in editor and automatic logon capabilities.
MICRO/Courier: Apple's standard
electronic mail.
'Our MICRO/Courier software is one of the simplest and most economical ways to provide key
offices with point-to-point electronic mail that
doesn't tie up your CPU.
MICRO/Courier has its own powerful editor.
Incorporating our proprietary communications
M

Combine major
personal computers
into a VisiCalc
network.

Easily access corporate or commercial
data bases.

Transfer graphics
and data reliably
and error free.

protocol, it also provides error-free asynchronous
data transfer. MICRO/Courier can send and receive
charts and graphs in addition to text files. And it
operates unattended, so it can be used off-hours
when phone rates are lower. MICRO/CoUrier also
provides you with full ASCII terminal emulation
for your Apple or IBM personal computers.
Reliable software with reliable support.
On top of providing you with time-tested software, Microcom also gives you support that's second to none. Including our nationwide dealer
network. A 24-hour MICRO/Courier hot-line and a
customer support team to answer your questions
and provide timely service.
So if your company is installing personal computers, you can still maintain control. Just talk to
.
Microcom.
For more information, call (617) 762-9310. Or see
your nearest computer dealer. '

M

MICROCOM
We make little computers talk big.
Microcom, Inc.
1400A Providence Highway, Norwood, MA 02062

MICRO/Courier and MICRO!I'erminal are trademarks of Microcom, Inc. Apple, Apple II and Apple III are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. ADP is a registered trademark of Automated
Data Proc'essing, Inc. Dow Jones is a trademark of Dow Jones, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. '
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COBOL is not about to go the way of Latin, but English
is becoming a bit more widely understood.
.

NATURAL LANGUAGE
IN THE DP WORLD
.

.,

by S. Jerrold Kaplan
and David Ferris
Artificial intelligence has been getting a lot of
attention lately, and much of it has focused
on the field's successes in natural language
p~ocessing-the ability to communicate with
computers in ordinary languages such as English. A lot of research has taken place over
the last 10 years, and commercial products
are beginning to become available. The Japanese ~e interested, too: they hope to use the
technology as an integral component of their
projected fifth generation machines.
The reasons for the interest in natural
language processing aren't hard to find. We
are all familiar with the increasing proportion
of budgets taken up by software development
and maintenance. In real terms, software
costs have been rising since the first program
was written, and as a result, easier ways of
communicating with computers have been
sought. At first, ·programs· were written in
machine code. Then assembly languages arrived, and later were joined by higher-level
languages such as COBOL and FORTRAN. The
pressure for more abstract ways of stating
what was needed continued, and report writers such as Pansophic's Easytrieve and Cullinane's Culprit came into widespread use.
More re-cently, the pressure has also been on
providing the program instructions interac-tively rather than in batch, and interactive
query/update products like Cincom's T/ASK
and DE<;"S Datatrieve have been marketed.
it is reasonable to ask what the culmination of such developments will be. Will
. ever-higher-level langu.ages be developed,
making software development 'progressively
easier, or is there so~e ultimate limit to the
expressiveness and ease of use that such languages can have? A CO~Qn'-:yiew is that
114 DATAMATION
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natural languages-the languages' that people
use to communicate among themselves-are
the ultimate programming languages. Unfortunately, there is much evidence that this is
not the case.
A natural language system (NLS) is a
program that allows a computer user to i'nteract with the machine in an ordinary language
such as English or French. The program accepts (or should accept) as inputs the normal
phraseology and conventions people use
when cOII1Ip.unicating with other people, and
responds in accordance with the expectations
of normal native speakers. Thus, an NLS provides a way of programming a computer
while remaining far removed from technical
detail. This offers the potential to reduce software development and maintenance time. '
For example, "Print a report of actual vs.
projected sales for each division broken down
by state" can replace several pages of complex COBOL code.
Significant research eff~rt has gone
into developing such systems. These efforts
date back at least to the' 'mechanical translation" programs ofthe 1950s, which at~empt
ed to automatically translate between natural
languages. (The programs are widely perceived as having failed.) Today, a thriving
scientific society, The Association for Computational Linguistics, holds regular meetings and publishes journals about work in
natural language processing. (For information, contact Don Walker, Artificial Intelligence Center, SRI International, Menlo Park,
Calif.) Modem research has its intellectual
roots in a blend of linguistics, psychology,
and the philosophy of language. Some of the
recent r~sults are impressiv~, particularly in
the area of database query systems, where
questions expressed in English are answered
based on information in an underlying database. For example, some systems allow nor-

mal (but typed through a keyboard) conversation about topics like naval operations or
moon rock samples. Some even utilize standard database management systems of the
CODASYL or relational variety.
NLSS are considerably more sophisticated tha~ "English-like" systems, which
may use English words and phrases and even
limited English sentence constructions, but
are far less flexible and more demanding of
the user. The two types of systems can be
distinguished by where the blame is assigned
when a reasonable input is misinterpreted:
English systems aim to ·process any acceptable natural language expression, while English-like systems handle only certa~n terms
and forms. The designer of an English system
is likely to return to the drawing board when
presented with afailure, while the designer of
an English-like system is likely to say, "No,
you have to phrase it this way."
'
Clearly, NLSS are very effective for
users with occasional ad hoc (arbitrary) questions who may be unwilling or unable to learn
the details of the system they are trying to
negotiate. The time required to complete the'
first transaction successfully is usually much
less than that for more formal languages , and
nontechnical managers are able to access data
directly without specialized training or relaying requests through a programmer.
The main drawback to wider use of
NLSS is that natural l<j.nguage, entered by a:
keyboard, is simply I).ot an effective commu- ~
nications tool for many existing interactive ~
applications. Natural language can be exces- >sively verbose, requiring an expansive expla- ~
nation to achieve just a simple result. Instruc- fu
tions or ideas expressed in natural language ~
may be vague or too general to be of use in ~
determining and implementing a user's wish- ffi
es, or the language' may be lacking in the ~
concepts that are required to conveniently ~
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FIG. 1

-BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL NATURAL LANGUAGE
DATABASE QUERY SYSTEM
(Program modules are in boxes, data structures in ovals.)
specify a desired operation.
Many applications of interactive systems involve relatively simple, repetitive
transactions of a limited set of types. For
example, consider an airline reservation system with only a few commonly used transactions-perhaps to list flights to or from a destination, check the availability of a particular
flight, make a reservation, and take billing
information. Requesting these transactions in
English may be considerably more difficult
and time-consuming than they would be in a
terse, special purpose query language.
"Please list all the flights from San Francisco
to Los Angeles that leave after 5:00 p.m. on
October 10" is not likely t9 be more efficient
than "L SFO LAX >5p 10110," nor necessarily
easier to understand. A reservationist may
require only a short training period to master
these basic functions in a specialized language, realizing the savings many times over
in the use of a system.
In short, fill-in-the-blanks screen
handlers and highly specialized applications
languages aren't in any danger of going out of
style. Natural language systems face certain
other problems as well.

Parser: Accepts the actual linguistic text from the user and performs a

syntactic analysis. The result is normally an annotated parse tree, indicating the parts of speech (noun, verb, etc.) and the syntactic relationships
between .constituents of the sentence.
Semantic/pragmatic interpreter: Uses knowledge about the world, the conventions of language use, the previous dialog, and the domain of the particular database to disambiguate and interpret the user's request. May
provide advice to the parser to help guide the _parSing process. It may
also engage the user in a dialog when further information is required. The
output may be a program; query, or series of queries in a formal language.
Paraphraser: Often, systems will paraphrase the chosen interpretation of

the request back to the user for approval. A component for linguistic generation'is a common feature of natural language systems.
.
Formal- query processor: Similar to an English-like query system. A typical

interactive query processor or program interpreter. May be part of the
DBMS.

.

DBMS: The database management system.

Database: The underlying database.
Response formulator: Interprets the results of execution against the data;.

.

base and selects an appropriate form for presenting the _information to the
user. The result may require the generation of a linguistic response such
as "There are no items in the database satisfying the request;"or it may
require special formatting.
Report writer/formatter: Module to compose and label retrieved data in an

appropriate form.
Specialized knowledge.
Lexicon: List of words known to the system, their syntactic properties, and
NATURAL
While artificial languages
meaning in the domain. Content of the database -itself may function as an
are carefully designed to
extension
of the lexicon and morphological analysis (the recognition of diflANGUAGES be unambiguous, natural .
ferent word forms-great, greater, greatest, etc.) may be performed.
languages do not always exhibit this property, and are hence more difficult to process.
Grammar: A grammar of the natural language. Used to parse (and possiKnowledge about the world is necessary to
bly generate) linguistic strings.
interpret and respond appropriately to natural
language questions. As a simple example,
consider the following database queries:
AN ENGLISH-LIKE LANGUAGE EXAMPLE:
1. Which account managers have
DEC'S DATATRIEVE
turned down new customers because they
have too much business?
2. Which account managers have
Ol>FIND BOATS WITH PRICE GT 30000
turned down ne'.." customers because they
[17 RECORDS FOUND]
have too little business?
Although the queries are nearly idenOl;SORT BY ASCENDING lENGTH, PRICE
tical as far as sentence structure is concerned,
Ol.PRINT AllaN lPO:
common sense indicates that in query 1 it is
the account managers, not the customers,
who have too much business, while in query
Here the 'Ol' represents Datatrieve's prompt. In the first line we ask
2 it is the customers, not the account managfor boats with prices over $30,000. Datatrieve replies that it found 17
ers, who have too little business. While a
of them. We then ask for them to be sorted by length and price,
human speaker will have little trouble underand to be printed on the ,line printer. .
standing the intent of these two questions, a
program typically requires a wealth of background information about the way business ment to the dissemination of such systems. It engage the system installer in a natural langets done to reach the same conclusions. is difficult to create and must be recoded ev- 'guage dialog about the domain in order to
Most natural language interfaces encode this ery time the system is installed on a new automatically elicit the necessary informanecessary additional knowledge in special database so that questions will be understood. tion. Another approach is to use the database
formalisms such as statements in first-order Further, considerable expertise is required, content and schema as sources of knowledge
predicate calculus, or a semantic network. so the problem of encoding domain-specific about the domain.
Research is continuing on how to represent knowledge has severely limited the distribuDatabase updates. Another problem
and apply such knowledge in intelligent com- tion of natural language systems and is likely with natura] language database query systems
puter systems.
to continue to do so. One recent approach to is that the content of the underlying database
Portability. This special encoding of this problem, developed at the Artificial In- may be changing over time, if it is being
knowledge creates a serious practical impedi- telligence Center of SRI International, is to updated. This can introduce new vocabulary

LIMITS OF
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USER
PARAPHRASES
CLARIFICATIONS,
RESPONSES

QUERIES

FORMATTED
DATA,
REPORTS

RESPONSE
FORMULATOR

FORMAL QUERY
PROCESSOR

A NATURAL LANGUAGE EXAMPLE:
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CORP.'S INTELLECT
Intellect can produce reports and replies to queries such as the following:
ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE WORKING AS SECRETARIES AND EARNING A
SALARY OF $15,000 OR MORE?
BROKEN DOWN BY STATE AND CITY, PRINT A SALARY REPORT FOR
THESE PEOPLE, INCLUDING THEIR NAME AND AGE.
GIVE ME A SORTED LIST OF NAMES OF ALL THE VICE PRESIDENTS IN
CHICAGO OR LOS ANGELES.
WHAT IS THE FAMILY STATUS OF THE AREA MANAGERS THAT LIVE IN
NEW YORK?

previously unknown to the system. The language front end must be able to deal with
queries containing new words or, for that
matter, words that may not appear in the database at all. For example, the system should
be able to recognize that "John Smith" is the
name of a person and respond correctly to the
query, "Does John Smith work in the
Housewares division?" even if his name does
not appear anywhere in the system.
Cooperation. Often a literal answer to

a question isn't desirable. For example, an
answer of "No" to "Have all departments
selling baby food products been inspected by
the Health Department?" may be misleading
if in fact no departments sell baby food. Another goal is to provide automatic summaries-in the form of descriptions--of responses to queries. For instance, in an interactive setting, a response of "all managers"
may be a more appropriate and informative
response to "Which employees profit

share?" than a list of 1,000 names.
User acceptance. An additional pragmatic problem is that the mass media regularly publish inaccurate stories of talking machines and intelligent robots without proper
corroboration. For example, the March 8th
issue of Business Week announced, "For the
first time, so-called expert systems can take
the place of human experts in any field."
Exaggerated and incorrect statements such as
these have created a healthy skepticism on
the part of many computer professionals.
Common misconceptions. Surprisingly, cpu time is typically not a problem. Experience with several NLSS indicates that they
are comparable in performance ,to Englishlike query language processors (though the
programs are generally larger). Generally,
10% or less of the total execution time is
spent interpreting a query, while 90% or
more is spent accessing the database.
It is also often claimed that since natural language systems are susceptible to error
and misinterpretation because of the inherent
ambiguities of language, they pose a potential danger in critical applications. In reality,
such systems are no less1reliable than artificiallanguage systems. Misinterpretations occur when the user's intention differs from the
system's interpretation. This can happen in
artificial languages (where it is usually called
programmer error) as well as natural ones.
Since natural language systems are specifically geared to detect and resolve ambiguities--often by paraphrasing the alternatives
to the user for selection-they tend to catch
such occurrences before they become problems. English-like systems are particularly
susceptible to misinterpretations because
their superficial similarity to true English systems invites the use of natural expressions,
which the system may interpret more literally
than intended. As a simple example, consider
the query, "List the employees that live in
New York and Connecticut." A natural language system is likely to list the employees
who live in either New York or Connecticut,
while less flexible systems may attempt to
find employees who have residences in both
states simultaneously.
The only practical natural language
system currently in wide use outside of research environments is the Intellect system
(formerly Robot) of the Artificial Intelligence
Corp., Waltham, Mass. This system provides natural language access to data stored
in its own retrieval component, a specially
tailored database system. In addition, interfaces to various database systems such as
ADABAS (of Software AG of North America),
and the VSAM file access method are available. A version of this system is available
through the Cullinane Database Corp. under
the name On-Line English, and through the
Honeywell Corp. under the MULTICS operatAUGUST 1982 117
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I understand that the Datamation Institute has identified the most significant topics in the DP
field today and can bring to my location - at my conVenience - over 100 different seminar
presentations covering: (
) StrategiC Planning for Information Systems (
) Systems
and Software (
) Office Automation (
) Data Base Management Systems
Information Systems Management & Strategy (
) Data Communications
(
) Computer Graphics (
) Decision Support -Systems (
) Programs for'
Senior Management and Users.

( )

) Please rush me complete details. I am especially interested in the field checked.
( ) Please call me. The best time to call is
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IN THE LUXURIOUS SETTING
OF THE NEW PALAIS DES CONGRES CANNES-FRANCE

WORLDWIDE CONGRESS ON COMPUTER
AND COMMUNICATIONS
SECURITY'AND PROTECTiON
FEBRUARY 23- 25, '1983
together with the .
1st INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
OF COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS
SECURITY AND PROTECTION'
FEBRUARY 22 - 25, 1983'
SCOPE OF THE CONGRESS:
a) Transborder Data Flow: regulations and problems related to
b) Juridical Aspects/Insurance
c) Computer Crime: its developments, its psychology and
defense against
d) Risk Analysis in Computer Security,
e) Physical Security about Computer Building, Power Unit, Fire,
.
Access Control etc.
1) Logical Security: passwords, cryptology, data transmission
.
security, file security, stocking etc.
g) Disaster Recovery Planning
•
h) Security, Privacy and New Concepts in Business Applications

Contributions to these topics encompassing descriptions of:
i) Knowledge about ~echniques and Methods proposed
j) Experience gained in the Application of Concepts and Systems
Sponsorship Committee: Alarmes Protection SOOurite (F) Bureau d'Orientation de la Nornialisation en Informatique (F)
-' Datainspektionen (S) - Datamation (USA) - Droit et Informatique (F) -Europrotection (F) - Gesellschaft fiir Mathematik
und Datenverarbeitung (Germ. Fed. Rep.) - National Computer
Center (GB) -- National Physical Laboratory (GB).
'Programme Committee: Jean~Pierre CHAMOUX (F) Donald DAVIES (GB) -' Robert C. ELANDER (USA) - Jan
FREESE (S) - Leslie GOLDBERG (GB) - Joel LEBIDOIS (F) Yves LE ROUX (F) -- Andrew LLOYD (USA) -- Michael WOOD
(GB) -- Friedrich von SYDOW (Germ. Fed. Rep.).
CALL FOR PAPERS: Potential contributors are invited to send
five copies of an English abstract of 500 words BEFORE
AUGUST 31 to SECURICOM'83.'
.
REDUCTION: The authors of papers accepted, by the Programme Committee will benefit of a 700 FF discount on their
congress participation fee.
,
THE EXHIBITION: On fully equipped stands companies from
all over the world will exhibit products, systems and methods for
the protection of computers, their environment, data and data
transmission.

TO RECEIVE DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE
CONGRESS AND THE EXHIBITION, CONTACT: SECURICOM'83, SEDEP, 8 rue de la Michodiere, 75002 PARISFRANCE, Tel (1) 742.41.00, Telex: 250303 Public X Paris.
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ing system, with interfaces to their own data'
base systems.
Intellect was developed from a research system at Cornell University by its
designer, Larry Harris. It required over six
years of careful work to reach the point where
untrained users found the system sufficiently
fluent and flexible to be of value. To date,
there are about 60 installations: the system is
clearly a commercial success. Due to Cullinane's recent espousal of the product, it is
steadily gaining acceptance. There is room
for growth, however; response times, for example, can be unacceptably long'in normal
usage.
Most potential competitors are at the
stage of evaluating natural language systems
for viability as a product. Hewlett-Packard,
for example, is considering a system for their
desktop computers. A program at IBM's research center in York~own Heights, N.Y:,
recently, completed a field test in a White
Plains, N.Y., government office. The results
have now been published, and it seems unlikely that a product announcement is imminent. While it is possible that secret efforts
are currently under way at a variety of locations, the lead time and expertise .required to
develop a practical system suggest that few,
if any, new systems are. in the offing.
What ,are .the future prospects for
practical natural language systems?
In part, the answer hinges on progress
in another mqre difficult area-:-the automatic
recognitign of con~inuous speech. While
nearly everyone can speak coherently' with
minimal effort, relatively few' people can
type accurately or fast enough to make
keyboard entry of natural language practical
on a wide scale. Should high-quality continuous speech recognition systems, be developed, an explosion in the availability and use
of natural language processing systems
would certainly follow.' Unfortunately, there
is no reason to anticipate these developments
in the near future.
In the interim, research is likely to
slowly increase the robustness, performance,
and portability of natural language systems.
As dp experience with products such as Intellect spreads, the technology will be recognized for what it is: not a panacea, 'but a
useful way to' provide for ad hoc user', demands in specific applications.
'~

Jerry Kaplan is a research associate
in computer science at Stanford University, specializing in artificial intelligence and database management. He
was one of the first to implement a
natural language front end for a
CODASYL DBMS and is now director of
technical marketing at Teknowledge Inc:
David Ferris is an entrepreneurial
computer industry analyst based in
San Francisco and London. In addition
to locating new product opportunities
for'marketing organizations, he advises vendors on software marketing
and' product planning, and is the author of an internationally syndicated
column about the soft,,:,are industry.
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COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
SO FLEXIBLE, IT'LL HELP
YOU EASILY KEEP PACE WITH
CHANGE, INSTEAD OF
BEING OVERWHELMED BY IT.
In the absence of any quick and infalible means of foretelling the future, Data
~eneral has designed the next best thing:
The onlv networkino ~()ftwaw that
Kcepts the i;1evitability ~f change-dnJ is
lesigned to be flexible and comprehensive
~nough to absorb change as it happens.

A TRANSPARENT
SYSTEM THAT'S ACTUALLY
TRANSPARENT.
Data General believes that when it's not
necessary to change your applications software, it's necessary not to change it. And our
networking software reflects this.
Those periodic network changes that
llll companies go through (from new computers to new communications links) will
require no corresponding uvelhdul uf ~'()ur
applications programs. Your accounting department, for example. can relocate to
C)

I(Jtl2 Ddtd eer",r,.!

Corp. ECLIPSE IS a

another floor, city or even continent \\'ithout
requiring any ch:mge in the way your ~K
counting people access or use informatloll,
Sparing you any hurried, and costly applications reprogramming.

SNA AND X.2S NETWORKING
THAT WORK IN CONCERT, NOT
AT CROSS-PURPOSES.
\Vhile there are dozen:; of cnmpLliliL:i
touting networking software. only a few
promise SNA compatibility.
Of these, only one, Data General. is delivering SNA and X.25 networking running simultaneouslv on the same machint',
AlI~1 the advalltag~s of this in terms of communications flexibility are self-evident.

LOCAL AND REMOTE
NETWORKING
THAT ACTUALLY EXISTS.
'You are currently being urged into oflice
automation on practically every other page
of puhlicati()n~ such as this.
\\'hat's ironic is that maI1\' of thost·
doing the urging do not oller the integrated
local and remote networking without

rcglster<'d LJ.~ tra<i,'mark oj U,lta C(,ll('ral

Corp

\\'hich true oflice automation is impossible.
Data General does.
0:or do we require you to make any
harel choices to support your network.
\\'hether it'~ local. global. batch, interactive. puhlic. private. bisync. SOl ,C.
peer. hierarchical. commercial, scientific.
mini to mini. or mini to mainframe,
DllLd Ct:llclitllids it. r\nd ir all runs on our
ECLIPSE" family of I()- and 32-bit computers,
All of which is vital.
After all. if you're being asked to build
a Tlf'twork. you're in effect being asked
to do the impossIble-namely, see mto the
future. And nobody else makes the impossible as accessible as Data General.
For more information v,'rite to Data
Ceneral. Dept. 84,4400 Computer Drive.
\\('stboro. lVIA 01580.
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WE ENGINEERED THE
ANXIETY OUT OF COMPUTERS.
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It's time to dispel the myths that overlook the
hard day-to-day work of the unsung heroes of the
dp department-the maintenance crew.

EIGHT MYTHS
ABOUT SOFTWARE
MAINTENANCE
by Barbara Schwartz
Rodney Dangerfield may think he gets no
respect, but he's a venerated idol compared
to the people who perform software maintenance. In-house company magazines rarely
include stories with headlines like' 'Maintenance Team Keeps Vital Program Originally
Written in 1958 in Spaghetti-like Assembly
Code Running!"
Employment ads take pains to reassure programmers that their next job will involve absolutely no maintenance responsibilities. Programmers who test, repair, adjust,
measure, and debug software at their computer consoles don't get much credit for their
efforts. Indeed, they seem to be the people
everybody needs and nobody wants.
This neglect comes about, to a great
extent, because some people think that program development is more important than
program maintenance. The focus on coming
up with a glamorous, super-whizo, totally
integrated, structured database/data communication system that will never need fixes or
changes obscures the pressing need to keep
current code functional.
"Talk to a president or vice president
of a large organization, like an airline. Ask
him whether it's more important to keep the
present computer system running or to implement some new computer application," says
Ned Chapin, a data processing consultant in
Menlo Park, Calif. The vp may say implementing, but if the firm's reservation system
is down, an airline stands to lose thousands of
dollars per minute. "In this instance, implementing a new application would be an irrelevant expense," explains Chapin. "Maintaining the existing system is, by far, more important."
Chapin has found that employees'
concern about program maintenance depends
on their position in the organizational hierarchy. In general, the higher the management
level, the more maintenance is prized; the
lower the management level, the less maintenance is valued.
Most companies pay a price when
they neglect maintenance. "They invest huge
amounts of money in software-at least as

much as they spend on their physical plant
and equipment-and then don't give it adequate care and attention," states Chapin.
Why this disregard of an important
factor in company profitability? One reason
is that many lower-level managers have
bought some of the prevailing myths of maintenance management-myths that encourage
them to overlook the hard day-to-day business of keeping the company going. Looking
at some of these myths may reveal their
weaknesses.
Myth: Maintenance is all 3 a.m. fixes
and frantic hysterics. It's nothing that we
could anticipate and it doesn't take up that
much time anyway!
Reality: Bennet P. Lientz and E. Burton Swanson, authors of Software Maintenance Management (Addison-Wesley), surveyed 485 companies on how they handle
various software management problems and
found that only 12.4% of maintenance time
was devoted to emergency program fixes and
9.3% to routine debugging~what the authors call "corrective maintenance." The
greatest part of the maintenance time was de·voted to areas that lend themselves to ad·vance planning, including adaptive mainte-·
nance (changing the system to fit changes in
input data and hardware and systems software), and perfective maintenance (making
the system work better through user enhancements and improved documentation). Also
significant was the time devoted to generating new user reports and adding data to existing reports.
Myth: Maintenance is the place to
dump your trainees, your burnouts, and Joe,
the boss's nephew who thinks hexadecimal is
a trendy new disco. How can they hurt anything there?
Reality: They can hurt plenty. A mediocre maintenance programmer can take
good code and make hamburger out of it by
grafting on a series of poorly thought-out
fixes.
And Joe may not even be able to figure out how the program that he's trying to fix
works. Making sense out of a program that,
in the words of Johil Cris Miller, president of
the Catalyst Corp., Brookfield, III., may be
125
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A mediocre maintenance programmer can take
good code and make hamburger out of it by
grafting on a series of poorly thought-out fixes.
"15 years old, has been maintained by 25
people, and is operating from specifications
that came over the telephone in some cases,
from sheets of paper in others, or by word of
mouth" is no easy task.
Carma McClure, assistant professor
of Decision Sciences at Northwestern University believes that "senior, not junior personnel should form the nucleus of the maintenance group. The maintainer~hould not only
be an experienced, software engineer but
should also have perfected the skills for determining the cause of malfunctions. He
should know the consequences of program
changes and have an in-depth knowledge of
the specific, application area and user needs."
Robert L. Glass, president of Computing Trends Inc., a consulting firm based in
Seattle, thinks that it's also important to look
for certain personality traits. "Look for a person who has some strong opinions on the
right way to build and maintain software and
has the ability to understand differences. A
programmer should be capable of reacting to
the style that someone else has placed on a
program and not have to rip it up and throw it
away just because it was different," says
Glass.
"Ifl ran into a programmer who said,
'Boy, have I run into crappy code! Everything I ever took over, I had to rip out and
throwaway,' I'd be very suspicious of that
person. If I found a programmer who said,
'I've worked on four projects and three of
them were pretty good code, but one was
really cruddy,' I'd find that credible."
Myth: You just can't find anyone who
wants to do maintenance, much less the kind
of paragon you're talking about.
Reality: Some people thrIve on user
pressure, short deadlines, and the intensive
detective work required to debug programs
with enough spaghetti to qualify for the local
trattoria. Eleanor Maurer, supervisor of sub-

scriber and finance, Current Systems Group,
Blue Cross of Northern California, is one of
these enthusiasts. "You get rewarded very
quickly by your users'," says Maurer. "You
have a specific problem-something is not
working-and they can define it for you. You
look at the alternatives, find the best one, and
apply it. The user usually looks at it and says,
'You did just what I needed.' "
Sometimes you have to offer other
rewards to get reluctant programmers to try
maintenance. "Orte company solved its
maintenance problems by offering anybody
on maintenance an immediate 10% raise and
putting people on shifts where they were on
call like medical people, " says Miller of the
Catalyst Corp. "When programmers were
called in, they automatically qualified for
four-hour clock time. Not very soon after, the
company had to force people off the maintenance team."
Myth: You don't get' anywhere doing
maintenance.
Reality: A savvy programmer or manager can use maintenance work to gain broad
knowledge of the programs and the company.
For people who want to get somewhere in
management, Miller notes a definite advantage in working on maintenance. "Instead of
trying to write one 2,000 line program in the
course of a year, you deal with 25,000 or
125,000 lines' of code and get a chance to find
out what the business is really doing," he
asserts. "If you're looking for a way up the
corporate ladder, knowing the business is the
way to move up. Nobody becomes company
president as a technician."
Myth: Any of my programmers can
maintain any program.
Reality: How well someone does
maintaining a specific system obviously depends on how comfortable he or. she is with it.
Someone trained in a high-level language
would be as out of place maintaining a real-

lnnnc.
"Look, we're not going to get any work done if we keep finding
each other in contempt."
C>
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time assembly code system as an assembly
language programmer would be with a PUI
system.
It's also important to
match the complexity of
the program with the skills
of the programmer. According to Chapin, "If you drop people in
over their heads, they'll take a long time to
make the necessary changes. On the other
hand, if they're underchallenged, they'll add
complexity and the added complexity will
just make the system harder to maintain."
Myth: Why bother to provide maintenance programmers with new software tools?
After all, they're just patching up.
Reality: It should be clear by now that
maintenance programming is by no means a
trivial effort and people doing, it need all the
help they can get. And there are good suftware tools that can be of help: formatters,
flowcharters, programs that produce crossreference and data structure listings, programs that compare files (including programs), and all sorts of advanced debugging
tools. Yet, using one of the simpler tools as
an example, Miller notes that "formatters
have been available since 1965, and I'd be
surprised if 10% of the top 500 companies
have them., Good formatters cost about
$1,000. Usually, you earn your money back
in savings the first time a programmer uses
one.' And once formatters are in place,
they're available for anybody."
Myth: A spe~ial department for maintenance? Ridiculous. Our development programmers can maintain a system or two each
in their spare time.
Reality: Lientz and Swanson found
that organizations with a separate maintenance department had a mean of 43.4% of
programmer and analyst time spent on maintenance against 49.5% for companies that
grouped the two functions together. Chapin
thinks a possible reason for this could be
"when programmers are assigned to a group
to do both maintenance and development,
they're serving two masters and usually neither one is pleased."
At the very least, even if maintenance
is not separated organizationally, it's better to
have programmers work on either maintenance or development at one time. This cuts
down on having'programmers scurrying hither and yon, alternately plugging holes in existing systems and trying to build new ones.
Myth: We can't really control maintenance or how well the crew is doing. After
all, every fix or change is different.
Reality: So is every new development
job,' and tools are here to control developmental software. Why not maintenance?
Jack Hancock, senior vice president and head
of the Information Services Group at Chemi-
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Talk to the
Intermec
Representative
nearest you.
NORTHEAST
• Boston, MA 617/653-8655
• New York City, NY 201/368-0123
Philadelphia, PA 215/248-5050
Pittsburgh, PA 412/892-2953
Rochester, NY 716/467-0076
• Rockville, MD 301/744-7700
Washington, DC 301/881-5300
SOUTHEAST
• Atlanta, GA 404/455-1035
Columbia, SC 803/798-8070
• Durham, NC 919/683-1580
• Ft. Lauderdale, FL 3051776-4800
• Huntsville, AL 205/883-8660
• So. Mississippi 504/626-9701 .
• Melbourne, FL 305/723-0766
Oak Ridge, TN 615/482-5761
• Orlando, FL 305/425-5505
Richmond, VA 804/320-8801
• Tampa, FL 813/985-0394
MIDWEST
• Chicago, IL 312/394-3380
Cleveland, OH 216/267-0445
• Dayton, OH 513/434-7500
Detroit, MI 313/588-2300
Indianapolis, IN 317/247-1316
Kansas City, KS 913/649-6996
Milwaukee, WI 414 /476-3555
St. Louis, MO 314/878-5042
• St. Paul, MN 612/645-5816
SOUTHWEST
Albuquerque, NM 505/292-1212
Colorado Springs, CO
303/594-0880
Denver, CO 303/777-8070
• Dallas, TX 214/234-4137
EI Paso, TX 915/542-1762
• Houston, TX 713/461-4487
Lafayette, LA 318/232-6275 .
Las Cruces, NM 505/524-9693
Odessa, TX 915/332-9540
• Phoenix, AZ 602/994-5400
Salt Lk. City, UT 801/466-6522
San Antonio, TX 512/340-6507
Tulsa, OK 918/743-6892
WEST
• Anaheim, CA 714/635-7600
Portland, OR 503/646-6800
Sacramento, CA 209/334-1961
San Diego, CA 714/565-1557
• San Jose, CA 408/298-7290
• Seattle, WA 2061745-5311
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INTERNATIONAL
Reading, England 0734 67331/2
Brussels, Belguim (2) 5125107
Frankfurt, Germany 06081-7091
Paris, France (3) 969.04.52
Stockholm, Sweden 8-630880
Toronto, Canada (416) 793-5388
Zurich, Switzerland 01/49-19956
Singapore 2952-660
Osaka, Japan 06-282-5111

• FACTORY-AUTHORIZED
SERVICE FACILITIES.
For areas not listed contact
factory office.
"For Literature circle #91."

With Intermec, production line
workers can' input work-in-process
data by simply scanning a bar code
traveler or label.
Production line personnel hate paperwork. But at the same time, you need timely,
accurate data for good computer based production control and inventory management
systems. The answer to both the paperwork problem and the data problem can be
summed up in two words: Bar Code.
Intermec printers can print individual bar code labels or complete bar coded traveler
documents. Production personnel simply scan the bar code at key points in the production
process to input data directly to your computer. You reduce paperwork and get complete,
accurate data.
Intermec printers and readers may be installed right on the production floor. Readers .
can replace, or operate in tandem with your existing termi"nals.
.
• Improve production efficiency.
• Control individual parts and sub-assemblies moving through production.
• Reduce work-in-process inventory..
Get the facts about Intermec. Circle reader
service numbers or contact the Intermec
representative nearest you.
I

[ill) OwTI~ITlMEC

®

The Bar Code Experts
Intermec Inc.
4405 Russell Road
P.O. Box N.
Lynnwood, WA 98036
Phone 206/743-7036
TELEX: U.~.152447
INT'L4740080

"For demonstration circle #92."

One company solved" its maintenance problems
by offering anybody on maintenance an immediate
10% raise.
mental software. Why not maintenance?
Jack Hancock, senior vp and head of
the Information Services Group at Chemical
B ank in New York, says, "I'm absolutely convinced that quality assurance is the key to mininllzing maintenance, to maximizing the value
ofyour people, to vastly improving the way the
users look at you, and to avoiding those terrible
fiascos." Hancock wants to "put quality assurance in data processing on the same basis as
quality assurance in manufacturing. We're not
going to release something until the quality assurance group approves it. "
The Quality Assurance Group at
Chemical Bank, a group of 26 overseeing the
work of about 900 employees, reports directly to Hancock. "If I had infinite knowledge,
infinite time, and infinite technical expertise,
I wouldn't need Quality Assurance," says
Hancock. "Quality Assurance is the eyes and
ears of the director, and its job is not to let
shoddy performance occur." Here's how
Quality Assurance functions: "
1. Regular program enhancements.
The users of each system have to get their
proposed changes in to Quality Assurance by
a certain date so these changes can be considered for incorporation into the system on a

regularly scheduled basis. Proposed changes
go to Change Control-a group within Quality Assurance-where they're logged and
sent on to the maintenance people, who decide which changes to make based on user
priorities and funds. In this way the programmers have to open each module only once in
the cycle. Hancock thinks that this kind of
careful planning avoids new errors made by
ad hoc changes that "generate the need to
make another change simply because you
-made mistakes or because you did something
without thinking it through." Once the
changes are made, Change Control publishes
a calendar for the users that tells them the
purpose and date of the change and any impact it will have on associated systems.
2. Test Management. Every change
made in an existing system is regression tested against a library of test data developed
when the program was wntten and expanded
when significant enhancements were made.
Hancock feels that this method is superior to
live data. Quality Assurance also serves as
the gatekeeper in testing. Hancock notes that
~'every version of a change to be implemented either goes through a specified, certified
test conducted by the maintenance people and

certified by Quality Assurance or, if it is a
larger change, Quality· Assurance will test it
independently.
3. Problem Management System. ISG
has an on-line problem management system
that has a record of every failure with a description of the problem. Hancock notes,
"The problem is tracked until it i~ solved.
One of the tendencies if you don't have such a
system is that an error occurs, somebody
makes a quick fix, and you forget about it.
Consequently, the problem's never" really
solved." Hancock can also retrieve data on
past failure from this system by date, name of
the system, the hardware, programmer, and
person who solved the problem.
With all of this careful quality control, Chemical Bank has seen a steady drop in
the number of failures even though the number of systems and jobs processed has risen
steadily. The number of incidents for the
number of jobs processed has dfopped from
9,660 failures in 417,000 jobs in 1979 to
7,680 failure~ in 489,000 jobs in 1980 to
7,366 failures in 783,000 jobs in 1981. ~

Barbara Schwartz is a New Yorkbased consultant. teacher, and writ!3r.

1elecommunications "
.Djctionary and
Fact Book
CONTENTS:
• Definition of Terms
• PBX Features Glossary
• Abbreviations
• International: area
codes, time zones,
holidays
• Intercity Mileage Table
• Area Code Directory
! W ATS Service Areas
• Agencies and Associations
• Transmission Codes
and Equations
• Directory of Carriers
• Availability of Service
Guide
• Plus much more
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FREE ~
CATALOG
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For a free government
catalog listing more than
200 helpful booklets,
write:
Consumer Information
Center, Dept. A! Pueblo,
Colorado 81009.

WORD
PROCESSING
SYSTEM

DISTRIBUTED
DATA
PROCESSING

ONLINE
INQUIRY
SYSTEM

DATA
ENTRY
SYSTEM

$25000
Our new CDX-268 Series distributed
processing system combines those applications
that once called for separate terminals into one
cost efficient system. So when you need to perform extra functions, you don't have to buy
extra terminals.
The CDX-268 Series from Codex.
One system for multiple applications. One system that lets you put together a totally integrated
network for optimum efficiency and lower cost.
For more information call 1-800-821-7700,
ext. 893. In Missouri, 1-800-892-7655, ext~ 893.

codex
fii;:.

o

MOTOROLA INC.

Information Systems Group

Codex Corpora!ion, 20 Cabot Blvd., Mansfield, MA 02048/TeI: (617) 364-2000/Telex 92-2443/Codex Intelligent Systems Operation, Tempe, AZ Tel: (602) 994-6580/Codex Europe S.A .• Brussels. Belgium
Tel: (02) 762.23.51/Codex (U.K.) Ltd., Croydon, England Tel: 01-680-8507/Codex Deutschland, Darmstadt-Griesheim, W. Germany Tel: (6155)-3055/Codex Far East, Tokyo, Japan Tel: (03) 355-0432/ESE Ltd.,
.
Toronto, Canada Tel: (416) 749-227I/Offices and distributors in major cities throughout the world. Member ofIDCMA.
All prices estimated on cost per user. CDX-268 four-user System includes 128K memory, 2 MB storage, 120 cps printer, communications interface, all software. Price subject to change without notice.
UNIX'" is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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Ever wonder what you'd have to go through to
move an entire computer center?

AMOVING
EXPERIENCE

by Doug DeVries
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In the summer of 1981, Hewlett-Packard relocated its corporate data center. Over a
weekend the company moved two Amdahl
V/8 systems, a worldwide data communications center, and a 50,ODO-reel tape library.
In the weeks preceding and following, 30
minicomputers were transported and 500 terminals were installed.
A move of this kind is not an everyday experience. In fact, it occurs so rarely
that it may happen only once in your entire
career. There's little chance of benefiting
from past experience with this kind of event.
But if you ever do need to attempt a move, be
forewarned: the magnitude and complexity of
the project can rival the launching of the
Space Shuttle. So can the tension; you and
your user community will have a lot on the
line. Based on our experience at HP, here are
some of the difficulties you'll face:
• It has probably taken years to create the
current facilities and hardware configuration
you want to move. To tear it down, rebuild it,
and get it all working within a few days requires a minor miracle of coordination.

• There are high risks to your whole organi- expense of moving and building a new comzation if it doesn't work. Depending on the puter room. Also, you have the opportunity
importance of the data center, the whole to make procedural changes that might othercompany could be brought to its knees in a ,wise be difficult; the new location can justify
new rules.
matter of days.
• To carry off the project, you will need to
When you consider the
mobilize dozens of people to do hundreds of THE
broad picture of managing
separate tasks. Coordinating all the people
PLANNING
and ensuring that all the work gets done takes
a data center move, what is
PROCESS
strong organizational skills.
it that you want to accom• To avoid last-minute panic, anxiety, and plish? At the most basic level, managers want
disruption, the planning process must be to change operations in an orderly, phased
started many months before the move itself. sequence, thereby minimizing confusion and
It can be difficult for workers to visualize the maximizing system uptime.
To accomplish the overall goals,
importance of starting so early on a project
that seems so distant.
you'll probably want to distribute responsiMoving a data center can provide you bility, so that the workload is shared and
with some unique opportunities. In most there is widespread commitment to the succases, you can finally get enough space for cess of the move. You'll also need a control
future hardware growth. Getting out of a mechanism that provides an early warning
crowded and "make-do" physical environ- system for problems and ensures that neces- .
ment can be a major incentive for the entire sary tasks are completed on time. And you'll
operations staff. In addition, you have your have to communicate widely inside and outbest chance to create an ideal computer envi- side the department to keep people aware of
ronment, incorporating many "wish list" how the move will affect them.
Here is a step-by-step method for efitems. The increased cost of doing it right at
this point is small compared with the total fectively managing the planning process and
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Now you can get a tenninaI
as easy to use as a VT100 no matter
what kind of terminal you need

Up until now if you wanted VT100
quality in anything other than a VT100,
you had two choices: Do without,
or settle for something less.
Now Digital's created a family of
VT100 tenninals. All of them as easy
to use as a VT100 because they're all
made with ,the same high regard for
people and the way they work.
The new VT125 business graphics
tenninaI, for instance.

Affordable graphics for business
and engineering.
It gives you what you'd expect in
tenns of durability and ease of use
from a VT100. But what makes it an
ideal graphics tenninal is our new
graphics instruction set called ReGIS
(Remote Graphics Instruction Set).
With just a few simple lines of programming language, even an average
programmer can run VTl25 graphics
off of your present minicomputer.
Then, with simple but powerful
ReGIS commands, any operator can
call up data and put it into graphic
fonn with very little demand on the
CPU.
The VT125 also writes text as well
as it draws pictures, so what graphics
fail to express, words can.
You can buy the VTl25 as a complete tenninal package. Or you can
buy it as an option for the VT100 you
already own.
Either way, it'll work like a chann
on most systems supporting ASCII
tenninals. As will any other tenninal
in the VT100 family.
This next one, for instance.

The economical VTIOl.
It can display 80 or 132 columns
of data with smooth scroll. You can
select double-height and doublewidth characters. And you can personalize it right from the keyboard ...
so you'll feel comfortable working
with it.
But because the VT101 was
designed with less option space than
the VT100, it costs less.
Thus it's perfect for people who
want a tenninal as easy to use as a
VT100 but not as expensive.
The VT101, we think, fills a very
practical niche between too much
tenninal and not enough.
But suppose you need even more
features to start out with?

The VT131. Anew, fully
optioned terminal.
You get advanced video features
to make an operator's life easier and
more productive. The VT131 also
comes with a printer port, five full
and half duplex protocols and full
modem control.
With the VT131 you can select
block mode or character operation
from the keyboard.
All of these features are designed
in a tenninal package that, like the
VT101, has less option space than
the VT100.
Thus the VT131 also represents an
affordable choice in tenninals.
Then, of course, there's the VT100
itself.

Some have called it the
"perfect" terminal.
Perfect for OEMs developing
demanding applications. Perfect for
people who'll want its extra capacity
power supply and card space for ,
additional options later on.
There are options now that'll tum
a VT100 into a personal computer for
the office, or into a business graphics
tenninal. Easily and affordably.
Many have called the VT100 the
best video tenninal ever made.
Imagine what they'll say about a
whole family of them.

Hard copies from your terminals?
For printed copies, you can choose
from the DECprinter III for exceptional throughput or the versatile
DECwriter IV if your applications
include graphics. One is probably
perfect for you. Your Digital tenninals
dealer can help you decide.
To buy your tenninals, see your
local Digital tenninals dealer or sales
representative today or contact:
Digital Equipment Corporation,
Tenninals Product Group, MR2-2/M67,
One Iron Way, Marlboro, MA 01752.
Telephone toll-free 800-225-9378
(outside the continental U.S. or in
Massachusetts call 617-467-7068)
between 8:30am and 5:00pm Eastern
time. In Europe: Digital Equipment
Corporation International, 12 Av. des
Morgines, CH-1213 Petit-LaneyI
Geneva. In Canada: Digital Equipment
of Canada, Ltd.
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implementing a smooth relocation.
1. Staffing and team organization. A
common approach is to assign one person to
manage the entire project, which will probably put tremendous pressure on that individual. Nine months of 12-hours days are bound
to leave him stressed and fatigued ..
A better idea is to give the overall
project direction to a small "core" team. The
team can consist of two to four individuals
with complementary technical and administrative skills. This approach has the advantages of providing built-in staff backups, a
synergy of different perspectives, and a reduction in long hours by sharing the work.
In addition to the main project leadership, you'll probably want to get other people
involved as part of an "extended team." The
moving job is so big that it needs to be broken
down into manageable areas of responsibllity
(see Table I).
There is one unique, nontechnical
area of responsibility-people. When moving computers, there's a natural tendency to
focus only on transferring the hardware. But
the human interface is important, because the
real payoff of moving is the solution' of the
human problems of users and the computer
operations staff.
At HP, the core group consisted of
four people and started its work 12 months
before the move. The extended group con134 DATAMATION

sisted of 15 people and started nine months
beforehand.
2. Identifying tasks. After you decide
on the broad categories of work, you'll want
to identify the multitude of tasks to be done.
This phase lays the groundwork for the entire
project's success.
One effective way of identifying specific items is to require team members to prepare written plans on how they will move
their specialized areas. Once the plan is written, it's valuable to verbally review it with
the people it affects. You can set up a schedule of review meetings, and invite people
from inside and outside the department as
well as key vendors. These meetings provide
important feedback and ensure that the written plans actually get finished.
At HP, this phase took two months
and the plans averaged 10 .pages. About
1,000 main tasks were identified, and many
required several months of lead time.
3. Follow up on completing tasks.
Once you know what needs to be done and
who's going to do it, you'll want to be certain
that tasks are completed as the move date
approaches.
One way to do this is to hold short,
periodic status meetings. Each team member
reports on his or her area, emphasizing the
status of individual tasks that are due. There
is an implicit incentive for the team members

~

PHASED MINICOMPUTER MOVES

I

MOVES OF DP USER GROUPS

to finish their taskS on time, since they'll be
reporting success or failure to their peers and
managers. These meetings also act as an early warning system so that problems can be
resolved before they become severe. At HP,
these meetings were held every three weeks
for five months.
4. Communications. The success of
the move depends upon users' perceptions, as
well as on the actual transfer of computer
equipment. Thus, you'll probably want to
make sure users are kept informed throughout
the planning process.
It's best to customize your
communications to differing target audiences, since
each group has unique information needs. For example, key groups
might be:
• Programmers/Analysts
• Computer Operations Staff
• Middle Management
• Vendors
• Remote sites that might be affected
• Other functional groups for coordination
(such as facilities, construction, security,
traffic, and administrative services)
You can use multiple reinforcing
routes to convey the information. For example, you might consider presentations, meetings, newsletters, company publications,

CUSTOMIZE
YOUR
MESSAGES

GE 2120 p'rinters reduce Because t~ey don'~ spend
alot of time on -line.
time-sharing costs.
In ~me-sharing, every
minute your printer spends online costs you money. That's
why.a lot of people are taking
the time now to look at the GE
2120 printer.
The GE 2120 will print at
a sustained 150 cps and pro\rides transmission speeds from
110 to 9600 baud. It has an optional 32K Text Editor which
allows you to work off-line to
reduce on -line time and communicati.on charges as much as
70%.
Stylish, compact, lightweight, quiet, and easy-to-use,
the energy-efficient GE 2120
printer comes with an outstanding list of standard features.
Plus you get choices in paper
handling: friction, pin feed
platens, or adjustable tractors.
And if you need more, we have
more than enough options to
choose from.

GE Is YOUR
BEST CHOICE FOR
QUALITY OPTIONS.
A range of data buffers
from 2K to 16K capacity provide the throughput efficiencies you need at high transmissian speeds.
Internal FCC-registered
auto-answer modems save
work space and external dataset costs. All YOll need is a
standard modular phone jack.
A range of other useful
options and accessories are '
available to meet your specific
needs.

OF COURSE,WE HAVE
MORE THAN ONE
MODEL OF EXCELLENCE.
General Electric also offers
the GE 2030 printer. Identical
to the GE 2120 in standard features and available options, the
GE 2030 prints at sustained
speeds up to 60 cps. And there
is one other difference ... it also
costs less. So if you don't need
the speed, selecting the GE
2030 may be your best choice.
MATCH THE PRINTER
TO YOUR PROBLEM.
For time-sharing, communication networks, order

entry, CRT hard copy, process
control. .. just a few of the many
office and factory applications
... the GE 2000 pririter family
allows you to meet your needs
precisely. Efficiently. Effectively.
WHO'S FIRST IN
ELECTRONIC PRINTING?
Today, General Electric
is a specialized full-line printer
supplier with over a decade of
experience meeting a wide
range of data printing needs.
And remember, General
Electric roots go back to
Thomas Edison. It was in his
tradition that in 1969 we introduced the first electronic printer
with modem LSI circuitry. Since
then, we've continued to advance the quality and reliability
of printer technology.
General Electric ... the
industry leader in electronic
printing. We pioneered the industry in the first place.

First In Electronic Printing.
For the so~ution to your printing needs, call TOLL FREE 1-800-368-3182.
General Electric Company, Data Communication Products DepartmentTS21, Waynesboro, Va. 22980. In Virginia, call1-703-949-1l70.
Or call the authorized General Electric Distributor Headquarters nearest )Uu: Ben~k Computer S~tems, Bloomington, MN, 612-884-1500 • Carterfone Communications
Corp., Addison, TX, 214-387-8732 • Continental Resources, Inc., Bedford, MA, 617-275-0850 • Data Access ~ystems, Inc., Blackwood, NJ, 609-228-0700 • Data Rentals/Sales,
Inc., Culver City, CA, 213-559-3822 • Data Systems Marketing, San Diego, CA, 714-560-9222 • Data-Tron, Inc., Wickliffe, OH, 216-585-8421 ··David Jamison Carlyle Corp_, Los
Angeles, CA, 213-277-4562 • Dayton-Forester Associates, Inc_, Canoga Park, CA, 213-701-0127 • Digital Associates Corp., Stamford, CT, 203-327-9210 • Equipment Resources,
Inc., Atlanta, GA, 404-955-0313 • FICOMP, Inc., Horsham, PA, 215-441-8600 • National Computer Communications Corp., Stamford,CT, 203-357-0004 • Qytel/Consolidated
Data Systems, Ltd., Bogota, NJ, 201-487-7737 • RCA Service Co./Data Services, Cherry Hill, NJ, 609-338-5242 • Schweber Electronics, Westbury, NY, 800-645-3040 • Tel-Tex,
Inc., Houston, TX, 713-868-6000· Transnet Corp., Union, NJ, 201-688-7800 • U.S. Robotics, Inc., Chicago, IL, 312-346-5650 • \Y.A_ Brown Instruments, Inc., Orlando, FL, 305425-5505· Authorized agent: ICESD Headquarters, Schenectady, NY, 800-528-6050, Ext. 1715 except in Arizona, 800-352-0458, Ext. 1715_
2
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messages on terminal screens, or dial-up
phone recordings.
5. Detailed facilities/hardware preparation. Although a good conceptual idea of
the computer room design has been developed, you'll need a mechanism for nailing
down the details. To do this, you can get a
large magnetic board and make templates for
the relative sizes of the computer units. This
allows you to experiment with different arrangements and come up with a wide consensus on how the floor should be laid out. Also,
before any machines are moved, it's ideal to
lay the majority of cables under the raised
floor. At HP, this cable prelaying approximately doubled the speed of relocating the
equipment.
6. Special actions during the final
weeks. It's predictable that the last four to six
weeks before the main move date will be a
heCtic time. Your extended moving team will
concurrently be taking care of final details in
many different areas, such as laying and la. beling cables, checking with vendors to make
sure that equipment will arrive when exp~ct
ed, and installing some pilot equipment to
make sure the new facilities are functioning
properly. A freeze on hardware and software
changes during the last four weeks is a must.
7. During the move. You'll want to
pay special attention to your people during
the·move. Schedule your technical people so
that they don't become overly fatigued during
the early stages. You want them to have an
energy reserve and a clear mind to resolve the
remaining problems;

Hewlett-Packard hired a caterer to
provide food for those who worked during
the major move weekend. This reinforced the
group's esprit de corps and also meant that
they were on-site when they were needed.
Another key activity during the move
is to continue to hold regular status meetings.
By using a checklist of milestones that should
be accomplished by a certain hour, you'll
know exactly where you stand throughout the
move process. You don't want to arrive at the
end of your allotted time, only to wish you'd
called for extra resources earlier.
Relocating a data center is a large
project that calls for mobilizing and coordinating many individuals. The most important
things are to start early, to communicate
widely, and to identify (and resolve) problems before they become severe. With effective project management, you can provide the
structure for a large team of people to make a
significant contribution to the organization
~
your data center serves.

Doug DeVries, information systems
function manager with HP, was move
coordinator during the 1981 data center move. Under normal circu"mstances, his responsibilities include
computer security, long-range planning, and several other dp-related procedures. He speaks regularly on computer security and is the founder of
BACSIG (Bay Area Computer Security
Interest Group). Before joining HP, he
spent seven years with AT&T.

HARDWARE
OFF-LINE

PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER

Competitors may have to come up
with a new benchmark if they
want to challenge Gould
S.E.L.'s new top-of-the-line
32-bit supermini, which performs 6.66 million Whetstones
a second with unoptimized code
and 17.48 million Whets per
second with optimized code.
The Concept 32/8780, said to be
five times faster than its
closest competitor, uses
parallel processors and very
large cache memories, and
starts at $330,000. Also announced were two companion
single-processor systems: the
32/8750 for $235,000, fieldupgradable to a 32/8780; and
the 32/8705 for $199,900, not
upgradable.

With the Wang Professional Computer,
Wang Laboratories claims to have "redefined the 'personal computing' marketplace" with a machine "uniquely designed
for the new generation of personal computer users." Its three main features are a 16bit architecture; ability to function as a

Kennedy Co., of l-tonrovia,
Calif., has bought the 8-inch
Winchester disk-product line
from BASP Systems Corp. Kennedy will continue to supply
drives to existing customers,
and has also acquired u.S.
manufacturing and marketing
rights to the BASP 5~-inch
disk drive.
Emulex Corp., of Santa Ana,
Calif., has started what it
claims to be the industry's
first exchange program for
users of DEC PDP-ll/70 and VAX
computer systems who wish to
swap other non-DEC disk controllers for Emulex units
"without obsoleting their investment in the disk drives."
Latest member of the nationally
franchised Barter Systems is
Information Management Systems,
a Data General oem and turnkey
system vendor based in Canoga
Park, Calif., which joined with
Barter Systems of Los Angeles/
Orange County, a member of the
national organization. Computer hardware and software will
be supplied nationally on a
barter basis, for cash and/or
"trade units" equal to a dollar each.

workstation on any Wang 2200, Virtual
Storage (vs), Office Information System
(OIS), or Alliance system; and "more communications options than any other personal computer ori the market today , " including both industry standard and. WangNet
communications capabilities.
Physically, the Wang Professional
Computer is different, with a low-profile
keyboard completely detached from the
"electronics enclosure," 6.5 by 14.6 by
22.6in" that can stand on its end, lieon its
side, or attach to a desktop or tabletop with
an optional clamp. The enclosure houses
the 8086-based processor, 128K bytes of
memory (expandable to 640K bytes), disk
drives, and option boards. Both internal and
external data paths are 16 bit.
Also included is a three-channel direct memory access capability, programmable internal clock, Rs232c interface, parallel printer interface, a 320Kbyte 51f4-in.
floppy disk drive, MS-DOS, and Microsoft's
Basic-86. Options include a second floppy
disk drive or a 51f4-in. 5-megabyte Winchester drive. Basic prices range from
$2,695 to $8,945, depending upon configuration. WANG LABORATORIES, INC., Lowell,
Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD

HALF-INCH TAPE DRIVE FOR
APPLE
A magnetic tape subsystem has been configured for the Apple II and III personal
computers by Innovative Data Technology,
using half-inch format and compatible with
mM, ANSI, and ECMA hardware and software. The SCDR-1050, according to IDT,
"effectively removes data exchange problems" between the Apple and larger systems by standardizing data storage and
transfer routines.
With IDT'S tape subsystem, Apple
users can communicate with most IBMcompatible large mainframes that use 9track (NRZI 800 cpi and/or 1600 cpi PE)
magnetic tape. A typical2,4oo-ft., 10I/z-in.
reel accommodates over 40 megabytes 'of.
formatted data. The 'drive' IS 'connected 'to'
the Apple via the Rs232c/CTTV-24 port.
The SCDR-1050 system includes an
inpUt/output controller with up to 32K bytes
of RAM, a TDF-4050 formatter, and IDT'S
TDI-I050 tape transport. A single i600-cpi
(PE) system is $8,500; additional daisychained drives are $4,250 each. Options
include a cabinet, code converters, and
large front-end buffers. INNOVATIVE DATA
TECHNOLOGY, San Diego, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

NETWORKING
A lO-megabit coaxial cable-based networking facility that extends high-performance
digital networking to the users of Rs232c
terminals, 3270 terminals, CAD/CAM systems, mini/micro systems, and process control equipment, is available from Network
Systems Corp. Hyperbus is designed for
multi vendor equipment using various protocols and. permits differing applications to
simultaneously use a common network on a
peer-to-peer basis. It also permits equipment connected to the network to share resources via the Network Systems ultrahighspeed computer-to-computer networking
product, Hyperchannel.
Prices for Hyperbus interface units
range from $2,150 to $6,950, depending on
the equipment interfaced and the number of
AUGUST 1982 137
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ports provided. Hyperbus will interconnect
existing computer and terminal within a
laboratory, factory, or office, and requires
no hardware or software· modifications by
the user. Hyperbus uses a hierarchical addressing scheme similar to that of the phone
system; dialing across the network is transparent to data protocols. NETWORK SYSTEMS
CORP., Minneapolis, Minn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD

TURNKEY CAD/CAM
Four turnkey systems for computer-aided
design and manufacturing, based on Perkin-EImer's family of 32-bit superminis
and CADAM (Computer-graphics Augmented Design And Manufacturing) software licensed by the CADAM subsidiary of Lockheed, have been introduced by poE. The
firm thus claims to be the first supermini
manufacturer to offer distributed workstations that combine high-performance, lowcost computer hardware with "proven sophisticated" CAD/CAM software.
The CADAM system is an interactive,
general-purpose 3D design and drafting
system containing analytical design aids for
design drafting, numerical control processing, and other applications.
A single-terminal workstation includes a 3200-series supermini with two
megabytes of memory, floating point processor, console terminal, 80-megabyte
disk, graphics terminal with keyboard, light
pen and function keys, and a user-oriented
worktable. It lists for $160,000.
A two-terminal workstation with 4
megabytes of memory is $220,000; with
three terminals, $260,000; and with four,
$300,000. The CADAM software is licensed
and offered for a one-time charge or a
monthly fee. The single-terminal CADAM
first-time fee for the CAD-only module with
data management capability is $80,879, or
$2,313 monthly. PERKIN-ELMER DATA SYSTEMS GROUP, Oceanport, N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT
PERIPHERAL SWITCH
Billed as "a revolutionary step beyond network management," the XY-MAX Interactive Communication Director System can
switch more than 1 million Rs-232c crosspoints to provide "the greatest line/port
switching capacity available."

PORTABLE COMMUNICATIONS
COMPUTER

Priced at $1,475, the basic unit includes 64K of program/data memory, an
The LEx-31 is "the world's first handheld
additional 38K of graphics memory, and a
personal communications computer," by
separate 32K of system memory. The systhe originator of' 'the world's first handheld
tem memory includes a resident Sony interlanguage translator, " according to Lexican
pretive BASIC extended for graphics, plus
Corp., which got its start in 1976.
the system monitor.
The LEX-31 is IOY2 in. long, with a
Thirteen resident 110 interfaces are
full QWERTY keyboard, 40-character liquidstandard, including a Centronics-type parallel port, Rs232c serial interface, RGB vidcrystal display, and built-in modem with
handset jacks for accessing databanks. A .. eo, BIW composite video, a light pen, a nuspecial DJ key permits single-stroke access
meric keypad, and tape-cassette interface.
A slide-out tray accepts snap-in expansion
to the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service.
A 16K byte memory stores several pages of modules for interfacing accessories or for
extending system capabilities. User memtext that can be sent over a telephone line,
ory can be expanded by adding 192K bytes
of bank-select memory. The 16-bit adapter
comes with either 128K or 256K bytes of
on-board memory. Four resolution modes
are available, up to 640 by 400 dots, on a
$375 video monitor or an $895 Trinitron
monitor.
Options also include one or two 3.5in. "micro floppydisk" drives, which provide 280K bytes of formatted capacity per
drive-$650 for one drive, $1,100 for
two-which can be mounted onto the main,
for transmitting sales orders, electronic console. Coming attractions include an 8in. disk drive, 6-megabyte hard disk sysmail, etc.
Battery-operated, LEX-31 is de- tem, and a 256K cache memory. system.
signed to verify inventories, perform credit SONY CORP. OF AMERICA, New York, N.Y.
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checks, place new orders, establish shipping dates during sales calls, and engage in
other related activities. The $995 device has 64·BIT COMPUTER
a 'word-processing capability, optional MDS Quantel's new System 64 is "the frrst
acoustic cups for telephone use, a power- computer system designed specifically for
line adapter, a perpetual calendar, and business applications which uses a fastclock with alarm. LEXICON CORP., Fort Lau- access 64-bit-wide aligned memory path,"
rated between 0.7 and 1.0 MIPS. The basic
derdale, Fla.
configuration, with 512K bytes of main
FOR DATA CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD
memory, terminal controller, and a communications interface for on-line remote
DESKTOP MICROCOMPUTER
The sMc-70, intended by Sony for business technical support is $105,000, with delivapplications rather than personal use at eries scheduleri for the first quarter of 1983.
System 64 is intended for business
home, is based on the Z80A microprocessor,
but can be upgraded to a 16-bit system with requiring mUltiple users to have immediate
access to large amounts of on-line data, and
an optional 80~6 adapter.
can support up to 100 intelligent workstations, 2.5 billion bytes of disk memory, 30
printers, eight data-communications ports,
Driven by a Digital Equipment and BESTINET, Qantel' s local area network.
An average configuration of System 64,
Corp. PDP-11123 mini with printer, display
with a megabyte of memory, a 300-megaconsole, and dual disks, XY-MAX provides
up to 16 large-scale switching matrices with byte disk system, 12 crts, a 600-line-a-min13 C072 cross-points each. The computer- ute printer, and two dot matrix printers, is
based system can menu-drive the cross- $220,000.
points to "dynamically rotate" spare frontThe system features an independent
preprocessing unit said to speed up the exend processors. New line/port configurations can be created in a fraction of a sec- ecution of most commonly used machineond. Data paths are fully transparent, at up level instructions, a 400-nanosecond memory cycle time, a 64-bit writable control
to 19,200 bits per second.
Prices range from $109,200 for a store that permits emulation and efficient
system that switches 1,024 cross-points, to execution of multiple instruction sets, a
$320,400 for 131,072 cross-points. Prices high-performance 16-bit processing unit
include a PDP-11123, color console, printer, using bit-slice architecture, and a 16-bit 110
and software. Systems are expandable on- interface that can transfer data at up to 5
megabytes per second. MDS QANTEL. INC.,
site and video training aids are available.
Hayward, Calif.
DATA SWITCH CORP., Norwalk, Conn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 320 ON READER CARD
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"The proliferation of
financial planning languages
will create chaos throughout
corporate management ranks.
In the future, we will see one
standard modeling language
that extends from the personal
desk-top computer to
the central corporate
infonnation center."
G. R. Wagner, Ph.D.
Chief Executive Officer
Execucom Systems Corporation

I'd like to know more about the leader
in Executive Mind Support. Please send
more information about IFPS and related
products.

Name
Title

Execucom is not in the business of
catching up or staying put.
Nor are most of the executivemanagers that we know. That's precisely why our leading-edge technology has provided IFPS®, the Interactive
Financial Planning System. Financial
planning becomes easier. More alternatives can be considered. Assumptions are more clearly understood
and decisions are based on better
information.
IFPS is now in its eighth enhancement and ~ill continue to improve as it

makes your people more productive
and your company a better place
to work.
Execucom will also continue to meet
the challenges of the future as we develop the tools that will bring order to
the chaos.
. For a schedule of Execucom's free
seminars to be given around the country, or for more information, call toll
free 1-800-531-5038. In Texas call
512/346-4980, or send the coupon to:
Execucom, P. O. Box 9758, Dept. 04-1,
Austin, TX 78766-9758.

Company
Address

City
State

Zip

Telephone

®~CUCOM
Supporting the mind with
knowledge through technology.
CIRCLE 100 ON READER CARD

HARDWARE
INTELLIGENT TERMINAL
Two mainframe protocols are supported by
the 4100 intelligent terminal from ECS, Mlcrosystems. Keyboard-selected protocols
chosen by the customer are incorporated in
the 4100 for direct sequential communications between the terminal and any two host
mainframes, from the same or different
manufacturers. The dual protocol options
include IBM, Burroughs, Honeywell, NCR,
Univac, ICL, HP, DEC, and others.
The $3,195 terminal includes a nonreflective faceplate, green phosphor screen,
and a display of 25 lines of 80 characters
each. Fully compatible with a variety of
printers, the 4100 uses a Rs232c interface
for synchronous or asynchronous communications at user-selected rates from 300 to
19,200 baud. Full modem controls are standard; a parallel interface is optional. ECS
MICROSYSTEMS, San Jose, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD

TURNKEY CADICAM
The Autograph marks the entry into the
low-cost CAD/CAM field of Gerber Systems
Technology (GST) with a turnkey system
starting at $87,000. The hardware includes
a Hewlett-Packard 2111 minicomputer,
high-resolution black-and-white or color
raster display. Winchester disk drive, and
data streamer cartridge.
The system is designed for users in
the areas of mechanical design and drafting,
manufacture of machined parts and form
tools such as molds and dies for the metalworking and plastics industries, and electrical and electronic design· and component
production. Software application modules
are available in three categories: mechanical design and drafting, manufacturing, and
electrical and electronic design.
A high-speed interface bus incorporates peripherals such as plotters, graphics
printers, paper.:.tape punch and reader, and
magnetic tape. Autograph can operate as a
standalone system or in a communications
network. Using the Gerber Network Module (GNM), Autograph can be an intelligent
remote graphics workstation to GST's large
IDs-80 CAD/CAM system, or can communicate with other Autograph systems, mainframe computer, or a machine tool. GNM
supports both synchronous and asynchronous communications with various protocols. GERBER SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC.,
South Windsor, Conn.

a
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FAIL-SAFE COMPUTER
DOSC Inc. expects to carve out a new market
for redundant systems with its fail-safe
computer, which the company says is
priced equal to, or less than, systems that
don't offer a nonstop capability. DOSC thus
hopes to outmode the use of systems with
no backup capability.
The new FailSafe system, a reconfiguration of a new system announced last
140 DATAMATION

November, has a redundant architecture
said to virtually eliminate downtime caused
by hardware failure, prevent loss of the database, and eliminate long response time for
on-line· applications.
Added flexibility is offered by each
station having its own dedicated microcomputer. Thus different stations may run entirely different programs, yet each has simultaneous access to the control database
and automatic mirror imaging.
DOSC claims its price for the FailSafe system to be a quarter of that of any
manufacturer of fault-tolerant systems$29,000 for large end users and systems
houses that order two or more systems. The
base price for an individual system is
$35,000. The base price includes 256K
bytes of RAM main memory, two 24 megabyte Winchester disks, two 24 megabyte removable disk cartridges for backup, dual
power supplies, dual bus interface comparators, a database manager, CP/M overlay operating system, and FailSafe spooler software.
The system accommodates up to 16 users on
individual microcomputers arranged in parallel. DOSC INC., Albertson, N.Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 310 ON READER CARD

8/16-BIT MICRO, NETWORK
The Advantage 8/18 microcomputer from
North Star Computers includes an Intel
8088 16-bit microprocessor and an 8-bit
Z80 microprocessor, priced at $4,099 with
two integrated disk drives. The same sys-

North Star also announced its
NorthNet local area network, designed to
link both 8-bit and 16-bit Advantage systems on a branching network system using
unshielded twisted pair cabling. Gateways
will be provided to give Horizon systems
access to the network.
Network users will be able to communicate with each other, access large central files, and expand their output resources
by sharing expensive peripherals such as
printers and plotters. NorthNet is controlled
by a proprietary CP/M operating system.
NORTH STAR COMPUTERS, INC., San Leandro, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 311 ON READER CARD

NCR-EMULATING TERMINAL
Responding to an apparent demand for lowcost MCR-emulating video terminals, Socor
Technology has introduced the IQ 135N intelligent terminal. The Z80-based terminal
can replace either an NCR 7900 or a Regent
25 vdt, and lists for $1,095.
The terminal includes 14 user-programmable function keys, with 128 bytes of
memory to provide separate functions with
a single keystroke. Preprogrammed edit
commands include character and line insertion and deletion, and a graphics option can
draw lines and has II special graphics characters. Seven video attributes are available
in varying combinations of blink, underline, and reverse video.
Other features include keyboard
lock, 25th status line with a 36-character
user message, block and conventional
modes, printer and auxiliary Rs232c ports,
and selectable transmission rates from 110
to 19,000 baud. Amber or green screens are
optional. SOROC TECHNOLOGY INC., Anaheim, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 312 ON REAPER CARD

DUAL PROCESSORS

tern can be created from the 8-bit North Star
Advantage by adding an 8/16 upgrade kit
for $499.
The Advantage 8/16 supports the
operating systems· of the standard Advantage, which are Graphics CP/M, GDOSIBASIC, and North Star's own ASP~ plus the 16bit MDSOS operating system and future options such as cP/M-86. This provides a migration path from the extensive 8-bit applications software to 16-bit applications software as it becomes available, and as larger
cpu memory capacities are needed.
The Advantage 8/16 with an integrated 5-megabyte hard disk and one diskette is $5,499. The 8-bit Advantage has
been reduced from $3,999 to $3,599, along
with other price reductions for major North
Star systems, in both the Advantage and
Horizon lines.

Cromemco's new Dual Processor Unit has
68000 and Z80A processors on one S-100
board. The 68000 was chosen for its 32-bit
architecture and 16-niegabyte addressing
range. Dual processing permits the use of
existing software that runs on z80A-based
machines, plus 68000-based software such
as FORTRAN 77, COBOL 74, Pascal, Structured BASIC, C, and Cromemco's own
multi-user, multitasking Cromix operating
system.
The Dual Processor Unit is modular, and has been incorporated into several
Cromemco configurations· of its System
One, System Two, and System Three. A
68000-based System One, with duaI5V4-in.
floppy disk drives and 256K bytes of memory, is $5,495; with 512K, $6,495. Cromemco's System Three with dual 8-in.
floppy disk drives is also available with the
78000; with 512K bytes of memory it is
$9,995. System One can be expanded to 2
megabytes of memory, and the System
Three to 4 megabytes; the latter is under
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'. High.quality·graphics'd6esn't·
·',Advancedgraphics :featlJres' . .•. , and Hazeltine 1500 terhihlals .
The VISUAL 550 a block,
have to be expensive. Thel1eW .,include: Residentvector draw,
VISUAL500andVISUAL550 • point plot, rectangle draw,multi-:' mod(3terminalwhicfl complies
terminals emulate the Tektronix~ pleJinestyles and patterns with
to the ANSIX3.64 standard.. ,
4()10 but costonlyabouthalf as .rectC3,ngle pattern filL Raster . ' . ; VISUAL500 and VISUAL
much. 'And they' have .768 x 585 scan.technologyprovides fast
550.~. the'latesi in the industry's.,'
resolution ·for sharp text and
data update and develops a
finest line ofyideoterminals.
graphics display on a large 14"
bright display image.
..'
.
Call or write for details.
screen~ ,
Powerful alphanumeric oper- ' .
Both the VISUAL 500 and
atien is also provided,displaying
Service available in principal
.VISUAL 550 are compatible
80 characters by 33 .lines with
cities
through Sorbus Service
with standard business, 'Iabora- separate display memorie,s
Division of. Management Assistory, and scientific softWare. infor alpha and graphics modes.
tancelnc.
'
cluding PLOT10,TM·DISSPLA~
The VISUAL 500 provides
TELL-A~GRAF~ SAS/GRAPH
switchable emUlations of the
DEC VT52~ Data General 0200,
and DI3000/GRAFMAKER.
Lear Siegler ADM-3A,
Auxiliary Port supports
printer/plotters and data tablet.

is

Buffered Editing Terminal
with ANSI X3.64 Standard

VISUAL 500

$2,495

See for yourself
LIST

Character Mode Terminal with Emulations

Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851-5000. Telex 951-539
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HARDWARE
$30,000. CROMEMCO, INC.,
View, Calif. I
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TABLETOP COMPUTER WITH
LSI-II/23 PROCESSOR

ditional)" illustration, an enhanced capability for client/prospect retrieval, and estate planning. The operating system is
UCSD-P; the language is Pascal.
A tutorial program with prompts or
questions helps an agent learn the system.
Also, a one-day training class is offered as
part of the system purchase price. INFORMATICS GENERAL CORP., Dallas, Texas.

The Compatl123 tabletop computer from
General Digital Industries consists of a DEC
Vector Graphic's new Vector 4 business LSI-11123 processor, .256 kilobytes of memand professional microcomputer contains ory, a 10- or 20-megabyte 5Y4-in. Winchesboth 8-bit and 16-bit microprocessors and ter disk, one or two 8-in. double-sided douoffers a choice of several operating sys- ble-density floppy drives, a 17-megabyte
tems. Using both Z80 and 8088 chips, Vec- cassette-tape drive, and four asynchronous
FOR DATA CIRCLE 316 ON READER CARD
tor 4 offers a choice between CP/M, MS-DOS,
ports for crt displ~ys, printer or modem.
and Oasis. Two models are offered. The
Among the software offered by GDI
PORTABLE TERMINAL
4/20, with dual floppy disk drives that pro- for the Compatl123 are the RT-ll, Rsx-ll, . A portable terminal with integral printer,
vide 630 kilobytes on each 5Y4-in. disk, is
and Xenix operating systems, a CORE the Computone SST is designed for use by
$4,495. The 4/30, with one floppy disk
graphics package, and a relational database
life ins~rance agents in point-of-sale finandrive and a Winchester hard disk drive stormanager. Hardware options include memcial planning and analysis. The SST, built
ing 5 megabytes, is $5,995. Both come
ory above 256K bytes, parity or error-corinto an attache case, is Computone's first
with 128K bits of main memory using 64K
recting .memory, additional communicastandalone terminal.
RAM chips, and are expandable to 256K.
tions interfaces, and analog and digital sigData are entered via two rows of
Memory mapping allows the Z80 to access
nal-c:onditioning interfaces.
thumbwheel switches that are set to the
the entire memory in 2K increments.
numbers 0 through 9. Removable plastic
Vector 4' s main memory is timetemplates, one for each policy program, deshared between the cpu and the video disfine each switch. Plug-in ROM cartridges
play controller. Software control of the disprovide selected programs for the SST'S
play controller allows fast access to screen
Z80-based computer, with results printed
lTI'!mory for high-resolution graphics and
out on a 9-by-9 dot matrix printer that uses
·.llows the screen memory to be moved anyeither single or multiple-copy pin-fed fanwhere in main memory. Other Vector 4 feafold sheets. Using a built-in telephone coutures include detached keyboard, green
pler, the SST can communicate on-line with
phosphor display screen, three S-I00 card
Computone's data center in Atlanta for
slots for adding communications interfaces
access to a database that includes 660 finanor peripheral controllers, and a pixel discial planning programs and data on more
play of640 by 312 elements. For displaying
than 3,100 insurance policies offered by
charts, graphs, and drawings, four levels of
over 240 companies. An optional ASCII
gray scale are available with 320-by-132
keyboard plugs into the SST to tum it into a
resolution or 16 levels with 160-by-312 resgeneral purpose communications terminal.
olution. The Vector 4 also generates color
The SST terminal is $3,295, ROM
signals to drive a color monitor. VECTOR
cartridges are $200 each, and the optional
GRAPHIC, INC., Thousand Oaks, Calif.
keyboard, which will fit into the attache
Packaged in an aluminum tabletop
FOR DATA CIRCLE 314 ON READER CARD
cabinet, the Compatl123 with processor,
case, is $300. Named after the supersonic
256K bytes, a 10-megabyte hard disk, 1- transport plane, the 18-pound SST is inforERROR CONTROL AND PRIVACY megabyte floppy disk, and four asynchro- mally called the "Super Sales Tool" and
nous ports is $12,175. GENERAL DlGITALIN- the "Super Salesman's Terminal." ComIn addition to its main function of providing
putone figures there are some 125,000 proserror-free communications, the Micro500 .DUSTRIES, INC. Huntsville, Ala.
pects for the SST, defined as full-time agents
Error Controller 512 from Micom assures
FOR DATA CIRCLE 313 ON READER CARD
the confidentiality of users' data. Remote
in the business for over five years. COMPUTONE SYSTEMS, INC., Atlanta, Ga.
timesharing users and others can stop wor- INSURANCE COMPUTER
rying that outsiders may peek at their ac- The IBM Personal Computer is now being
FOR DATA CIRCLE 319 ON READER CARD
counts, applications, or proprietary data be- offered by Informatics General as a pointcause of a telecom malfunction.
of-sale system for life insurance agents. InP.C. PROGRAMS ON APPLE
tended for use in an agent's office, rather
Using the 88Card form Coprocessors Inc.,
A 512 with the privacy option,
when installed on all incoming lines operat- than as a portable product, it has been
owners of an Apple II can run programs
mimed "The Top Producer," ,and is furwritten for the IBM Personal Computer. The
ing at up to 24,000 bits per second, automatically recognizes a remote 512, and nished with software to analyze client fiaccessory card, which plugs into the Apple
whether or not it has the privacy option. If it nancial needs and illustrate insurance procomputer, contains in Intel 8088 16-bit midoes, the central site 512 switches to private grams. It can also communicate with a croprocessor along with 64 kilobytes of
communications mode.
home-office computer through a messageRAM and control functions. Plugged into the
switching capability available in LifeUsers of the privacy option will not
Apple, it turns the machine into a 16-bit
be open to a security breach if they are - Comm, an IBM mainframe software product computer with 128 kilobytes of memory.
accidentally disconnected from the comput- offered by Informatics.
Available from selected dealers at
The Top Producer's basic configu$899, including the operating system deer before logging off. The 512 works with
full-duplex dial-up or dedicated modems at ration consists of a 128K byte IBM computsigned for the IBM P.C., 88Card is fully
asynchronous speeds up to 2400 bps; its er, two floppy disk drives, and an 80-cps
compatible with Apple peripherals such as
main use is with dial-up 1200-bps modems printer, with software for clientlprospect redisk drives and printers, and permits immesuch as the Bell 212 and Racal-Vadic 3400.
trieval, financial needs analysis, and sales
diate use of either conventional Apple opThe privacy option is $50 per unit; a 512 illustration of traditional life insurance proeration or IBM P.C. programs. No external
with the option installed is $845. MICOM ~rams. It lists for $8,490. The software is
power supply or connection is required. COSYSTEMS, INC., Chatsworth, Calif.
PROCESSORS INC., San Jose, Calif.
available separately for $4,425. Optional
FOR DATA CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD
software includes a "universal-life (nontraFOR DATA CIRCLE 317 ON READER CARD

8/16-BIT MICRO
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We give you much more than software, much more
than support. We give you confidence. Confidence that THE
SOFTWARE performs. And confidence in our documentation, training and customer service.
Confidence comes from our commitment to providing
complete, long-lasting business solutions for all our customers.
A commitment that goes far beyond traditional concepts of
"support". From development through testing, enhancement
and even more testing, our commitment is to overall excellence-providing the best products and service. So you can be
confident our software will do the job, and our people will be
there when you need them.
It's been that way since we helped create the software
industry almost two decades ago, and that's the way it's going
to continue. 'As part of General Electric Information Services

Company, Software International is a member of a worldwide
family of 5,000 computer and business professionals.
We make information work with a complete family of
financial and manufacturing application software. These fieldproven packages put the solution to any business problem
right at your fingertips. Systems include General Ledger and
Financial Reporting; Fiscal DSSTM; Forecasting, Modeling and
Reporting; Accounts Payable; Accounts Receivable; Fixed
Assets; Payroll/Personnel; Human Resources Management;
Work Order Management; Manufacturing Resource Planning;
and our exclusive Comprehensive Report Writer.
Call or write today. Our products and technical knowhow,
plus people of the highest caliber and our commitment to
support, all mean that THE SOFTWARE gives you confidence
in every package.

~
~i
Elm Square, Andover, MA 01810

(617) 475-5040
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Los Angeles (213) 573-0402 New York (914) 253-8050 San Jose (408) 292-9700 Wilmington, DL (302) 478-8980 Montreal (514) 866-5728 Toronto (416) 924-1461 Vancouver (604) 669-6122
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SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES

FINANCIAL MODELING

computer Associates International of Jericho, N.Y., will
acquire the stock of Phoenix~
based Capex Corp. for about
$22.5 million. Both firms develop and market standardized
software, mostly for IBM and
IBM-compatible mainframe computers. Capex has been strong
in as packages, while Computer
Associates is said to be the
leader in the DOS market. The
two supply over 30 packages,
with "no significant duplication." Where overlap exists,
the best features of each will
be combined.

Insight, a financial modeling and reporting system from Interactive Program Products (IPP), is now compatible with the IBM
SystemJ38 minicomputer. A menu-driven,
user-friendly system, InsighU38 features
budget planning, forecasting, and graphics
capabilities, plus an optional general ledger
module.
Purchase price of InsighU38 is
$17,000; with general ledger, $21,000. IPP
also markets InsighU34, with the same capabilities, for IBM'S SystemJ34 computer,
at $12,000 or $15,000 with general ledger.
Designed mainly for financial executives and accountants, InsighU38 requires no programming or computer experts. Business models can be created with
up-to-date actual figures because InsighU38
automatically retrieves stored data from any
file on the computer.
After a model is created and stored,
it can be accessed at any time from any
SystemJ38 workstation. Menus and
prompts guide the user, who can easily
compare actual versus budget figures, this

Wiley Professional Software, a
new line for publisher John
Wiley & Sons, will announce its
first product this fall.
Floppy disks will be offered for
the Apple, TRS-80, IBM P.C.,
and possibly the HP-87 and
Atari, in areas such as business (spreadsheet, integrated
accounting packages), science
and engineering (differential
equations, chemical engineering, construction), and nongame consumer programs (personal finance, education).
Matra Datavision, an affiliate of the French company, has
opened its HQ in Burlington,
Mass., and will enter the u.S.
CAD/CAM market with its Euclid
3D solids-modeling system,
already installed in more than
50 customer sites worldwide.
Also in the product line will
be turnkey systems based on
Euclid and Digital Equipment
Corp. VAX computers.
Solid Software, a national supplier of software packages for
small business computer users,
combines four Atlanta software
houses including Georgia Software Consultants, Systems
Sciences of America, Jim Reeves
& Associates, and Pro Soft.
All programs run on the TRS-80
Model II and will be converted
to also run under CP/M.

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
SOFlWARE SECURITY
Modestly described by Chapman & Associates as "the most important software.package ever developed for business data processing," Signed Data assigns and verifies
ownership of all computer-processed data
transferred between companies. As a software implementation of a secure communications channel, Signed Data can be executed as a utility or integrated into existing
software on all IBM os/370 systems and up.
In consists of over 50 BAL routines.
The package is said to guarantee
data security by providing proof of authorship (as well as proof of ownership) of data,
proof of receipt of unaltered data, and secrecy and integrity of data. Even if a datatransmission line is compromised, Chapman & Associates say the message is "impregnable to all methods of analysis now

year to last, and. answer "what if" questions without permanently changing data~
The user can customize report formats and define required accumulations, totals, and summaries. A Report Writer facility eliminates manual preparation of reports and program special commands, and
also allows standard reports to be defined in
advance, report structures to be applied to
other financial' models, and a range of reports to be combined and produced at one
time. INTERACTIVE PROGRAM PRODUCTS
INC, New York, N.Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD

DBMS FOR IBM P.C.
has released its MOBS III database
management system for the IBM Personal
Computer, describing it as "the world's
most advanced DBMS" and as providing for
"serious application developers" DBMS
"facilities that are not yet available with
any DBMS currently offered" on IBM mini
and mainframe computers "including SQL,
DUl, Adabas, Total, and IDMS. "
MOBS III, at $3, 120, provides a free-

ISE-USA

available; furthermore, data cannot be acted
, upon or altered in any way without effectively destroying the data content. "
Signed Data 'depends on a combination of a public cipher, or key, and a private, individually held key. Each party in
the communicating network is assigned
both private and' public 'keys. A message is
first encoded with the sending company's
private key, creating a "digital signature"
and proof of authorship. The message is
encoded again with the receiving company's public key, creating a "digital seal"
that "no one but the intended receiver may
break. " Signed Data, which is $50,000 per
physical location, is said to go far beyond
the Data Encryption Standard established
by the National Bureau of Standards. CHAPMAN & ASSOCIATES, Laguna Niguel, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 325 ON READER CARD
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SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
fonn data-description language (DOL) for
generating data dictionaries. The DDL supports nine types of data items, data compression, data encryption, an access-code
approach to data security (down to the field
level), feasibility range checking, multiple
relationships between record-type pairs
(with any of six ordering conventions), and
various perfonnance control features. ISEUSA, West Lafayette, Ind.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD

FOUR MICS COMPONENTS
Four new components for use with the Morino Associates MVS Intergrated Control
System (MICS) will be available this fall for
use in IBM MVS installations: System Reliability, Installation Accounting, Basic Perfonnance Management, and Basic Capacity
Planning.
System Reliability, which has a
$4,400 first-year license fee, uses the standard error records collected on the MVS system error recording data set, sysleLOGREC,
to build system reliability infonnation in the
MVS database, generate exception reports,
and integrate the reliability data with other
information areas.
Installation Accounting ($6,800)
supports charges for batch jobs, TSO, IMS,
and CICS usage based on any combination of
data elements contained in the MICS database. It also supports an unlimited number
of user-defined surcharges, discounts, and
differentials.
Basic Perfonnance Management
($3,000) provides the analyst with a sys-

tematic approach for using MICS in performance management and problem solving,
focusing on four basic MVS areas: installation performance specification, I/O subsystem, auxiliary storage management, batch
workload, and real storage management.
Basic Capacity Planning permits using workload profiles, simple trends, univariate forecasts, and business element
forecasts. It augments the present MICS capacity-planning capability, which includes
the Single Workload Model and Bestll
Model Generator. MORINO ASSOCIATES,
INC., Vienna, Va.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 328 ON READER CARD

DATA ENCRYPTION
Data Encryption Facility, a software product designed to protect computer data from
unauthorized access and piracy, is available
from Applied Software. Based on the National Bureau of Standards DES algorithm,
DEF is said to provide a totally softwaredriven encryption capability for medium- to
large-scale computers using the MVS, SVS,
or MVT operating systems. With DEF, each
user can protect his data and programs from
unauthorized use or modifications without
the need for specialized equipment or
changes to the operating system.
The encryption key is not stored in
the computer system or within the encrypted data. DEF supports binary and hexadecimal encryption keys, and also penn its using
words and phrases up to 25 characters long
as keys, so users can more easily invent and
remember their keys.
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For the first year's lease, the charge
per site for DEF is $16,000 for the first cpu,
$8,000 for the second cpu, and $4,000 for
any additional cpus. Sample COBOL, FORTRAN and pLil programs using DEF assembler-language subroutines are supplied with
DEF. APPLIED SOFTWARE, INC. Palm Beach
Gardens, Fla.
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BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL
MODELING
A budgeting and financial modeling tool
designed for end users as well as for data
processing professionals has been introduced by General Electric Infonnation Services. cpLiTactix was developed for operational and corporate managers "who appreciate the control and ease of a desktop
computer, but now need mainframe power
as well." cpLiTactix is available via GE Infonnation Service' IBM-compatible Mark
3000 computing service.
The product is also available for licensing on in-house mainframes equipped
with IBM Mvsrrso or VM/CMS operating systems for $22,000 annually, including maintenance.
cpLiTactix provides an electronic
spreadsheet, a method for delivering data
around the world quickly and securely, and
flexible financial modeling for ad hoc analysis. It also provides application programmers with a "powerful and efficent" language for building large, complex systems.
It provides an interactive interface to a fullscreen tenninal such as the IBM 3270, communication lines, color graphics hardware,
and to mainframe computers. cpLiTactix
provides' built-in financial functions for
cash-flow analysis, short- and long-range
budgeting and planning, revenue consolidations, pricing, and profitability analysis.
GENERAL ELECTRIC INFORMATION SERVICES
CO., Rockville, Md.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 330 ON READER CARD

PAYROLL SERVICE

STRA7fON ©DATAMATION

A phone-in service for businesses that process payrolls is now offered through Control
Data Business Centers. Because of its
phone-in aspect, the Phone 4 Payroll system "provides greater customer convenience and faster turnaround than ordinary
batch services." ControlData sees the system as a boon to many companies that were
previously too far from a processing center
and who can now' 'enjoy the benefits of our
payroll service," and says it will suit the
needs of many small- and medium-sized
business that do not require in-house computer systems "or complicated data processing services."
The system produces payroll checks
and registers, plus quarterly reports and annual W-2 forms automatically. Optional reports provide in-depth and expanded payroll, accounting, and management infonna-
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Listen To The Industry•• 1
Computer Systems News Editorial
"The incontrovertible success of the recent Comdex/Spring show in Atlantic City
provided stunning evidence of how far the third-party reselling segment of the
computer industry has come in a few years ... growth can be largely attributed to the
organizational skills and marketing savvy of the Comdex sponsors."

Computer Systems News Report
Ron Audet. OEM Division manager at NCR Corp., agreed that the show was
worthwhile. "We have had literally hundreds of inquiries ... from some very qualified
people.
"As far as we're concerned, the show has been very successful. I don't think I've ever
seen one that has been quite so productive for us or the people that have been
attending."

Computer Systems News Editorial
"At Comdex, exhibitors are not looking to showcase their new products; they're
looking to sell them. At Comdex, exhibitors are not concerned with how many are in
attendance; they're concerned with who is in attendance. At Comdex, as we have
said before, exhibitors are not concerned with bits and byte~; they're concerned with
dollars and sense."

COMDEX Does It In The U.S.,
And ••• We're DOing It In Europel
As you have just read, the Computer Industry is going wild about COMDEX/U.S., its
successes for its exhibitors, and its marketing concepts. COMDEX is going to
Europe, with COMDEX/EUROPE '82!
COMDEX/EUROPE '82, sponsored by The Interface Group, the World's largest
producers of Computer Shows, - for the first time - brings you a billion dollar market
for your products ... the exploding European business community. Designed to bring
you into contact with interested, qualified Independent Sales Organizations (ISOs),
COMDEX/EUROPE '82 can expose your organization to more business contacts in a
few days than you could see in months! Expand your ISO network, at minimal
expense, by exhibiting at COMDEX/EUROPE '82.
We have changed marketing in the past. And we're going to do it again ... in Europe!
For information:
(617) 879-4502 or Toll Free (800) 225-4620
TWX - 710-380-7645, TELEX - 951176

------------------------------To: THE INTERFACE GROUP.
160 Speen Street,
Framingham, MA 01701, USA

Yes! I'd like more information about COMDEX/EUROPE
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ __
Company

Telephone (

)~.-- ..- - -

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ __

__ __ .. __ .. _.State _ _---'-Zip __________ ._"

November 8-11,1982
The RAI Congress & Exhibition Centre,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Another Exposition from THE INTERFACE GROUP

160 Speen Street, POBox 927.
Framingham MA 01701
Rivierstaete. Amsteldijk 166, P,O, Box 7000.
1007 MA Amsterdam.
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puter systems "or complicated data processing services."
The system produces payroll checks
and registers, plus quarterly reports and annual W-2 forms automatically. Optional reports provide in-depth and expanded payroll, accounting, and management information. Monthly processing charges vary with
the frequency and number of checks and the
number and frequency of optional reports.
CONTROL DATA CORP, Greenwich; Conn.
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ELIMINATING CPU SEIZURE

I

A multi terminal , multitasking executive,
named GO by Exact Systems and Programming Corp., is said to eliminate the seizure
of the cpu caused by different terminals
making simultaneous updates at the record
level.
GO, designed for Data General computers (microNova,Nova, and Eclipse) or
the Rolm 1666, provides the environment
in which multiple terminals may perform
different tasks, controls communications
with the outside world, provides access to
Exact's DNA database manager, and performs various functions while operating
within the manufacturer-supplied operating
system.
GO, which carries a license fee of
$1,800 to $10,000 depending upon system
configuration, consists of two sets of program modules. The first set handles 110 crt
control, the multiterminal environment,
memory mapping, task and communications control, system startup, and environment management. The second set represents elementary functions (reusable code)
that comprise any program.
Prime features of GO include fast
context switching, integral communications control, fast response time, memorymap control, automatic database logging,
roll forward reconstruction facility, and
networking capability; it is reentrant and
multithreaded, written in macro-assembler,
and requires no system generation. EXACT
SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING CORP., Armonk, N.Y.
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GENIUS FOR CDC, UNIVAC
The Genius conversational report generator
designed by Intel for the System 2000
DBMS, is now available for Control Data
and Univac hardware. It has been available
for IBM/OS machines since October 1981.
An adjunct to the System 2000 Report Writer, Genius automatically generates reports based on user responses during
interactive prompting sessions. Genius is
said to provide the capabilities required by
the experienced programmer, with the
prompting and error detection and correction capability needed to support novices.
Genius for CDC and Univac is priced
the same as the IBM version: $10,000. It
reportedly aids in application development
148 DATAMATION

by freeing up programmer time and removing coding steps, eliminating reporting errors, providing end users with "a powerful
report-generating tool and rapidly producing distribution-quality reports." Genius
provides summations, simple and complex
calculations, intermediate values, data selection, and detailed item display. INTEL
CORP. SYSTEMS GROUP, Austin, Texas.
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ADA SYNTAX CHECKER
An educational tool from Intermetrics, the
new Ada syntax checker is a Pascal program which checks the grammar of an Ada
source program, to help programmers create software written in Ada, the language
defined by the U. S. Dept. of Defense.
Called AdaSynCh (pronounced
Ada-cinch), the checker runs on most computers that support Pascal and is $900 in
source form on magnetic tape. AdaSynCh
determines whether a program is written
with proper Ada grammar and format and
also indicates where errors exist. It is said to
be particularly useful in commercial and
educational settings where programmers
will be working with Ada in the future and
wish to gain experience now.
AdaSynCh allows programmers' 'to
master the grammar and syntax of Ada"
before actual Ada compilers are available.
Intermetrics' own full Ada compiler for the
DEC System 20 is undergOing· validation
testing.
A cross-referencing program summarizes programmer-defined names, showing where they appear in the Ada source
program. AdaSynCh consists of some
2,000 lines of Pascal source code; the crossreferencing program contains 50 lines of
source code. INTERMETRICS. INC. Cambridge, Mass.
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DEBUGGING PDP-tt
FORTRAN-77
Computer Interface Systems, developers of
the XBug FORTRAN-IV debugger, has released xBug77, for PDP-II FORTRAN-77 and
FORTRAN-IV-Plus systems. XBUG77 is said
to bring all the XBug features to users of DEC
FORTRAN-77, including the ability to place
breakpoiQ.ts at any statement within a program, step through a program statement by
.statement, examine and change variables of
any data type, and cause breakpoints to occur whenever selected variables change value. XBug77 runs on any PDP-II using RSX11M and FORTRAN-IV-Plus or FORTRAN-77.
License fees are $495 for XBug,
$695 for xBug77, and $995 for both when
ordered together. COMPUTER INTERFACE
SYSTEMS. INC., South Plainfield,. N.J.
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SNA FOR MICROS
Personal computers can function as 3270type terminals in an SNA environment with

MirO-SNAl3270, developed by Micro-Integration Inc. and marketed by IE Systems.
Micro-sNA has "all the layers" required to
give microprocessors true sNAl3270 capability, including SDLC protocol and session
command support.
The initial release, scheduled for
third-quarter 1982 and priced under
$1,500, is designed for cP/M-80 and CP/M86 operating systems, using top-down
structured programming' 'to meet portability and maintainability design goals."
All modules are written in Pascal or
relocatable assembler. The package, developed because of "the growing importance"
of IBM's Systems Network Architecture,
emulates either an IBM 3274 terminal with
one 3277 or 3278 display and one 3284,
3286, or 3287 printer, or it emulates a 3276
control-unit display station with one 3287
printer.
Using Micro-SNA, a personal computer could replace both a dedicated word
processor and a 3270-type terminal, saving
cost and space. IE SYSTEMS INC., Newmarket, N.H.
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SCREEN FORMAnlNG
An on-line, interactive screen formatter that
"speeds up and simplifies" the design and
use of screens for IMSIDC and TSO applications is new from Boole & Babbage. Called
Screenform, it is said to provide an accurate
and fast way to design, create, and maintain
complex screen formats using the full capabilities of a 3270 terminal. Formats entered
or changed at the terminal are stored and
maintained as screen masks in a format database (ISAM or VSAM dataset). For IMS/DC,
Screenform uses these definitions to automatically generate all the MFS macros required to produce a complete IMSIDC screen
format.
Screenform, written in assembler,
is $12,500, including a year of product
maintenance. It is said to be currently in use
at more than 40 computer installations in
Europe, where it was originally introduced
by The European Software Co. It features
screen formatting for applications written in
assembler, COBOL, pU1, and FORTRAN; online simulation for format testing; and functions to create, delete, display, and modify
individual screen formats, create format
layouts, and display the field survey format. BOOLE & BABBAGE. INC., Sunnyvale,
Calif.
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INFORMATION SERVICES
Two new information sources are available
on the CompuServe Information Service.
Money Market Services, a multinational
corporation, uses weekly Federal Reserve
data to forecast interest-rate trends and their
effect on the stocks, bonds, and commodities markets. A library of the firm's weekly
financial newsletters is also available

SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
through CompuServe.
Small Business Reports provides information on capital investment and savings plans, tax laws, insurance tips, and
services available to help operators of small
business. These new sources can be accessed for the standard fee of $5 an hour. A
personal computer or terminal, a telephone,
and a modem are required. COMPUSERVE,
Columbus, Ohio.

Multiple Mailgram messages with
identical texts are $4.25 each for 2 to 25,
$3.50 each for 26 to 100, and $3 each for
101 to 200. Another $1 is charged for each
100 additional words. Confirmation copies,
delivered at the same time as the Mailgrams, are $2 each, with another $1 for
each additional 100 words.
Messages can be saved in a user's
personal 'file on The Source, text files can
FOR DATA CIRCLE 339 ON READER CARD
be created for frequently used messages,
the Mailgram Message Processing Service
MAILGRAMS VIA PERSONAL
. can enter names and addre~ses of large lists
at 35¢ each, and lengthy address files can
COMPUTERS
Over 18,000 subscribers to The Source can ~e stored with the Message Processing Sernow compose and send Mailgram messages vice at a nominal charge. SOURCE TELECOMfrom their personal computers. Messages PUTING CORP., McLean, Va.
may be sent anywhere in the United States, FOR DATA CIRCLE 337 ON READER CARD
including Alaska and Hawaii. If entered in
The Source by 4 p.m., they are "virtually SCREEN DESIGN
guaranteed" delivery on the next business
A cP/M-based program that provides "an
day.
efficient way" to manage fixed-field screen
The Mailgram messages are elecforms, maps, and menus, Dynamic Screentronically forwarded by The Source to
forms functions as a dual-purpose system,
Western Union's largest Mailgram processwith a Screenforms Design subsystem, and
ing center, then routed by zip code to the
a Dynamic Input routine.
serving post office nearest the addressee,
The Screenforms subsystem allows
where they are printed, placed in envethe programmer to type the desired screen
lopes, and given preferential delivery treat- form, map, or menu just as the user would
ment.
see it on the crt screen. The BASIC stateSending a single Mailgram on The
ments needed to display the screep form are
Source is $5.15 for up to 100 words, plus $1
generated automatically.
for each additional 100 words.
The Dynamic Input routine frees the

Get the programmers you
need from a leader in
computer training.
Control Data Institute (CDI) is one of the worlds leading EDP entry-level personnel training organizations,
and an educational service of Control Data Corporation.
CDI graduates are trained in popular languages and
qualified to work with virtually all modem hardware
and systems. For information about nationwide,
cost-free recruiting, write AI C. Swinney, Control Data
Institute, 2000 W. Loop So., Houston, TX 77027
or call collect now. (713) 966-7102.

r.:a c:\ CONTI\.OL DATA
\::I r::J INSTITUTE

programmer from having to statically code
BASIC statements to accept and display data.
The routine, using a single command, allows the keyboard operator to complete
andlor update Screenforms-defined data
fields, which are automatically defined
each time a screen form, map, or menu is
displayed.
The Screenforms Design subsystem
features menu-driven control, up to 99 110
fields per screen form, default values, and a
24-by-80 full-screen support. The Dynamic
Input routine supports a wide range of field
attributes, for controlling the access, content, andlor video characteristics of each
field, field range limit parameter, sequential or random cursor placement, etc. Dynamic Screenforms is $395 from RIVER JORDAN MISSION, Lake Jordan, Ala.
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APPLE III COBOL
Apple Computer says its Apple III COBOL is
"the first personal computer-based COBOL
language capable of executing significant
mainframe applications." Apple III COBOL
has been certified by the GSA'S Federal
Compiler Testing Center at the High-Intermediate Level, "a higher level than many
of the COBOL systems available for minicomputers. ' ,
Apple III COBOL features Animator,
a screen-oriented, source-level debugger;

CALL OLASOAL FOR
FAST DELIVERY OF
THE BEST IN DATA
COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT

FIrms whose products are kept in stock to insure same-day shipment of most items include:
Anderson Jacobson
Micom
Ark Electronic Products
Paradyne
Avanti
Racal-Vadic
Datec
Spectron
Ventel
Electrodata
General Datacomm... and over 20 other leading brands
Call or write for our complete up-to-date, 4O-page catalog.
Call for free and expert system configuration data about the
following items:
Modems SO to 16,000 BPS, Acoustic Couplers (including the new
212-compatible units). Statistical Multiplexers, Wideband and Inverse Tom's, Autocall Data Sets, Data Format Converters, Line
Drivers, Limited Distance Modems, Modem Eliminators, Patch
.Panels, Switches, Port Selectors, Encryption Units, Error Control
Units, Data Monitors, EIA Breakout Boxes, Bit Error Rate
Testers, Phone Line Testers, Dial Backup Equipment, Phone Line
Bridges, Modem and Port Sharing Units, Equipment Cabinets,
Cables and much more.
Installation and on-site maintenance available in N.Y. Metro Area.

CALL 201-768-8082
GLASGAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES INC.
W Washington St., Northvale, N.J. 07647
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and Forms-2, a COBOL source-code generator; and requires a 128K Apple III system,
a video display such as the Monitor III, and
at least one external floppy or hard-disk
drive. Full use of Animator requires 256K
of memory. The program will retail under
$500 this fall. APPLE COMPUTER, INC., Cupertino, Calif.
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PROBLEM-SOLVER
TK!Solver, introduced by Software Arts,
creator of VisiCalc, solves engineering and
business problems without programming.

The user enters equations that define the
problem, types in the known values, and
the program calculates the unknown value.
The program has a variety of builtin functions, from sine and cosine to net
present value and internal rate of return,
and can provide answers as numbers, tables, or graphs. TK!Solver (TK is for tool
kit) will retail this fall for $299 with applications packages for specific industries
priced at $50 to $100. Each package will
contain several predefined models to solve
particular problems in a given field. Initial
application packages will be available' for

mechanical engineering, financial analysis,
high school science, and architectural design and construction.
The program and application packages will first be offered for the IBM Personal Computer and the Apple II, with versions
for" other major brands" of personal computerS to follow. Software Arts will market
the TK!Solver program itself, rather than
through·VisiCorp (formerly Personal Software Inc.), which has sold over a quarter of
a million copies of VisiCalc.
TK!Solver supports the DIF file format developed by Software Arts, so data
can be interchanged with other programs,
including VisiCalc. A support publication
will be published with tips and tutorials.
SOFTWARE ARTS, INC., Cambridge, Mass.
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CRT EMULATOR FOR APPLE

DATA PROCESSING
OPPORTUNITIES
Martin Marietta Aerospace, NASA's Contractor for the Space
Shuttle External Tank has immediate openings for Data Processing prqfessionals. Because we actually manufacture the external
tank, you'll get to see the actual results of your efforts.
:&nmediate opportunities exist for individuals experienced in:

-Business Systems - UNIVAC 1180, DATABASE DMS
I

1100,

T~I.P ..

W.I.P.. Real Time Applications

-Scientific Systems - HP
- Process Control
-Data Base Management Systems
- Network Controller
-MRP's
-Operations Research
We oOer competitive starting salaries and paid company
benefits. These opportunities exist at our Michoud Assembly
Facility located in suburban East New Orleans.
Qualified candidates interested in learning more about
these opportunities at Martin Marietta should forward
resumes,lnc1uding salary history to: Martin Marietta
Aerospace, Denver Glazier, DM-81, P. O. Box 29304, New
Orleans, Louisiana 70189. We are an equal opportunity
employer, mil/h.
IWARTIN IWARIET'TA
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New software from Softronics allows a
low-cost Apple system to emulate many of
the popular crt terminals, for accessing applications on large host computers and
timesharing systems. The $150 Softerm
package supports 9,600-baud transmission,
and permits emulating terminals such as the
IBM 3101 series, DEC VT-100, Data General
0-200, Lear Siegler ADM-3A and ADM-5,
Hazeltine 1400 and 1500 series, ADDS Regent series, and TeleVideo 900 series.
Features include 40/40 or 80-column display and file-transfer capability in a
choice of modes including Softrans, which
provides data compression. Support is included for most asynchronous serial interface boards and 80-column video boards
available for the Apple. Softerm operates
on any Apple II Plus with 48K memory,
disk drive, and a standard tv set or video
monitor. SOFfRONICS, Memphis, Tenn.
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PURCHASE-ORDER PRINTING
FOR MAPICS
A purchase-order printing and history package for IBM Systernl34 MAPICS users has
been released by Para Research. The current IBM MAPICS (Mamifacturing Accounting and Production Information Control
System) does not provide this feature. The
new package helps users track and control
all their purchases from the printing of suggested orders to the inputing of invoices. It
also interfaces with any installed Materials
Requirements Planning and Accounts Payable modules.
Priced at $1,500, with a $200 annual maintenance fee, the system allows manufacturers to print purchase orders based on
information from the Inventory Management or Materials Requirements Planning
modules of MAPICS. This is said to be the
first system of its kind. that uses item information directly from MAPICS, yet can remain external to the MAPICS code. PARA RESEARCH, INC., Rockport, Mass.
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·NowvoucanbrewaCICS
program in 20 minutes.
Introducing INSYS'f, the instant system generator
that develops programs. in just 20 minutes.

We've got a fresh solution to your information backlog
problems. INSYST, the quick and easy CICS system
generator from On-Line Software International.
With INSYST and justa few hours of training, even
personnel with little or no programming experience can
handle ad hoc information requests. Including single
or multiple record retrieval and specific field updating.
INSYST has all the ingredients to boost your
productivity. Labor wasting coding has been
eliminated. Terminal response time is minimal. You
can custom tailor the screen format to fit your require.;.
ments. Simple procedural language reduces the need
for user exits. And new applications are executed

immediately without CICS table change delays.
So if you want a product that perks up productivity
withoutgiving you training or operational headaches, insist on INSYST Call On-Line Software
International today for allthe facts.

rfi7~

ON-LINE
Val SOFI'WARE
INTERNATIONAL

65 Route 4 East, River Edge, NJ 07661
(201) 4BB~7770 Toll Free (BOO) 526-0272
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ADVERTISING OFFICES
Sales Manager: John M. Gleason
New York, NY 10022
875 Third Ave.
(212) 605-9715
Eastern District Manager:
Francie Bolger
New York, NY 10022
875 Third Ave.
(212) 605-9663

D FDR D Compaktor
D Automatic Backup & Recovery
~4
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User Responses

Overall Satisfaction

I

8.7
7.8

I

I

Installation/Initial Use
(average of items below)

I
I
I

8.9
7.7

I

I

Freedom from Program Bugs/Errors
I

I

Initial Installation Time

8.9
7.9

I

I

Ease of Initial Installation

I

8.6
7.4

I

I

9.3
7.9

Service (average of items below)

I

I
I

8.3
7.2

I

I

Speed/Thoroughness in Fixing Bugs/Errors
I

I

8.6
7.1

Vendor Program Modification Quallty
Package Update Frequency

I

8.5
7.4

I

I

7.7
6.9

I

I

Operations (average of items below)

I
I

I

I

Efficiency of Expanding Processing Volume

I

Initiation/Calling Procedures

I

I

I

I

8.5
7.9

I

8.5
8.0
8.4
7.8

?

Backup/Recovery Procedures

I

I

8.5
7.7

J

I

f

I

I

I

I

9
10
7
6
8
4
5
3
Above values based on a scale of 10 to 9 Superior. 8 to 6 Very Good 5 to
3 Acceptable. and 2 to Ilnadequate. Solid bars c=:::J denote specific
package, open bars c:=:J denote group average.

I
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Excel. Good Fair Poor MAUR* CA**

Reliability
Efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Trouble-shooting
Documentation
User Education
Vendor's Maintenance
Overall satisfaction

42
40
34
35
23

7
0
0
8
1
0
12
1
1
12
2
0
18
4
0
17
31
1
0
7
21
11
0
19
24
1
0
36
13
0
0
• Mean Average User Rating on a scale of 4.0 for Excellent. •• Cluster Analysis

3.86
3.80
3.63
3.67
3.42
3.33
2.90
3.41
3.73

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1

New England District Mgr.: William J. McGuire
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(617) 964-3730
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(415) 965-8222
U.K.,' Scandinavia, Benelux
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Technical Publishing Co.
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SECURITY
'against all enemies,
foreign and domestic'

The Advanced Continuous Simulation language Is a powerful but easy to use program
designed for modelling the behavior of dynamic systems. Applications range from control system analysis to chemical plant models
to urban dynamics.
• Interactive or Batch Graphics
• Unlimited Problem Size
• FORTRAN Compatibility
• Stiff Integration
ACSl reduces program development time by
factors of two to ten: ACSl Is available for
CDC 600917000, IBM 3601370, lJ'NIVAC
1100, SEl 32, PDP 10/20 and VAX II computers. Access through UCS, CYBERNET and
other national networks.

L@CK-ll

MITCHEll AND
GAUTHIER ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 685, Concord, Ma. 01742
(617) 369-5115
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RSTS PROFESSIONAL
P.O. Box 361. Ft. Washington, PA 19034
(215) 542-7008

INSIDE:
ArtIdes of Interest

to DEC computer

PERSONAL COMPUTING

people .•. valuable

reading for users

Computer Plus ...................................160
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morel
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AUTOCODERISPS
to COBOL
Dataware's
software
translator
automatically converts a high percentage
of SPS/1400 Autocoder source code to
ANS COBOL (DOS or OS).
The

Translato~

converts from;

• IBM 1401
} can be mixed
in a single
• IBM 1401 SPS
source program.
• IBM 1440 • IBM 1410
• IBM 7010

Subscriptions,
information •..
Box 361, Fort
Washington, PA
19034,
(215)542-7008.

Dataware Software Translators

RPG to COBOL
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
the industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS
or OS). The translator achieves an
extremely high percentage of automatic
conversion (approaching 100%) of the
source code.

RPG to PL/l
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
an optimized PL/ 1 (DOS or OS). The
translator ,achieves an extremely high
percentage of automatic conversion (approaching 100%) of the source code.
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COBOL to COBOL
One of the many successful Translators
offered by Dataware is our COBOL
Convertor, a table- driven conversion
system designed to convert COBOL
programs from one vendor or operating
system to another.
This convertor plus our other conversion
tools meet the needs of a changing
computer industry.
Our conversion approach provides the
major solution to management's conversion problems and facilitates the recovery
of the initial capital investment in systems
development.

For more information, call or write today.

For more information, call or write today.

For more information, call or write today.

The Conversion Software People

The Conversion Software People

The Conversion Software People

Dataware, Inc.

Dataware,lnc.

Dataware,lnC.

B~

2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722. TELEX: 91519
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2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX; 91519
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2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX; 91519
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Improve Programmer
Productivity with POLAS
• Simplifies development of on-line
applications
• Generates COBOL, RPG II, or
Assembly code
• Eliminates need to learn new
language through use of on-line
prompting
• Runs under CICS or WESTI
For People You Can Count On call:

Cd PYCC[J C[Jr;tPlJTEA
, SYSTEr;tS

INC

710 E. OGDEN AVENUE • SUITE 201
NAPERVILLE, ILLINOIS 60540

(312) 961-2262
CIRCLE 507 ON READER CARD

PAYROLL
SYSTEM

Call for Technical Papers - The TeleSystems
Journal
OSI Publications Ltd., 65 Route 4 East, River
Edge, NJ 07661; (201) 488-7770

Tired of changing your payroll system every year?
Have problems paying your employees on time?
Need better control over where your labor effort is
going? Use PLYCOM's Payroll Package for software that is easy to use, yet effective. Includes
complete support and excellent documentation.
Features:

OSI Publications is seeking technical papers for
its bimonthly journal, The TeleSystems Journal.
Topics include CICS, IMS, VTAM, MVS, and
DOS. One upcoming issue will feature CICS and
IMS sysgens, while another will explore CICS and
IMS internals. Also interested in articles on data
base management, distributed processing, and
capacity and long range planning-but only if
technical.
.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Send articles to Jay Blumenthal, editor. Technicians who are not good writers are encouraged to
submit papers; promising material will be rewritten for publication by our editorial staff. Honorarium: 3000+ words= $300; under 3000 words=
$150. Will also pay $25 for 100-200 word programming hints; user experiences, and brain
teasers, All must be technical.

~ lye () m

PIONEER SOFfWARE, INC. has developed a "nuts" and bolts" system with
more than just fundamentals. We can
make your System/38 productive from the
first day our systems are installed.
Nuts and Bolts not enough? Our utilization of the System/38 functions makes a
modifications to fit your unique business
workable. Our systems are exclusively
written for the System/38. Some of their
features are:
• Source and object code
• RPG III structured coding
• Data Base files
• Interactive menu driven
• Documented
• Data dictionary references
• In-house installation available
All of our systems are priced under
$50000.00 per module.
Call today and put your System/38 to work
for you.
Contact: Don Gembala,
W. John Primrose III

PIONEER SOFTWARE, INC.
10302 Madison Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44102
(216) 961-4217
A Dickey-Grabler Company

(0

services, inc,

P.O. Box 160
Plymouth. IN 46563

(219) 935-5121
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FREE

FOR UCSD PASCAL* SYSTEMS

IBM SYSTEM/38
SOFTWARE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE

Easy to use menus
Excellent audit trail
Divisional & department reporting
Multi-state tax calculations
Event driven or exception type
Extensive on-line error checking
Easily handles manual checks
Effective control on void or returns
On-line employee inquiry
For PDP-1rs using RSTS/E

$245- PDBASE 'an Entity Relational
Data-base. Complete with
English query language, formated screen, procedure language. data security, multiple
users, validity checking and
example relations.
$100- Program interface for
PDBASE
$ 25- PDBASE users manual
$125- Interactive spelling checker
$100- Complete LISP interpreter.

a..-.--.

CATAWG
For a free government
catalog listing more' than
200 helpful booklets,
write:
Consumer Information
Center, Dept. A. Pueblo,
Colorado 81009. .

IOTClnc.
910 Sully/Laramie, WY 82070
*Trademark Regents Univ. of Calif.

(307) 721-5818
CIRCLE 510 ON READER CARD

"THERE IS AN ANSWER TO EVERY RIDDLE
IN THE UNIVERSE,EXCEPT ONE:'
I know the secrets of the stars and the
mysteries of the moon. But the origin of The
Common Cold baffles even a great thinker like
myself. That's why I rely on the Consumer
Information Catalog ..
It's published by the Federal Government
and lists over 200 booklets you can send away
for. Over half are free. And all are wise. With
tips on everything from repairing a flat tire to
relieving a cold.
.
So send for this free catalog. Write:
Consumer Infonnation Center, Dept. B. Pueblo ..
Colorado 81009. After all. it's hard enough
'
deciphering the mysteries of this planet.
without the handicap of an earthshaking sneeze.

THE CONSUMER INFORMATION
CATALOG

A catalog of over 200 helpful publications.
CIRCLE 511 ON

~EADER

CARD

General Services Administration· Consumer Information Center

t;lI~
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BUY,SELL,LEASE

SYSTEMS
&
COMPONENTS
C.D. SMITH &
ASSOCIATES, INC.
12605 E. Freeway,
Suite 318
Houston, TX 77015
713-468-2384

DG DEC
Phil Thomas

Bryan Eustace

305/392-2006

305/392-2005

Jennifer Eustace
305/392-2007
TELEX 568-670

BUY -SELL- TRACE- LEASE

CIRCLE 512 ON READER CARD

Like'-new
products
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IBM SERIES/1

FOR SALE

BUY - SELL - LEASE
Hardware
• IBM Series/1
• CDC Peripherals

USED DEC

Program Products
• GIL, AIR, PIR
• Cargo Reservation
• Freight Forwarding
• TelexlTeletype Interface

PDP11/55's AND PDP11/40's
DEC MAINTAINED
1 TO 4 YEARS OLD

Customized Programming

Ravmond C. Lorber,

, For free catalog,
phone toll-free (800) 225-1008
In Massachusetts (617) 938-0900

~

PHONE JIM HYDE

(416) 792-3877

Genstar REI Sales Company
19527 Business Center Dr., Northridge,
CA 91324
CIRCLE 514 ON READER CARD

n~orporated

Systems & p. rogra. n.ll11ing D. esign
,333 ~larket Street, Suite 2840
San Francisco, CA 9410,5
(415) 434-2607
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PERSONAL COMPUTING

Color Computer 16K

$305

Model III 16K

w/16K Ext. Basic

~~~~I 48K

$399
,
w/32K Ext. BasIc
$499

2 disk & RS232 c

• User selectable/software control/able
• Switches computers and peripherals
•
•
•
•

User determined control words
Supports 150 to 19200 baud
Totally portable with AC option
Features manual override operation

Advanced Systems Concepts. Inc,
P.O.Box
Altadena. California 91001
(213) 684·5461 or 794·2308

a
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$1949

BUY DIRECT. These are just a few of our great
offers which include Printers, Modems, Computers, Peripherals, Disc Drives, Software and
more. cali TOLL FREE 1-800-545-8124

=-

corn~

We have the lowest
possible fully
warranteed prices
Write for your
and a lull complement
free catalog,
01 Radio Shack Software. ' 245A Great Road
~ lIHleton,MA01460

=:.:.:r..lpl:US'

_ _ \, _ _ _

~

617 • 486 • 3193
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Bata booklet on specializell
software information
s,stems covering:
*SINERAI BOffWARE
*BATABABE SOfTWARE
*IICROIIINI SDfTWARE
A. P. Publications Ltd
322 ST. JOHN STREET .

LONDON. E.C.1

JOB MARKETPLACE

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA
Computer Science and
Engineering Department

MOVE
THE

GOODS.

The Department of Computer Science and Engineering will have faculty positions in Computer Science and
Engineering open for the academic year 1983-84, starting 1 September 1983.
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
Ph.D. in Computer Science or Computer Engineering or in a closely related discipline with emphasis in programming languages, data base-organization with structure, microprocessors, operating systems, data processing, system analysis, digital design, computer architecture, and software engineering.
Language of Instruction is English.
Minimum regular contract for two years, renewable. Competitive salaries and allowances. Air conditioned
and furnished housing provided. Free air transportation to and from Dhahran each year. Attractive educational assistance grants for school age dependent children. All earned income without Saudi taxes. Ten
months duty each year with two months vacation with salary. There is also possibility of selection for the
University's on-going Summer program with good additional compensation.
Apply with complete resume on academic, professional and personal data, list of references, publications
and research details, and with copies of transcripts and degrees, including home and office addresses and
telephone numbers to:
'

University of Petroleum & Minerals
Houston Office
2223 West Loop South, Suite 410
Houston, Texas 77027
CIRCLE 519 ON READER CARD

LET Us ~ACEYOU

-.----IN A~_~~

BETTER JOB NOW
Put our 17 years experience placing
technical professionals to work for you.
Client companies pay'all fees; you get our
. expert advice and counsel FREE.
Nationwide opportunities in
Communications. Defense, Intelligence.
Computer. Energy and Aerospace
Systems. If you earn over $25.(0). send
your resume in confidence to: Dept. D-8

WALLACH
ASSOCIATES,INC.
1010 Rockville Pike, Box 6016
Rockville, Maryland 20852
(301) 762-1100

Professional Employment Consultants
Wallach ... Your Career Connection

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR
PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS
National Openings With Client Companies
and Through Affiliated Agencies
Scientific and commercial applications • Software
development and systems programming • Telecommunications • Control Systems • Computer engineering •
Computer marketing and support

1777 Walton Road
Blue Beli, Penna. 19422
(215) 629-0595

RSVP SERVICES
Employment Agents for Computer Professionals

Representing Equal Opportunity Employers

CIRCLE 520 ON READER CARD

USE THE

DATAMATION
MARKETPLACE
ADVERTISING
SECTION
CALL KATHY
800·223·0743

OR SHIRLEY
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UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA
Computer Science Department
Lecturer Openings
The Computer Science Program has several openings for Lecturer positions involving teaching of programming languages and the partiCipation in a number of projects among which are the computer-aided instruction and the computer graphics projects. The positions are open for the academic year 1983-84, starting 1
September 1983.
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
Candidates are expected to have M.S. degree in Data Processing, Computer Science Program, or an equiValent degree in a related field, with a working knowledge and/or experience of COBOL, PASCA, 370 Assembler Language, Fortran, PU1, Data Base Organization, Operating System, or similar areas.
Facilities available are IBM 370/158, IBM 3033, and various minicomputers and microprocessors.
Language of Instruction is English.
Minimum regular contract for two years, renewable. Competitive salaries and allowances. Air conditioned
and furnished housing provided. Free air transportation to and from Dhahran each year. Attractive educational.assistance grants for school age dependent children. All earned income without Saudi taxes. Ten
months duty each year with two months vacation with salary. There is also possibility of selection for the
University's on-going Summer program with good additional compensation.
Apply with complete resume on academic, professional and personal data, list of references, publications
and research details, and with copies of transcripts and degrees, including home and office addresses and
telephone numbers to:
University of Petroleum & Minerals
Houston Office
2223 West Loop South, Suite 410
Houston, Texas 77027
CIRCLE 522 ON READER CARD
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"

"HELLO, UNITED..."

I-·-~

- -' ANYTHING GOE5W

•••

"
\nd keeps the phone number of United Air Cargo close at hand.
vith that number, he'll make one call that sendsANYTHING ... from an
lephant to an oil can, ANYWHERE ... whether that means Cincinnati,
)hio or Canton, China. (If it's Canton, we'll arrange the connecting flights
)r him, deal with tariff regulations, foreign customs, everything.)
LNYTIME ... next week is easy. Tomorrow is no big deal.
And if it has to be there later today, we can even
arrange that. (Would you believe the next flight
out?) So sleep soundly tonight. The guys in shipping have everything under control.

ilNITED AIR CARGO
CIRCLE 115 ON READER CARD

First in touch
When distributed data processing replaced large CPU configurations, Selecterm
emerged with the concept of Data Terminal Management -:-The Art of Keeping
in Touch. Today, Selecterm is First in Touch with: The State of the Art,
Individual Systems Needs, Major Manufacturers, Customer Emergencies,
Sound Financial Arrangements.'
.
~:~:~~~~~,~;~;:~~~.~~~~~~'~;~~"

Being First in Touch is important to us ....
How
you? Can us collect
,~t
300 today!

~
\it" ....... :"\
~

SELECTERM
First in touch

Headquarters, 153 Andover Street, Danvers, MA 01923 (617) 246-1300

Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Washington, D.C
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BOOKS

THE SYSTEM BUILDERS:
THE STORY OF SDC
by Claude Baum
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Industry pundits have been saying for years
that this business is maturing. Now we have
the proof. SDC has celebrated its 25th anniversary.
To celebrate its silver anniversary,
SDC issues a corporate history. That's not
unusual. Traditionally, large corporations
hire professional writers to grind out bland
histories celebrating the triumphs of the
management currently in power and glossing over any unsavory details of the past.
The books, usually handsomely printed and
profusely illustrated, become suitable coffee table decorations and giveaways to favorite customers. Histories they are not. All
the warts have been removed.
SDC, System Development Corp.,
now a part of Burroughs, went about the
task a little differently. That's not at all
surprising to those who know SDC. It has
always been just a little different.
Claude Baum, a veteran sDcer, took
on the task of writing the story. Complicating the assignment was the changeover period as Burroughs took control. This is handled in the brief epilogue.
As a literary work, the book suffers
somewhat from not having been written by
a professional. There is a certain amount of
moving back and forth through history.
Acronyms appear far· from their explanations. The years get a bit tangled. Inevitably, the impact of SDC'S expensive commercial failures is downplayed. If the book
is believed, all presidents have been great
and top management was just super. Almost everything that SDC· ever did was a
technical success.
.
Well, of course, that's not quite the
way it was. SDC has had its share of failures.
Some of its management has been less than
farseeing and effective. Proposals have
been mishandled. Too many good people
have gotten away.
When a corporate history is written
by a staff person, inevitably there is a bias

toward the company's successes. That's a
fact. One cannot quibble too much.
On the positive side, however, there
is a great deal of very important material,
particularly that dealing with the early years
of the SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment) system and the AN/FSQ-7 computer. Without SAGE, there would have been no
SDC and no story to tell.
Younger members of this profession will not believe the Q-7' s size and performance characteristics. Even the pictures
won't help. There's no way to get a feel for
the scale of the beast. Suffice to say, even in
the face of disbelief, that its speed was better than that of general purpose computers
on the market 10 or 15 years later. How
many duplex systems existed in the 20
years after SAGE went live? What other machine had over 90 on-line consoles? Were
there any serious communications-based
systems besides SAGE in the '50s or '60s?
The SAGE breakthroughs were so far ahead
of the commercial state of the art that some
don't exist to this day. How many computer
systems allow a programmer to correct a
failing parity bit? How many software systems allow a programmer to test one module of a system while simulating all the others in the surrounding environment?

SDC in most senses was the creation
of the U. S. Air Force and a small group of
Rand Corp. managers. Led by M. O. (Kap)
Kappler, SDC was created as a captive software house to take care of air defense-related design and programming needs. Nonprofit from its birth, the conversion to a
commercial software house was painful.
Kap always knew that it would have to be
accomplished someday. His major try in
1963 led to a sellout by the SDC board, and
Kap resigned. He was correct. It took a long
time before his successors realized just how
right he had been.
Kap got it off the ground. His only
error, aside from misjudging the mental
toughness of his board, was perpetrated on
July 1, 1960, the day the free coffee ended!
It only cost the USAF $75,000 a year to keep
hundreds of programmers happy.
The history. of SDC would not be
complete without some mention of the organization today known as ADAPSO. From
its inception, ADAPSO was an enemy of SDC.
SDC as a nonprofit company could, and often did, underbid ADAPSO'S profit-oriented
membership. With loud cries of "foul,"
the ADAPSO membership banged away at the
nonprofit concept, harassed SDC at every
opportunity, and did a first-rate Washing-

ICl
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ton lobbying job.
The soundness of the nonprofit concept, however, endured for many years until SDC itself had to break out of its USAF
relationship to survive. One thing that the
ADAPSO people never really understood was
SDC'S self-imposed mission as the first, indeed the only, "university of programming." SDC trained literally thousands of
programmers. Salary scales were kept low
and aligned with those of the Air Force rather than industry. SDC programmers got restless and went off to industry and high paying jobs. Within four years, 50% of the
trainee programmers departed. That's the
way it was supposed to be. Kap understood.
The ADAPSO people never did.
Today, and even before the Burroughs acquisition, SDC has no uniqueness.
The special SDC-USAF relationship has long
since deteriorated. The USAF is just another
customer. From purely a design/programming/system simulation house, SDC has
moved into such areas as data centers, remote database searches, and even hardware
implementation.
But it is the early days that can never
be forgotten. Alone among today's software houses, SDC has a background of very
large, real-time, communications-oriented
systems. The overriding influence of its
past can never be totally suppressed. One
wonders how Burroughs will come to terms
with veteran sncers who grew up in the
balmy USAF days.
Finally, the book, as detailed as it
is, never really comes to grips with one
abiding mystery. Why did George Mueller,
SDC president from 1971 to 1981, when he
kicked himself upstairs, pull down the famous "flying diaper, " the hyperbolic paraboloid so long SDC'S logo and symbol?
Things have never been the same.
The System Builders is fun for a
while, particularly during its descriptions of
the '50s and early '60s. The later sections of
the book, mostly a recital of projects won
and lost as well as a description of SDC'S
many attempts to operate in the commercial
world on a profitable basis, drag. This isn't
"the big book on SAGE" for which many
have hoped. But it is a start and does contribute a bit to our knowledge of the early
years of one of the more unusual ventures in
American business. System Development
Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. (1981, 283
pp., $20):

-Philip H. Dom
Reviewer Dorn, longtime DATAMATION contributor and self-styled computing history
buff, is an ·SDC alumnus, a graduate of its
programming school, and owner (he wrote
them) of a set of training manuals for SAGE
releases 5 and 8. If anybody wants to know
how Bud Drutz' sPEC worked or how to FIX
a parity error, Dorn can be contacted
through DATAMATION. However, he doesn't
promise to be able to find the documents.
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REPORTS & REFERENCES
FOCUS ON CAD/CAM
The CAD/CAM Technical Survey 1982 is
billed as a "comprehensive study of the
computer graphics industry." Its five sections include the history and background of
computer graphics, the current state of the
market, the results of an end-user survey,
the results of the Delphi survey, and a section of recommendations to users, potential
users, and vendors. Various types of hardware are examined for usefulness and effectiveness, and technical weaknesses in existing hardware are also discussed. Users are
provided with recommendations regarding
the hardware characteristics they should
look for and those to steer away from when
making purchase decisions. The survey
contains equally valuable information for
vendors and potential vendors, such as the
markets currently unserved, market trends
and financial forecasts, and a long-range
market outlook. As is to be expected, the
report bears a hefty price tag-Technical
Management Resources, Ltd. is asking
$695 a. copy. TMR can be reached at 620
Howard Building, Providence, RI 02903,
(401) 274:'2843.

DATABASE DIRECTORY
In September, CSG Press will offer its revised ninth edition of the Directory of Online Information Resources. The directory
contains information on over 400 databases
commercially available in the U.S. and
Canada. The databases are listed in alphabetical order and range in subject matter
from the accountants' index to the Yukon
bibliography. Each listing includes a description of the database, who produces and
sells it, and where those companies or persons are located. The directory costs $18.50
per copy, and is revised in March and September of each year. A two-year subscription price of $48 buys four issues. For more
information, contact CSG Press, 11301
Rockville Pike, Kensington, MD 20895.
Please note that single orders must be accompanied by payment.

specs, director and DASD functions, and Sybercache's memory are detailed by the vendor. STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORP., Louisville, Colo.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 350 ON READER CARD

DON'T FORGET
The vendor has published a six-page, fourcolor brochure describing its Model 6000A
Memory Tester. Listed inside are features
and specs, applications, options, information on user training, and the company warranty. TESTMASTER, Costa Mesa, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 351 ON READER CARD

SORWARE DIRECTORY
The Harris Corp. 's 108-page directory lists
software tools and application software
packages available for use on Harris computers. It includes software distributed by
Harris, by the Harris Users' Exchange Library, and by outside companies and organizations. There are two sections: software
tools and applications software. Both are
organized by function or discipline, and
each entry includes the program name, a
brief description, and availability information. HARRIS CORP., Computer Systems
Div., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 352 ON READER CARD

LIGHT READING
Thanks to the kind consideration of DC
Comics, a division of Warner Communications, Radio Shack's third Superman comic

A GUIDE TO ALL GUIDES
Over 7,000 directories are described in the
Guide to American Directories, published
by B. Klein Publications. This 11 th edition
of the guide is the first one released in three
years and has been selected by the Library
of Congress as "one of the 500 works to be
used in the White House Conference Information Center Library. " It sells for $55 and
can be obtained from the publisher at P.o.
Box 8503, Coral Springs, FL 33065.

VENDOR LITERATURE
SYBERCACHE
"Sybercache: STC 8890 Intelligent Disk
Controller" is both the name and topic of
this four-color brochure. Operational

features guest appearances by the dynamic
Wonder Woman and-boo, hiss-Lex
Luthor. The 36-page comic, "The Computer Masters of Metropolis, " is a follow-up to
"Victory by Computer," and is available
free of charge from TANDY CORP.lRADIO
SHACK, Fort Worth, Texas.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 353 ON READER CARD

Naturally, this means supporting many protocols: 2780/3780,
SNAlSDLC, HASP/RJE, ASCII-TTY,
3270, X.25, DSA/HDLC, and
others. Our office information systems can communicate with data
bases maintained by multiple
vendor host systems whether inTo Honeywell, Office Automa- house or at remote locations.
With menu-driven electronic
tion is better communication. People and information systems joined mail, connecting people to people
in a flexible network, exchanging
is equally simple. Documents can
information instantly, without con- be routed along established netfusion or delay.
works. And for organizations with
several offices, auto call/answer
can be combined with distribution
schedules to further speed the
flow of information.
We even offer confirmation
that a message has reached
another's "electronic mailbox:'
We believe in communication.
Linking person to person and
department to department, our
Office Automation Systems make it
possible for you to work quickly
and efficiently.
This is Honeywell's approach
to Office Automation.
For more information about
Honeywell's Office Automation
Systems fill out and mail this coupon today. Or call 800-225-3222/3.
Within the 617 area call
552-2171.)

SUPPORTING PROTOCOLS
THAT ALLOW YOU TO ACCESS AND EXCHANGE
INFORMATION EASILY IS HONEYWELL'S
APPROACH TO OFFICE AUTOMATION.

r---------------------·
I'd like to know more about your Office
Automation Systems.
o Send me more information.
o Have a salesperson call me.
o Call me to arrange a demonstration.
Name
Company

Title

Tel. No.

Address
City

State

Zip

Mail to: Ms. Carol Vallone, Dept. DT 8
Honeywell Office Automation Systems
Three Newton Executive Park Drive
Newton Lower Falls, MA 02162

Honeywell
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An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.

READERS'
FORUM
TRANSLATION
TEST
The legislative draftsman has the makings of a fine software designer. Out of the vaguely expressed ideas of politicians he has to
frame laws that will be judged constitutional, and allow law-abiding citizens to do their business with dispatch while closing all
loopholes to would-be evaders. The law has to be interpreted in the
same way by citizens, bureaucrats, and judges, and it must withstand the changing circumstances and values of society. Of course
no draftsman can frame such a perfect law but he strives to approach this ideal. The framers of the United States constitution
were perhaps the finest software designers in history. How many of
us dare to hope that our products will still be in use in 20 years, let
alone 200? The drafter of important legislation often works behind
the scenes, getting none of the acclaim accorded to members of
Congress. These devoted men and women work long hours at tasks
requiring knowledge, intelligence, painstaking attention to detail,
and logical ability of the highest orders, while their masters bask in
the glow of pUblicity and receive all the credit for their labors.
Sound familiar?
The business executive, like the politician, needs a lawyer
to-draft ironclad contracts once negotiations have been concluded.
Generally speaking, the company legal counsel takes part in important negotiations to help him capture all the nuances that need to be
- built into the final "boiler plate." How often are the company's
information systems designers invited to take part in such negotiations? Remember that these people design systems to help forecast
the financial consequences of decisions or to calculate the effects of
union contracts. If they were invited more often perhaps they would
develop the same skills as lawyers.
Many of us have a tendency to think that in a computerized
information system the programs are the "real thing," ~ll other
documentation (the word is significant) being a sort of adornment
like tinsel on a Christmas tree. It is useful, even indispensable, we
think, 'but the essence of the system lies embedded in the code, the
rest being merely outward form. I suggest that the reverse is a more
fruitful way of thinking about an information system. More specifically, the essence of the design is embodied in a natural language
text that can be understood by layman (perhaps with some difficulty) and expert alike, and the code is merely a high-fidelity device to
convey the author's work. A good businessman will usually make
the effort to read and understand important contracts even though
he has a lawyer to help him. Few businessman can understand
computer programs written by other people and quite often even

their authors are unable to explain them articulately. The businessman in effect becomes party to a contract he doesn't understand. I
am not talking about the contract between the businessman and the
supplier of the software; I am talking about the contract between the
businessman and the system he has bought. The system is supposed
to do certain things for the businessman, but he usually has no clear
statement of what those things are. The glossy booklets, even the
users' manuals, are usually either too superficial or too procedural.
What the buyer needs is a carefully written specification that will
exactly describe the system's performance capabilities so that he
can use it to test the results of what he has bought. Such a document
is like the text of a bill submitted to Congress or of a treaty to be
negotiated with a foreign power. Flowcharts, decision tables, and
the like may be used as aids to understanding, but the natural
language text should be the final recourse in case of any disagreement or misunderstanding. The specification is, of course, implemented in detailed administrative procedures and computer programs. These should be regarded as fleshing out the specification,
which is fundamental, instead of the specification being thought of
as mere documentation. The specification tells everybody what the
system is supposed to do. Its drafting and amendment require the
skills generally possessed by legal draftsmen but rarely by software
designers.
If we were to follow strictly the canons of top-down development, we would first make a general statement of objectives,
maybe with a scenario or two to get the feel of the proposed system
in its environment, then write the specification, and finally develop
the,detailed flowcharts, algorithms, programs, and procedures. As
pointed out in a recent DATAMATION article (Gideon S amid ,
"Modified Top-Down Design," Nov. 1981), strict adherence to
sequence has several drawbacks. In practice, therefore, the components of a system are developed in interactive fashion and the last
comma will not be added to the specification until the rest of the
work is complete or nearing completion.
Such a specification is, in effect, an embodiment of the
,system in high-level language. The natural languages, developed
over millennia, are the highest-level languages known to man. All
such languages are culture-bound but not esoteric like artificial
programming languages. What is natural to an actuary may be
jargon to a literary critic and vice versa, but with a little effort each
can understand the other's jargon. When we write a contract or
system specification in English, to be understood, interpreted, and
used by actuaries in the United States, we expect it to be comprehensible to 100% of the American actuaries, at least 90% of the
actuaries in other English-speaking countries, and perhaps 70% of
the educated English-speaking laymen. This means that when we
use technical or local terms we try to define them in a common,
nontechnical language.
'
One way of finding out whether we have done a good job is
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PLAIN
ENGLISH

SOFTWARE
THAT SPEAKS
YOUR LANGUAGE.
Now you can make the information center
concept work while handling complete applications
development, with a single, user-friendly, English
software language. FOCUS is the 4th generation
language that can be used by both professional
programmers and end users. It lets anyone on your
staff learn to make basic queries within hours, and
even write ad hoc or formatted reports in a day. And
when you turn your professional programmers loose
with FOCUS, they'll reward you by creating selfdocumenting applications in one-tenth the time
required by procedural languages ... even less in
some cases ... to really cut through your backlogged
applications, no matter how complex.
FOCUS runs interactively under CMS/TSO/CICS/
IMS/DC on IBM or compatible mainframes. It can
save you time, effort and money when building applications in areas such as personnel, finance, accounting, general administration, marketing, sales,
research, results tracking, and manufacturing.
Why not put it to work for YOU. In plain English,
you'll save a bundle! For details, call the FOCUS.
representative nearest you or write to
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10 ask a number of people-experts and laymen-to review and
criticize the text. Another way is to have it translated into a foreign
language and then back into English by two different translators.
While the final result will hardly ever be identical to the original, its
meaning should be invariant, in the opinion of a qualified independent judge. Even when the meaning is judged to have remained
unchanged, differences in wording can often help us to pinpoint
defects in the original text. This is familiar to anyone who has
converted a system from one programming language or version to
another. In natural language texts there is even more scope for
ambiguity and looseness. If a system specification passes this test,
there is some hope that the programs and procedures it implements
will pass muster as reasonably accurate interpretations of it. More
important, if it doesn't pass the double translation test, then, in
accordance with Murphy's law, we can be quite sure that its implementation will contain serious defects.
I do not suggest that double translation is an infallible way
to detect errors; Murphy's law operates on texts that pass this test
with flying colors. I do suggest that it is somewhat better than
structured walk-throughs by systems analysts bound by the same
culture. And the more exotic the foreign language used, the more
rigorous the test. Translating through two or more foreign languages would be still more testing, particularly if the translators
knew nothing about the subject matter.
After the specification passes the double translation test, but
before the code and procedures are written, we draw a logic diagram to help readers understand the text. Note that this diagram
takes up more space than a written specification might. To modify
it efficiently requires graphics capabilities and a skilled operator,
whereas modification of the written specification requires only a
good typist and, preferably, a word processing facility. More importantly, business people, lawyers, and bankers will feel more
comfortable with the text than with the diagram, even though the
reverse may be true for systems analysts. FinaJly, a lawyer can take
a tightly written specification and turn it into a contract between
supplier and user. For all these reasons I submit that a properly

Don Wszolek, Information Builders, Inc.,
1250 Broadway, New York, New York 10001.

~FCCUS

New York: (212) 736-4433
Washington. D.C.: (703) 276-9006
Dallas: (214) 659-9890- Chicago: (312) 789-0515
Los Angeles: (213) 615·0735 - Palo Alto: (415) 324-9014
St. Louis: (314) 625-1070
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"You get there by butterfly,
and then we give you a centipede."
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FOCUS is also available on a service bureau basis

through Tymshare Inc.
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NECOM '82
Boston
Date: October 12, 1982
Time:
1:00-7:00 P.M.
Place: Boston Marriott, Commonwealth Ave.
and Route 128 at Mass. Turnpike, Newton, MA.
TAKE A LOOK AT TOMORROW - meet the industry
giants as well as the innovator~ who'll be tomorrow's leaders.
A single source comp,uter show for OEM's, sophisticated
end users, dealers and distributors, Necom '82 features the
industry's newest developments in a one-day regional format.
Featured will be the latest in computers, from minis to
micros, graphics, peripherals" systems and software. You're in
good company at the industry's only comprehensive one-day
show with exhibitors representing IBM, CDC, Memorex,
Qume, Versatec, DEC, Data General, HP, Shugart, Lexidata,
Dataproducts and more.
Keep in to~ch with a volatile industry. See tomorrow's
products ... today.
For more information or invitations contact Norm De
Nardi Enterprises, 289 S. San Antonio Rd., Suite 204, Los
Altos, CA 94022, (415) 941-8440.
COMING UP - a new, extended
2-day show,. COMPUSOURCE '82,
Norm De Nardi Enterprises
scheduled for December 8-9, 1982 at 289 S. San Antonio Rd.,
204,
San Jose's new Red Lion Inn. MARK Suite
Los Altos, CA 94022
YOUR CALENDAR NOWr
(415) 941-8440.
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written specification is the basic document of an information system. It ought to survive many implementations just as the U.S.
constitution has survived numerous judicial interpretations.
I hope the preceding discussion has demonstrated the following points:
1. A good specification describes everything that the system is supposed to do, in natural but rigorous language.
2. Natural means that any intelligent layman can understand the specification (if he is prepared to make the effort.)
3. Rigorous means that it should be written as though it
were a legally enforceable contract between the client and the
system.
4. Don't ask another systems expert to check your specificiation. Give it to a layman with no background in systems analysis
and no knowledge of the subject matter. Better still, give it to
several such laymen with widely differing backgrounds.
5. A good specification is more useful to more people than
flowcharts (without denying the utility of flowcharts).
6. A good specification will still be good when several
generations of code are dead and buried.

Convert
to CICS ...
Automatically.
Break the chains with
DASD's new automatic
translator. Automatically
converts your System/3 CCP
RPG programs to standard·
ized, modularized C1CS/VS
Command Level COBOL.
It also converts all screen
references to C1CS
RECEIVE·MAP/SEND·MAP
and converts all file refer·
encesto READ/READ·
NEXT/WRITE/REWRITE
and DELETE instructions.
Generates complete routines
for MAPFAIL, IOERR, END
FILE, DUPKEY and others.
And· converts screen defini·
tions from DFF to BMS ...
automatically adjusting for
attribute byte differences
between CCP and CICS,
producing either CICS/VS
Version 1.4 or 1.5 output,
plus printed diagnostics.
This is one of many DASD
translators now availableall proven and thoroughly
documented. From the list
shown here, select those
you're interested in. Then
send or call for more infor·
mation.
DASD can provide any level
of conversion service, from
simple per·line/per·program
conversions through com·
plete turnkey projects. We're
the conversion specialists.

-Edward R. Lawrence
Monterrey, Mexico

Conversion
Programs
Available
RPG/RPG II to COBOL
CIRCLE 121 ON READER CARD

NEAT/3 to COBOL
CIRCLE 122 ON READER CARD

DIBOL to <:OBOL
CIRCLE 123 ON READER CARD

COBOL to COBOL
CIRCLE 124 ON READER CARD

FORTRAN to
FORTRAN
CIRCLE 125 ON READER CARD

DOS ALC to

as ALC

CIRCLE 126 ON READER CARD

MAP to COBOL

THE COMPUTER
MUSE
DOLOR*

I have known the inexorable madness of pencils,
Neat in their boxes, dolor of pad and paper-weight,
All the misery of manila folders and mucilage,
Desolation in immaculate public places,
Lonely reception room, lavatory, switchboard,
The unalterable pathos of basin and pitcher,
Ritual of multigraph, paper-clip, comma,
Endless duplication of lives and objects.
And I have seen dust from the walls of institutions,
Finer than flour,alive, more dangerous than silica,
Sift, almost invisible through long afternoons of tedium,
Dropping a fine film on nails and delicate eyebrows,
Glazing the pale hair, the duplicate gray standard faces.

-Theodore Roethke
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COBOL ISAM to
COBOL VSAM
CIRCLE 128 ON READER CARD

Job Control Language
Translators
CIRCLE 129 ON READER CARD

CCP to CICS
CIRCLE 130 ON READER CARD

COMPUTER CURES ROETHKE'S "DOLOR"
I've known the boundless bliss of the crt
Beam from its metal box, weightless and wild,
All the. magic and music of memory,
Triumphant at a public terminal,
Clarity of classroom, meeting room, machine room,
The self-altering pattern of the program,
Originality of alphanumerics,
Endless innovation of lives and symbols.
And I have seen rainbow flicker on corporate walls,
Stranger than sunlight, alive, stronger than solitude,
Dance, silent and subtle, through timeless nights of invention,
Shining on fingernails, shaping a studious eyebrow,
Streaking the fair hair, the unique individual faces.
*"Dolor" appears in The Lost Son and Other Poems, by Theodore Roethke. Copyright
Beatrice Lishington. Published by Doubleday and Co., Inc. I
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-Jonathan V. Post
Seattle, Washington
Member of the Cap Gemini Sogeti Group'" DASD Corporation
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9045 North DeelWood Dnve

Dept. 236

Milwaukee, WI 53223

(414) 355·3405
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If you'd like to share your opinions, gripes, or experiences
with other readers, send them'to the Forum Editor,
DATAMATION, 875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022. We welcor:ne essays, poems, humorous pieces, or short stories.

NoW" you can do things
with your IBM cotnputerthat
you've alvvays
ted to do.
Things that will solve your end users'
problems. And yours. Without changing your
existing IBM environment.

Your hardware, our software
Spectra is our off-the-shelf software. It's a
fully-integrated, on-line system
developed by Xerox for medium
to large IBM computers. It offers a
full range of applications for manufacturing, distribution and fmancial
functions. As well as a complete
line of software management
support systems.
With Spectra, you can
avoid years of development
and have a system up and
running in a few months.
You simply phase it into
your existing environment and
start deaning up your applications backlog.

You stay in control
Spectra is ideal for single or
multi-plant environments considering a dosed-loop manufacturing
system. It's fully compatible and
upgradable with installed IBM
CPUs as small as the 4300 series,
all the way up to the 3081.
It's proven, too. Its features
have been enhanced and refmed
through years of use by hundreds of satisfied customers. But
that's not all. We'll continue to
update the system, ensuring
that you always have the best
software available.
XEROX<II> and Spectra are trademarks of the XEHOX CORPORATION.

Two ways to get there
You can get the benefits of
Spectra by using it on your IBM
computer immediately. Or, as
an option, start with the same software on our on-line, remote
computer services. Then, when
you're ready, just move the software and data base in-house.
We'll get you up and running
with a comprehensive training and
implementation program. After
that, we'll always be on hand to
help in any way we can.
To fmd out more about Spectra
software, call toll-free (800)
323-2818, Operator 146. In Illinois,
call (800) 942-1166.
Or return this coupon. We'll
mail you our new Spectra Capabilities brochure. And you'll be
on your way to doing the things
you've always wanted to do with
your IBM computer.
----------------

Xerox Computer Services

c/o Ron Rich, 5310 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, California 90066
Send me your Spectra Capabilities brochure.
My company is a:
Manufacturer 0 Distributor
I'm interested in your software for:
OIDM43XX OIDM370 OIDM30XX

o

Name/Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ __
_ _ _ Tel. (
)

XEROX
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